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Introduction

Durkheim's study of socialism is a document of excep-

tional intellectual interest for several reasons. Not the least

of these is that it presents us with the now somewhat un-

usual case of a truly first-rate thinker who had the inclina-

tion to contribute to the history of sociological theory and

to comment extensively on the work of a key figure in that

history, Henri Saint-Simon. The core of this volume con-

I

tains Durkheim's presentation of Saint-Simon's ideas, their

sources and their development.

Indeed, Durkheim so subordinates himself in these pages

that we might well wish that he had developed his own
critical reactions to Saint-Simon at greater length. This is

somewhat unusual in the annals of current sociological schol-

arship in America, which has tended to leave "mere" exe-

gesis and historical commentary to text book writers, and

which sometimes unwittingly fosters the barbaric assumption

that books and ideas more than twenty years old are beyond

scientific salvation. In contrast to such current preoccupa-

tions with the modern, it is noteworthy that at the time

Durkheim (1858-1917) wrote these lectures on socialism

and Saint-Simon (1760-1825), the latter was dead some
I seventy years.

In some quarters a concern for the history of sociological

I theory is now regarded as misguided. Of course, it is easy

to understand how the usual trite chronicle of thinkers and

ideas could foster such a disillusioned appraisal. Yet this

dim view of the history of sociological theory may be pre-

maturely pessimistic about earlier theory and unduly opti-

; mistic about the state of current theory.

Though current theoretical accomplishments in sociology

are frequently substantial and occasionally brilliant, nothing

I

is to be gained by short-circuiting this discipline's sense of

I
historical continuity. We may, of course, burnish our gen-

; eration's attainments by neglecting the earlier sources from

/ 7
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which they derive. But such a rupture of historical continuity

may well undermine even our own generation's accomplish-

ments. For it may set a precedent, disposing later scholars

to turn their back on our work.

There is, it would seem, some inconsistency between the

sociologist's growing recognition of the importance of de-

liberately cultivated theoretical continuity—as a methodo-

logical imperative—and a growing tendency to neglect the

earlier contributors to sociological theory. An awareness of

the historical development of sociology, of its past as well

as its present state, is the only firm basis for evaluating

whether we have "progressed," and, if so, how much and

in what ways. Alfred North Whitehead has said that "a

science which hesitates to forget its founders is lost." But

to forget something, one must have known it in the first

place. A science ignorant of its founders does not know
how far it has travelled nor in what direction; it, too, is

lost.

There is one basic justification for a social scientist's

neglect of the history of his discipline: he must demonstrate

that current theory and research have substantially assimi-

lated the problems and perspectives formulated by the ear-

lier thinkers. Failing in this, he must demonstrate that these

earlier problems and perspectives are no longer to be re-

garded as a proper concern of his discipline.^

1 To obviate possible misunderstandings, let me stress that I am
in no way suggesting that a distinction between the history of

sociological theory and current theory be obliterated. I concur
entirely in Robert Merton's judgement that "although the history

and the systematics of sociological theory should both be of

concern in training sociologists, this is no reason for merging
and confusing the two." R. K. Merton, Social Theory and Social

Structure, Free Press, rev. ed., 1957, p. 5. I believe, too, that I

am also cognizant of the extent to which earlier theories are

larded with false starts, archaic doctrines, and fruitless errors. I

more than doubt, however, that present systematic sociological

theory has come anywhere near assimilating the still viable parts

of early theory. Moreover, I am not confident that current theory

has a smaller proportion of false starts, archaic doctrines, and
fruitless errors. If this is true, then these same deficiencies in

earlier theories cannot justify their neglect. The decisive question

I
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Since Durkheim's time, however, academic sociologists

have increasingly neglected some of the central social prob-

lems of our time. (Your editor is no exception to this state-

ment.) For example, there are few sociological researches

into the sources, growth, and diffusion of modern socialism,

however numerous studies of the Soviet Union have become.

While there have been careful studies of various marginal

sects and cults, there are few detailed sociological analyses

of a socialist or communist party.

Related to this lacuna, is the common neglect of property

institutions by sociologists, apparently on the assumption

that this is the economist's job alone. If this is reasonable,

however, one wonders why sociologists have not also left

studies of industrial relations to economists, and studies of

political parties and elections to political scientists. Further-

more, since the decline of the "culture lag" school, which

for a period flourished at the University of Chicago, there

has been little systematic analysis of the role of modem
science and technology,^ and these institutions now find

is, of course, whether there is reason to believe that there is

still something scientifically promising in the early work. By far

the best indication that there is, can be found in the work of

two of the most creative of contemporary sociological theorists,

Robert Merton and Talcott Parsons. In the case of Parsons there

can be little doubt that his immersal in the earlier theorists, as

evidenced by his Structure of Social Action, provided an indis-

pensable basis for his own systematic theory. More specifically,

as Parsons himself has explicitly acknowledged, his "pattern vari-

ables" schema is a direct outgrowth of his work on Ferdinand
Tonnies' theory of Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft. See T. Parsons
and N. J. Smelser, Economy and Society, Free Press, 1956, p. 33.

One may similarly note the extremely fruitful uses to which
Robert K. Merton has put such classic theorists as C. H. Cooley,
H. Spencer, W. G. Sumner, and, above all, G. Simmel, in his

recent essay on "Continuities in the Theory of Reference Groups
and Social Structure," Ibid., pp. 281-386.
2 That the exceptions to be found in the work of Bernard Barber,
W. F. Cottrell, Gerard de Gre, and Robert Merton are notable,

does not make them any the less exceptions. Note the similar

discussion by Robert Merton concerning current deficiencies in

the sociological study of science in his "Priorides in Scientific

Discovery," American Sociological Review, Dec. 1957, p. 635.
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only a peripheral place in the sociological theories current

today. Finally, although there are numerous sociological

studies of family discord and even some of industrial ten-

sions, there are few sociological studies of international

relations, of war and peace.

^

Durkheim's study of socialism and Saint-Simon assumes

importance today precisely because, at various points,' it

considers all of these major questions and, in some meas-

ure, does so in their interrelationship to each other. Because

it has something to say about these problems, it may be

expected that educated laymen as well as professional so-

ciologists will find much of interest in these pages.

One way in which this study is of peculiar value to so-

ciologists, and others interested in the development of

sociological theory, is that it provides us with a basis for

a fuller understanding of Durkheim's own contribution as a

sociologist, producing greater clarity concerning some of the

intellectual forces which shaped it, and, in particular, of its

links to Saint-Simon, to the latter's disciple, Auguste Comte,

and to Karl Marx. Some recent analyses of Durkheim's

work have viewed it too much in terms of what it presum-

ably became, and too little in terms of what it came from.

There has also been a tendency to over-emphasize Durk-

heim's Comteian heritage and the influence which this had

upon him,* to the neglect of other influences.

3 I have, previously, had occasion to examine a set of twenty-five

text books in introductory sociology, published between 1945-

1954, to determine what they had to say about the causes and
effects of war. I found that in the 17,000 pages which these

volumes contained, there were only some 275 pages which dealt

with war in any of its manifestations. More than half of the

texts dealt with this single most important problem of the modern
world in less than 10 pages.

* Such an overemphasis is to be found, I believe, in Parsons'

interpretation of Durkheim. For example, "Insofar as any influ-

ence is needed to account for his [Durkheim's] ideas, the most
important one is certainly to be found in a source which is

both authentically French and authentically positivistic—Auguste
Comte, who was Durkheim's acknowledged master. Durkheim is

the spiritual heir of Comte and all the principal elements of his

earlier thought are to be found fore-shadowed in Comte's writ-
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Without doubt Durkheim's theory and research was much

influenced by Comte's. But if Durkheim's work comes out

of Comte's, it does not come only from this source; if there

was continuity between Durkheim and Comte, there was

also discontinuity. In Durkheim, we see a man who some-

times found himself constrained to oppose his own intel-

lectual mentor. Durkheim, we may say, was an uneasy

Comteian.

One striking demonstration that Durkheim was not sim-

ply the devoted disciple of Comte can be seen in this study

of socialism. Here, Durkheim firmly denies to Comte, and

bestows on Saint-Simon, the "honor" of having founded

both positivist philosophy and sociology.^ It should be clear

ings. . . . Every element in his thinking is rooted deeply in the

problems immanent in the system of thought of which Comte
was so eminent an exponent." Talcott Parsons, The Structure of

Social Action, McGraw-Hill Co., 1937, p. 307. One might say

exactly the same thing about the relationship between Durkheim's

and Saint-Simon's thought, and, quite understandably so, since

Comte derived practically all of his main ideas from Saint-Simon.

(But more on this later.) It is therefore extremely difficult to

distinguish between the Saint-Simonian and the Comteian influ-

ence on Durkheim.
5 Despite Durkheim's yeoman-like efforts to dispel the conception

that Comte was the "father" of sociology, the belief in "Comte
the father" persists, even among sociologists, as an almost inde-

structible myth. Contemporary sociologists, of course, no longer

lend credence to such ebullient fantasies as Chugerman's who
held that, ".

. . shutting himself in his room for a day and a
night, he [Comte] evolved the general conception of social science

and the project of the positive philosophy . .
." S. Chugerman,

Lester F. Ward, Duke University Press, 1939, p. 174. Nonethe-
less, one still finds fundamentally erroneous statements concerning,

Comte's significance in relation to Saint-Simon's. N. S. Timasheff,

for example, has recently reaffirmed this myth in maintaining

that "Auguste Comte . . . was the first major figure to assert

and then prove by deed that a science of society, both empiric

and theoretical, was possible and desirable." N. S. Timasheff,

Sociological Theory: Its Nature and Growth, Doubleday and
Co., 1955, p. 15. Similarly erroneous judgements are to be found
in Jacques Barzun and Henry Graff, The Modern Researcher,

Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1957, p. 203. Such judgements might
have been understandable had they been made prior to 1859,
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from this alone that references to Comte as Durkheim's

"acknowledged master" are misleadingly simple; they do not

portray their relationship in anything like its true complex-

ity. Above all, the usual formula fails to indicate that, in

certain pivotal ways, Durkheim's work constituted a deep-

going polemic against Comte. Durkheim's study of The

Division of Labor has been interpreted as an expression of

his opposition to the utilitarian individualists, and particu-

larly Herbert Spencer.^ In actuality, this volume has an-

when Saint-Simon's Memoire sur la Science de I'homme, origi-

nally written in 1813, was first published. This essay definitely

establishes that Saint-Simon's formulation of positivist philosophy,

and of sociology, clearly preceded his association with Comte.

This is also borne out by Durkheim, Halevy, Bury and Saint-

Simon's recent biographers, Frank Manuel, Mathurin Dondo,

and F. M. H. Markham. If the myth of "Comte the founder of

sociology" still persists in American sociology, despite long-stand-

ing evidence to the contrary, this suggests that it performs cer-

tain ongoing social functions for those holding it. There is an

interesting problem here for a study in the sociology of knowl-

edge. One hypothesis for such a study might be that acknowl-

edgement of Comte as the putative father of sociology is less

professionally damaging than acknowledgement of Saint-Simon

who, as Durkheim points out, was also one of the founders of

modern socialism. If sociologists acknowledge descent from Saint-

Simon rather than Comte they are not only acquiring a father,

but a blacksheep brother, socialism, thus reinforcing lay opinions

to the effect that socialism and sociology must be similar because

they have the same prefix. Needless to say, such an hypothesis

would not premise that there is a "plot" afoot to do Saint-

Simon out of his rightful heritage! While it may make no dif-

ference to the substance of a science concerning who, in fact,

its "founding father" was, nonetheless, shared professional beliefs

concerning this may be significant for a discipline's professional

organization and its practitioners' self-images. A "founding father"

is a professional symbol which can be treated as a trivial detail

by no one who wishes to understand the profession as a social

organization. Where there are conflicts, by later generations, con-

cerning who their "founding father" was, we suspect that this

may be a serious question essentially reflecting a dispute over

the character of the profession.

^ Parsons notes that Durkheim "directs attention immediately to

the moral elements in social life," and that this is indicative of

his polemic against Herbert Spencer, the utilitarian individualists.
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Other polemical target, namely, Comte himself, a fact which

comes out forcefully in its culminating chapters.

The Polemic Against Conte

In Comte's view, the increasing division of labor in mod-

ern society threatened its social cohesion. For it brought

with it "a fatal disposition towards a fundamental dispersion

of ideas, sentiments, and interests. . .
."^ The increasing

division of labor was, in this analysis, subversive of social

stability because it undermined the fundamental requisite

of order, namely, the consensus of moral beliefs. It was one

of the basic aims of Durkheim's Division of Labor to refute

this Comteian view. Durkheim flatly rejected Comte's

analysis, holding that it was not the division of labor as

such which "normally" induced social disorder.

Durkheim's argument, in effect, hinges on a Saint-Simon-

ian assumption: namely, that with the emergence of the

new industrial order new social needs arose and new ways

of satisfying old needs were required. Like Saint-Simon's,

Durkheim's position was relativistic. The growing division of

labor is "natural" in modern society, Durkheim maintains;

it normally produces social solidarity. Indeed it produces

what he seems to have regarded as a "higher" type of

solidarity, an "organic" solidarity. This he contrasted with

and the Manchester school of economists. Parsons, Ibid., p. 310.

Not only does this neglect consideration of the implications of

Durkheim's polemic against Comte, but it also omits considera-

tion of the manner in which Durkheim's stress on the "moral"
elements in society is related to his polemic against the socialists.

In a review of Durkheim's study of Suicide, one of Durkheim's
contemporaries, Gaston Richard, makes this clear. See L'annee
Sociologique, 1897, p. 404. Durkheim was engaged on several

fronts simultaneously: On the one hand, opposing the socialists

and the utilitarian individualist's neglect of moral elements and,

on the other, opposing Comte's overstatement of the contempo-
rary significance of moral norms in a society with an advanced
division of labor.

' As quoted in Durkheim's The Division of Labor in Society, tr.

G. Simpson, Free Press, 1947, p. 358.
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the "mechanical" solidarity of earlier societies which had

rested upon shared moral beliefs, or on uniformity in their

"collective conscience." Comte, he says, failed to see that

the social solidarity produced by the division of labor with

its web of interdependence, was gradually being substituted

for the earlier solidarity which had rested mainly on shared

moral beliefs.

Of course, says Durkheim, modern society requires con-

sensus in moral beliefs. Shared moral beliefs as well as the

division of labor, both, contribute to the maintenance of

social solidarity. But modern society no longer requires the

same degree of moral consensus, nor does this consensus

entail the same items of belief, necessary for earlier periods.

In Durkheim's view, the respective roles of mechanical and

organic solidarity were changing. "What is necessary is to

give each, at each moment in history, the place that is fitting

to it. . .
"^ The division of labor "more and more tends

to become the essential condition of social solidarity.""' In-

deed, "the ideal of human fraternity can be realized only

in proportion to the progress of the division of labor. "^° We
cannot look to the past as a guide, says Durkheim. In a

manner reminiscent of Saint-Simon, who had also held that

the division of labor must become the basis of a new moral-

ity, Durkheim indicates^^ that contemporary society must

develop a new moral code corresponding to changed mod-
ern conditions.

It is sometimes suggested that there was an important

change in focus in Durkheim's later work, and that he grad-

ually reemphasized and saw new importance in the role of

8 Ibid., p. 398, see also pp. 364 et seq.

^Ibid., p. 400.

^^Ibid., p. 406.
" Ibid., p. 401. The role of both the division of labor and of
shared moral beliefs as bases of social solidarity are also to be
found in Saint-Simon. With respect to the latter, note, as one of
many instances cited by Durkheim in the following volume, Saint-

Simon's comment in a letter to Chateaubriand: "The similarity

of positive moral ideas is the single bond which can unite men
into society."
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shared beliefs.^^ Whatever the validity of this observation,

here, in The Division of Labor, his first great work, Durk-

heim is unmistakably conducting a polemic against Comte

for having overstressed the need for moral consensus in

maintaining social stability. It is certainly not the case that

Durkheim neglects the role of shared beliefs in the Divi-

sion of Labor; it is not that he is then unaware of their

significance and only later works through to an understand-

ing of them. From the beginning, he was fully aware of the

significance which had long since been imputed to shared

beliefs by Comte, but he deliberately chose to oppose

Comte's estimate of their role in modern society.

Durkheim readily admits that the division of labor pres-

ently engenders social tensions. These arise, however, "be-

cause all the conditions of organic solidarity [i.e., social

solidarity deriving from increased occupational specializa-

tion] have not been realized. "^^ His position is again

fundamentally Saint-Simonian. Saint-Simon had held that

social patterns engendering tension do so, either because

they are the archaic survivals of earlier conditions which

no longer obtain, or are the first growths of a new social

system which has not yet matured.^* It is in both of these

ways that Durkheim explains the tensions associated with

the increasing division of labor.

He holds, for example, that the new moral rules appro-

priate to the new division of labor have not yet developed.

Because of this, class war and crises of over-production

result, for the relations between specialized functions are

not yet properly integrated and regulated. Or, again, Durk-

heim states that the division of labor engenders tensions

because people have been forced into occupations at vari-

ance with their natural talents. It is not the division of

12 Cf. Parsons' comment that ". . . reversion to mechanical soli-

darity represents the authentic line of Durkheim's development."
Ibid., p. 321.
13 Durkheim, Ibid., p. 365.
14 Cf. Frank E. Manuel, The New World of Henri Saint-Simon,

Harvard University Press, 1956, p. 232.
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labor as such, but an archaic "forced division of labor" that

generates social tensions.

Occupational specializations must be assigned, says Durk-

heim, in keeping with the natural distribution of talents

and not on the basis of hereditary wealth or birth. He does

not, however, develop this into a critique of private proper-

ty, as had the Saint-Simonians, Bazard and Enfantin, in

which it was indicated that private ownership of industrial

property can inhibit its rational administration and pro-

ductivity, since those owning factories may not be those

who can best administer them.

In his Division of Labor, at any rate, Durkheim was not

gropingly moving toward an appreciation of shared moral

norms; he was, in fact, moving away from Comte's empha-

sis on their significance in modern society. Durkheim was,

also, much more self-consciously aware than Comte of the

ways in which commitment to certain types of norms might

yield forms of social disorganization. For example, in the

Division of Labor he notes that it is because people in

modern society share certain conceptions of "justice" that

they object to the "forced" division of labor, and to the

assignment of roles on the basis of inherited wealth or

birth. In his later work on Suicide,^^ Durkheim stresses that

Protestant norms actually induce a higher rate of suicide.

He stresses that normlessness (or anomie) is not the only

source of social disorganization or the only stimulant to a

high suicide rate. A commitment to Protestant beliefs may
also induce a disorganizing "egoism," Durkheim argues.

And he regards anomie and egoism as having a close con-

nection, a "peculiar affinity" for each other.

Durkheim makes an interesting point in his discussion of

"acute anomie." This, he says, arises during periods of sud-

den prosperity or depression which rapidly change people's

class position. People exposed to such sudden class shifts

are prone to suicide, he says, because they are normless.

But here "normless" is used in a peculiar sense. It does not

mean that people lack norms, but rather that the norms

15 Emile Durkheim, Suicide, tr. J. A. Spaulding and G. Simpson,
Free Press, 1951, esp. ch. 2.
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which they do have no longer correspond to the new class

position in which they suddenly find themselves. It is this

disparity between their old norms and their new circum-

stances which induces tension. Thus moral norms play a

positive role in generating disorganization; they can disrupt

social order rather than strengthen it, unless they are in

keeping with the changing circumstances of life.^^ Social

order does not rest on norms alone, Durkheim is saying

here; it depends on the way in which norms are integrated

with other conditions.

Similarly, Durkheim maintains that to the extent that

people believe in "progress" there will always be a strain

toward anomie, involving a perpetually restless dissatisfac-

tion with the status quo.^'' A certain amount of anomie

is therefore a normal condition in modern society. The "en-

feeblement" of the "collective conscience" is an inevitable

and normal development in a modern industrial society

with an increasing division of labor.

Comte had stressed the need for social consensus, re-

garding its decline as the principal peril to modern society.

Durkheim, however, maintained that too high a degree of

social cohesion could also induce disorganization. This is

clearly expressed in his Suicide where he remarks, "If, as

we have seen, excessive individuation leads to suicide, in-

sufficient individuation has the same results. When a man
has become detached from society, he encounters less re-

sistance to suicide in himself, and he does so likewise when
social integration is too strong."i8 Thus a collective con-

science which was either too weak or too strong could induce

social disorganization.

In contrast again with Comte, Durkheim held that a cer-

16 Comte's bitter polemic against the "dogma of unlimited Liberty

of Conscience" because it "tends to hinder the uniform estab-

lishment of any system of social ideas," apparently misses the

point that this "dogma" was, in fact, a shared moral belief.

Auguste Comte, System of Positive Polity, Vol. 4, tr. Richard
Congreve, Longmans, Green and Co., 1877, p. 531.
^'' "The entire morality of progress and perfection is thus insep-

arable from a certain amount of anomy." Suicide, Ibid., p. 364.
^6 Ibid., p. 217.
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tain amount of social conflict was normal and natural in

modern society. In part, he sees it as the price of modern

freedom. In the Division of Labor, for example, he makes

the point that conflict and competition among individuals

was natural. It was the prevention of such conflicts, by the

imposition of outmoded arrangements based on inherited

wealth and position, that was abnormal. Let natural talents

rather than artificial institutions decide the issue, he says.^^

The contrast of Durkheim's position with Comte's also

comes out forcefully in respect to their differing strategies

for controlling the divisive effects of the increasing division

of labor. Interestingly enough, Comte had held that the
j

dispersing effects of occupational differentiation should be

checked by government regulation. This is at variance with

Comte's tendency to minimize the role of political inter-

vention and his usual reliance on the "spontaneous" sources

of social solidarity. Durkheim takes issue with this proposal

and is, in this respect, a more consistent Comteian than

Comte himself. The central difficulty of modern society,

Durkheim insists, is the lack of social structures mediating

between the individual and the state. Comte's solution, he

holds, would only compound the atomizing heritage of the

French Revolution.

Project for a Corporative Society

In the Division of Labor, he never proposes a clear-cut f

alternative solution to the problem, although the direction

which his solution is to take is already manifest there. It is

only in the Suicide that he proposes a specific remedy for

the dispersing effects of the division of labor which he later

expands upon in the preface to the second edition of the

Division of Labor. In this he takes a step beyond and

against Comte in maintaining that not only was the state

incompetent to control this problem, but so too were the

family and religious organizations. None of these could sup-

ply the necessary connective tissue in modern society.

What is needed, holds Durkheim, are new kinds of inter-

im Division of Labor, see especially pp. 374, et seq.
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.mediary groups which can regulate the specialized occupa-

tional life of modern men. He advances a plan for the

development of communal or corporative organization

among people working in the same occupations and indus-

tries. Men in the same segment of the economy will un-

derstand each other's problems well enough to respond to

them flexibly. They can establish a viable group life which

can exercise effective moral control over all the participants

on the basis of intimate knowledge.

These occupational corporations were to be represented

in a national assembly, with employers and employees each

having separate representation. The number of representa-

tives for each was to be determined by the importance that

public opinion assigns to their group. The corporations are

to be organized on a national basis, coextensive with the

national development of the modern economy. They are to

maintain carefully their independence of the state.

Ultimately, however, they will become the basis of po-

litical organization and the fundamental political entity.

This is notably convergent with Saint-Simon's conception

of government in the new positivist-industrial order. In a

formula later adopted by Marx, Saint-Simon had expected

that government would cease being political in any special

sense, and would not involve the coercion of men but the

rational administration of things. Territorial and geographic

bases of social and political organization will not disappear,

claims Durkheim, but will play a less important role in the

corporatively organized society. This, too, converges with

Saint-Simon's prediction that in modern industrial society

loyalties will be less localistic and more cosmopolitan.

Durkheim's rationale for introducing this plan is note-

worthy. In a manner at variance with Saint-Simon's, Comte's,

and Marx's evolutionism, Durkheim does not claim that

the corporative organization of society is already embedded
in the evolutionary drift, or that it is inevitably predestined

by evolutionary design. Nor does he merely justify his pro-

posal on the grounds that it conforms with certain values

which he takes for granted. His position is that historical
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analysis shows that such corporative organization has been

functional in the past and that there are current social

needs for which such groups could again be useful. In short,

he does not simply describe what it is, nor does he hold

that corporative organization "must be"; he maintains that

it can be instituted, and that if it were it would prove use-

ful in reducing current social disorganization.

The plan is an interesting synthesis of diverse intellectual

streams. It is a blend of the Comteian concern for small

groups, with their complex and spontaneous bonds of social

interaction, together with the Saint-Simonian emphasis on

planned associations. It is a "Utopian" plan in the sense

that no plausible mechanisms are suggested for instituting

it. Significantly enough, however, it is presented in a delib-

erately anti-Utopian framework, in that it explicitly eschews

any effort to specify particulars. Durkheim's formulations

here bear the impress of the Marxian polemic against uto-

pianism; indeed, it seems that Durkheim knew Marx well

enough to quote the latter's metaphors freely.^"

What Durkheim seems to have been attempting was a

synthesis of Marxist and Comteian views, a compromise

which leads him back to Saint-Simonian formulations which

had influenced both Marx and Comte. Above all, Durk-

heim was here seeking to combine the Comteian focus on

regulating moral norms with the Marxian focus on econom-

ic institutions. The decisive need today, suggests Durkheim,

is to provide a moral regulation not merely of society in

general but of the economy in particular. What is needed

is a regulation that will correspond to the characteristics

of the new industrialism which, as Saint-Simon had also

forcefully emphasized, Durkheim holds to be the distinctive

feature of modem society.

What brings about the exceptional gravity of this state [of

anemic normlessness] , is the heretofore unknown development
that economic functions have experienced for about two cen-

turies. Whereas formerly they played only a secondary role,

20 Ibid., p. 393.
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' they are now of the first importance. We are far from the

time when they were disdainfully abandoned to the inferior

classes. In the face of the economic, administrative, military,

and religious functions become steadily less important. Only

the scientific functions seem to dispute their place, and even

science has scarcely any prestige save to the extent that it can

serve practical occupations, which are largely economic. That

is why it can be said, with some justice, that society is or

tends to be essentially industriai.^i

Durkheim also seems to have regarded his proposal for

occupational corporations as consistent with socialist pro-

posals. For even a socialist society, he insists, will require

means of morally regulating interpersonal relations and

adjusting the activities of different groups to each other.

If socialist society is to be stable, it wUl have to do more

than increase productivity and living standards; even elim-

ination of the "forced division of labor" will not suffice;

socialism, too, requires a set of regulating moral norms,

capable of daily implementation.

To reiterate the main line of Durkheim's argument in

The Division of Labor: The increasing division of labor

is a normal development in modern industrial society. It

does not naturally produce social disorganization, but does

so only under certain conditions. The two most important

of these are, first, where anomie prevails in the economy,

that is, where there is a lack of moral norms governing in-

dustrial activities or relations. The second is where there is

a "forced division of labor," that is, where people are

constrained to take up positions in the division of labor

at variance with their natural talents.

At this point, Durkheim could have pursued two different

directions: He could have focused either on the problem

of anomie or on the study of the forced division of labor.

If he had pursued the latter he could, for example, have

examined the reasons why the hereditary transmission of

wealth or position does not disappear and give way to new
social arrangements more in keeping with the modern divi-

sion of labor.

21 Ibid., p. 3.
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He does not take this direction at all. This cannot be

explained by stating that Durkheim believed that the forced

division of labor would naturally wither away in the course

of time, and that it therefore required no planned remedy.

For he clearly rejects this tack with respect to normlessness

or anomie in the economic sphere. In the latter case, he:

does not count on the "natural" or spontaneous develop-

ment of new ethical beliefs to provide the required regu-

lation of economic activities; he deliberately proposes a

planned solution to the problem, the occupational corpora-

tion.

Attention is focused on the problem of anomie, rather

than the forced division of labor, because Durkheim was

still deeply committed to Comteian assumptions. He still

believes that some degree of moral consensus is indispen-

sable to social solidarity, either in a capitalist or a socialist

society. If, however, he had further developed the problem

of the forced division of labor this could only have ob-

scured his differences with the socialists (as well as the

utilitarian individualists) whose basic weakness, he main-

tained, was their neglect of the role of moral norms.

This tack would also, at some point, have constrained

Durkheim into a concern with systems of stratification and

power relations, in short into a greater convergence with

Marxism. This would have made it difficult, if not impos-

sible, for him to continue using the Comteian model of

modern society which saw it as basically tending toward

order and stability. Unlike Saint-Simon, who had stressed

the role of social classes and of class conflict in providing

an impetus or resistance to change, Comte had minimized

the role of internal class conflicts.

To Durkheim, as to Comte, the basic features of the new
society were already in existence—that is, modem indus-

trialism with its rational methods and its increasing division

of labor. Consequently, their problem was to develop a

new moral order consistent with it, so that it might remain

stable and develop in an orderly manner. Their central task

was not defined as producing social change so much as

facilitating a natural tendency toward social order. Their
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problem was, in short, that of "fine-tuning" the new indus-

trial regime rather than basically reorganizing it. They saw

modern society as young and immature, as an insufficiently

developed industrialism. One merely needed to stimulate and

gently guide the natural processes of its maturation. In con-

trast, of course, Marx—who had retained the Saint-Simonian

emphasis on social classes and class conflict—did not regard

modern society as an adolescent industrialism but as a senile

capitalism which, containing the ripe "seeds of its own de-

struction," needed to be readied for burial. Expecting that

the capitalist would resist his own dismissal, Marx believed

that change would not be smooth and orderly, and that

therefore modern society possessed deep instabilities.

It is in part because he views modern society in the

Comteian manner, as requiring moral rearmament rather

than economic reconstruction, that Durkheim focuses on
the problem of anomie and proposes the development of

occupational corporations to control it. This is partly a sup-

plement to and partly a polemic against the socialist's neg-

{lect of the role of moral norms. 2- But even in this, Durk-
iheim's attitude is no longer that of Comte's; he does not

jseem to view moral reform as necessarily prior to political

jor economic reform, as Comte had, but rather as corollary

jor coincident with it.

The question for Durkheim was how the needed moral

reform was to be obtained. How could the new morality be

developed? Saint-Simon and Comte had in part supposed

that the new morality would not be developed but would
be (indeed, had been) discovered by positive science and
50ciology. Durkheim, however, is not sanguine about this

jolution on several grounds. While he continues to believe

i;hat social science can ultimately provide a basis for values,

hnd that a scientific ethic will someday be possible, he

lonetheless argues that, at this time, science is not suffi-

=2C/. especially Ch. X of this volume. Here the nub of
Durkheim's critique of Saint-Simon and socialism is that it pro-
'ides for no moral restraints on economic aspirations. Durkheim,
lowever, is hard put to cope with Saint-Simon's fijial work on
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ciently advanced to do so. Science could not yet discern

the content or the particulars of the new morality. ".
. .

it is vain to delay by seeking precisely what this law must

be, for in the present state of knowledge, our approximation

will be clumsy and always open to doubt."^^ The problem

is too pressing to wait for the development of a positive

or scientific ethic.

The Development of Moral Beliefs

How then could a new morality appropriate to modem
circumstances be secured? It would have to be naturally or

spontaneously developed, if it could not now be scientifically

discovered. But this raises the question as to how, in gen-

eral, systems of moral beliefs normally and spontaneously

arise. For there is no reason to suppose that the spon-

taneous development of a new morality will differ from

the spontaneous development of earlier moralities. The ques-

tion of values then becomes a thoroughly empirical one.

In short, Durkheim is led to a consistently positivistic

position about moral beliefs, becoming concerned with the

study of the ways in which they actually evolve and devel-

the "New Christianity" in which a morality transcending eco-

nomic interests is proposed. While Saint-Simon's approach to

morality occasionally bears vestiges of Voltaire's "Footman's
God," it is clear in this final work that Saint-Simon had empha-
sized a need for a morality transcending economic objectives.

Durkheim's subsequent effort to maintain his original position

concerning Saint-Simon's neglect of moral factors is, to my mind,
not entirely successful, though it remains a telling criticism of
contemporary communism. In the end, it seems as if Durkheim's
criticism is not so much directed against Saint-Simon's neglect of
moral elements, but, rather, at the latter's failure to spell out
the mechanisms by means of which these were to be built into

modern group life. In effect, then, his criticism of Saint-Simon
is that he was a "Utopian," precisely in the Marxist sense, in

that he had not worked out mechanisms adequate to the realiza-

tion of his moral objectives. Marx had held that Saint-Simon
was a Utopian in that he had not conceived mechanisms to im-
plement socialism's economic objectives. For Durkheim, the prob-
lem in part became one of the mechanics of producing a moral
change.
^^ Division of Labor, p. 31.
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op. This knowledge about the spontaneous development of

values could then be used to further the planned develop-

ment of a morality suitable for modern times.

It is in some part because he becomes growingly in-

terested in the spontaneous development of social norms,

the ways in which they emerge and become internalized in

the individual, that he comes to focus on the role of edu-

cational institutions and of the family. This is also one of

the reasons for his study of religion, which is essentially

a study of the development of moral beliefs in their most

dramatic expression. A central point in most of these studies

is his concern with the factors that shape and sustain moral

beliefs, and not merely in what they sustain. In this, again,

Durkheim differs importantly from Comte who was basic-

ally concerned about the consequences of moral beliefs for

social consensus and who had contributed little to an em-

pirical understanding of the social forces fostering their

development.

The problem was far from definitively resolved in Durk-

heim's work. Nonetheless, there is one theme which recurs

in his studies. It is, above all, that moral norms grow up

around sustained patterns of social interaction. It is clear,

even in The Division of Labor, that he was beginning to

focus on patterns of social interaction, as providing the

focus around which moral beliefs emerge and develop.

The trouble was that Durkheim never clearly worked out

an explicit analytic distinction between patterns of social

interaction, or social structures, and patterns of moral be-

liefs or sentiments, the "collective conscience." This confu-

sion is especially discernible in his Suicide, and particularly

in his discussion of types of suicide. For example, the

"anomic suicide" is characterized as being both normless

and socially detached, that is, he is described in terms of

both his moral beliefs (or absence of them) and his social

relations. The "egoistic suicide" is held to be burdened by

norms calling upon him to take individual responsibility

for his own decisions and, also, by being socially isolated

from others. Despite this theoretical failure to clearly dis-

tinguish between patterns of moral belief and social inter-
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action, Durkheim does break through to a clear solution in

his practical proposals.

In the final chapter of Suicide, for example, he says that

the problem of suicide "bears witness ... to an alarming

poverty of morality."^* We cannot simply "will" the prob-

lem out of existence in a Utopian way. A people's morality

"depends on the grouping and organization of social ele-

ments," on the social arrangements which exist. Ways of

thinking and acting cannot be changed without "changing

the collective existence itself and this cannot be done with-

out modifying its anatomical constitution. By calling the

evil of which the abnormal increase in suicide is sympto-

matic a moral evil, we are far from thinking to reduce it

to some superficial ill which may be conjured away by soft

words. On the contrary, the change in moral temperament

thus betrayed bears witness to a profound change in our

social structure. To cure one, therefore, the other must be

reformed. "25

Since the older forms of social organization, the family,

the guild, the church, have been weakened or eliminated,

new forms of social organization must be erected in their

place to stem the tide of anomie. What Durkheim seems to

have been assuming, is that patterns of social interaction form

the basis upon which moral beliefs spontaneously develop.

It is precisely for this reason that he advances as his remedy

for moral anarchy in industry the establishment of new
modes of social interaction, the occupational corporation. If

science cannot yet invent or discover a new morality, then

we must use what we know about the spontaneous devel-

opment of moral beliefs to planfully foster their natural

emergence.

Convergences with Marx

In many ways this is a significant convergence with Marx,

at least on the level of the working assumptions which they

^i Suicide, p. 387.
25 Ibid.
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used in their roles as applied social scientists.^^ For Durk-

heim was here saying something quite consistent with the

Marxian formula that "social being determines social con-

sciousness."^^ What Durkheim did, however, was to general-

ize the Marxian formula. Instead of focusing mainly, as

Marx usually did, on the manner in which class or eco-

nomic relations shape patterns of belief, Durkheim holds

that social (not merely economic) relations influence the

development of beliefs.

Durkheim's analysis of religion and religious beliefs^s also

has important convergences with Marx's, although it is much
more acute and sophisticated than the latter's, particularly

in its analysis of symbolism. For example, Durkheim notes

that in certain primitive societies the totem is the symbol

of the god or godhead; but it is also a symbol or flag of

the particular clan which worships it. The godhead and

the clan are thus symbolically equal to each other. Conse-

quently, concludes Durkheim, religious ideas emerge out of

society.

In contrast with Marx, Durkheim does not deal solely

with the relation between religion and class or work rela-

tions in a society. When Durkheim holds society to be the

basis from which religion emerges, he conceives of society

as containing a richer variety of relevant elements: power

relations and economic conditions are included to be sure,

but so, too, are kin and clan groupings as well as ecological

factors. Here, too, he can be regarded as having relativized

Marx's approach to the development of moral beliefs. Durk-
heim, then, was beginning to bridge the gap between Marx-
ism and Comteianism.

What Durkheim began to see was that moral beliefs had

26 With reference to Durkheim and Marx as applied social sci-

entists, see Alvin W. Gouldner, "Theoretical Requirements of
Applied Social Science," American Sociological Review, Vol. 22,
No. 1 Feb., 1957, pp. 92-102.
2'^ For a classically Marxian statement of this, see K. Marx and
F. Engels, The German Ideology, International Publishers, n.d.
28 E. Durkheim, The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life, tr.

J. W. Swain, Free Press, 1941.
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to be treated in a systematically scientific manner, that their

emergence and development as well as their contribution to

society needed empirical study. He began to see that the

problem of values could not be handled in the manner of

radical positivism, that is, by postulating that science could,

or would ultimately, formulate and validate moral beliefs.

Nor could values be coped with in a theological way, by

regarding them as divinely given and thus without a devel-

opmental history. Both of these positions had placed values

beyond scientific study.

But once existent moral beliefs are no longer taken as

given, and once they come to be viewed as problems for em-

pirical investigation, then they must inevitably be seen as

interconnected with many other elements of social life. Not

only are many things contingent upon them, but they are

reciprocally contingent upon many other things. Values then

come to be regarded as one constituent of society, an im-

portant one to be sure, but still only one. Values and moral

beliefs are no longer viewed as the sole or key constituent

of society.

As Durkheim puts it, in the Division of Labor, society is

the necessary condition of the moral world. This is almost a

complete reversal of the Comteian position that moral con-

sensus is the necessary condition of social order. Moreover,

Durkheim adds, "society cannot exist if its parts are not

solidary, but solidarity is only one of the conditions of its

existence. There are many others which are no less necessary

and which are not moral "^^ (Our emphases.)

The systematic exploitation of these early insights could

have only been fatal to the Comteian position. For Comte
had assumed that social solidarity was the prime condition

for social survival, and he had further assumed that moral

consensus was the basis of social solidarity. Durkheim's cri-

tique of Comte's stress on moral norms is inhibited, in part,

by his simultaneous polemic against the socialists and indi-

vidualist utilitarians for their neglect of moral norms. But

though the critique of Comte is inhibited, it is, nonetheless,

29 Division of Labor, p. 399.
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present and important to understand for a proper perspective

on Durkheim.

To understand Durkheim's critical orientation to Comte,

what needs to be remembered is that, unlike Comte, Durk-

heim was exposed to the full force of Marxism and to the

growing challenge of European socialism. By 1870, the first

French labor party had been formed. There was increasing

class and industrial conflict in France, culminating in the

great Decazeville strike of 1886, the year that Durkheim

was drafting The Division of Labor. (One year later Durk-

heim gave the first French university course in sociology.)

Durkheim's concern with "solidarity" is probably related in

part to the growing cleavages in French society which are

reflected in the growth of socialism.

As a matter of fact, Durkheim began his sociological stud-

ies by focusing on the question of the relationship between

individualism and socialism. These studies were interrupted

and it was not until 1895, a decade later, that he returns

to the study of socialism. Marcel Mauss, one of the intimate

group of coUaborators that Durkheim gathered around him-

self, relates in the introduction to this volume that some of

Durkheim's students had been converted to socialism. There

also seems to have been some mutual esteem between Durk-

heim and some of the leading socialists of the time, partic-

ularly Guesde and Juares. Mauss further indicates that,

although Durkheim always remained uncommitted to social-

ism, "he 'sympathized' (as it is now called) with the social-

ists, with Juares, with socialism." The picture that emerges

of Durkheim, supported in part by Mauss' introduction, is

that Durkheim was under pressure to adjust Comteianism

to Marxism, That there was somewhere a bridge between

these two traditions was suggested by their possession of a

common ancestor, Saint-Simon. Durkheim's sympathetic re-

visitation of Saint-Simon, the man most detested by Comte,

may be understandable as an incompleted effort to find a

passage and to mend the rift between two of the major

theoretical systems of his time, Marxism and Comteianism.

This perspective on Durkheim's work finds further confir-

mation in his little known lectures on Professional Ethics
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and Civic Morals. ^^^ In these, many of which consist of

an examination of the evolution of certain western values,

Durkheim stresses the following points of relevance to our

own analysis:

1. He holds that it is the existence of social classes, char-

acterized by significant economic inequalities, that makes it

in principle impossible for "just" contracts to be negotiated.

It is this system of stratification which, he argues here,

offends the moral expectations of people in contemporary

cultures, because it constrains to an unequal exchange of

goods and services. The exploitation thus rendered possible

by notable power disparities among the contracting parties

conduces to a sense of injustice which has socially unstabili-

zing consequences. Thus, almost surprisingly, both Durkheim

and Marx converge on a concept of "exploitation" as a

contributant to current social instabilities.^^

2. These power disparities derive largely, says Durkheim,

from retention of the institution of inheritance. Inheritance

ab intestat, Durkheim firmly insists, "is today an archaic

survival and without justification";^^ it is in conflict with

modern contractual ethics and practices. Testamentary dis-

positions, in his view, are also likely to be outmoded. Durk-

heim anticipates their ultimate elimination in modern society

and looks forward to a time when property will no longer

be transmitted through the family.

3. But if inheritance is eliminated, asks Durkheim, what
institution would become the repository of private wealth,

upon the death of its original owner? In his answer, we see

a totally different and neglected aspect of Durkheim's project

for the corporative reorganization of modern society. The
corporative organization of people in the same industry or

profession was not seen by Durkheim as having only a mo-

30 These have recently been translated and published in the

United States and Great Britain. See Emile Durkheim, Profession-
al Ethics and Civic Morals, tr., C. Brookfield, Free Press, 1958.
^^ Ibid., p. 213 et seq. This convergence, and its implications,

are discussed somewhat more fully in Alvin W. Gouldner, "Reci-
procity and Autonomy in Functional Theory," in L. Z. Gross
(ed.), Symposium on Social Theory, Row, Peterson, 1958.
^2 Ibid., p. 216.
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rality-building function. The occupational corporation was

also expected to have important economic functions, inher-

iting and managing private property following the demise

of its original owners. The occupational corporations were

Durkheim's "moral equivalent" for the Marxian nationaliza-

tion of industry by the state, and were expected to "satisfy

all the conditions for becoming ... in the economic sphere,

the heirs of the family."^^

That Durkheim never succeeded in integrating the Marxian

and Comteian traditions is evident; but he approached the

foothills to an intellectual confrontation which challenges

theorists to this very day.

Alvin W. Gouldner
May 10, 1958

Urbana, Illinois

About the Translation

This volume was translated by Charlotte Sattler. The editor

served as a consultant, particularly in matters concerning

Durkheim's sociological vocabulary, but did not generally

supervise the translation. The translator's intention was nei-

ther to render Durkheim as a twentieth century stylist nor

as an "up-to-date" sociologist but, rather, to present him as

he was, a turn of the century French academician. As will

be obvious to those who know the original, or who read M.
Mauss' occasional footnotes throughout the volume, Durk-

heim's original manuscript was frequently incomplete and

sometimes illegible. Under these conditions, the main objec-

tive was to rescue the fruit of Durkheim's thought, not the

flower of his style.

The reader will notice three types of footnotes: Those

which are unsigned were written by Durkheim himself; those

which are signed M.M. were added by Mauss; those signed

A.W.G. were added by the editor of this volume.

83 Ibid., p. 218,
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This book is the beginning of a work which was never

finished. It is the first part of a History of Socialism drafted

in the form of lectures. The course was given at Bordeaux,

at the Faculty of Letters, from November 1895 to May 1896.

This is the place the study occupies in the work and

thought of Durkheim:

We know the problems from which it emerged. As early

as his years at normal school, through personal inclination

and in an atmosphere animated by political and moral inter-

ests, and together with Jaures and his other friend, Hommay,
(who died in 1886), he dedicated himself to the study of

society. He then put the question quite abstractly and philo-

sophically, under the title: "The Relationship of Individual-

ism and Socialism." In 1883 he had fixed upon the relations

between the individual and society as his subject. Through

a continuing analysis of his theory and of the facts, between

the first plan of his Division of Social Labor (1884) and

the first draft (in 1886), he came to see that the solution of

the problem belonged to a new science, sociology. This was

in small favor at the time, especially in France where the

intemperance of the last Comtistes had brought it into

ridicule. Further, sociology was far from well established.

For Comte, Spencer, and even Espinas and the Germans,

Schaeffle and Wundt, had only indicated their philosophies

of it. Durkheim undertook the task of giving sociology a

method and a body. The study of socialism was consequently

interrupted.

This theoretical and scholarly task led to the definitive

drafting (1888 to 1893) of the Division of Labor, to the

course on Suicide (1889-90), The Family (1888-89), (1891-

93), and to that on Religion (1894-95). This was the range

of sociology that Durkheim taught including the Rules of

Method (1896), and Suicide (1897). Durkheim's thinking

32 /
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had taken definitive form. Creating the foundations of a

science had of course absorbed his energies. But he did not

lose sight of his point of departure.

Social problems remained at the bottom of his interests.

The Division of Labor, Suicide, have moral, political, and

economic implications for the professional group. The course

on The Family terminated with a lecture (published in la

Revue Philosophique of 1920), in which he shows that it is

necessary to grant the professional group a portion of the

ancient political and property rights which domestic groups

had, if the individual is not to be alone in the face of the

State and live in a kind of alternation between anarchy and

servitude. The present course, the course on Moral Educa-

tion (pubHshed in 1925) returns to this central idea in

Durkheim's clearly moral and political work. He again took

up this question in his Civic and Professional Morality (part

of the course on the Physiology of Right and Customs)

which we are planning to publish after this work.

Moreover the idea was so important that it impressed

great minds. Thus Georges Sorel, penetrating if not scholarly

or precise, whom we knew since 1893, did not fail to use

it in several articles in Devenir Social. Later revolutionary

syndicalism was in part affected by it. This should be noted

in passing to make a simple historical point. We could have

a great deal to say on this subject. For in this affair, we
were—at least a certain number among us—more than mere
witnesses, from 1893 to 1906.

However, until 1895 Durkheim could not spare a moment
from his work to return to the study of socialism. And even

when he did go back to it, as we wUl see in this book, he

did not depart from his customary point of view. He con-

sidered this doctrine from a purely scientific point of view,

as a fact which the scholar should look upon coldly, without

prejudice, and without taking sides. He treats it as a prob-

lem in sociology; for him, it is a question of explaining an
ideology—the socialist ideology—and to explain it one must
analyze the social pressures which constrained a few men
such as Saint-Simon and Fourier, Owen and Marx, to ad-

vance new principles of morality and of political and eco-
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nomic action. In addition, this course, we believe, is a model

of the application of sociological and historic method to the

analysis of the causes of an idea.

Indeed, through this unbiased form of research, Durkheim

satisfied at once the needs of both his moral and scientific

thought. He sought to take a stand and to justify it. He was

inclined toward this by a series of events—some small and

personal, others more serious. He clashed with touchy moral-

ists and classic or Christian economists for their objections

to collectivism, which they struck at through his Division

of Labor. Due to conflicts of this kind, he was excluded

from professorships in Paris. Some of the most brilliant

among his own students were converted to socialism, especial-

ly Marxist, and even Guesdist. In one "Social Study" circle

some examined Capital as they elsewhere considered Spinoza.

Durkheim sensed this opposition to liberalism and bourgeois

individualism. In a conference organized by this circle and

the Workers' Party at Bordeaux, Juares in 1893 extolled

Durkheim's work. However, if it was Lucien Herr who in

1886-88 converted Juares to socialism, it was Durkheim who

in 1889-96 had turned him away from political formalism

and the shallow philosophy of the radicals.

Durkheim was quite familiar with socialism at its very

sources, through Saint-Simon, Schaefl^e, and Karl Marx,

whom a Finnish friend, Neiglick, had advised him to study

during his stay in Leipzig. All his life he was reluctant to

adhere to socialism (properly so-called), because of certain

features of this movement: its violent nature, its class char-

acter—more or less purely workingmen's—and therefore its

political and even politician-like tone. Durkheim was pro-

foundly opposed to all wars of class or nation. He desired .

change only for the benefit of the whole of society and not

of one of its parts—even if the latter had numbers and

force. He considered political revolutions and parliamentary

evolution as superficial, costly, and more dramatic than se-

rious. He therefore always resisted the idea of submitting

himself to a party of political discipline, especially an inter-

national one. Even the social and moral crisis of the Dreyfuss

Affair, in which he played a large part, did not change his
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opinion. He therefore remained uncommitted—he "sympa-

thized" (as it is now called) with the socialists, with Juares,

with socialism. But he never gave himself to it.

To justify himself in his own eyes, in those of his students,

and one day in the eyes of the world, he began these studies.

The public course enjoyed great success. The definition of

socialism which was published in resume impressed Guesde

and Juares who declared themselves in agreement with Durk-

heim. Durkheim prepared for 1896-97 a course on Proud-

hon whose works he owned and had studied, as he had

done with Saint-Simon and his followers. He intended to

devote a third year to Lassalle about whom he then knew

httle, to Marx and to German socialism, which he knew well

already. He intended to confine himself to the works of

the masters, to their thought, rather than to their personal

lives or to works of second rank.

But in 1896 Durkheim, undertaking the L'Annee Sociolo-

gique, returned to pure science, and the History of Socialism

remained incomplete. He always regretted his inability to

continue or resume it.

This book therefore contains only the first part: Definition,

Beginnings of Socialism, Saint-Simon. It comes a little late.

But at the time Durkheim taught it, the history of socialist

doctrines was hardly appreciated, nor was it much developed.

Things have changed. Bourguin, MM. Gide and Rist have

produced their work. Socialism is here—a workers' and po-

litical force which evaluates itself. Saint-Simon is popular;

indeed, since the war, nearly everyone calls himself a Saint-

Simonian. The centenary of the first socialist messiah has

been properly celebrated.

A number of works have clarified questions that Durk-

heim did not pretend to resolve and did not even raise. M.
Charlety's book on Saint-Simon and the Saint-Simonians is

written with all the resources of modern history. And the

fine introduction that MM. C. Bougie and Elie Halevy con-

tributed to the Exposition de la Doctrine de Saint-Simon, by
Bazard and others, very adequately furnishes sources and

details. The biographical work of M. Georges Dumas and

M. Maxime Leroy is not even surmised in this course.
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However, we are publishing it. First, it states a careful and

classic definition of socialism. Also—unless we are greatly

mistaken—no other comprehensive statement on the begin-

nings of socialism can compare in clarity and force. Finally,

Durkheim's critical and historical opinions (for example,

with regard to the origins of socialism) have in themselves

without doubt philosophical interest and perhaps even empir-

ical truth.

Some of these lectures have appeared in la Revue de me-

taphysique et de morale, and in la Revue philosophique. We
thank the editors for permitting us to reproduce them here.

The manuscript is carefully executed and very few of the

passages are illegible. We have not attempted to fill gaps.

Every alteration is noted between brackets. We have verified

the quotations, and have made no changes in the text except

to mark chapter titles. We were obliged to cut out a few

lectures. The repetitions in the course have not been touched.

The manuscript is divided into lectures. We occasionally

cut them up and set up chapters and books—with no diflS-

culty. All the titles are Durkheim's

Madame Louise Durkheim had copied the manuscript al-

most entirely. I had only to assist her in passages difficult to

read. Illness and then death stopped her at the eleventh

lecture. Lectures XII and XIV had been ready.^

Marcel Mauss

1 Presumably, Mauss meant to say that lectures XII through XIV
had been ready. In what follows lecture numbers have been elim-

inated.—(A.W.G.)
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Chapter 1

Definition of Socialism

We can conceive of two different ways of studying socialism.

We can see it as a scientific doctrine on the nature and evo-

lution of societies in general and, more specially, of the most

civilized contemporary societies. In this case, the analysis

does not differ from that to which scholars submit the theo-

ries and hypotheses of their respective sciences. They are

considered abstractly, outside of time, space, and of future

history, not as something whose genesis one attempts to find,

but as a system of propositions which express or are deemed

to express facts. We then ask what is its truth or falsity,

whether or not it corresponds to social reality, in what mea-

sure it is consistent with itself and with things as they are.

This is the method, for example, that M. Leroy-Beaulieu

followed in his book on Collectivisme. This will not be our

point of view. The reason for it is that, without diminishing

the importance of our interest in socialism, we would not

know how to perceive in it a clearly scientific character. In

fact, research can only be so-called if it has a definite object,

which it aims to translate into intelligible language. Science

is a study bearing on a delimited portion of reality which

it aims at knowing and, if possible understanding. To de-

scribe and explain what is and what has been—this is its

only job. Speculation about the future is not its affair, al-

though it may seek as its final objective to render this

possible.

Socialism, on the contrary, is entirely oriented toward the

future. It is above all a plan for the reconstruction of socie-

ties, a program for a collective life which does not exist as

yet or in the way it is dreamed of, and which is proposed

to men as worthy of their preference. It is an ideal. It con-

cerns itself much less with what is or was than what ought

to be. Undoubtedly, even under its most Utopian forms it
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never disdained the support of facts, and has even, in more

recent times, increasingly afifected a certain scientific turn of

phrase. It is indisputable that it has thus rendered social

science more services perhaps than it received from it. For

it has aroused reflection, it has stimulated scientific activity,

it has instigated research, posed problems, so that in more

than one way its history blends with the very history of

sociology. Yet, how can one fail to note the enormous dis-

parity between the rare and meager data it borrows from

science and the extent of the practical conclusions that it

draws, and which are, nevertheless, the heart of the system?

It aspires to a complete remolding of the social order. But

in order to know what the family, property, political, moral,

juridical, and economic organization of the European peoples

can and ought to be, even in the near future, it is indispen-

sable to have studied this multitude of institutions and prac-

tices in the past, to have searched for the ways in which

they varied in history, and for the principal conditions which

have determined these variations. And only then will it be

possible to ask oneself rationally what they ought to be now
—under the present conditions of our collective existence.

But all this research is still in its infancy. Several are hardly

going enterprises; the most advanced have not yet passed

beyond a very rudimentary phase. Since each of these prob-

lems is a world in itself, the solution cannot be found in

an instant, merely because the need is felt. The bases for a

rigorous prediction about the future, especially one of such

breadth, are not established. It is necessary that the theo-

retician himself construct them. Socialism has not taken the

time; perhaps one could even say, it did not have the time.

That is why, to speak precisely, there caimot be a scien-

tific socialism. Because, were such a socialism even possible,

sciences would be necessary that are not yet developed and

which cannot be improvised. The only attitude that science

permits in the face of these problems is reservation and cir-

cumspection, and socialism can hardly maintain this without

lying to itself. And, in fact, socialism has not maintained

this attitude. Note even the strongest work—the most sys-

tematic, the richest in ideas—that this school has produced:
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Marx's Capital. What statistical data, what historical com-

parisons, what studies would be indispensable to solve any

one of the innumerable questions that are dealt with there!

Need we be reminded that an entire theory of value is es-

tablished in a few lines? The truth is that the facts and

observations assembled by theoreticians anxious to document

their affirmations are hardly there except to give form to

the arguments. The research studies they made were under-

taken to establish a doctrine that they had previously con-

ceived, rather than the doctrine being a result of the re-

search. Almost all had developed before asking science for

the help it could lend them. It is fervor that has been the

inspiration of all these systems; what gave them life and

strength is a thirst for a more perfect justice, pity for the

misery of the working classes, a vague sympathy for the

travail of contemporary societies, etc. Socialism is not a sci-

ence, a sociology in miniature—it is a cry of grief, some-

times of anger, uttered by men who feel most keenly our

collective malaise. Socialism is to the facts which produce

it what the groans of a sick man are to the illness with

which he is afflicted, to the needs that torment him. But

what would one say of a doctor who accepted the replies

or desires of his patient as scientific truths? Moreover, the

theories ordinarily offered in opposition to socialism are no
different in nature and they no more merit the title we re-

fuse the latter. When economists call for laissez faire, de-

manding that the influence of the state be reduced to noth-

ing, that competition be freed of every restraint, they are

not basing their claims on laws scientifically developed.

The social sciences are still much too young to be able to

serve as bases for practical doctrines, which are so vast and
of such breadth. Such policies are maintained by needs of

another kind—a jealousy of individual autonomy, a love of

order, a fear of novelty, misoneism as it is called today.

Individualism, like socialism, is above all a ferment which
affirms itself, although it may eventually ask Reason for

reasons with which to justify itself.

If this is so, then to study socialism as a system of abstract

propositions, as a body of scientific theories and to discuss
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it formally, is to see and show a side of it which is of

minor interest. Those aware of what social science must be,

of the slow pace of its processes, of the laborious investi-

gations it implies to resolve even the narrowest questions,

cannot be fond of these premature solutions, these vast sys-

tems so summarily sketched out. One is too aware of the

discrepancy that exists between its simple methods and its

elaborate conclusions, and one is consequently prompted to

scorn the latter. But socialism can be examined in an entirely

diflferent light. If it is not a scientific formulation of social

facts, it is itself a social fact of the highest importance. If

it is not a product of science, it is an object of science. As
such, we do not have to borrow from socialism such and

such a proposition ready made; but we do have to know
socialism, and to understand what it is, where it comes

from, and where it is going.

It is interesting to study socialism from this point of view,

for two reasons. First, one can hope that it will aid us in

understanding the social conditions which gave rise to it.

For precisely because it derives from certain conditions,

socialism manifests and expresses them in its own way, and

thereby gives us another means of viewing them. It is cer-

tainly not that socialism reflects these conditions accurately.

On the contrary, for the reasons mentioned above, we can

be certain that it refracts them involimtarily and gives us

only an unfaithful impression, just as a sick man faultily

interprets the feelings that he experiences and most often

attributes them to a cause which is not the true one. But

these feelings, such as they are, have their interest, and the

clinician notes them with great care and takes them seriously.

They are an element in the diagnosis, and an important one.

For example, he is not indifferent as to where they are felt,

when they began. In the same way, it is highly material to

determine the epoch when socialism began to appear. It is

a cry of collective anguish, let us say. Well then, it is

essential to fix the moment when this cry was uttered for

the first time. For if we see it as a recent fact related to

entirely new social conditions, or, on the contrary, as a

simple recurrence—at the most a variant of the lamentations
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that the wretched of all epochs and societies have made

heard (eternal claims of the poor against the rich), we

will judge its tendencies quite differently. In the second case,

we will be led to believe that these grievances can no more

be terminated than human misery can end. They will be

thought of as a kind of chronic illness of humanity which,

from time to time in the course of history and under the

influence of transitory circumstances, seems to become more

acute and grievous, but which always ends by at last abat-

ing; then one wUl strive only to discover some anodyne to

lull it into security again. If, on the contrary, we find that

it is of recent date, that it is related to a situation without

analogy in history, we can no longer assume it is a chronic

condition and are less ready to take such a view.

But it is not only to diagnose the nature of the illness

that this study of socialism promises to be instructive; it is,

also, in order to find appropriate remedies. To be sure, we
can be certain in advance that the remedies are not precisely

those sought by the systems, just as the drink demanded by

a feverish patient is not necessarily what he needs. Still, the

needs that he does feel do not cease to serve as some guide

in the treatment. They are never without some cause, and

sometimes it is best to satisfy them. For the same reason, it

is important to know what social rearrangements, that is,

what remedies, the suffering masses of society have spon-

taneously and instinctively conceived of, however unscien-

tific their elaboration might have been. This is what socialist

theories express. The material that one can gather on this

subject will be especially useful if, instead of confining our-

selves to one system, we make a comparative study of all

doctrines. For then we have greater opportunity to eliminate

from all these aspirations what is necessarily individual, sub-

jective, contingent, in order to extract and retain only their

most general, most impersonal, and therefore most objective

characteristics.

Not only does such an investigation have its usefulness,

but it should prove in other respects more fruitful than the

usual examinations to which socialism is subjected. When
studied only in order to discuss it from a doctrinaire point
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of view, since it is based only on a very imperfect science,

it is easy to show how far it goes beyond the very facts on

which it leans, or to oppose contrary facts to it, in a word

to criticize all its theoretic imperfections. One can, without

much difficulty, review all the systems; there is none whose

refutation is not relatively simple, because none are scien-

tifically established. But as scholarly and as well-conducted

as it may be, such a critique remains superficial, for it avoids

what is essential. It concerns itself only with exterior and

superficial form of socialism and so does not perceive what

gives it depth and substance, namely collective diathesis, the

profound uneasiness of which the particular theories are

merely the symptoms and episodic superficialities. When one

has sharply disputed the theories of Saint-Simon, Fourier,

or Karl Marx, one is not, for that, especially informed on

the social conditions which created them, which have been

and still are their raison d'etre, and which tomorrow will

produce other doctrines if these fall into discredit. All these

fine refutations are a veritable work of Penelope, endlessly

beginning again, because they touch socialism from without,

and because what is within escapes them. They blame the

effects, not the causes. But it is the causes that must be

attacked, if only to understand the effects. For this, social-

ism must not be considered in the abstract, outside of every

condition of time and place. On the contrary, it is necessary

to relate it to the social setting in which it was born. It is

essential not merely to subject it to dialectic discussion, but

rather to fathom its history.

This is the standpoint we will take. We will regard social-

ism as a thing, as a reality, and try to understand it. We
will attempt to determine what it consists of, when it began,

through what transformations it passed, and what determined

those transformations. A research of this kind does not

differ markedly from those we carried on in previous years.

We are going to study socialism as we did suicide, the fam-

ily, marriage, crime, punishment, responsibility, and religion.

The difference is that we are going to find ourselves in the

presence of a social fact which, being very recent, has only

had a short development. The result is that the field of
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possible comparisons is very limited, which renders the phen-

omenon more difficult to understand, all the more because

it is very complex. Therefore, in order to have fuller under-

standing, it will not be useless to coordinate it with certain

information which we owe to other research. For the social

conditions to which socialism corresponds are not presented

to us for the first time. We met them, on the contrary, in

every one of our previous studies every time we were able

to trace the social phenomena we were concerned with to

the contemporary era. It is true we were able to examine

these social conditions in only a fragmentary way; but may
not socialism permit us to grasp them in their entirety, be-

cause it represents them in a block, so to speak? We cannot

make any less use—if need be—of the fragmentary results

we obtained.

But in order to undertake this study, it is necessary to

determine the object on which it will bear. It is not enough

to say we are going to consider socialism as a thing. We
must indicate the signs by which one recognizes it, that is,

to give a definition of it which permits us to perceive it every-

where it is met, and not to confuse it with what it is not.

In what manner should we proceed to this definition?

Is it enough to reflect deeply on the idea we have of so-

cialism, to analyze it, and to express the results of this an-

alysis in the clearest language possible? It is certain that, to

attach a meaning to this commonly used word, we have

not waited for sociology to raise the question systematically.

Would it not then be necessary only to answer ourselves, to

examine ourselves carefully, to seize upon the conception

we have and develop it into a definite formula? Proceeding

so, we could indeed arrive at what we personally under-

stand socialism to be, not what it actually is. And as each

one comprehends it in his own way, according to his tem-

perament, his turn of mind, his prejudices, we would obtain

only a subjective, individual notion, which could not serve

as the substance for any scientific examination. What right

would I have to impose on others my own personal way
of seeing socialism, and what right have the others to foist

theirs on me? Will we better succeed by eliminating from
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these concepts, varying with individuals, what they possess

of individuality, in order to retain only what they have in

common? Put another way, to define socialism, would it

not be proper to express not the idea I have of it, but the

commonly accepted notion of it held by men of my time?

Thus, shall we call it, not what I hold it to be, but what is

generally designated by the word? But we very well know
the indeterminacy and inconsistency of these common av-

erage conceptions! They are made from day to day, empiri-

cally, devoid of all logic and method. The result is that at

times they are applied equally to very different things, or

else exclude from it, on the contrary, what is very closely

related to the things to which they are applied. The common
run, in constructing its concepts, sometimes permits itself

to be guided by exterior and fallacious resemblances, some-

times allows itself to be deceived by apparent differences.

Accordingly, if we follow this path, we run a serious risk

of calling by the name of "socialist" every type of contrary

doctrine, and inversely, to exclude doctrines which possess

all of its essential characteristics but which the mass has

not been in the habit of calling "socialist." In one case, our

study would focus on a confused mass of heterogeneous and

disunited facts; in the other, it would not embrace all the

facts which are comparable and of a sort to mutually clarify

each other. In both cases it would end up in a bad state.

Furthermore, to evaluate the worth of this method, it suf-

fices to see its results, that is to examine the definitions

most commonly given to socialism. This examination is all

the more useful as, since these definitions express the most

widespread ideas on socialism, the most common ways of

conceiving it, it is important to rid ourselves at once of

those prejudices which otherwise could only stop us from

understanding one another and obstruct our research. If we
do not free ourselves of them before proceeding further,

they will wedge themselves between us and things and have

us see the latter other than as they are.

Of all definitions, the one which is perhaps most con-

sistently and generally brought to mind whenever there is

a question of socialism, is that which has it consist of a
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pure and simple negation of private property. I do not know,

it is true, of a passage by an authoritative writer where this

formula is expressly proposed, but it is found implicitly at

the base of more than one of the discussions that socialism

has occasioned. For example, M. Janet believes, in his book

on les Origines de Socialisme (page 2), that, to firmly es-

tablish that the French Revolution had no socialist charac-

ter, it is sufficient to have it understood that "it has not

violated the principle of property." And yet one can say

that there is not a single socialist doctrine to which such a

definition applies. Let us consider, for example, the one

which most limits private property—the collectivist doctrine

of Karl Marx. It indeed withdraws from individuals the right

to possess the means of production, but not to every form

of wealth. They retain an absolute right over the products

of their work. Can this limited restriction of the principle

of private property be considered as characteristic of social-

ism? But our economic organization now presents restric-

tions of the same kind, and in this regard is distinguished

from Marxism only by a difference in degree. Is not every-

thing which is directly or indirectly a monopoly of the state

taken from the private domain? Railways, post office, to-

bacco, manufacture of money, powders, etc. cannot be car-

ried on by individuals, or can be only by virtue of an

express concession of the state. Will we say then that in

reality socialism starts where the practice of monopoly be-

gins? If so, then it is everywhere; it is of all times and
countries, for there never has been a society without monop-
oly. This definition is far too broad.

But further: far from denying the principle of individual

property, socialism, not without reason, can claim that it is

the most complete, the most radical, affirmation of it that

has ever been made. In fact, the opposite of private property

is communism; but there still is in our present institutions a

vestige of old familial communism— that is, inheritance.

The right of relatives to succeed each other in the owner-

ship of their goods is but the last vestige of the ancient

right of co-ownership, which at one time all members of a

family held collectively over the total household. But, one
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of the propositions which appears most often in a socialist

theories is the abolition of inheritance. Such a reform would

therefore have the effect of freeing the institution of private

property of all communist alloy, as a consequence rendering

it more truly itself. In other words, one can reason thus: in

order that property may be said to be truly individual, it is

necessary that it be the work of the individual himself and

of him alone. But, patrimony transmitted by inheritance

does not have this character; it is only a collective work

appropriated by an individual. Private property, one can say,

is that which begins with individual and ends with him; but

what he receives by virtue of the right of succession existed

before him and was made without him. In presenting this

reasoning, I do not intend to defend the socialist thesis, but

to show that there are some communist doctrines among

its adversaries, and consequently it is not through this that

it is possible to define socialism.

We will say as much of the concept—no less widespread

—

according to which socialism consists of a narrow subordi-

nation of the individual to the collectivity. "We can define

as socialist," says Adolphe Held, "every tendency which de-

mands the subordination of individual welfare to the com-

munity." In like manner, Roscher, mixing judgment and

criticism with his definition, calls socialist those tendencies

"which claim a consideration of the common good above

what human nature permits." But there has never been a

society in which private interests have not been subordi-

nated to social ends; for this subordination is the very con-

dition of all community life. Can one say, with Roscher,

that the sacrifice which socialism demands of us has this

characteristic, namely, that it exceeds our capacities? This

is to appraise the doctrine, and not to define it, and such

an appraisal cannot serve as a criterion to distinguish it

from what it is not, for it leaves too much to discretion.

The extreme limit of sacrifice that individual egoism toler-

ates cannot be determined objectively. Each person advances

or withdraws from it according to his disposition. Each one,

as a consequence, would be free to understand socialism in

his own way. Further, this submission of the individual to
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the group is so little in the spirit of certain socialist schools,

and of the most important of them, that they have instead

a tendency toward anarchy. This is the case notably with

Fourierism and the Mutualism of Proudhon, where individu-

alism is systematically pushed to its most paradoxical con-

sequences. Does not Marxism itself propose, according to a

celebrated comment by Engels, the destruction of the state

as a state? Wrongly or rightly, Marx and his disciples be-

lieve that from the time that socialist organization is estab-

lished, it can function by itself, automatically, without any

constraint, and we will have already found this idea in Saint-

Simon. In a word, if there is an authoritarian socialism,

there is also one which is essentially democratic. How, in

fact, could it be otherwise? As we will see, it sprang from

revolutionary individualism, just as the ideas of the nine-

teenth century issued from those of the eighteenth, and as

a result it cannot do other than to bear the stamp of its

origin. There remains, it is true, the question of knowing

if these different tendencies are susceptible of logical recon-

ciliation. But we do not for the moment have to consider

the logical worth of socialism. We seek only to know of

what it consists.

But there is a last definition which seems more suited to

the object described. Very often, if not always, socialism

has had as its principal aim the amelioration of the condi-

tion of the working classes, by introducing greater equality

into economic relations. This is why it is called the econo-

mic philosophy of the suffering classes. But this tendency,

of itself, is not sufficient to characterize it, for it is not

peculiar to it. Economists also aspire to lessen inequality in

social conditions; they believe, however, that this progress

ought to be made by the natural play of supply and demand
and that every legislative intervention is useless. Shall we
then say that what distinguished socialism is that it wishes

to obtain this same result by other means, namely by legal

action? This was the definition of Laveleye. "Every socialist

doctrine," he says, "aims to introduce more equality into

social conditions and, secondly, to realize these reforms by

action of the law or the state." But, on the one hand, if
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this objective is distinctively one which these doctrines pur-

sue, it is necessary that it be theirs alone. The connection

between the state and large industries, great economic un-

dertakings, which by their importance embrace all of soci-

ety, mines, railways, banks, etc. has as its aim the protection

of collective interests against certain private influences, not

the improvement of the lot of workers.

Socialism goes beyond the workingman's problem. In cer-

tain of the systems it occupies only a secondary place. This

is the case with Saint-Simon, who is regarded as the founder

of socialism. It is the case also with the academic socialists,

who are much more concerned with safeguarding the inter-

ests of the state than with protecting the disinherited. On
the other hand, there is a doctrine which aims to realize

this equality much more radically than socialism; it is com-

munism, which denies all private property and by that, all

economic inequality. But, although there has often been this

confusion, it is impossible to regard communism as a simple

variant of socialism. We will return shortly to this question.

Plato and More, on one hand, and Marx, on the other, are

not disciples of the same school. A priori, it is not possible

that a social organization, conceived in contemplation of the

industrial societies we actually have under our eyes, could

have been imagined when these societies had not yet been

born. Finally, there are many legislative measures which one

could not regard as exclusively socialist and which nonethe-

less have the effect of diminishing the inequality of social

conditions. The progressive tax on inheritance and on in-

come necessarily has this result, and nevertheless is not a

concomitant of socialism. What should one say of the foun-

dations granted by the state, of the public welfare and loan

institutions, etc? If one labels them as socialist, as some-

times happens in the course of running discussions, the

word loses every kind of sense, so broad and indefinite a

connotation does it take.

It can be seen what one is exposed to when, in order to

find a definition of socialism, one is satisfied to express with

some precision the idea he holds of it. He confuses it with

this or that particular aspect, this or that special tendency
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of certain systems, simply because—for whatever reason

—

he is more struck with one particularity than another. The

only way to escape these errors is to practice the method

we have always followed in similar circumstances. Let us

forget for the moment the idea that we have of the object

to be defined. Instead of looking within ourselves, let us

look outside; instead of questioning ourselves, we will ques-

tion things. There exist a certain number of doctrines which

concern social matters. Let us observe and compare them.

Let us group together those which present common char-

acteristics. If, among the groups of theories thus formed,

there is one which by its distinctive characteristics reminds

us sufficiently of what is ordinarily meant by the word so-

cialism, we will apply that word to it without changing the

denomination. In other words, we will call socialist all sys-

tems which present these traits, and we will thus have the

sought-after definition. Undoubtedly, it is very possible that

it may not include all the doctrines that commonly are so-

called; or, on the contrary, may embrace those which in

ordinary speech are called otherwise. But it does not matter.

These discrepancies will only prove once again the looseness

of the classifications which are at the base of everyday term-

inology. The essential thing is that we have before us a

succession of facts, unified and clearly circumscribed, to

which one may give the name of socialism without doing

violence to the language. Under these conditions our study

will be possible, since we will have for our material a deter-

minate kind of thing; and on the other hand, it will eluci-

date the common belief as much as it can be clarified, which

is to say, to the degree it is consistent and expresses some-

thing definite. Thus conducted, the research will indeed an-

swer well all that one can logically ask oneself when we
pose the question: What is socialism?

Let us apply this method.

Social theories separate themselves at once into two large

categories. One seeks only to express what is or what has

been; it is purely speculative and scientific. Others, on the
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contrary, aim to modify what exists; they propose, not laws,

but reforms. They are practical doctrines. What has pre-

ceded is sufficient to warn us that if the word socialism cor-

responds to something definable, it is to the second group

that it should be applied.

Now this genus comprises species. The reforms thus pro-

posed sometimes concern politics, sometimes education, ad-

ministration, or economic life. Let us stop at this last kind.

Everything allows us to assume that socialism is a part of

it. Without doubt, in a broad sense, one can say that there

is a political socialism, a pedagogic socialism, etc.; we will

even see that perforce, it extends to these different realms.

It is certain, however, that the word was created to desig-

nate theories which refer above all to the economic state

and which demand its transformation. It is necessary, how-

ever, to keep from believing that this feature is sufficient

to characterize it. For individualist economists also protest

against the present structure, claiming it must be freed from

every social restraint. The reforms which M. de Molinari

demands in his Evolution economique are no less subversive

of the present social order than those to which the most

intemperate socialism aspires. We must therefore refine our

classification and see if, among the economic transformations

called for by the different reformist sects, there are those

which are distinctive of socialism.

In order to properly understand what is to follow, some
definitions are necessary.

It is usually said that the functions exercised by the mem-
bers of the same society are of two kinds: some are social,

others are individual. The builders of the state, the admin-

istrator, deputy, priest, etc. deal with the first sort; com-
merce and industry, that is to say, the economic functions

(monopolies excepted) belong to the second. To tell the

truth, the terms used are not faultless; for in one sense all

the functions of a society are social—economic functions

like the others. In fact, if they are not in normal operation,

all of society feels it, and inversely, the general state of

social health affects the functioning of the economic organs.

However, this very distinction, made up only of the words
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that express it, does not permit itself to be established. In

fact, economic activities have this particularity: they are not

in definite and regulated relationships with the organ which

is charged with representing and directing the social body

in its entirety, namely, what is commonly called the state.

This absence of connection can be ascertained both in the

way that industrial and commercial life acts on it, as in the

manner it acts on the latter. On the one hand, what goes

on in factories, in mills, and in private stores, in principle

escapes the awareness of the state. It is not directly and

specifically informed of what is produced there. The state

can indeed, in certain cases, feel its reverberations; but it

is not advised in a different way nor in different circum-

stances than are other branches of society. For that to

happen, it is necessary that the economic situation be seri-

ously disturbed and the general state of society noticeably

modified. In this case, the state is being injured, and so,

vaguely takes notice of it, as do other parts of the organi-

zation, but not differently. In other words, there exists no

special communication between it and this sphere of collec-

tive life. In principle, economic activity is outside of collec-

tive consciousness. It functions silently and the conscious

centers do not feel it while it is normal. Likewise it is not

activated in a specialized and regular way. There is no sys-

tem of determinate and organized channels by which the

influence of the state makes itself felt upon economic organs.

In other words, there is no system of functions charged with

imposing on it the action coming from the superior centers.

It is altogether different in other activities. Everything that

occurs in the various administrations, in local deliberating

assemblies, in public education, in the army, etc., is suscep-

tible of reaching the "social brain," by paths specially des-

tined to assure these communications, so that the state is

• kept up to date without the surrounding portions of society

being notified. Further, there are other paths of the same

kind, by which the state sends back its action to the sec-

ondary centers. Between them there are continuing and di-

versified exchanges. We can say then that these latter func-

tions are organized; for what constitutes the organization
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of a living body is the institution of a central organ and

the connection with this organ of secondary organs. In

contrast, we say of present economic functions that they

are diffused, the diffusion consisting in the absence of

organization.

This granted, it is easy to establish that among economic

doctrines, there are some which demand the linking of com-

mercial and industrial activities to the directing and con-

scious agencies of society, and that these doctrines are op-

posed to others which, on the contrary, call for a greater

diffusion. It seems incontestable that in giving to the first

of these doctrines the name socialist, we do not violate the

customary meaning of the word. For all the doctrines ordin-

arily called socialist agree on this claim. Assuredly, the con-

nection is conceived of in different ways, in accordance with

various schools. According to some, all the economic func-

tions should be cormected with the superior centers; accord-

ing to others, it is enough that some are. For the latter, the

attachment is to be made by means of intermediaries, that

is, by secondary elements, endowed with a certain autonomy

—professional groups, corporations, etc.; for the former, it

must be immediate. But all these differences are secondary,

and consequently we can stop at the following definition

which expresses the characteristics common to all these

theories

:

We denote as socialist every doctrine which demands the

connection of all economic functions, or of certain among
them, which are at the present time diffuse, to the directing

and conscious centers of society. It is important to note at

once that we say connection, not subordination. In fact this

bond between the economic life and the state does not imply,

according to our belief, that every action should come from

the latter. On the contrary, it is natural that it receive from

it as much as it gives it. One can foresee that the indus-

trial and commercial life, once put in permanent contact

with it, will affect its functioning, will contribute to deter-

mining the manifestations of its activity much more than

today, will play in the life of government a much more
important role; and this explains how, while complying with
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the definition we have just obtained, there are socialist sys-

tems which tend to anarchy. It is because, for them, this

transformation must result in making the state subordinate

to economic functions, rather than putting them in its hands.

Although socialism is a common issue, we have been able

to see by the definitions usually given of it how inconsistent

and even contradictory is the notion commonly held of it.

The adversaries of the doctrine are not the only ones to

speak of it without having a clearcut idea. Socialists them-

selves often prove—by the way they understand the word

—

that they only imperfectly know their own theories. It con-

stantly occurs that they take this or that particular tendency

for the whole of the system, for the simple reason that they

are personally impressed with one detail over others. Thus

it is that one generally ends by almost reducing the social

problem to the question of the worker. One could hardly

involve himself in these inniunerable confusions if one wishes

to put himself in the state of mind necessary to approach the

study we are going to undertake from a scientific point of

view. An evaluation of the current notions on socialism warns

us that we must make a clean slate of what we believe

we know of it, if we are to expect the research we are

beginning, to provide something more than a pure and

simple confirmation of our prejudices. We must face social-

ism as we do a thing we do not know, as a type of un-

explored phenomenon, and we must hold ourselves ready

to see it from a perspective more or less different than we
ordinarily do. Besides, from a point of view no longer theo-

retical, but practical, such a method if generally practiced

would have the advantage of bringing at least a truce to

the warring passions this problem arouses, since it checks

disagreements and keeps all at a distance. Instead of requir-

ing minds to choose forthwith a solution and label, and in

consequence dividing them instantly, it unites them, at least

for a while, in a common feeling of ignorance and reserva-

tion. By making them understand that before judging so-

cialism, before making an apologia or a criticism of it, it
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is necessary to comprehend it (and that by means of patient

research), it offers them a common terrain where they can

meet and work together, and so prepares them to consider

even irritating problems with greater calm, serenity and im-

partiality. For, in this kind of thing, once one is obliged

to challenge his own point of view, and depart from it

—

if only provisionally and in method—one is much less in-

clined toward exclusive and oversimplified solutions and can

possibly take count of the whole complexity of things.

After having discussed the definitions at hand and noted

their inadequacy, we ourselves searched for the signs by

which one could recognize socialism and distinguish it from

what it was not, and by an objective comparison of the

different doctrines concerned with social problems, we came

to the following formula: one calls socialist those theories

which demand a more or less complete connection of all

economic functions or of certain of them, though diffused,

with the directing and knowing organs of society.

This definition calls for a few comments.

We have already observed that we were saying "con-

nection" and not "subordination," and one cannot too

strongly stress this difference, which is essential. Socialists

do not demand that the economic life be put into the hands

of the state, but into contact with it. On the contrary, they

declare that it should react on the state at least as much
as—if not more than—the latter acts on it. In their think-

ing, this rapport should have the effect, not of subordinat-

ing industrial and commercial interests to "political" in-

terests, but rather of elevating the former to the rank of

the latter. For, once this constant communication is assured,

these economic interests would effect the functioning of the

government organ much more profoundly than today and

contribute in much larger measure to determining its course.

Very far from relegating economic interests to second place,

it would much rather be a question of calling upon them
to play, in the whole of social life, a considerably more im-

portant role than is permitted today, when precisely be-

cause of their distance from the directing centers of society,

they can activate the latter only feebly and intermittently.
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Even according to the most celebrated theoreticians of so-

cialism, the state as we know it would disappear and no

longer be the central point of economic life—^rather than

economic life being absorbed by the state. For this reason,

in the definition, we have not used the term "state," but the

expression—expanded and somewhat figurative
—

"the know-

ing and managing organs of society." In the doctrine of

Marx, for example, the state such as it is—that is to say,

insofar as it has a specific role, and represents interests

which are superior, sui generis, to those of commerce and

industry, historic traditions, common beliefs and a religious

or other nature, etc.—would no longer exist. Purely political

functions, which today are its special sphere, would no

longer have a raison d'etre, and there would be only eco-

nomic functions. It would no longer be called by the same

name, which is why we have had to resort to a more gen-

eral term. One last observation which should be made apro-

pos of the proposed formula, is that one word is employed

in its common usage, without having been carefully defined

—contrary to the very principle we established. We speak of

"economic" things or functions, without having previously

said what they consist of, or by what external sign one may
recognize, them. The fault is due to the science of econom-

ics, which has not clarified its own fundamental concepts

better, so that we must borrow it in the same condition in

which it is presented to us. However, this is no great in-

convenience, for if one does not know the precise limits

of the economic domain, one understands generally the

natiire of the ^essential things it embraces—and that suffices

for the moment.

Comparing this definition of the concept with those gen-

erally held of socialism, we can now ascertain the differences.

Thus, according to the terms of our formula the theories

which recommend, as a remedy for the evils suffered by

present societies, a greater development of charitable and

provident institutions (not only private, but public), would

not be called socialist, although very often one does call

them this—either to attack or to defend them. But it is

not that our definition is in error; it is that by so calling
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them one gives them an unJBtting name. For, however gen-

erous they may be, however useful it may be to put them

into practice—which is not under discussion—they do not

correspond at all to the needs and thoughts socialism has

awakened and expresses. By characterizing them as socialist

one mingles, within a single category and identical name,

very different things. To establish welfare projects alongside

of economic life, is not to bind the latter to public life.

The diffuse state in which industrial and commercial func-

tions are found does not diminish because one creates

welfare funds to ameliorate the fortunes of those who,

temporarily or forever, have ceased to fulfill these functions.

Socialism is essentially a movement to organize, but charity

organizes nothing. It maintains the status quo; it can only

attenuate the individual suffering that this lack of organiza-

tion engenders. By this new example, we can see how im-

portant it is to ascertain carefully the meaning of the word

if one does not wish to be mistaken about the nature of

the thing, or the significance of the practical measures taken

or recommended.

Another important remark our definition gives rise to is

that neither class war, nor concern about rendering econom-

ic relations more equitable and even more favorable for

workers, figures in it. Far from being the whole of social-

ism, these characteristics do not even represent an essential

element of it, nor are they sui generis, part of it. We are,

it is true, so accustomed to an entirely different conception

that at first such a statement is rather surprising and could

arouse doubts as to the exactness of our definition. Do not

both partisans and adversaries constantly present socialism

to us as the philosophy of the working classes? But it is now
easy to see that this tendency is far from the only one which

inspires it but is actually only a particular, and is a derived

form of the more general tendency (in the service of which

we have expressed it). In reality, amelioration of the work-

ers' fate is only one goal that socialism desires from the

economic organization it demands, just as class war is only

one of the means by which this reorganization could result,

one aspect of the historic development producing it.
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And in fact, what is it, according to socialists that causes

the inferiority of the working classes and the injustice whose

victims it declares them to be? It is that they are placed in

direct dependence, not on society in general, but on a par-

ticular class powerful enough to impose its own wishes on

them. That is, the "capitalists." The workers do not do

business directly with society; it is not the latter which di-

rectly remunerates them—it is the capitalist. But the last

is a mere individual who as such concerns himself—and

that legitimately—not with social interest but with his own.

Thus, the services he buys he seeks to pay for not accord-

ing to what they are worth socially—that is to say, accord-

ing to the exact degree of usefulness they have for society

—but at the least possible price. But in his hands he has

a weapon that permits him to force those who live only by

their labor to sell him the product for less than it is really

worth. This is his capital. He can live, if not indefinitely, at

least for a long while, on his accumulated wealth, which he

consumes instead of using to give work to the laborers.

He purchases their help only if he wishes and when he

wishes, whereas they, on the contrary, cannot wait. They

must sell without delay the only thing they have to sell,

since, by definition, they have no other means of subsistence.

So they are obliged to yield in some degree to the demands

of him who pays them, to reduce their own demands be-

low what they should be if public interest alone served as

the measure of value, and consequently are forced to allow

themselves to be hurt. I do not have to evaluate here wheth-

er this preponderance of capital is real or if, as orthodox

economists say, the competition capitalists create among
themselves eliminates it. It is enough to present the social-

ist argument without judging it.

These premises posed, it is clear that the only means of

at least tempering this subjection and ameliorating this state

of affairs, is to moderate the power of capital by another

[force] which at first may be of equal or superior strength

but which [in addition] can make its action felt in con-

formity with the general interests of society. For it would

be altogether useless to have another individual and pri-
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vate force intervene in the economic mechanism. This

would be to replace with another kind—and not to sup-

press—the slavery from which the proletariat suffers. There-

fore, only the state is capable of playing the role of modera-

tor. But for that it is essential that the economic media

cease to operate outside of it, without the state being aware

of them. On the contrary, by means of a continuing com-

munication the state must know what is happening, and in

turn make its own action known. If one wishes to go still

further, if one intends not only to attenuate but put a

radical stop to this situation, it is necessary to completely

suppress the medium of the capitalist who, by wedging

himself between worker and society, prevents labor from

being properly appreciated and rewarded according to its

social value. This last must be directly evaluated and recom-

pensed—if not by the community (which is practically im-

possible), then at least by the social agency which normally

represents it. This is to say that the capitalist class under

these conditions must disappear, that the state fulfill these

functions at the same time as it is placed in direct rela-

tion with the working class, and in consequence, must be-

come the center of economic life. The improvement of the

workers' lot is thus not a special objective; it is but one of

the consequences that the attachment of economic activities

to the managing agents of society must produce. And in

socialist thought, this improvement will be all the more

complete as the connection itself is stronger. In this there

are not two paths: one, which would aim at the organiza-

tion of economic Ufe, and the other, which would strive to

make the situation of the great majority less noxious. The

second is but an outcome of the first. In other words, ac-

cording to socialism there is presently an entire segment of

the economic world which is not truly and directly in-

tegrated into society. This is the working class, not the

capitalists. They are not full-fledged members of society,

since they participate in the community's life only through

an imposed medium which, having its own nature, pre-

vents them from acting upon society and receiving bene-

fits from it in a measure and manner consistent with the
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social value of their services. It is this which creates the

situation they are said to suffer from. What they desire,

consequently, when they demand better treatment, is to be

no longer kept at a distance from the centers presiding

over collective life but be bound to them more or less inti-

mately. The material changes they hope for are only one

form and result of this more complete integration.

Thus our definition actually takes into account these

special concerns which at first did not seem to enter; only,

they are now in their proper place—which is a secondary

one. Socialism does not reduce itself to a question of

wages, or—as they say—the stomach. It is above all an

aspiration for a rearrangement of the social structure, by

relocating the industrial set-up in the totality of the social

organism, drawing it out of the shadow where it was func-

tioning automatically, summoning it to the light and to the

control of the conscience. One can see that this aspiration

is not felt uniquely by the lower classes but by the state

itself which, as economic activity becomes a more important

factor in the general life, is led by force of circumstances,

by vital needs of the greatest importance, to increasingly

supervise and regulate these economic manifestations. Just

as the working masses tend to approach the state, the state

also tends to be drawn towards them, for the single reason

that it is always further extending its ramifications and its

sphere of influence. Socialism is far from being an exclu-

sively workingman's affair! Actually there are two move-
ments under whose influence the doctrine of socialism is

formed: one which comes from below and directs itself

toward the higher regions of society, and the other which
comes from the latter and follows a reverse direction. But

since at root each is only an extension of the other, as they

mutually imply each other, as they are merely different

aspects of the same need of organization, one cannot define

socialism by one rather than the other. Without doubt these

two currents do not inspire entirely distinct systems; ac-

cording to the place occupied by the theoretician, according

to whether he is in closer contact with workers, or more
attentive to the general interest of society, it will be one
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rather than the other which will have more influence on

his thinking. The result is two different kinds of socialism:

a worker's socialism or a state socialism, but the separation

is a simple difference of degree. There is no workers' so-

cialism which does not demand a greater development of

the state; there is no state socialism disinterested in work-

ers. They are just varieties of the same genus; but it is the

genus we are defining.

However, if economic problems are posed by every so-

cialist doctrine, most of the systems do not limit themselves

to it. Almost all have more or less extended their claims

to other spheres of social activity: to politics, to the fam-

ily, marriage, morality, to art and literature, etc. There is

even one school which has made it a rule to apply the

principle of socialism to the whole of collective living. It is

what Benoit Malon^ called "integral socialism." Is it then

necessary in order to remain consistent with our definition,

to exclude from socialism these differing theories, and to

regard them as inspired by another spirit, as springing from

an altogether different origin, simply because they are not

directly concerned with economic functions? Such an ex-

clusion would be arbitrary, for if there are doctrines in

which these sorts of speculation are not found, if so-called

"realistic" socialism precludes them, they are nevertheless

common to a fairly large number of schools. Furthermore,

since they are found in all the variations of socialism,

where one observes them, one can be sure they are placed

in the service of socialist thought. For example, they are

understood generally—at least today—to demand a more
democratic organization of society, more liberty in mar-

riage relations, juridical equality of the sexes, a more al-

truistic morality, a simplification of legal processes, etc.

Thus they have a family likeness which indicates that though

not essential to socialism, they are not without connections

with it. And, in fact, it is easy to understand that such a

transformation necessarily entails other rearrangements

throughout the entire extent of the social structure. The re-

lationships that an organ as complex as industry maintains

* See Benoit Malon, Le Socialisme integral, Paris, 1882.
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with the others, especially with the most important of all,

cannot be modified at this point without everything being

affected. Imagine in the individual organism that one of our

vegetative functions—^until then located outside conscious-

ness—has just been bound to it by direct paths of commu-
nication. The result would be that the very depths of our

psychic life would be profoundly changed by this onset of

new sensations. Even more, when one understands what

socialism is, it becomes clear that it can hardly be circum-

scribed within a limited region of society, but that theoreti-

cians, zealous in pursuing the consequences of their thinking

to their limits, have been led to go beyond the purely

economic domain. Those schemes of individual reforms

then are not neatly joined within a system but are due

to the same inspiration and consequently must be given

a place in our definition. This is why, after having defined

socialist theories as we did in the first place, we add:

"Secondly, one also calls socialist those theories which,

though not directly related to the economic order, never-

theless have a connection with it." Thus socialism will be

defined essentially by its economic concepts, while being

able to extend beyond them.



Chapter 2

Socialism and Communism

Having defined socialism it is necessary, in order to obtain

a clearer picture of it, that we distinguish it from another

group of theories with which it is often confused. These are

the communist theories, of which Plato first gave in an-

tiquity a systematic formula, and which were again treated

in modem times in Thomas More's Utopia and Campa-
nella's City of the Sun—to cite only the most famous.

Confusion has often been created by the friends as well

as the enemies of socialism. "From the time," says Laveleye,

"that man had enough culture to be struck by social in-

equities . . . dreams of reform germinated in his mind.

Therefore in all eras and aU countries, after primitive equal-

ity disappeared, socialist aspirations are everywhere noted

—

sometimes in the form of protests against existing evil,

sometimes in the form of Utopian plans of social recon-

struction. The most perfect model of these Utopias is . . .

Plato's Republic." {Socialisme contemporain; pref., p. v.)

In his Socialisme integral Benoit Malon expresses the same
idea, and going beyond Plato, presents the communism of

the Pythagorians as the precursor of contemporary social-

ism. In his Etude sur les reformateurs contemporains, Louis

Reybaud, in 1840, had proceeded by an analogous method.

For him the problem Plato posed does not differ from that

raised by Saint-Simon and Fourier. The solution alone is

different. Occasionally, the two words, socialism and com-
munism, are taken for each other. In his book on Socialisme

au VXIIIe siecle, M. Lichtenberger, wishing to give a

definition of socialism, expresses himself thus: "One calls

socialist the writers who, in the name of the power of the

state and in an equalitarian and communist sense, have

undertaken to modify the traditional organization of proper-

ty." (Preface, p. 1). Others, while recognizing that one had

64 /
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to distinguish between communism and socialism, between

Thomas More and Karl Marx, saw in the two only simple

differences of degree and nuance. This is what Wolesley did

in his book Communism and Socialism; for him socialism

is a genus, communism a species, and at the end he claimed

the right to use the two expressions almost interchangeably.

Finally, in the workers' program of Marseilles, MM. Guesde

and Lafargue, to clearly indicate that Marxist collectivism

had nothing unrealizable about it, presented it as a simple

extension of ancient communism.

Is there actually an identity or, at the least, a close re-

lation between these two kinds of systems? The question is

very important, for, according to the answer one gives, so-

cialism would appear under an entirely different aspect.

If it is merely a form of communism, or blends with it,

one must see it as an old concept more or less rejuvenated,

and is led to judge it like communist Utopias of the past.

If on the contrary it is distinct from it, it constitutes a

manifestation sui generis which demands special examina-

tion.

One primary fact which, without being proof, should put

us on guard against the confusion, is that the world social-

ism is quite new. It was coined in England in 1835. In that

year a group which took the somewhat emphatic name of

"Association of All Classes of All Nations" was founded

under the auspices of Robert Owen and the words "social-

ist" and "socialism" were used for the first time in the

course of the discussions that took place on that occasion.

In 1839, Reybaud used it in his book on Reformateurs mo-
dernes, in which the theories of Saint-Simon, Fourier, and

Owen are studied. Reybaud even claims authorship of the

word, which in any event is no older than fifty (sic) years.

But let us pass on from the word to the thing.

A first difference, superficial but striking nonetheless, is

that communist theory appears in history only sporadically.

The manifestations of it are usually isolated from each

other by long intervals of time. From Plato to Thomas
More almost ten centuries elapsed, and the communist
tendencies that one notes in certain Fathers of the Church
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are not enough to supply continuity. From Utopia (1518)

to the City of the Sun (1623) there is a separation of over

a century, and after Campanella one must wait until the

eighteenth centiuy to see communism reborn. In other

words, expressions of communism are not abundant. The

thinkers it inspires are secluded individuals who rise up at

long intervals but do not comprise a school. Their theories

seem to express the personality of each theoretician rather

than the general and usual state of society. They are dreams

in which generous spirits take delight, which draw atten-

tion and maintain interest because of their nobility and

dignity, but which, not answering the real needs felt by the

social organism, exist in the imagination and remain prac-

tically unproductive. Moreover, it is in this way that those

who have conceived them, present them. They themselves

see in them hardly more than likely fictions which from

time to time it is good to place before men's eyes, but which

are not destined to become realities. "If," says Sir Thomas
More, in ending his book, 'T cannot adhere to all that

has just been reported from the island of Utopia, I recog-

nize that many things are happening there which I wish

—

much more than I hope—to see imitated by our societies."

In addition, the very method of exposition followed by these

authors clearly indicates the character of their thinking.

Almost all take for their framework a completely imaginary

country, placed outside of every historic situation. This

plainly shows that their systems resemble social reality only

slightly and aim but feebly to modify it. The way in which

socialism has developed is quite different. Since the begin-

ning of the century, theories which bear this name follow

one another without interruption. It is a continuous cur-

rent which, in spite of a certain diminution towards 1850,

becomes more and more intense. And further, not only

do schools follow schools, but they appear simultaneously

—aside from any preliminary understanding or reciprocal

influence—by a kind of pressure which is strong evidence

that they respond to a collective need. Thus at the same
time one sees Saint-Simon and Fourier in France, Owen
in England—to recall only the most important names. So
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the success they aspire to is never purely sentimental and

artistic; it does not satisfy them to elevate the soul while

lulling it with fine dreams—they expect to have a practical

result. There is none among them who does not view his

concepts as easily realizable; as Utopian as they may seem

to us, they are not that to their authors. They think not

with the drive of private feelings but of social yearnings,

which they demand be so efficaciously satisfied that mere

fictions could not suffice. Such a contrast in the manner in

which these two kinds of doctrines manifest themselves can

be due only to a difiference in their nature.

In fact, in certain essential ways they are poles apart.

Socialism, as we have said, consists of linking industrial

activities to the state (we use this last word as a kind of

abbreviation in spite of its lack of exactness). Communism
tends instead to put industrial life outside the state.

This is particularly noticeable in Platonic communism.
The city, as he conceives it, is formed of two very distinct

parts; on the one side, the class of laborers and artisans;

on the other, magistrates and warriors. It is to the latter

two groups that specifically political activities fall. To the

one belongs the military defense of the general interests of

the community, should they be menaced within or without;

to the other, regulation of its inner activities. Together

they constitute the state, since they alone are capable of

acting in the name of the community. It is the laborers and

artisans, on the other hand, to whom economic functions

are assigned; it is this group which, according to Plato,

must provide the sustenance of society. But the fundamental

principle of Platonic politics is that this inferior class must
be radically separated from the other two; in other words,

the economic organ is placed outside the state, far from
having connection with it. Artisans and laborers participate

neither in administration nor legislation and are excluded

from military service. Thus they have no path of communi-
cation which connects them to the controlling centers of

society. Inversely, these last must be strangers to every-

thing that relates to economic life. Not only must they take

no active part in it, but they are made indifferent to all
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that happens in it. They are forbidden to personally possess

anything; private property is denied them, and allowed only

to the workers. Under these conditions, lawmakers and

warriors have no reason to interest themselves in whether

commerce and agriculture prosper more or less, since noth-

ing comes to them from these activities. All they ask is that

the sustenance which is absolutely indispensable to them

be furnished. And since they are trained from infancy to

abhor the easy life of luxury, as they need almost nothing,

they are always assured of having what is essential, with-

out being conscious of it. Thus, just as access to political

life is closed to laborers and mechanics, so the guardians

of the state are not to intervene in the economic life.

Between these two elements in the life of the city, Plato

creates a break in contact. To make it as complete as pos-

sible he requires that the former live apart from the latter.

The entire personnel of public service (civil or military)

will have to live at a site from which one can easily super-

vise what is going on within and without the state. Thus,

while socialist reform seeks to locate the economic organ-

ism at the very center of the social organism, Platonic com-
munism assigns it the outermost position possible. The
reason for this separation, according to Plato, is that wealth

and all that relates to it is the primary source of public

corruption. It is the thing that, stimulating individual self-

ishness, sets citizens to struggling and unleashes the internal

conflicts which ruin states. It is the thing, also, which by
creating personal interests alongside the general welfare

removes from the latter the weight it must have in a well-

regulated society. It is necessary therefore to place it out-

side of public life, as far as possible from the state

which it could pervert.

All communist theories formulated later derive from
Platonic communism, of which they are hardly more than

variations. Even without examining them all in detail, one

can be sure that they display the same characteristic, in

opposition to socialism, and are far indeed from blending

with it. Note for example, the Utopia of Thomas More.
On one point it deviates from Plato's system—More does
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not admit of classes in his ideal society. All citizens par-

ticipate in public life; all elect the law makers and all can

be elected. Likewise all must work, must contribute to the

material livelihood of the community as farmers or mechan-

ics. It seems therefore that this double diffusion of political

and economic functions must have the effect of uniting

them closely. How could they be separated since each serves

the other equally? Still, if the separation is obtained by

other means than in the Republic of Plato, it is no less

complete. It does not occur in space, it is true, but in time.

There are no longer two orders of citizens, between which

there is a break of continuity. But in the life of each citi-

zen, More makes two parts; one which is dedicated to farm

and industrial labor, the other to public matters, and be-

tween the two he sets a barrier so that the first cannot have

an effect on the other. The process which he employs for

this is borrowed from Plato. In order to separate the man-

agers of the state from economic affairs, Plato prohibits

them the right of possession. More extends this prohibition

to all citizens, since in his system they all share in the

management of the state. They are forbidden to appropriate

for themselves the product of their work but must have and

consume everything in common. Even meals will be com-

munal. Under these conditions economic interests will not

be able to affect the decisions inhabitants make when they

deliberate on public affairs, since they will no longer have

economic interests of their own. Unable to enrich them-

selves, they will henceforth be indifferent to whether much
or little is produced. All that is required is that their sub-

sistence be assured. And since in the manner of the law-

givers and warriors they are trained to have very few needs

—as their life must be very simple—very little is essential

to them and thus they have very little concern on this score.

The manner in which they direct society, whether it be in

choosing magistrates, or in training the elected judges, is

thus completely removed from economic influences. Still

more: not only does More arrange affairs so that the func-

tions of supply do not act in any way on public matters,

but he also attempts to reduce the importance of the former
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SO that it does not occupy too vital a place in life. The

extreme frugality which is obligatory in a Utopian society

allows him to reduce to six hours a day the work each

must furnish to assure material existence. Later, Campa-

nella would even go as far as demanding only four hours.

As for the reason which determines these differing pro-

visions, it is the same one which had earlier motivated

Plato: namely, the anti-social influence which is attributed

to wealth.

So to equate socialism and communism is to equate

contrary things. For the first, the economic organ must al-

most become the controlling branch of society; for the

second, one could not be far enough removed from the

other. Between these two manifestations of collective activ-

ity, some see a close affinity—almost an identity in charac-

ter; others, on the contrary, perceive only antagonism and

repulsion. For communists, the state can fulfill its role only

if it is completely insulated from industrial life; for social-

ists, this role is essentially industrial and the connection

could not be too complete. To the former, wealth is ma-

levolent and must be put away from society; to the latter,

on the contrary, it is bad only if it is not socialized. With-

out dCfubt—and this is deceiving—in both there is to be

regulation, but it must be noted that it operates in opposing

ways. Here, it aims to elevate industry by binding it to the

state; there, to elevate the state by excluding it from in-

dustry.

It is true that both systems allocate types of activity to the

collective sphere which according to individualist concepts

would belong in the private domain, and undoubtedly this has

contributed most to the confusion. But here again they are

sharply contrasted. According to socialism, strictly economic

functions, that is to say, activities productive of services (com-

mercial and industrial), must be socially organized, but con-

sumption is to remain private. There is, we have seen, no

socialist doctrine which refuses the individual the right of

possession and use (in his own way) of what he has legiti-

mately acquired.
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Quite to the contrary, in communism, there it is consump-

tion that is communal and production which remains private.

In Utopia each works in his own way, as he thinks proper,

and is simply obliged not to be idle. He cultivates his garden,

occupies himself with his trade, just as he would in the most

individualistic society. There is no common rule which deter-

mines relationships among the different workers, or the man-
ner in which all these diverse activities should cooperate for

collective goals. As each one does the same thing—or almost

the same—there is no cooperation to regulate. Only, what

each has produced does not belong to him. He cannot dispose

of it at will. He brings it to the community and consumes it

only when society itself makes use of it collectively.

The difference between these two types of social arrange-

ments is as great as that which separates the organization of

certain colonies of polyps from that of superior animals. In the

first, each of the associated individuals hunts on his own count,

in his own right; but what he catches is deposited in a com-

mon store, and he cannot have his share of the community
wealth, that is to say he cannot eat without all society eating

at the same time. On the contrary, among vertebrates each

organ is obliged in its functioning to conform to rules designed

to put it in harmony with the others; the nervous system as-

sures this conformity. But each organ, and in every organ

each tissue, and in every tissue each cell, maintain themselves

apart, freely, without being dependent on the others. Each

major part of the organism even has its special food. The dis-

tance is no less considerable between the two societal concepts

which have been so frequently likened.

To explore the history of socialism it was necessary first to

ascertain what we designate by this word. We therefore have

given a definition which, while expressing the external char-

acteristics common to all the doctrines we agree to so label,

permits us to recognize them wherever we encounter them.

That done, there was nothing further but to investigate in what

epoch the thing thus defined begins to appear in history and

to follow its development. We found ourselves then in the
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presence of a confusion which, when it occurs, results in push-

ing back the origins of socialism to the very beginnings of

historic development and to view it as a system almost as old

as humanity. If, as has been said, ancient communism is mere-

ly a form—either more general or more particular—of social-

ism, in order to understand this last, in order to be able to

retrace the complete evolution, we would have to go back as

far as Plato, and even beyond, to the Pythagorean doctrines,

to the communist practices of the lower societies which are

only the application of them. But we have seen that, in reality,

far from being able to contain the two kinds of doctrines in

one definition, they contradict each other in essential charac-

teristics. Whereas communism consists of an excommunica-

tion of economic activities, socialism, on the contrary, tends

to integrate them more or less tightly into the community,

and it is by this tendency that it is defined. For one, they

could not be relegated far enough from the essential branches

of public life; for the other, they had to be its center of grav-

ity. For the first, the job of the state is specific, primarily mor-

al, and it can acquit itself only if withdrawn from economic

influences. For the second, it must before all serve as a unify-

ing bond between the various industrial and commercial rela-

tions, for which it would act like a communal sensorium.

But it is not only in the conclusions they reach that these

two schools oppose one another; it is also in their points of

departure. Although at the beginning of this course we were

able only in anticipation to speak of what follows from the

socialist method, nevertheless one can easily agree—and the

lessons to come will establish it further—that socialism has as

its basis observations (whether exact or not is irrelevant)

which all refer to the economic state of certain societies. It is

because, in the most civilized societies of modern Europe,

production appears unable to regulate itself to consumption

requirements, or because industrial centralization seems to

have given birth to enterprises too large for society to be dis-

interested in, or because the unceasing transformations of ma-

chines—with resultant social instability—rob the worker of

all security and place him in a state of inferiority which pre-

vents him from concluding equitable contracts—it is on this
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|i and other similar evidence that sociahsm bases its demand for

reform of the existing order. In short, it is only countries with

developed industry that it impugnes; and in these it is exclu-

sively the conditions of exchange and production of value that

it attacks. All else is communist principle. The fundamental

communist idea—everywhere the same under scarcely differ-

ent forms—is that private property is the source of selfishness

and that from selfishness springs immorality. But such a prop-

osition does not strike at any social organization in particular.

It is true, it applies to all times and all countries; it fits equally

,

the system of large and of small industry. It does not aim at

I

any economic fact, for the institution of property is a juridical

and moral affair which affects economic life without being

part of it. Finally, communism holds to a common authority

1 of abstract morality, which is of no one time nor of any one

I

country. What it questions are the moral consequences of

j

private property in general and not—as does socialism—the

expediency of a specific economic organization appearing at a

particular time in history. The two problems are entirely dif-

I

ferent. On one side, you set out to judge the moral value of

t wealth in the abstract, and deny it; on the other, one asks

whether a kind of conomerce and industry harmonizes with

the conditions of existence of the peoples practicing it, and if

it is normal or unhealthy. Thus, while communism concerns

itself only accessorily with so-called economic arrangements

and modifies them only to the degree necessary to place them
in keeping with its principle (the abolition of individual own-
ership), socialism, inversely, touches private property only

indirectly, to the degree required to change it so that it may
harmonize with the economic arrangements—the essential ob-

ject of its demands.

It is this, however, which explains the great difference we
noted in the way both systems manifest themselves historically.

Theoreticians of communism, we said, are secluded men who
appear at long intervals and whose word seems only to awak-

en feeble echoes among the masses surrounding them. They
are in fact philosophers, who deal with problems of general

morality while enclosed in study rooms, rather than men of

action who speculate only to ease the actual suffering felt
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around them. What are the sources of selfishness and immoral-

ity? This is what they ask, and the question is eternal. But it

can be posed only by thinkers and for them. Well, it is a pe-

culiarity of philosophic thinking to develop itself only in a

discontinuous manner. Before communist theory can arise, a

mind must be found which through its native inclination and

the nature of the times can raise the problem and resolve it

in an ethical sense. One then sees it grow into a system, but

the contingent combination of circumstances likely to create

it can occur only rarely. In the intervals it slumbers without

attracting attention; even during the moments when it burns

with most vivid brilliance it is too speculative to exert much
influence. The same reason accounts for the sentimental and

artistic quality of all these theories. The very people who
raise the problem feel keenly that it does not allow for prac-

tical solutions. Egoism is too essential to human nature to be

uprooted from it—as desirable as that might be. But in the

measure that one sees it as an evil, one knows it is a chronic

illness of humanity. WTien, therefore, one inquires under what

circumstances it could be extirpated, one cannot but be aware

that he places himself outside reality, and that he can pro-

duce only an idyll whose poetry can be pleasing to the imagi-

nation, but which cannot pretend to be in the realm of fact.

One experiences delight in representing the world thus regen-

erated—while knowing that this regeneration is impossible. The

only useful effect one may expect from these fictions is that

they instruct, as does a good novel. On the contrary, because

socialism is bound to a socially concrete setting, it reveals it-

self at once as a social and enduring tendency. For the senti-

ments it expresses—being general—manifest themselves simul-

taneously at different points in society and assert themselves

with persistence so long as the conditions which created them

have not disappeared. And this is also what gives socialism a

practical orientation. The situation to which it corresponds,

being recent, is too harsh to tolerate or to be declared incur-

able. It is not an inveterate disease, like human immorality in

general, which through long experience has rendered us almost

insensate. Right or wrong, men have not yet had time to ac-

custom and resign themselves to modern conditions. And, in
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fact, even were no remedies possible, they demand them in-

sistently, and almost without interruption produce men who
strive to find them.

Thus, in whatever way we view communism and socialism,

we perceive contrast rather than identity. The problem they

pose is not the same; the reforms demanded by them contra-

dict, more than they resemble, each other. There is however

one point at which they seem to approach one another: it is

that the two fear, for society, what one might call economic

particularism. Both are concerned with the dangers that pri-

vate interest can present to the general interest. Both are im-

pelled by this double feeling that the free play of egoism is

not enough to automatically produce social order and that, on

the other hand, collective needs must outweigh individual con-

venience. This is what gives them a certain family resemblance

and which explains the confusion so often created. But in re-

ality, the particularism which these two schools oppose is not

the same. One school labels as antisocial everything which is

private property, in a general way, while the other considers

dangerous only the individual appropriation of the large eco-

nomic enterprises which are established at a specific moment
in history. Therefore, their significant motives are not at all

the same. Communism is prompted by moral and timeless

reasons; socialism by considerations of an economic sort. For

the former, private property must be abolished because it is

the source of all immorality; for the latter, the vast industrial

and commercial enterprises cannot be left to themselves, as

they affect too profoundly the entire economic life of society.

Their conclusions are so different because one sees the remedy

only in a suppression, as complete as possible, of economic

interests; the other, in their socialization. They only resemble

each other, therefore, in a vague tendency to attribute to so-

ciety a certain predominance over the individual; but there is

nothing in common in their reasons for asserting this predom-

inance—nor about the situations producing these assertions,

nor in the ways it is expected that such predominance will

manifest itself. If it were correct to view these systems as two

aspects of the same doctrine and to place them under one la-

bel, it would be necessary to extend the meaning of this label
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to every moral, political, pedagogic, economic and juridical

theory which holds that the interests of society must more or

less take precedence over any private interest—and the term

would lose all precise meaning. In short, communism and so-

cialism have this similarity: they both oppose radical and

intransigent individualism. But this is no reason to confuse

them, for they are no less opposed to each other.

So, to explain socialism and give its history, we do not

have to go back to communist origins. These are two orders

of historic fact which must be studied separately. Besides, if

we return to our definition of socialism, we will see that far

from being able to establish itself, even in embryonic form, as

early as the ancient city, it was able to appear only at a very

advanced moment in social evolution. In fact, the essential

elements by which we defined it depend on several conditions

which were not produced until later.

In the first place, in order to reach the point of attaching

commerce and industry to the state, the value attributed to

these two types of social organs by the public conscience had

to be perceptibly equal—had to be conceived by all as of the

same order and rank. But for a long period of time, a verita-

ble chasm existed between the two. On the one hand com-

mercial and industrial life was only slightly developed, where-

as political life had already become relatively very active; the

fluctuations through which the first passed affect the second

but little. In order to be strong and powerful, nations did not

then have the need of being very rich. Indeed, wealth seemed

scarcely of interest except to individuals. But at that moment
the individual and all that concerned him counted little. On
the contrary, society was the single thing to which morality

attached any worth.

Whether society was conceived by the multitude with the

aid of religious symbols, or by philosophers—such as Plato

—

under the most rational forms, it appeared to men's minds to

be marked with a sacrosanct character (which placed it far

above the inferior world of individual interests) and conse-

quently the state, which was its highest incarnation, shared in

this same characteristic. Since society was charged above all

with pursuing social ends, and as these were considered as ris-
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ing to ideal spheres, superior to human goals, it was itself in-

vested with religious dignity. Since the economic structure

had in this philosophy been deprived of all social value (be-

cause it concerned only personal egoism) it could not be a

question of binding one to the other—still less of mingling

them. The very idea of such fusion was revolting—like sac-

rilege.

Thus, between these two types of interest a great incom-

patibility existed. They were situated at the two poles of

moral life. Between them was the same distance as between

the sacred and the profane. So one could not dream of

burdening the same organ with the administration of both.

This is why, in the communist solution everything which is

of an economic order is removed as far as possible from

the state and, so to speak, put under the ban of society.

Before such a state of affairs could be ended and the social-

ist idea awaken, it was necessary, on the one hand, that

economic activities assume more social importance, and

on the other, that social activities assume a more human
character. It was necessary that commerce and industry

become more vital wheels of the collective machine and

that society cease being regarded as a transcendant being,

towering high above men, so that the state, without lower-

ing itself, without condescending, could approach people

more closely and concern itself with their interests. It was

necessary that the state strip itself of its mystic quality, that

it become a secular force, in order to be able to involve

itself in ordinary affairs without inconsistency. Only to the

extent that the distance between the two poles diminished

—and in both directions—could the idea of binding and

uniting them finally makes its appearance.

But this first condition is not enough. It is not sufficient

that public opinion see nothing contradictory in the state's

assigning itself such a role. It is also necessary that it ap-

pear able to assume it in order to generate a feeling of

confidence. For this two additional conditions are required.

First, the state must have developed sufficiently so that

such an undertaking does not seem to exceed its abilities.

Its sphere of influence must already be extensive enough
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SO that one might conceive of extending it further—and

especially in this direction. It is a question, really, of having

the state intervene in an order of social phenomena whose

complexity and fluctuation are too great for simple, in-

flexible regulation. So long as one has not seen the state

acquit itself of tasks almost equally complex, one will hard-

ly summon it to do others. In the second place, as developed

as the state might be, it can do nothing if economic enter-

prises, by the nature of their organization, do not expose

themselves to its influence. As a consequence of their small

size, such enterprises are multiplied infinitely, and as almost

every citizen has his own, this dispersion makes all com-

mon direction impossible. Each takes refuge within its

household walls and they escape all social control. The state

cannot penetrate each dwelling to regulate the conditions

under which exchange and production should be made. It

is therefore necessary that commerce and industry must

already have attained, by spontaneous development, some
beginning of centralization, in order that certain of the

directing centers of society could have touched them and

made their action routinely felt. In short, it is essential

that the regime of big industry have been established. Such

are the three conditions that socialism, as we have defined

it, presupposes. But, they are all three of recent date.

Big industry dates only from yesterday—and it is only in

this form that it acquired a truly social importance. As long

as it was spread over a multitude of small independent en-

terprises, and as each of them could have no influence

beyond a very limited circle, the manner in which they

functioned could not profoundly affect—at least in princi-

ple—the general interests of society. Besides, until recent

times the religious and public order took precedence over

the temporal and economic order to such a point that the

latter were relegated to the bottom of the social hierarchy.

Finally, the development of the state is itself a new phe-

nomenon. In the City it is still very rudimentary. Without

doubt its power is absolute, but its functions are very simple.

They are almost reduced to administering justice and mak-
ing or preparing wars. And here it is the least essential.
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Its action, when it exercises it, is violent and irresistable

because it is without balance, but it is neither varied nor

complex. It tends to be a heavy and repressive machine,

whose rude wheels produce movements of only very general

and elementary force. But given the complexity of economic

life, in order that one could summon the state to become

its pivot, it was necessary that it show itself capable of

action which was consistent and varied, flexible and exten-

sive. And what it needed for that was not an enormous co-

ercive power, but a vast and conscious organization. It is

only when the great European peoples were formed and

centralized that one saw the state simultaneously administer

multitudes of peoples and diverse services, the army, mer-

chant marine, navy, arsenals, means of communication and

transportation, hospitals, institutions of education, fine arts,

etc.; that one saw it produce, in a word, a spectacle of infi-

nitely diversified activity. Here—added to those preceding

—is a new reason for not allowing us to view communism
as an early form of socialism. It is because the essential

conditions of socialism were not present when the great

communist theories were formulated. It is true that one

could suppose that the thinkers of this school anticipated in

imagination the future results of historical development; that

through their thinking they conceived a state of affairs al-

together different from that they beheld before their eyes

(and which was to realize itself only later in history). But

not only is it less than scientific to admit the possibility of

such anticipations, which are veritable creations exnihilo, it

happens that the theoreticians of conmiunism have their en-

tire thinking oriented not toward the future, but toward the

past. They are retrogressive. What they demand is not that

one hasten the revolution and go beyond it in some way,

but that one turn back. It is behind them that they seek

their models. Thus the Platonic city does nothing but openly

reproduce the ancient organization of Sparta, that is to say,

what was most archaic in the constitutional forms of Greece.

And on this point as on others, the successors of Plato have
merely repeated the master. It is the primitive peoples whom
they offer us as an example.



Chapter 3

Socialism in the Eighteenth Century^

It follows from all this that before the eighteenth cen-

tury there could be no question of socialism. But at that

period—at least in France—the three conditions we enu-

merated are indisputably present. Big industry is in process

of development; the importance attributed to economic life

is sufficiently established by the fact that economics began

to be considered a science; the state is secularized and the

centralization of French society is accomplished. One might

therefore expect that, as early as this epoch, we will en-

counter doctrines which exhibit the distinctive characteristics

of sociaUsm. In fact, this has been maintained. And lately

this has been again suggested, in a very conscientiously pre-

pared book, a history of socialism in the eighteenth century. ^

But actually, if the theories to which this name has been

given do in fact contain germs of what later will be social-

ism, they do not go beyond the communist conception.

Two doctrines in particular have been presented as con-

verging closely with the history of socialism: those of

Morelly and Mably. The first sets forth his ideas in the

Basiliade (1753) and the Code de la Nature (1755); the

other, in a rather large number of works of which the prin-

cipal are: Les doutes proposes aux philosophes economiques

sur I'ordre naturel et es^entiel des socieies polidques (Paris,

1768); De la legislation ou principes des his (Amsterdam,

1 We do not deny that this chapter takes on more of the charac-

ter of notes than those preceding. In fact, in one portion it

closely follows the conscientious and intelligent book of M.
Andre Lichtenberger, whom Durkheim cites elsewhere. In an-

other part, for example, Durkheim passes a little quickly over
Baboeuf and Baboeuvism, which are almost as little known today
as at the time Durkheim taught (Bordeaux, 1895-1896).—(M.M.)
2 Lichtenberger, A., Le Socialisme au XVllle siecle, 1895.
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1776); Les Entretiens de Phocion sur les rapports de la

morale et de la politique; Des Droits et des Devoirs du

citoyen (1758). But considering only their external organi-

zation, both systems display the characteristic mark of com-

munism, which is that the framework of explanation is

purely imaginary. The social organization described for us

in the Basiliade is attributed to a fictitious people whom
Morelly locates on an island lost in the midst of a vast sea,

far from any land. His book is an allegoric and Utopian

poem which he presents as a translation from the Indian.

Likewise, in the Droits et les Devoirs du citoyen, (Oeuvres,

XI, 383)3 when Mably expounds his model state through

the mouth of Stanhope, he takes himself in imagination to

a deserted island and there founds his republic.

In both, the problem is posed in the same terms as those

of Plato, More and Campanella. It has to do with deter-

mining the causes of vice and the means of overcoming it.

"The moralists," says Morelly, "have always supposed that

man was bom evil and wicked, without presuming that one

could pose and resolve this fine problem: to find a situation

in which it might be almost impossible for man to be de-

praved and bad." (Code de la Nature, 14). And it is this

problem he undertakes to resolve. Mably expresses himself

no differently. Men cannot be happy except through virtue.

The point then is to know what the obstacles are which

prevent virtue from reigning, in order to overcome them.

That is the objective the theoretician of politics aims at. "Is

it not certain," asks Mably, "that politics should make us

love virtue and that this is the one goal which lawmakers,

laws and judges should propose?" (Conversations de Phocion,

Oeuvres, X, 54.) We are thus in the presence of a problem,

not of political economy, but of morality, and of abstract

morality, independent of every condition of time and place.

The remedy is one communists of all times have proposed.

The cause of evU is selfishness and what keeps it alive is

individual interest. Individual interest can disappear only

along with private property so it is the latter that should be

3 Durkheim had to use the same edition as M. Lichtenberger,
that of the year 1895.—(M.M.)
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abolished. In ideal society economic equality among citizens

must be complete. "The only evU I perceive in the universe,"

says Morelly, "is avarice. All others—whatever name they

are given—are only shades, degrees of that. . . . But could

this universal plague, individual interest, have taken hold if

it had never found, not only food, but some dangerous

leavening? I believe that one will not contest the evidence

of this proposition; where no private property existed, none

of these pernicious consequences could exist." (Code de la

Nature, 29 and 30.)* And further: "Remove property, the

blind and pitiless interest which accompanies it . . ., and

there are no longer furious passions, savage behavior, ideas

of evil." {ibid., 132) The distinction of yours and mine is

called the "fatal knife to the bonds of all society, which,

when they have experienced the deadly edge, can hardly

join together again." (Basiliade, I, 189) ^ Mably speaks the

same language; the terms are almost identical. The mother

of all vices is cupidity or avarice. "Passions are always dis-

posed to march under the banners of greed. ... To the

miser there is no need for country, relative or friend. Wealth

produces need, the basest of vices, or luxury, which gives

the rich all the vices of poverty and the poor an envy they

can satisfy only through crime or the most degrading base-

ness." (Oeuvres, XIV, 342-343.) The only means of ren-

dering cupidity impossible is to suppress the ownership of

goods. "Do you want to know," says Stanhope to Mably in

their imaginary conversation, "what is the principal source

of all the misfortunes which afflict humanity? It is the own-

ership of wealth." (Droits et Devoirs. Oeuvres, XI, 378.)

The ideal, therefore, is "this community of possessions, so

often praised, as often lamented by poets, which Lycurgus

had established at Lacedaemon, which Plato wished to have

revived in his Republic, and which—thanks to the depravity

of customs—could be only an idle fancy in the world."

(XI,379.) Plato's only error had been to permit agricultur-

ists and artisans to hold possessions; this fault would have

disturbed his state. (Legislation. Oeuvres, I, 106.) Therefore

* Durkheim had to use the second edition 1760.—(M.M.)
6 The edition cited is that of 1750.—(M.M.)
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I
in both doctrines it is a question, not of organizing and cen-

tralizing economic life—which is the characteristic of social-

ism—but on the contrary, of divesting it, for moral reasons,

of all social importance by suppressing private property. The

solution is therefore (as are all communist solutions) essen-

tially retrogressive. By their own acknowledgment it is from

inferior societies, from primitive forms of civilization that

the two authors borrow their program. It is there that they

find their ideal realized as completely as possible. Morelly

endlessly exalts those colonies in America where families

live together in tranquility, supplying their needs by hunting.

He equally extols the legislation of Lycurgus and ancient

Egypt.

The name of Lycurgus returns again under the pen of

Mably. "Lycurgus knew best the designs of nature and took

most efficient steps so that citizens would not deviate from

them." {Observations sur I'histoire de Grece. Oeuvres, IV,

22.) Thus, far from believing that the reform they seek

should consist of the establishment of new social forms, in

harmony with the new conditions of collective existence, it

is the most distant past from which such thinkers wholly

borrow their idea. Like Plato, More and Campanella, they

themselves consider the idea hardly susceptible of realiza-

tion. They keenly feel unable to remake humanity at this

point. "It is unfortunately only too true," says Morelly, "that

it would be quite impossible to form a like republic in our

day." {Code de la Nature, 189.) Therefore his aim, finally,

is more speculative than practical. He proposes above all to

clarify "the error of ordinary practice based on common
morality" {Basiliade, I, 109)—more than he hopes to put

an end to it. Mably is still more sceptical. "Men," he says,

"are too depraved for there to be a sound politic." {Oeuvres,

XIV, 46.) In a passage cited above one could see that he

himself termed the ideal he recommended a chimera.

That granted, it does not need debating to determine

whether Rousseau should or should not be regarded as a

socialist. For his doctrine is merely a limited and attenuated

form of the preceding ones. He likewise takes his models

from ancient republics, whose organization seems to him
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the most perfect that ever existed. In his Lettre a d'Alembert

he speaks with enthusiasm of this Sparta which cannot be

cited "enough for the example we should draw from it."

{Oeuvres, III, p. 175.)^ He quotes Mably with respect al-

though he had never been on very cordial terms with him

and is interested in More's Utopia and in the Basiliade of

Morelly.'^ The entire difference is that he does not go as far.

Although a communist regime has his complete preference

he does not consider it practicable outside a state of nature.

He is therefore content to approach it as closely as possible.

"My thought," says he, "is not to destroy absolutely private

property—because that is impossible—but to enclose it with-

in the narrowest boundaries, give it a bridle which curbs it,

directs it, which subjugates it and keeps it always subordi-

nate to the public good." {Oeuvres inedites, p. 100.)^ Abso-

lute economic equality is at the present unrealizable, but it

is the ideal one must always have in sight and which should

be realized as far as possible. "The fundamental law of your

institution must be equality." (Ibid., 72.) It is known, fur-

ther, what he thinks of commerce and industry, as of arts.

He judges them no differently than does Plato. Therefore

like the latter, far from wishing to organize and socialize

them, he seeks instead to remove them from society, or at

least to give them as restricted a place as possible. Once

these terms are defined, such a theory can only be called

modern communism.
Still, if the eighteenth century knew communism, we can-

not fail to notice that communism there presents some very

specific characteristics which distinguish it from earlier theo-

ries of the same name and serve to forewarn that some-

thing new is in the process of being produced.

First, these theories are no longer sporadic. While, up
until then they appeared at long intervals, separated from
one another by rather considerable periods, in the eighteenth

century we are in the presence of a veritable efflorescence

6 Durkheim refers to the edition of 1854.—(M.M.)
'^ Lichtenberger, Le Socialisme au XVIII^ siecle, 1895. p. 154.
8 Diirkheim uses the edition of Streckeisen-Moulton 1861 Oeuvres
et Correspondance inedites.—(M.M.)
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of communist systems. The two or three we just spoke of

are the most famous and important, but they are far from

being the only ones. From the beginning of the century, in

Fenelon and the abbot St. Pierre, one finds numerous ex-

pressions of sympathy—though still vague—for a more or

less communal regime. They are very clear in the curate

Meslier, whose work, entitled Le Testament de Jean Meslier,

is a violent critique of the effects of private property. Two
disciples of Jean-Jacques, Mercier and Restif de la Bretonne,

produced a Utopia containing more or less modified ideas

of the master. Mercier's is entitled L'An 2440, and Restifs,

Le Paysan perverti. More's Utopia is translated, and all the

ancient and foreign works which express similar thoughts.

And Freon was able to write: "We have almost as many
novels on morality, philosophy and politics as we have in

the light vein." {Lettres, sur quelques ecrits de ce temps,

XIII, 21.) And even where the communist idea does not

take on systematic form one often finds isolated views and

fragmentary theories which it obviously inspired. Though
Montesquieu prefers monarchy to democracy, there is no
doubt that he has an affection for the primitive rule of the

city—and in particular the Lacedaemonian city—that he does

not disguise. A certain amount of communism seems to him
inseparable from a truly democratic organization, and on
the other hand he considers the latter more suited than

monarchy to small states. Finally, outside the writers whose

specialty is to reflect on social matters, there is not a branch

of literature in which these same leanings are not re-echoed.

Novels, the theatre, and tales of imaginary voyages contin-

ually extol the virtues of savages and their superiority over

the civilized. Everywhere it is a question of the state of

nature, the dangers of luxury and of civilization, the advan-

tages of equality.

There we already note a first peculiarity which warns us

that we are in the presence of communism of a new type.

But it is not the only one. Until now communist solutions

had an entirely hypothetical character. All could express

themselves in the following form: if one wishes to suppress

egoism and have virtue reign successfully it is necessary to
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abolish private property. But this abolition was presented

only as an effective means to that end, and not as being

right in itself. It was not said that private property was des-

titute of every rational basis, that it did not conform to the

nature of things, but simply that it had the regrettable con-

sequence of detaching the individual from the group, and

that it was necessary to suppress or reduce it if one wished

to reduce or suppress its anti-social effects. Societies which

practice inequality were not described as necessarily unjust,

as morally intolerable, but simply as condemned to discord,

as incapable of any cohesion. The communists of the eight-

eenth century go further. It is no longer merely the injurious

results of property and inequality that they attack—it is

property itself. "The eternal laws of the universe," says

Morelly, "are that nothing belongs privately to man except

what his actual needs require, or for his daily requirements

for the gratification and comfort of his existence. The field

is not his who works it, nor the tree his who gathers its

fruits. Even the product of his own labors does not belong

to him except for the portion which he is to consume; the

balance, like his person, belongs to the whole of society."

(Basiliade, I, 204.) Equality is not an artificial means rec-

ommended to the legislature in the interest of man; it is in

nature, and the lawmaker in establishing it merely has or

would have the way of nature followed. It exists by right,

and its opposite is contrary to the right. It is in violation of

what ought to be that conditions have become unequal. Of
course, all these authors do not fail to develop the many
disastrous consequences for society which result from ine-

quality. But these consequences are put before our eyes only

to prove—almost by their absurdity—the truth of the prin-

ciple that inequality has been able to introduce itself only

by a perversion of humanity, that it constitutes a moral

scandal, that it is the negation of justice. In short, until then

communists had scarcely suggested that things would be

much better if they were as they had dreamed them, but

the writers of the eighteenth century assert categorically

that things must be as they expound them. The nuance is

important. Therefore, although both, as we have noted, feel
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their ideal is not realizable, their renunciation does not have

quite the same characteristics. In the resignation of the

thinkers of the eighteenth century, there is something sad-

der, more distressed, more discouraged. This is the impression

that a reading of Rousseau gives to a high degree. In fact,

what they abandon—or believe they abandon—is not simply

a fine dream from which nothing more can be expected

than to uplift the heart, without reality having to conform

to it exactly, but rather it is what they regard as the very

law of reality and the normal basis of existence. In such

an attitude there is a contradiction from which they cannot

escape, and they therefore feel badly.

These are two great novelties in the history of commu-
nism. What is their meaning? They warn us that this time

these particular theories are not individual constructions,

but correspond to some new aspiration which has found its

way to the soul of society. If inequality is now condemned,

it is evidently because it offends some very deep sentiment;

and since the disapproval is general, it must be that this

sentiment has the same generality. If inequality is thought

of as unnatural, it is because men's consciences have re-

jected the idea of it. If equality is no longer conceived as

a simple ingenious means—concocted in the silence of the

study—to hold together these systems of concepts whose
objective value is more than doubtful, if one sees in it the

natural state of man as opposed to the present state (which

is regarded as abnormal), it is because it answers some need

of the public conscience. This new inclination is the feeling

—stronger and more generalized—of social justice; it is the

belief that the position of citizens in societies and the remu-

neration of their services should vary exactly with their so-

cial value. But we see that this feeling—already sharpened

by struggle and resistance—from then on acquired an ab-

normal intensity and sensitivity, since it went so far as to

deny any type of inequality. There is no doubt that it is

one of the elements of socialism. It is what characterizes

all "socialism from below," which we will consider later.

We must next inquire why, if it existed as early as the

eighteenth century, this feeling for social justice did not then
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produce its later results; why did not the socialist idea fol-

low from it in more clearcut fashion? It is because, as we

will see, it was not provoked by the spectacle of the eco-

nomic order, but concerned itself with this only indirectly.

When one compares the general orientation of communism
with that of socialism, they appear so different that one

wonders how it has been possible to see one only as a form

of the other. To so regulate the productive operations that

they cooperate harmoniously—that is the formula of social-

ism. To regulate individual consumption in such a way that

it is everywhere equal and everywhere moderate—that is the

formula communism. On the one side, one wishes to estab-

lish regular cooperation of economic functions with each

other and also with other social functions, so as to lessen

friction, to avoid loss of energy and to obtain the maximum
return. On the other side, one seeks only to prevent some

from consuming more than others. In the one case, individ-

ual interests are organized; in the other they are suppressed.

What is there in common between these two programs? One
could suppose, it is true, that the confusion is accounted

for by the common factor that communism, though it levels

consumption, also proposes to assure to each the strict ne-

cessities, and through that to improve the fortune of the

wretched, and that, on the other side, socialism is in part

also actuated by an analogous concern. Considering that out

of this single tendency an entire system has been made,

it indeed seems that from this point of view the two doc-

trines become indistinguishable. But aside from the fact that

socialism actually reaches far beyond this single question,

it poses it in an altogether different way and in entirely

different terms than does communism. Communism views

the respective situations of poor and rich in general, inde-

pendent of any consideration about the state of commerce
and industry, and in the way in which each contributes to

it. So its demands, assuming they are legitimate, apply to

all societies where inequalities exist, whatever the economic

regime. Socialists, on the contrary, are concerned only with
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;the particular part of the economic machine that we call

the workers, and with the relationships they maintain with

the rest of the structure. Communists treat poverty and

wealth in abstracto, on logical and moral grounds; socialists

examine the conditions in which the non-capitalist work-

ingman exchanges his services, in a determinate social or-

ganization. We thus have a criterion which allows us to

distinguish the two systems rather easily, even from the as-

pect in which they seem to resemble each other. When a

writer compares the poor with the rich in a general and

philosophic manner in order to have us see that this con-

tradistinction is dangerous, or even that it is not founded

in the nature of things, we can be certain that we confront

a communist theory. But we use the name socialism only

apropos doctrines in which it is not a matter of unfortu-

nates, pure and simple, but of workers and of their situa-

tion vis-a-vis those who employ them. In short, communism
is nothing other than charity raised to a fundamental prin-

ciple of all social legislation; it is compulsory fraternity,

since it implies that each is obliged to share with all. But

we already know that to multiply projects of assistance and

welfare is not to create socialism. To ameliorate misery is

not to organize economic life, and communism does naught

but push charity to the point of suppressing all property.

It arises from a double feeling: pity for the wretched, and

fear of the antisocial greed and hate which the spectacle

of wealth can rouse in their hearts. Under its most noble

form, it expresses a movement of love and sympathy. So-

cialism is essentially a process of economic concentration and

^ntralization. It indirectly draws a whole section of society,

i.e. the workers—because they are a part of it—into the

orbit of the directing centers of the social body.

And still we know that in spite of everything some rela-

tionship does exist between these two doctrines. The senti-

ments that are at the roots of communism, being of all

times, are also of ours. It is true they do not express them-

selves in each epoch under doctrinal form. But they do not

disappear completely just because they are not vigorous

enough to give birth to a system which states them me-
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thodically. Besides, it is clear that the times when such

sentiments are in the best possible condition to manifest

themselves are those when, for whatever reasons, they most

particularly draw attention to the fate of the suffering classes.

And no century has ever been more favorable than ours

to the development of communist feelings. Socialism, pre-

cisely because it has an altogether different goal, would not

know how to satisfy these inclinations. Assuming a socialist

state to be realized as completely as possible, there still

would be wretched people and inequalities of every kind.

The fact that no individual will possess capital will not elim-

inate inequality of talents, sickness or invalidism. Since in

such a view competition is not abolished, but regulated, there

will still be services of limited usefulness which, even if re-

garded and recompensed according to their just social value,

will not suffice to give their performer a livelihood. There

will always be incapable people who despite themselves will

be unable to earn an adequate living, and others who, while

earning strict necessities, will not succeed—quite like the

workingman today—in having more than a precarious and

confined existence, seldom consistent with the effort ex-

pended. In short, in Marxist socialism, capital does not dis-

appear; it is merely administered by society and not by

individuals. The result is that the method it uses to com-

pensate workers of all kinds no longer depends on individual

interests, but only upon general interests. But just because

remuneration will be socially just, it does not necessarily

follow that it will be sufficient for all. Just as with capi-

talists, society—if not motivated by other feelings—will have

an interest in paying the lowest possible price. There will

always be, for ordinary, simple services, within everybody's

reach, a widespread demand. Consequently, competition will

be so sharp that society will oblige the mass to be satisfied

with little. The pressure exerted on the lower stratum would
then emanate from the entire community and not from
certain powerful individuals, but nevertheless it could still

be very strong. Communism clearly protests against such

duress and its results. Socialism by no means meets this

problem. Should the socialization of economic forces be an
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accomplished fact tomorrow, communists would be opposed

to the excessively great inequalities which would obtain then

as now. In a word, there is a place for both communism

and socialism precisely because they are not oriented in the

same direction.

It happens, however, that communism, instead of remain-

ing what it had been before the advent of socialism—an

independent doctrine—was annexed by the latter once so-

cialism was established. In fact, although conceived under

entirely different conditions and answering entirely different

needs, socialism, just because it was led to take an interest

in the working classes, found itself very naturally and par-

ticularly susceptible to those feelings of pity and fraternity

which were to temper, without contradicting, what still was

too harsh in its principle. For reasons that can be seen (but

which we will have to examine more carefully later) it

was the same spirits who henceforth experienced both the

new hopes that gave rise to socialism and the ancient as-

pirations that created the basis of communism. To give only

one reason, how can one feel the need for economic func-

tions to be bound more closely, without at the same time

having a general feeling of social solidarity and fraternity?

Thus socialism was exposed to communism; it undertook

to play a role in it at the same time as it pursued its own
program. In this sense it was actually the heir of com-

munism, and, without being derived from it, absorbed it

while remaining distinct. Therefore we are inclined to asso-

ciate the two sets of ideas.

So we see that there are two currents in contemporary

socialism which are juxtaposed, which act one on the other

but come from very different sources and take courses no

less different. One is quite recent; this is the so-called so-

cialist current. The second is the old communist current

which joins its waters with the other. The first is dependent

on obscure causes which push society to organize its eco-

nomic forces. The other satisfies needs of charity, fraternity,

of humanity. Although they generally flow beside each other,

they are still distinct; if the ordinary person confuses them
because of their proximity at the source, the sociologist
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should not expose himself to the same confusion. Besides,

we will see that in certain cases they become separate;

even in our day it has happened that the communist current

again reacquired independence. There was a time in the cen-

tury when clearly communist systems established themselves

alongside of socialist systems.

It is not only from a theoretical point of view that it is

important to keep this distinction clearly in mind. If we are

not mistaken, the current of pity and sympathy—succeed-

ing the ancient current of communism, which one generally

finds again in modern socialism—is only a secondary el-

ement. It complements but does not constitute it. As a re-

sult, the measures one adopts to stop socialism leave intact

the causes which gave birth to it. If the needs socialism

expresses are deep-rooted they will not be met by accord-

ing some satisfaction to these vague feelings of fraternity.

But observe what happens in all the countries of Europe.

Everywhere one is concerned with what is called the social

problem and is impelled to bring to it at least partial solu-

tions. And yet almost all the preparation made for this

goal is destined exclusively to ameliorate the lot of the labor-

ing class. That is, to respond only to the generous inclina-

tions underlying communism. We seem to believe it urgent

and useful to lighten the burden of the workers, to compen-

sate by liberality and legal favors what is depressed in their

situation. We are ready to multiply subsidies, relief, assist-

ance of every sort, to extend as much as possible the circle

of public charity, to make laws to protect the welfare of

the workers, etc., in order to narrow the distance separating

the two classes and decrease the inequality. We do not see

—and this happens all the time to socialists—that in pro-

ceeding thus, we take the secondary for the essential. It is

not by attesting to a generous affection for what still re-

mains of the old communism that we will ever be able to

either check or realize socialism. It is not by giving all our

attention to a situation found in all centuries that we can

bring the slightest alleviation to what dates from only yes-

terday. Not only do we thus stray from the aim we should

keep in sight, but the very aim we propose cannot be reached
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by the path we are pursuing. For it is in vain that one will

create privileges for workers which neutralize in part those

enjoyed by employers; in vain will the working day be de-

creased or even wages legally increased. We will not suc-

ceed in pacifying roused appetites, because they will acquire

new force in the measure they are appeased. There are no

limits possible to their requirements. To undertake to ap-

pease them by satisfying them is to hope to fill the vessel

of the Danaides. Actually if the social problem were put

in these terms, it would be much better to declare it insol-

uble and strongly oppose it with an absolute bill of excep-

tion than to bring it to solutions which are not there. That

is why, when we do not distinguish the two streams which

give rise to the social theories of our day, we do not under-

stand the more important of the two; why, consequently,

we believe we are shaping a social program which in reality

does not achieve its ends, and which is even deprived of all

efficacy.

Once this distinction is established, people will more easily

recognize that the social theories of the eighteenth century

have not passed the level of communism. However, com-

munism then acquires a new aspect. Equality is no longer

spoken of as a regimen men would do well to impose on

their egoism but to which they are not morally bound; it

is now considered as being right and necessary. Societies

establishing it would not be elevating themselves above na-

ture; they would merely be following the path marked by

nature, merely be conforming to the very principle of all

justice. By this new note one surmises that the communism
of the eighteenth century has been fashioned—at least in

part—under new influences and new conditions. It has for

its basis a very strong and general collective sentiment,

namely, that the social inequalities everywhere visible were

not just. Further, as a reaction against what existed, the

public conscience went as far as to declare every type of

inequality unjust. Granting that in the light of this feeling,

some theoreticians examine the most offensive economic re-

lationships, and a whole series of demands—clearly socialist

-could not fail to result. There we have indeed a germ
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of socialism. Only, in the eighteenth century this germ did

not receive the development it required. This feeling of pro-

test was not turned against the facts of industrial and com-

mercial life, as they then functioned. It did not attack, for

example, the problem of the little dealer or small producer

in the face of a large merchant of manufacturer; or the

ties of the worker to the employer. It simply blamed wealth

in general and expressed itself—at least in the large systems

we have spoken of—only in abstract generalities and philo-

sophic dissertations on the social dangers of wealth and its

immorality. Its vigor and generality are evidence that it had

deep roots in the public conscience and that consequently

it attached importance to specific social conditions; none-

theless, as far as regards the economic order, one would

say that it remained a stranger to the surrounding life. It

has no point of application in contemporary reality, it does

not aim at any definite fact, but is taken up only with gen-

eral and metaphysical notions which are not of any time

nor any place. The result is that the thinkers it inspired

have generally fallen back on the commonplace topics of

traditional communism.

Yet even in this regard some reservations are necessary.

There are certain writers of the time for whom this new
sentiment of social justice entered more immediately into

contact with economic reality and so took a form which is

sometimes very close to authentic socialism. This is especially

the case with Simon-Nicolas-Henri Linguet. Hardly known
today, Linguet was famous during part of the eighteenth

century. It was he who took up the defense of Chevalier

de la Barre. Adventures of every kind, loud quarrels with

economists, encyclopedists, lav/yers, and the audacious qual-

ity of certain of his ideas attracted attention to him. If we
still are not clear about the moral value of his character,

there is no doubt that he was an original mind and inde-

pendent thinker. But in his various works, and more espe-

cially in his Theorie des lots civiles (1767) and his Annales

politiques, civiles et litteraires du XVIW Siecle (1777-1792)

observations are found which even suggest the very language

of contemporary socialists.
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i Linguet, in fact, is not satisfied to discourse on wealth,

although on occasion he does not inhibit himself from these

fashionable dissertations. He describes at length the con-

temporary situation of the worker who had only his hands

to make a living and (like Karl Marx later) sees in him

the heir of the slave of antiquity and of the serf of the

Middle Ages. "They moan beneath the disgusting rags which

are the uniform of poverty. They never share in the abun-

dance of which their labor is the source. . . . These are the

servants who in our midst have truly replaced the serfs."

(Theorie, 11, p. 468.)^ Even slavery seems a preferable state

to him. "It is a question of examining what effective ad-

vantage the suppression of slavery procured for him. I say

it with as much grief as frankness: all they have gained

is to be at every instant tormented by the fear of starva-

tion—a misfortune from which their predecessors in this

lowest rank of humanity were at least exempt." (Ibid.) In

fact, the master was interested in treating his slaves well,

because they were his property, and to endanger their health

was to risk his fortune. Today, even this bond of solidarity

between the employer and those he employs is broken. If

they become incapable of rendering the services for which
he pays them, he replaces them with others. The liberty the

worker has gained is therefore that of dying of hunger. "He
is free, you say. Ah! that is his misfortune. He belongs to

no one—but no one belongs to him." (Annales, XIII, 498.)

"So it is a sad irony to say that workers are free and have

no master. They do have one—the most terrible, the most
imperious of masters. . . . They are not under orders of

one man in particular, but under those of all in general."

(Ibid, XIII, 501.) Economists answered that contracts which
fixed wages were agreed upon freely and it was that which
made for the superiority of the modem worker. But, replies

Linguet, "for it to be so, it would be necessary that the

workingman could remain a while without working, in order

to make himself needed. But he is compelled to yield be-

cause he is obliged to eat, and if it happens that he resists,

his ruin—which is inevitable—increases and reinforces his

^Theorie des lois civiles. (1767).
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dependence, precisely because the cessation of work has

rendered him more needy. If he does not work today at

any price, he will in two days be dead of starvation and

the curtailment his surplus suffered yesterday is a reason

for reducing it tomorrow." {Annales, VII, 216.) "For the

very insufficiency of wages of the day laborer is one reason

to reduce them. The more he is driven by need, the more

he sells himself cheaply. The more urgent his necessity, the

less profitable is his labor. The temporary despots whom
he weepingly implores to accept his services, do not blush

to feed him like a fowl, so to speak—in order to be sure

that some strength still remains. It is by the degree of his

exhaustion that they regulate the compensation they offer

him. . . . Such is the state in which nineteen-twentieths of

each nation in Europe were languishing since the poisoned

gift of liberty." {Annales, 1, 98-99.)

This situation is not ancient. On the contrary, it is quite

recent and here is how Linguet gives its history. When
kings undertook to fight against feudalism, they sought the

alliance of the serfs and promised them liberty if they tri-

umphed over their common adversary. What was the result?

"They unchained this mass who, knowing the weight of

their master's irons and not knowing what those of kings

weigh, united joyfully under the latter's banners. This was

truly a wooden horse that took revenge on the serf." {An-

nales, I, 94.) For then "society found itself divided into

two camps; the rich, owners of money and also commodi-
ties, arrogated to themselves the exclusive right to tax the

wages of the labor which produced them, and the other,

isolated workingmen who—no longer belonging to anyone,

no longer having masters nor (as a result) protectors in-

terested in defending them . . . found themselves irretriev-

ably bound to the will of greed itself." {Ibid.) This, there-

fore, is that liberty that caused all the evil, because in

liberating the serf, by the same stroke it deprived him of

all security. This is why Linguet calls it "one of the most

deadly plagues which the refinement of modem times has

produced." {Annales, I, 101-102.)

Such are the consequences "of the revolution which be-
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fell society." (XII, 501.) "Never, in the midst of its ap-

parent prosperity, has Europe been closer to total ruin

—

all the more terrible as despair will be the cause of it. . . .

We have come by a straight road to the point where Italy

found itself when the war of slaves inundated it with blood

and brought carnage and flames to the gates of the mistress

of the world." (Annates, I, 345.) Already revolts have brok-

en out in Italy, in Bohemia, in France. Soon perhaps one

will see some new Spartacus come to preach a new slave

war. Could not one believe he is hearing a socialist of today

prophesying social revolution?

Another thinker—though very moderate—Necker, de-

scribes the economic situation of his time in colors quite as

dark. (See specially Sur la legislation et le commerce des

grains, first part, ch. xxv.)^° He begins by defining the word

"people." "I understand by this word," says he, "that part

of the nation born without property, from parents in al-

most the same condition, and who, having been unable to

receive from them any education, are reduced to their na-

tive faculties. It is the most numerous and the most wretched

class, since its subsistence depends only on its daily labor."

The people so defined are condemned to misery because of

the "power of the owners to give in exchange for a piece

of work desirable to them only the smallest wages possible,

that is to say, what represents the strictest necessity. This

power in the hands of the owners is based upon their very

small number compared with that of men without property,

on the severe competition of these last, and principally on

the prodigious inequality that exists between men who sell

their labor to live daily and those who purchase it in order

simply to augment their wealth or wares. ^^ One is squeezed

by the moment, the other not at all; "one will always make
the law, the others will always be forced to accept it." This

regime, it is true, is of all time, but two circumstances

constantly increase it. "One is that ownership tends to com-
bine rather than divide, . . . small possessions join together

^0 Sur la legislation et le commerce des grains.

11 TTie original gives no indication of where the above quotation
ends.—A.W.G.
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gradually in the hands of the rich, the number of owners

diminishes, and they are then able to dictate a more im-

perious law to the men whose work they buy." "The second

circumstance which tends to weaken the resistance of work-

ing men struggling for their wages is that as society ages

it amasses a great quantity of the wares of industry suited

for luxury and comfort, considering that the life of a large

number of these articles outlive the span of man, such as

jewels, glass, buildings, diamonds, metal ware and many
other objects. This accumulation of riches which increases

daily creates an insensible and permanent competition with

the new labor of workers and renders their claims more
powerless." Under these conditions the labor contract "is a

bargain of force and compulsion which derives solely from

the rule of power and the yoke weakness is obliged to

assume." (De I'importance des opinions religieuses, p. 239.)

And he too compares the lot of workers with that of slaves

(p. 496 of the same work).^^

To these two names it is appropriate to add that of

Graslin. In his Correspondance avec I'Academie economique

de Saint-Petersbourg (Londres, 1779) he enunciated a

theory which is none other than that of the "basis of wages."

According to Graslin, "in modern society there is a multi-

tude of privileged who take from the sum of labor more
than they put into it. These are, first, the owners of land,

income, trusts, that is to say, those who put absolutely

nothing into the total. Then come those who have a posi-

tion midway between the privileged and the workers and
who receive wages "higher than their due were there equal-

ity in sharing work and profits." These are the entrepreneurs

of factories, of business, etc.; for their pay is due in part

to the accumulated wealth they direct, but which is uncon-

nected with the individual. All these unjustified levys are at

the expense of the portion which should revert to the labor-

ing class and which is thus unjustly diminished. Besides, let

a discovery come along to reduce still further the quantity

of manual labor needed, and the lot of the worker becomes

12 De I'importance des opinions religieuses, edition of 1788.

—

(M.M.)
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still more precarious. "In the present constitution of so-

ciety," says Graslin, "humanity has more to lose than to

gain from inventions that cut down work." (Corresp., 57-

58.) Montesquieu had earlier (Esprit des lois, XXIII, 15)

signalled the social dangers of industrial progress. "These

machines, whose object is to cut down skill, are not always

useful. If a conamodity is of moderate price and equally

suits the purchaser and the worker who has made it, ma-

chines which simplify the manufacture—that is to say, which

reduce the number of workers—would be pernicious."

This is entirely different language than we just lately

heard from Morelly, Mably, and Rousseau. This time we
are in the presence of, not abstract dissertations on the

rich and the poor, but positive grievances which strike at a

situation made for the worker by the economic organization

of the times. On this point socialists of our day speak no

differently. But at first it is only among a few rare writers

that the feeling of protest (which we already found at the

base of the great communist system) left the sphere of

philosophical abstractions to address itself to economic

reality. And even in these exceptional cases, if it more
closely resembles the state of mind that inspires con-

temporary socialism, nonetheless it remains midway and has

not yet given birth to clearly socialist doctrines. The prac-

tical conclusions which the authors we have just spoken of

draw from their critiques are rather conservative. Necker,

Linguet, insist on the need for maintaining the present

social order by all possible means and are satisfied merely

to indicate a few measures to render it a little more toler-

able. An absolutely equalitarian communism is surely not

without temptation, only they well know it is not realiza-

able. But this solution aside, they see no other than the

status quo, with some modifications of detail. Their social-

ism is entirely negative. This is interesting to note, for it

shows that as early as that time, one of the seeds of social-

ism was in existence. But it is no less important to notice

that it failed to receive full development. We will soon

have to ask why.

But this germ of the socialist idea is not the only one
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we encountered in the social doctrines of the eighteenth

century. There is another, which is found in the same rudi-

mentary state. In order for socialism to be possible, it is

necessary that public opinion concedes the state very ex-

tensive rights. An established socialist organization might

come to have an anarchic rather than an authoritarian char-

acter, but, in order to establish it, it may be necessary to

transform juridical institutions, to alter certain of the rights

individuals then enjoyed. And as these changes can only

be the work of the state, it is essential that there be no

rights, so to speak, in opposition to its own. On this point

all the great thinkers of the eighteenth century—physiocrats

excepted—are in agreement. "The sovereign power," says

Rousseau, "which has no other aim but the common good,

has no limits but those of public utility, broadly conceived."

(Oeuvres, I, 585.) And in fact, since according to his theory

every social order is a construction of the state, it can be

modified at will by the state. The contract by which the

members of the community bind themselves together can

be revised by them at any moment of time and without

one's being able to limit the extent of the modifications

they make. By resting on this theory of the state Rousseau

has sometimes been called a socialist. Montesquieu, more-

over, thinks no di£ferently and for him, too, the welfare of

the people is the supreme law. (XXVI, 24.) Thus, nothing

in the ideas of the time objects to the state's modifying the

bases of economic life in order to organize it socially.

However, no one seems to have dreamt that the state

could or should use for that end the broad rights allowed

it in principle. Without doubt, communists like Morelly, do
in a sense have it play an economic role. But at first this

role—as they conceive it—is completely negative. They do
not demand that the state becoming the center of industrial

and commercial life, the mainspring of the entire machine,

and regulate its functioning so that it may be the most pro-

ductive and harmonious possible (which is the characteristic

of socialism). Its task, in these systems, would reduce it-

self to seeing that everybody works and that the products

of labor are used in common; to prevent idleness and pri-
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vate ownership from reestablishing itself. Further, it is only

in novels whose Utopian character is admitted by their

authors that its sphere of action is thus enlarged. And
whenever it is a question, not of producing a work of

speculation and a completely metaphysical fiction, but of

proposing reforms applicable to society of the time, the

boldest limit themselves to demanding some financial meas-

ures or some modifications of the right of inheritance which

would stop the inequality of social conditions from becom-

ing still greater. Rousseau had occasion to plan a constitu-

tion for Poland, but as far as the economic order is con-

cerned, the design he proposes is very slightly affected by

his general theory of the state. The novelties he advises in

this area amount to very little. Actually he does not con-

sider his general concepts as being applicable to this cate-

gory of social functions, and those of his contemporaries

who more or less shared his ideas felt the same. There is

perhaps one exception to this general remark. There is one

economic enterprise which several writers of the eighteenth

century wished to have at least more or less closely bound

to the state, that is, commerce in grain. According to Neck-

er, if the state itself was not to have charge of it, never-

theless it was to supervise and regulate it. In any event, a

positive intervention was considered necessary. Some even

demanded that the state take over the direction completely

and become a trader. This was the feeling of Galiani (Dia-

logues sur le commerce des grains. Londres, 1770) and of

Desaubiers (Considerations d'economie politique sur le com-
merce des grains). Under this plan the state would be

charged with an active economic function. This time it is

indeed a matter of socialist extension of the state's powers

—but this is the only important one proposed. It shows

that the conception then held of the state logically led to

socialism, but we see that except for this particular point

it was prevented from producing the results it implied.

\. Ta- short, a hgpe for a_morfi. j""^ snrJ al order and an

idea of the state's rights which, together, are the seeds of

socialism, but which were limited at the time to only rudi-

mentary wishes—that is all we find in the eighteenth cen-
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tury. Even under the Revolution one went no further.

Baboeuf's doctrine , perhaps the most advanced of the cen-

tury, did < not go beyond simple communism. It differed

from the systems of Mably and Morelly only in this par-

ticular—that far from considering it Utopian, its author

tried to realize it—even by force. And since he found col-

laboratofTt^?' this was a real conspiracy), it is an indica-

tion that the belief in social justice we spoke of had not

only been stirred, but had even begun to apply itself to the

concrete facts of economic life, but without resulting in

any renovation of the system, or any new orientation in the

ideas of the time.

This established, we must take account, that is to say

examine: one, where does this d""b)q seed come from, how

was this new concept of justice and the state constituted?

and two, what prevented it from leading to the socialist

consequences it implied?

To the first question the answer is simple. In fact it is

evident that these ideas are none other than, ihe^ two funda-

mental principJLe^.on which all the political transformations

of 1789 rest. They are the result of the double movement

from which the Revolution sprang; the individualist move-

ment and the statist movement. The first resulted in having

it admitted as evident that the place of indiyiduals in the

body politic should be exclusively determined bv their per-

sonal value, and consequently of having traditional ineqyal-

ities rejected as unjust. The second had the result that re-

forms judged to be necessary were considered realizable,

because the state was conceived as the natural instrument

of their realization. Besides, these principles are jointly re-

sponsible for each other in the sense that the stronger the

state is constituted and the higher it is raised above all

individuals, of whatever class and origin, the more, there-

fore, did all individuals appear equal through connection

with it. This is where the two tendencies we noted sprang

from. They were born for the sake of the political organ-

ization and with a view to modifyjng^liiis^-CLCganization.

They appeared to have so little contact with economic~Te-

ality because they were formed under altogether different
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influences. Therefore all the economic reforms they inspired

in the eighteenth century present themselves as appendages

of political theories. It is p_olitical ideas which are the cen-

ter of gravity of the system.

But the second question remains. How does it happen

that once created, these concepts do not apply themselves,

through a very natural extension, to economic life? How
is it that under their influence the social problem was not

posed? Why is it that although the essential elements of

socialism were given at the time, it had to wait until the

end of the Empire to be established?

One reason given is that one of the ferments of socialist

thought was then wanting because the workers' situation

had nothing about it which particularly aroused interest.

It has been said that the guild-system, by tightening the

ties which bound workers to their masters, did not leave

them—as completely as today—at the mercy of competi-

tion. But, at first, aside from workers' guilds, there were

those of manufacturers which were not grouped in the same

manner. So it is far from a fact that the corporation had

retained in the eighteenth century the beneficial effects it

had in the Middle Ages. The line of demarcation between

masters and workingmen was sharp. "One has spoken,"

says M. Levasseur, "of the fraternity reigning in the body

of trades. We have already seen by searching in the gold-

smith's community what is correct." {Classes ouvrieres

jusqu'en 1789, I, p. 77.) Just as the bourgeois scorned the

artisan, the latter scorned the worker who had no appren-

tice. For a long time the abyss between the two classes was

widening. In fact, workers were finding so few proteges

through the corporations that more and more they were

withdrawing from them to form trade unions which, outside

of the corporation, furnished them support against the

masters. These associations went back to the seventeenth

century. "Police ordinances had been powerless to destroy

them. On the contrary, they multiplied and became stronger

to the degree that the separation between worker and mas-

ter broadened." (Levasseur, Classes ouvrieres jusqu'en 1789,

II, p. 218.) Besides, we need only recall how Necker,
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Linguet, Graslin, describe the situation of the worker to

understand that it was not much better than it is today.

Already, in the first part of the century the marquis d'Ar-

genson had used comparable language. "I find myself now

in Touraine," he writes in his Memoires, "[and] I see

nothing but frightful misery there . . . [the inhabitants]

hope only for death and avoid propagating." And else-

where: "Forty thousand workers in the arms factories of

Saint-Etienne-en-Forez have stopped working. They are

kept under watch so they will not leave the country. The

silk workers in Lyon, similarly, are always kept under

surveillance. . . . These things should have an end." "Our

principal manufacturers are falling on all sides." (After

Lichtenberger, p. 94.) Also riots and strikes were extreme-

ly frequent, as early as the seventeenth century, in spite of

the resistance and prohibitions of authority, (fi. Levasseur,

Classes ouvrieres jusqu'en 1789, II, p. 318.) The best indi-

cation of the suffering experienced by the workers, and

their state of discontent, is the multitude of orders and

precautions taken against them by the authorities. "One

question which seems to have been of deep concern to the

eighteenth century is that of the discipline of workers. The

masters submitted to the law. But beneath the masters

there stirred the multitude of wage workers, a restless

population that industrial progress made more numerous

and which every day became more isolated from the class

of employers. This population, enrolled in mysterious trade

unions, blacklisting the shops of employers who offended

it, at times became formidable to its masters by its passive

resistance, or through force of numbers incited defiance of

the government. . . . Therefore did the authorities seek

every means of binding the worker to his work and to his

shop." (Levasseur, Ibid., II, p. 362. Cf. 409.)

These facts are instructive. They demonstrate again how
secondary the problem of the worker is in socialism, since

as early as then the lot of workers was very much the same
as it became later and nonetheless socialism did not exist.

Besides, we will see that as early as the beginning of this

century the great socialist systems were formed but even
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under the Revolution we find only their seeds. Now it is

impossible that in so brief a span of time the condition of

the laboring class had worsened to this point. The conclu-

sion which becomes clear from the above is not purely

negative. If one compares two facts with each other: first,

that the elements we find in eighteenth century socialism

are also those which conditioned the revolutionary events;

and second, that socialism [arose from theml on the mor-

row of the Revolution, If one compares them, I say, one

is correct in believing that what was lacking in the eight-

eenth century to give birth to an authentic socialism was

not that the Revolution be once and for all a fait accompli,

but, in ^rdf.r for these-factor& to produce .their social or

socialist jtonsequences they had first to produce their po-

litical consequences. In other words, could it not be that

the political transformations of the revolutionary epoch

brought about the extension to the economic order of the

ideas and tendencies of which they themselves were the

result? Could it not be that the changes wrought in the

organization of society, once realized, demanded others

whiph moreover stemmed in part from the same causes

which had engendered them? Could not socialism, from this

double point of view, have issued directly from the Revo-
lution? This hypothesis is already in agreement with what
we noted and will be confirmed by what follows. This is

not to say that socialism is justified by this line of reason-

ing. But its historic development seems incontestable.



Chapter 4

Sismondi

We have seen that the social doctrines of the eighteenth

century had not advanced beyond communism. They dis-

played all its distinctive signs: conscious and avowed utopian-

ism, a literary and sentimental character, and finally and most

important, a fundamental tendency to put everything which

concerned economic interests as far as possible outside public

Ufe.

It is important to note here that we do not define com-

munism by its equalitarian spirit, as incontestable as that may
be. Communism has always required that the fruits of labor

be shared equally among all citizens, and it seems difficult—if

not impossible—that it could accept any other arrangement.

For as soon as we agree that wealth has no raison d'etre except

to the degree that it is indispensable to the maintenance of life

and that beyond this limit it becomes morally and socially

dangerous, then, since it is equally indispensable to everyone,

it should be equally distributed. But equal distribution is only

one consequence of the principle that the social role of

wealth should be reduced to a minimum and even eliminated

if possible. Equal distribution is so secondary and contingent

a result that it can very well be reconciled—without any

contradiction—with an opposite role for wealth. Indeed, if

economic functions are social functions par excellence, we
may conclude that they should be so organized socially as to

become as harmonious and productive as possible. But this

will not determine the ways in which this wealth should be

distributed.

If, for whatever reason, we believe that the best means of

assuring social harmony is to divide the products of labor

into equal parts, we may demand equality of sharing just as

communists have done, without either affirming the com-

106 /
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munist theory or contradicting the socialist theory. This, for

example, is the thesis maintained by Louis Blanc. Therefore

let us not be deceived by appearances—whatever role they

may play in present concepts. Let us refrain from defining

communism by a superficial characteristic which is neither

essential nor unique to it, and let us hold firmly to the distinc-

tion we have formulated between the two doctrines. The es-

sential feature of communism is the peripheral position it

assigns economic functions in social life; while socialism

places them as centrally as possible. The society envisioned by

communists is ascetic, while socialist society would be essen-

tially industrial. Those are the two opposing attributes that

one should always keep in mind to prevent confusion—all

others are secondary and have no substance.

But if communism, so defined, is the social doctrine of the

eighteenth century, nevertheless we encountered, as early as

that epoch, two important seeds of socialism. They are, first,

a sentiment of protest against traditional social inequalities;

and second, a conception of the state which allows it the

broadest of rights. Applied to the economic order, the first of

these factors gave birth to a desire to modify the system and

at the same time the second furnished the means and the

necessary instrument to achieve these modifications. And yet

neither one nor the other accomplished these results. Arising

in connection with the political organization, these two ideas

were applied to it, they stimulated the transformations which

are the work of the Revolution, but they were hardly extended

beyond it. How is this? Since these tendencies are precisely

those from which revolutionary events derived, we might sup-

pose that before they could cause economic changes they had

to transform the political structure. Outright socialist doctrines

did not appear as early as the eighteenth century because the

Revolution was not yet an accomplished fact. We were about

to say that it seems likely that a mature development of so-

ciety precedes the extension of these two ideas to the economic

sphere. Yet, as the present discussion will show, the hypothesis

that from the time the Revolution ended, Socialism appeared

is confirmed by the facts. It is towards the end of the Empire,
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but especially at the epoch of the Revolution, that socialism

established itself definitely.

Adam Smith's doctrine had just been imported into France

by Jean-Baptiste Say, whose Traite sur d'Economie politique

(which is hardly more than a reproduction of the master's

theories) quickly enjoyed great success. Taught by Say, first

at the Athenaeum, then in an official chair at the Conservatory

of Arts and Trades, it rapidly found many followers. But

scarcely was it formulated than the opposing socialist doctrine

—or what passed for it—asserted itself with no less energy.

There is nothing surprising about this simultaneity. In fact we
will see that economics and socialism actually derive from one

and the same source. They are the products of a similar social

condition which they interpret differently. But the identity of

the basic social reality is obviously beneath this dual inter-

pretations. These hostile schools have a close kinship. They

issued from the same source and so have many more points

in common than is ordinarily believed.

Jean-Baptiste Say's book dates from 1803. As early as 1804

Ferrier, in a work entitled Du Gouvernement considere dans

ses rapports avec le commerce (which reached its third edition

in 1822), attacked the new school and opposed the traditions

of Colbert, developed by Necker, to the ideas of Adam Smith.

At the same time Ganilh, {La Theorie de I'Economie poli-

tique), used almost the same language. In 1815 Aubert de

Vitry, in his Recherches sur les vraies causes de la misere et

de la felicite publique, protested the optimism with which

Adam Smith and his disciples regarded an industrialism with-

out regulation or restraint. "It is at least doubtful," says he

(p. 30), "in spite of the pretentions of modern economists

that our wealth—which according to their maxims should

cause the poor to live with the passions of the rich, to augment

the external power of nations by the accumulation of internal

riches—has done anything but place those who have no gold

at the mercy of those who possess it, to break the first by an

impotent cupidity, to brutalize them by stupid work, to in-

toxicate others through the abuse of pleasures, to constantly

keep the seeds of disorder alive in the midst of societies by

encouraging vile and unbridled passions." But it is mainly
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de Sismondi's work that gives evidence of the troubled con-

cern of these critics.

Simond de Sismondi had begun as a straightforward dis-

ciple of Adam Smith, and in his Richesse commerciale,

which appeared in 1803, was in harmony with the spirit which

had inspired The Wealth of Nations. But little by little, as he

himself says, "led on by facts, by observations," he had to

abandon one after another the principles of the dominant

school, and as early as 1819 he published his Nouveaux Prin-

cipes d'Economie politique or De la Richesse dans ses Rap-

ports avec la Population, in which an entirely new doctrine

was enunciated. We are going to approach this doctrine in

terms of his later Etudes sur I'Economie politique, in which

the ideas are the same as in the earlier work and the principal

chapters of which had been appearing as articles since 1821.

The modern economic system surely presents us with a

magnificent spectacle, says de Sismondi. Never has the pro-

ductive activity of man been carried to such heights. Produc-

tion "multiplies itself while changing the face of the earth.

Stores are filled; in the shops one marvels at the power man
has borrowed from wind, water, fire, to accomplish his own
ends. . . . Each city, each nation, abounds in riches. Each
wishes to send his neighbors those articles which are in ex-

cess and new discoveries in science permit their transportation

with a speed that astonishes. This is the triumph of the art of

acquiring wealth." (Introduction, 9.) But do all these signs of

apparent prosperity correspond to real prosperity? The col-

lective comforts of life, the sum total of goods

—

have they

grown in the measure that people have thus heaped up ac-

cumulated riches? "More concerned with history than are

economists, and in a better position consequently to compare
present times with the past, we have examined those who
gathered all the fruits of the visible marvels of science; of

the flourishing activity which multiplies at once human
strength, capital, means of transport, and communication
within the whole universe, of this fever which makes us all

live so fast, of this rivalry which makes us strain to supplant

one another. We searched, and while we found in our century
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the triumph of things, man seemed to us more badly off than

ever." (II, 150.)

Indeed, who are the fortunate in this new regime? Not the

workers. In darkest colors de Sismondi describes their situa-

tion in the country that can be considered the classic land of

industrialism, where one can best observe its effects—that is,

in England. (II, 152.) Nor are the heads of enterprises—the

masters—the fortunate ones. Necessarily limited in number,

this group shrinks every day as a result of the increasing con-

centration of commerce and industry. Further, the possibility

—always approved—of new inventions, or of unforseen rival-

ries which ruin them, the fear of bankruptcy always on the

horizon, especially in industries which develop rapidly—keep

these in a state of perpetual anxiety and prevent them from

truly enjoying this unstable prosperity. One may reply that it

is not the producers but the consumers who profit from this

industrial hyperactivity. But for this gain to be real it would

have to extend to the large mass of consumers and conse-

quently to the lower classes—since they are the most numer-

ous. But, says de Sismondi, society is so organized that the

labor they furnish brings them nothing beyond their sub-

sistence. ((II, 154-155.) Thus they could receive no more
than before, while the work exacted from them is much more
intense, more unhealthy and more demoralizing. There thus

would be an increase in want and misery at the very time a

plethora of wealth is produced, at the very time when there

ought to be—according to present notions—a widespread

abundance-

Such a result seems paradoxical. De Sismondi nevertheless

undertakes to demonstrate that it inevitably and necessarily

derives from the new conditions of economic organization.

His entire demonstration rests on the two following proposi-

tions: one, collective well-being implies that production and

consumption balance exactly, and two, the new industrial

regime prevents this balance from being established in a regu-

lar manner.

The first proposition is easy to establish. Imagine an iso-

lated individual who himself produces all that he consumes.

Will he produce more than he can consume; will he accumu-
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late wealth? Yes—but in a certain measure only. He will first

provide himself with things which are immediately dissipated

by being used—such as food; then with those he will enjoy

for a long time while using them—like clothing; and finally

with those things which, though useful to him from now on

through the future, wUl last longer than he does—such as

shelter. Before anything else he will seek to assure himself of

the basis of immediate consumption. In addition to this first

essential, he will build a reserve if he has the means. To give

greater security to his existence, he will not want his daily

bread to depend on daily work but will try, for example, to

store wheat for an entire year. Likewise, in addition to the

clothing he actually wears, he will make more in order to have

protection against possible accidents, although he does not

expect to use it immediately. But after having in this way
provided a supply for use and a fund for reserve, he will stop,

even though he could increase his consimiable wealth further.

He will prefer to rest rather than produce things he cannot

use. Society as a whole is precisely like this individual. It has

its supply for consumption—everything its members have

already acquired for immediate use, and its reserve fund—to

provide for possible accidents. But after these two amounts

are provided, anything more is useless and ceases to have

value. To the degree that accumulated wealth exceeds the

needs of consumption, it ceases being wealth. The products of

his labor cannot enrich the worker unless he finds a consumer

to buy them. It is the purchaser who makes their value; there-

fore if he is lacking it is nil.

No economist denies this evidence. However, according to

Say, Ricardo, and their followers, this necessary balance be-

tween consumption and production is self-establishing and

inevitably, without anyone's having to concern himself with

it, production can not increase without consumption increas-

ing at the same time. Were commodities able to multiply

themselves indefinitely, they would always find markets. In

fact, they say, imagine that a hundred laborers produced a

thousand sacks of wheat, a hundred manufacturers of wool

produced a thousand ells of fabric, and to simplify the data

of the problem, let us admit they exchange the products of
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their industry directly among themselves. Then let inventions

occur which raise the productive power of both by a tenth.

The same men will then exchange eleven hundred ells for

eleven hundred sacks and each will thus find himself better

clothed and fed. A new improvement will exchange twelve

hundred ells for twelve hundred sacks, and so on indefinitely.

An increase in commodities will always increase the pleasure

of those who produce.

But, replied de Sismondi, this is to attribute to human needs

an elasticity they do not possess. In reality the clothier does

not have a better appetite because he weaves more fabric,

and if a thousand or eleven hundred sacks are enough for his

use he will not seek more just because he has something to

offer in exchange. The need for clothing is less rigorously

fixed. The farmer—in easier circumstances—will order two or

three items instead of one. However, even on this score there

is a limit that comes from being satisfied, and no one will in-

definitely enlarge his reserve of clothing merely because his

income increases. What will happen? Instead of demanding

more clothes he will wish better ones. He will give up those

he is accustomed to and demand finer ones. But then he dis-

courages the present manufacture of conmion garments and

encourages others to replace them and make luxury clothing.

Likewise the cloth maker, instead of a larger quantity of

wheat—which he would not be able to use—will want a

better quality, or else will replace bread with meat. Thus he

will not give workers more to do but on the contrary would

expect them to be dismissed, to be replaced in part by cattle

breeders and the wheat fields by grazing prairies.

Thus it is necessary that all surpluses balance and be ex-

changeable, and in the same relationship, if they are to raise

consumption correspondingly. They no longer serve one

another mutually as markets from the moment they are in-

creased beyond a certain point. They tend on the contrary to

repel and suppress one another in order to give way to com-

modities of new and better quality—which they call into being.

These latter do not add further to the old but substitute for

them. The farmer who produces more than in the past does

not utilize, in exchange for this surplus, the excess fabrics
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which at the same time the manufacturer, by exertion, is able

to make. On the contrary, he leaves the latter without work.

He will dispose manufacturers, by the very pressure he exerts

on them and the prospect of remuneration he offers them, to

change their machinery and replace their surplus by products

of higher price, and in this way equilibrium will at length re-

establish itself. But this transformation is not made ipso

facto. It constitutes a more or less grave crisis since it implies

losses, new expenses, and a whole series of working rearrange-

ments. In fact it supposes that excess commodities have re-

mained unused and lost all value, that the capital engaged in

the tools employed to produce them has been destroyed, that

workers have remained without employment or had to go into

new jobs, that all the losses entailed by the change of work

have been undergone by industry, etc. So we are already far

from the perfect harmony which would establish itself auto-

matically—according to the English school—between produc-

tion and consumption.

But this is not all. Balance can re-establish itself in this

manner only by the substitution of luxury enterprises for

former undertakings. But this substitution is not possible

indefinitely, for the need of luxury items is not itself unlimited.

The life of luxury is the life of leisure, and the extent of

spare time which the average man has at his command is

limited. One wears fine clothing when not doing anything;

when he works he has no use for them. But the number of

men who never do anything is not very large and neither is

the time workers devote to rest and entertainment. What is

said of clothing can be repeated for all superfluous consump-

tion. Except for the lazy, one cannot spend unlimited hours at

the table in good fellowship, or at the theatre listening to good

music. So the necessities of life constitute in this way also a

limit which cannot be determined precisely but which always

is present.

It is therefore not true that production can increase indefi-

nitely while remaining in balance with consumption, for the

latter, at a given state of civilization, cannot rise above a

certain level. The quantity of objects necessary to life has

very narrow limits for certain items and the producer cannot
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go beyond them with impunity. When that comes he must

apply himself to improving quality—but the perfecting of

quality itself has limits. The need for superfluities—like the

need for necessities—has a limit. Undoubtedly this boundary

is not absolute; it can recede with time if the general state of

comfort has augmented. The worker then has more leisure

time and consequently can better adapt himself to luxury. But

it is not overproduction that produces this result, for one does

not have greater comfort merely by having more income and

one does not have more income just because he has pro-

duced more. So at each moment in history there is a point

which production cannot pass without disrupting the balance

with consumption, and this disruption cannot occur without

serious disturbances resulting. For either this useless surplus

stays without a buyer—and consequently without value,

constituting a kind of caput rnortuum which will decrease as

much as the returns of the producers—or else to sell this ex-

cess, the producers will offer it at a low price. But to do so

with the least possible loss they will be forced to lower wages,

income to the capital employed, rents paid, etc. Imagine

general overproduction, and it will be a struggle of all against

all, a violent, grievous struggle from which the victors them-

selves will not really profit. For in order that production may
safely free itself from its surplus by letting it go cheap, it

must diminish the income of all its associates. But it is by his

income that each regulates his expenditures, that is to say, his

consumption. If he lowers one, the other diminishes. He is

therefore at an impasse. One cannot succeed in artificially

elevating the level of consumption in one way except by low-

ering it in another. Here one loses customers that one gained

elsewhere. One flounders endlessly in a situation without

solution.

Thus the equilibrium between production and consumption

—far from being inevitable—is on the contrary very unstable

and easy to disturb. According to de Sismondi, our new con-

ditions of economic life makes this imbalance chronic. For-

merly, when the market was very limited, when it did not

extend beyond the village, the small market-town, or the im-

mediate neighborhood, each producer could make a careful
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computation of the needs he had to supply and limit his work

accordingly. But today, when the market has become almost

limitless, this useful check has disappeared. No longer can

one judge precisely the extent of the demand he must supply.

The industrialist, the farmer, believe they have infinite markets

before them and tend to spread themselves to meet them.

These limitless prospects arouse limitless ambitions, and to sat-

isfy the appetites thus stirred each produces as much as he can.

Besides, even to be sure of holding onto an acquired position,

one is often obliged to try to extend it. For, as one feels him-

self surrounded by rivals—whom he does not even know—he

always fears that a surplus from a more or less distant enter-

prise will be thrown on the market he now supplies, and he

will be dispossessed from it. To prevent an invasion one gets

ahead of it by himself invading and one attacks to avoid hav-

ing to defend himself. He increases his own production in

order to prevent overproduction elsewhere from becoming a

threat.

In a word, it is because individual interests are discordant

and unleashed without restraint today, that the community's

interest in a regulated production, in harmony with the needs

of consumption, is lost sight of. It is a fight unto death which

has imposed itself on those who have engendered this fever,

this hyperactivity, which exhausts individuals and society.

And this is why the production of wealth, when it has—as

today—no regulation, and no planning, causes pain and

misery instead of abundance. And de Sismondi concludes in

these words: "A thesis results from what we have just ex-

plained, and contradicts the accepted doctrines. It is not true

that the struggle of individual interests promotes the greatest

good of all. Just as prosperity within a family requires its head

to adjust expenditures in proportion to income, so, in advanc-

ing the public welfare the sovereign authority must supervise

and restrain individual interests so as to have them work for

the general good. This authority must never lose sight of the

acquisition and distribution of income, for it is this revenue

which must spread comfort and prosperity to all classes. And
particularly it must take under its protection the poor and

working class, for it is least in a position to defend itself, and
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its suffering represents the greatest national calamity." (I, 105.)

The reforms proposed by de Sismondi to remedy these ills

do not merit special explanation. Not because he does not

consider reorganization of the economic order necessary, but

precisely because the needed reorganization seemed so pro-

found that he did not dare formulate a definitive program.

Since he believes that such a program exceeds the capacity

of an individual mind, he confines himself to describing the

discomforts of the present regime, hoping that if they are

recognized by all cultivated minds, "the concourse of the

wisdom of all will be able to accomplish what a single mind

could not." (I, 71.) This analysis is enough to show that this

time we are listening to an entirely different language than

that of the eighteenth century. If de Sismondi objects to over-

production, it is not because riches themselves seem immoral

to him but rather that, if they accumulate without regulation,

they cease to be valuable; they are turned against the end

which is their raison d'etre, and engender misery instead of

prosperity. Nor does he mean that wealth cannot be expanded

greatly in the course of time. The point is, that to develop

usefully it must only expand on the demand of consumption.

It is necessary that the average income—and consequently

the comforts of life—be increased, or else that the population

be augmented so that there is reason to raise the level of

production. It is demand which should induce offer and which

must set the whole machinery going. If, instead of awaiting

the impulse which should come from the demand for labor,

"one expects to give it by anticipated production, he is doing

about the same he would with a watch if, instead of winding

the wheel which bears the chain, he violently recoils another.

He would break it and stop the entire machinery." (I, 74-75.

)

The question therefore is not that of communism (that is, to

restrain the role of industry), but simply to make industry

usefully productive.

However, by reproducing this argument we do not intend

to present it as unanswerable and final. First, it can be seen

to be essentially logical and dialectical. It expresses how things

should logically occur, much more than it establishes the way
in which they do actually happen. It consists of saying: this
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is what ought to happen, and not, this is what is happening.

But we cannot settle a question of such complexity with this

kind of argument. To solve it, more observation and com-

parison, and less hypothetical reasoning are needed. (It is

true that current criticisms of this argument are of the same

nature.) Further, de Sismondi's thesis comes down to empha-

sizing one of the unfortunate consequences of the present

economic regime. But one cannot prevent such results except

by reforms which would themselves have inconveniences.

How, among these disadvantageous effects, do we decide

which is the most significant? According to his temperament,

his prejudices, each attaches more importance to one or the

other without any objective principle being established. The

present situation has all the dangers of absence of control,

but all the advantages of liberty. One cannot avoid the first

except by in part renouncing the second. Is this good? Is this

an evil? We will reply differently to this question—while it is

posed in these terms—according to whether we have a greater

taste for order, harmony, regularity of functions, or prefer

above all else an intense existence and great expenditures of

energy.

But even if this and similar theories have limited scientific

value, they are important symptoms. They are evidence that

as early as this epoch there were aspirations to change the

economic order. It matters little from the viewpoint of an

exact method how sound the reasons alleged in support of this

aspiration may be. The aspiration is certain—and that is the

fact which deserves to be retained—for it could not have come
into being if suffering had not been actually experienced. The

less one views these doctrines as scientific constructions, the

more one is obliged to admit they have a basis in reality. One

can see even now the nature of the changes demanded. What
this doctrine expresses above all is the need for a more con-

trolled and stable industrial life. But where does this need

come from? How is it that even then there was enough power

in certain people to override, in part, the contrary need? Un-

doubtedly economic disorder had grown since the eighteenth

century, but in so brief a time it could hardly have increased

to a degree sufficient to explain this new tenor of social de-
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mands. We saw that even before the Revolution this trend

was substantial. The point is that in the interval a transforma-

tion took place outside the economic order which rendered

this imbalance and lack of harmony more intolerable than

before. But what was this change? This is what one does not

see clearly in these theories. We must presume that their view

of the reality from which they derive is a biased one. They

focus on one or another of the more or less remote conse-

quences, without returning to the initial situation from which

these derived and which, alone, would permit an appreciation

of their relative importance.



Chapter 5

The Life and Work of Saint-Simon

But almost at the very moment that Sismondi was ela-

borating his doctrine, a great system was founded which

had a success without equal in the history of the century

and which responded to this desideratum. It was the system

of Saint-Simon. Its author is so misunderstood and, besides,

has so original a character that it warrants our pausing.

Before studying the doctrine let us look at the man.

Claude Henri de Rouvroy, Count of Saint-Simon, was

born on the 17th of October, 1750. He belonged to the

family of the author of the Memoires, though of another

branch. From infancy he evidenced rare energy and in-

dependence of character. At thirteen he refused to take

his first communion. For this reason he was imprisoned

in Saint-Lazare from which he escaped. Bitten by a mad
dog, he himself cauterized the wound with a burning coal.

One day when a coachman, in order to pass, was about to

interrupt his play, he lay down on the ground in front of

the moving carriage. Struck by the extraordinary nature of

their child, his parents hurried his education—about which
he later complained. "I was weighed down with teachers,"

said he, "without being left time to reflect on what they

were teaching me." However, at an early age he made the

acquaintance of d'Alembert who exerted considerable in-

fluence—and this undoubtedly is one of the causes which
contributed to the development of his scientific mind. This

is also, without doubt, the source of his plan—which his

school inherited—to rewrite the Encyclopedia of the

XVIIIth century in order to harmonize it with the new
state of science.

He played successively, in the course of his life, the most
diverse roles. To conform to the tradition of his family, he

/ 119
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first tried an army career. A captain at the time when war

broke out in America, he followed one of his relatives who

was in command of the expeditionary force and took part

in the war as a staff officer. In the battle of Saintes he was

wounded and made prisoner. But on his return to France

after peace was concluded, the ennui of garrison life became

unbearable and he resolved to leave the army.

In the midst of all this the Revolution broke out. He
accepted it with enthusiasm but refused to play a role in

it, believing that while the battle of parties lasted, former

noblemen should keep their distance from public affairs.

Still, he was not satisfied to stand by as an inactive witness

or passive observer of the events that were unfolding and

entered the revolutionary movement through another door.

The former soldier made himself a business man and pur-

chaser of national property. In this he was associated with

a Prussian, the Count of Redem, who for this purpose

placed at his disposal a sum of 500,000 francs. The un-

dertaking which Saint-Simon was to direct alone succeeded

beyond all expectations. However, in spite of the proof he

thus gave of his confidence in the final triumph of the

Revolution, he ended by becoming suspect. Ordered arrest-

ed, he was imprisoned at Saint-Pelgie, then at Luxembourg,

under the name of Jacques Bonhomme, which he had

adopted for his business transactions. The 9th of Thermidor

happUy came to deliver him.

Then began the third phase in the life of Saint-Simon.

The speculator was transformed into a grand lordly friend

of luxury and learning. In his magnificent mansion on the

Rue de Chabanais he held open house, but it was almost

exclusively with artists and especially scholars that he sur-

rounded himself. Monge and Lagrange were his principal

companions. At the same time he helped very generously

—and even more discretely—all young men of promise who
were referred to him. Poisson and Dupuytren stayed with

him a long time. He sought out these contacts in order to

educate himself. He even went so far as to become a student

again, and set up residence beside the £cole Polytechnique

where he took courses. Then he moved—again for the
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same reason—near the Ecole de Medicine. He even as-

sumed the expenses of numerous experiments. I will not

discuss his marriage which ended in amicable divorce at

the end of a year, as it was an event without significance in

his life.

But Saint-Simon's fortune was much too modest for this

life of Maecenus to last. We can be sure that in 1797 he

only possessed 144,000 livres. He lost his fortune knowing-

ly, and by 1805 nothing was left. Then begins the last

period of his life, when he produced all his works. But

although productive, life did not cease being hard on this

unfortunate thinker who more than once found himself

with nothing to eat.

He sought a position, and through the intervention of

the Comte de Segur was named copyist to Mont-de-Pitie,

with a stipend of a thousand francs a year. As duties oc-

cupied his whole day he was obliged to use his nights to

pursue the personal works he has just begun. His health

was in a deplorable state (he coughed blood) when chance

placed in his path a man (Diard) who had formerly been

in his service and who had become wealthy. This good man
took him in and Saint-Simon was the guest of his former

servant for four years, until 1810. It was at that time that

he published his first great work: the Introduction aux tra-

vaux scientifiques du XIXe siecle. But Diard died, and living

again presented difficulties for Saint-Simon. However, in

1814 he seems to have escaped them for a time, although it

is not known just how. It is then that he successively had

as secretaries Augustin Thierry and Auguste Comte. In

1817 his financial condition even permitted him to give the

latter 300 francs a month. Some works he published at this

time enjoyed great success and brought him important sub-

scriptions for later works that he had in preparation. Among
the subscribers are the names Vital Roux, Perior, de Broglie,

La Fayette, La Rochefoucauld, etc. But the daring nature

of the author's ideas ended by frightening them. For one
thing, Saint-Simon led a very irregular life. He was always

extravagant, and poverty began once more. At times during

this period, he was tormended by hunger and could not
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always find—even among those he had previously helped

—

the assistance he might have expected. Dupuytren, whom
he had come across, offered him a hundred sous. Crushed,

the philosopher surrendered to despair and on the 9th of

March, 1823, shot himself. He lost an eye but his brain

remained uninjured, and after 15 days the patient was bet-

ter. This period of discouragement over, he returned to his

work, and this time fortune was good to him. A small

group of fervent disciples gathered around and maintained

him until death, which occurred on the 19th of May, 1825.

He died surrounded by friends, conversing with them about

work undertaken in common, and about his next triumph.

It was, as one can see, a singularly unstable life. Never-

theless it was far from lacking in unity. What set its course

from the first was the very character of Saint-Simon, which

reappears—the same—in all the roles he successively played.

What dominated him above all was a horror of everything

common and vulgar and a passion for the great and new.

From early infancy he had given indications of this. His

faith in himself and the grandeur of his destiny were never

belied. From the time he was fifteen his valet would awaken
him every morning with the words: "Wake up, monsieur le

comte, you have great things to do." Later, he related that

he had a dream of Charlemagne, from whom his family

claimed descent, and the great emperor said to him, "My
son, your successes as a philosopher will equal mine as a

soldier and statesman." (Oeuvres, I, 101.) Dedicating one

of his books to a nephew, he wrote him, "My intention in

dedicating my work to you is to urge you on to nobleness.

It is an obligation for you to do great things." It is this

passion that explains the lack of moderation he practiced

in life, his wastefulness, and his debauchery, which did him
the greatest harm in the eyes of his contemporaries. "I have

made every effort," he wrote in another letter, "to excite

you, that is to say, to make you mad—for madness, my
dear Victor, is nothing but extreme ardor, and enhanced
ardor, is indispensable for accomplishing great things. One
does not enter the temple of glory except that he has escaped

from the Petites-Maison." (Notice historique, I, 37.) Hence
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his prodigality. Money did not matter to him. The feeling

he had about himself easily provided him with a domineer-

ing and superior air and manner. This very thing caused his

break with Augustin Thierry who did not want to submit

to all his wishes. But all this rather despotic behavior was

tempered by great personal charm, by the respect that his

impartiality and the generosity of his feelings inspired. In-

deed, he exerted considerable influence on the most dis-

tinguished minds of his day: Poisson, Halevy, Olinde Ro-

drigues, Rouget-de-FIsle, and finally and above all, Auguste

Comte, who owed him much more than he acknowledged.

But his career did not have a merely formal unity, due

to the very personal mark his character placed on everything

he did. Actually, in everything he undertook he pursued

only one and the same end. This dissolute person, who
seems to drift according to any circumstance, was a man
of a single idea and it was to realize this idea that he

passed through all these incarnations. To reorganize Euro-

pean societies by giving them science and industry as bases

—that was the objective he never lost sight of. From the

time of the American campaign it was on this that he re-

flected. At that time he was writing his father, "If I were

in a calmer situation I would clarify my thoughts. They are

still raw, but I have a clear expectation that after they

have matured I should find myself in a condition to do a

scientific work useful to humanity—which is the principal

aim I am setting for my life." It is under the influence of

this idea that he devoted himself both to scientific works

and large economic enterprises. For his speculations on na-

tional possessions were not the only ones. In America he

suggested to the viceroy of Mexico a canal between the

two oceans. He offered to build a canal from Madrid to the

sea for the Spanish Government. Later, he dreamed of a

gigantic bank whose revenue would serve to execute useful

works for humanity. But in a kind of justification for his

existence, he declares that his worldly dissipation and the

diversity of his careers were a necessary preparation for

the task to which he felt himself called. (Oeuvres, I, 81.)

In any case, there is no doubt that the last part of his life
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is the expected, normal, outcome of what had preceded.

Despite an apparent desultoriness, it realizes an idea which

is that of his life's work.

The external form Saint-Simon gave his work contribut-

ed to turning public attention away from it. It is a loose

series of papers, innumerable brochures, plans and lists of

articles forever outlined but never realized. The author

deals simultaneously or successively with the most diversi-

fied subjects, passing from astronomy to politics, from

chemistry to psychology, repeating himself with a com-

placency which has no equal except in the abundance of

his digressions. So the mind quickly becomes fatigued from

pursuing thoughts which occasionally mark time, which

spread into endless paraphrases, and at other times, on

the contrary, move with dizzy speed across ages and worlds,

losing themselves in every kind of turn and detour which

conceals their unity. One has diflBculty finding his way in

the midst of this collection of diverse works despite a biblio-

graphy—which is just as confusing. Therefore in order to

facilitate knowing the work, one must first attempt to intro-

duce a little order into this mass of seemingly incoherent

writings. Actually, its classification is not difficult once one

has grasped the principal idea that inspired them. They
fall, in fact, into two groups whose close connection we
will soon explain. There are those devoted to questions of

general science and philosophy, whereas the others are

political and social studies—today we would call them socio-

logical.

The first classification consists of:

1. Lettres d'un habitant de Geneve a ses contemporains.

Brochure of 103 pages, written in 1803. Saint-Simon there

develops the idea—which is at the basis of his entire sys-

tem—that it is science which should exercise hegemony
over mankind today, at the same time indicating several
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ways—in other respects chimerical—to assure this pre-

ponderance;

2. Introduction aux travaux scientifiques due XIXe siecle.

One vol. 178 pages, 1807. Republished in two volumes in

1808;

3. Lettres au bureau des longitudes, which appeared in

1808. These are a continuation of VIntroduction and have

the same ideas developed there. Saint-Simon states the

necessity for an encyclopedic philosophy which embraces

all the sciences, and sketches his conception of it. At the

fifth letter, president Bouvard invites him to discontinue his

communications, in a letter which is quite strange in tone

and orthography, and which has been preserved. (I, 75.)

This outline of the new encyclopedia was taken up again

in several books, very brief, some of which we have had

access to:

4. Memoire sur la science de I'Homme et Travail sur la

gravitation universjelle. 1813. Copies of this work, on which

we will spend some time, were sent to several persons, ac-

companied by a letter asking help. "For fifteen years," Saint-

Simon wrote, "I have been eating bread and water; I work
without a fire and have sold everything but my clothes, to

cover the expenses of copying the work. It is the love of

knowledge and the public good, the desire to find a means
of terminating, in a moderate way, the frightful crisis in

which all European society finds itself, that has caused

me to fall into this state of distress. It is without shame
therefore that I can confess my misery and ask the help

necessary to place me in a position to continue my work."

Following are the principal works which are of special

interest to the sociologist:

1. Reorganisation de la societe europiene, 1814, by M.
le comte de Saint-Simon and Augustin Thierry, his pupil.

2. L'Industrie. The first part, entitled La Politique, was
signed by Augustin Thierry, adopted son of Saint-Simon;
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the second and ninth volumes only are Saint-Simon's alone

(1816-1817), except for the first three books of the latter

which are Auguste Comte's. But they appeared under the

name of Saint-Simon;

3. L'Organisateur (1819);

4. Du SySterne industriel (1821-1822);

5. Catechisme des industriels (1822-1824);

6. Nouveau Christianisme (1824).

The six works contain the social system of Saint-Simon.

Some other works must be added, which were not published

until after his death and whose dates we do not know:

De VOrganisation sociale (fragment of an unpublished

work.)

De la Physiologie appliquee aux ameliorations sociales

(which he calls, in the course of the book, de la Physiologie

sociale.)

For a long time these works remained dispersed and as they

had originally appeared. In 1832, Olinde Rodrigues combined

the most important into one volume. In 1859-1861, another

edition, more complete, of Oeuvres choisies, was published by
Lemonnier in three volumes. Finally, in 1865-1878, the mem-
bers of a council founded by Enfantin to execute his last

wishes published Les Oeuvres de Saint-Simon et d'Enfantin

in 47 volumes. The volumes devoted to Saint-Simon are num-
bered separately and it is according to this special numbering

that citations will be made.



Chapter 6

The Doctrine of Saint-Simon:

The Foundation of Positivism

From the enumeration (of the works of Saint-Simon)

which we have just touched on, it appears, at first, that Saint-

Simon's thinking pursued successively a two-pronged goal. In

fact we have just seen that he concerned himself first with

matters more particularly philosophical, and only later with

social problems. But is there really a duality in his thought?

Had he not come to sociology, to scientific politics, only

through inability to satisfy his early aspirations for a total

science? Was not his interest in social matters—as has been

maintained (Michel, Idee de I'Etat, 173.)—merely the result

of his renunciation of loftier speculations, and the sociologist

in him merely a philosopher frustrated and discouraged by

failure? To fail to appreciate at this point the unity of his

system, is to disregard what is its fundamental principle.

Quite the contrary, his sociology and philosophy are so in-

timately joined that far from their being extrinsic to each

other it is actually difficult—almost impossible—to separate

them or explain one independently of the other.

In point of fact the idea from which he takes his departure

and which dominates his entire doctrine, is that a social sys-

tem is only the application of a system of ideas. "Systems of

religion, of general politics, morality, of public instruction,"

says he, "are nothing else than applications of a system of

ideas, or if one prefers, it is the system of thought considered

under different aspects." {Memoire sur la science de I'homme,

XI, 18.)i

^ Peoples do and must organize themselves differently according

to the manner in which they view the universe and themselves,

according to whether they see reality as, for example, the crea-

tion of a free will or as the product of a necessary law, or

whether they accept one or several gods. The form of each so-

ciety therefore depends on the state of its knowledge. (Added
by Durkheim)

/ 127
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Elsewhere he says {Ibid., p. 191) that undoubtedly scien-

tific revolutions have alternated with political revolutions, that

they have been successively the cause and effect of each other,

and he cites examples of this alternation. For example, accord-

ing to him it is the establishment of positive science in the

sixteenth century that determines the organization of Protes-

tantism and, consequently, the political transformations in

northern and even the whole of Europe. For the political

bond, which until then united the different European peoples,

from then on became weak. But these changes in the political

organization in their turn gave rise to knowledge—for ex-

ample Galileo's completion of the Copernican system and the

appearance of the Baconian method. Nonetheless, and al-

though these two factors mutually engendered each other, he

is far from putting them on the same plane. It is the idea, that

is, knowledge, which according to him is the moving power

of progress. Although at each phase in history it receives the

reaction of movements it previously induced, nevertheless, it

is the motive cause par excellence. For it is the positive

source of all social life. A society is above all a community

of ideas. "The similarity of positive moral ideas," he says in

a letter to Chateaubriand, "is the single bond which can unite

men into society." (II, 218.) Institutions are only ideas in

action. {Industrie, III, 39.) It is religion which, up to now,

has been the soul of societies but "all religions were based on

the scientific system" of their time {Science de I'homme, XI,

30.) They are the knowledge of peoples without science or the

things that science is made of.

This granted, one can easily perceive the bond that unites

the philosophy and sociology of Saint-Simon; both have a

social and practical goal. For this reason, and not to satisfy

a purely speculative curiosity, Saint-Simon addresses these

lofty problems. This is how he was led there. At the time

he believed that "the single object a thinker can propose to

himself," is to examine the moral system, the religious, the

political—in a word, to determine "what is the system of

ideas—however one views them"—that the state of Euro-

pean societies at the beginning of the nineteenth century

demands. But this system of ideas is only the result of the
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system of science. It is its abridged and condensed expres-

sion, provided one gives the word "science" its broad mean-

' ing, that is to say, provided one understands it to be the

whole ensemble of knowledge acquired in the corresponding

epoch. What unites men into society is a common way of

thinking, that is, of picturing things to themselves. But at

each moment in history the manner of representing the

world varies with the state reached by scientific knowledge

—or what is considered such—in other words, with what

passes for positive fact. It is therefore by systematizing the

latter that one can define what, at a given epoch, should be

the consciousness of a certain people. But on the other hand

this systematization is the very object of philosophy. For

the philosopher, as Saint-Simon conceives him, has as his

aim some reality or other which escapes other branches of

human knowledge, since these latter by definition embrace

everything that can be attained by thought. Only, each of

them studies one and only one part of the world, one as-

pect of things and only one. There is, then, room for a

special system which ties all these fragmentary and special

learnings to each other and gives them unity. This is phi-

losophy. This supreme effort of reflection has as its goal,

not to reach beyond reality because of the unknown means

and methods of the so-called sciences, but simply to organ-

ize the useful conclusions they lead to, and to restore them

to unity. It is their synthesis, and as the synthesis is of the

same nature as the elements of the philosophy, it is itself

a science. "The particular sciences are the elements of the

general science, to which one gives the name philosophy; thus

philosophy necessarily had and always will have the same

character as the particular sciences." {Memoire introductif,

I. 128.) "It is," he says elsewhere, "the compendium of

acquired learning," the great book of knowledge. (Corres-

pondance avec Redern^ I, 109.) It is, therefore, an encyclo-

pedia. Saint-Simon thus takes up again the idea of the phi-

losophers of the eighteenth century. Only, between this ency-

clopedia that he exhorts with vows and that of the pre-rev-

olutionary epoch, there is all the distance that separates

these two moments of history. The latter, as every work of
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the eighteenth century, was above all critical. It demon-

strated that the old system of ideas was no longer in har-

mony with the new discoveries of science, but it did not say

what ought to be. It was a weapon of war, made to destroy,

not to reconstruct. But today reconstruction is needed. "The

authors of the French Encyclopedia demonstrated that the

generally accepted patterns of thought could not serve the

progress of science . . . but they never indicated the ideas

needed to replace those they discredited." "The philosophy

of the 18th century was critical and revolutionary, while

that of the nineteenth will be inventive and organizational."

{Ibid., I, 92.) This is how he conceives it. "A good ency-

clopedia would be a complete collection of human knowl-

edge classified in such a way that the reader could proceed

by equally spaced gradations from the most general scien-

tific concept to the most particularized ideas." (I, 148.)

Thus it would be the perfect science. But it is impossible

to realize its perfection. For that, it would be necessary that

all the particular sciences had been developed fully, whereas

it is in their nature to develop endlessly. "The tendency of

the human spirit will therefore be always to compose an

encyclopedia, while its perspective is to work indefinitely

toward the accumulation of materials which the construc-

tion of the scientific edifice demands, and towards the im-

provement of this design—without ever completing the sup-

ply of these materials." (Memoire sur I'Encyclopedic, I,

148.) It is a work that is always necessary, but which it is

not less necessary to revise periodically since the particular

sciences it systematizes are perpetually in process of evolution.

So conceived, philosophy has an eminently social func-

tion. In periods of calm and maturity, when society is in

perfect balance, it is the guardian of social conscience be-

cause it is its culminating part and like the key to a vault.

In times of trouble and crisis, when a new system of com-

mon beliefs is straining to be worked out, it is philosophy

that must direct this elaboration. Thus there is no separation

between the two kinds of study that Saint-Simon successively

devoted himself to, for both have the same goal, since his

philosophic works have a social end as do his sociological
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works. In this way philosophy appears as a branch of soci-

ology. "Every social regime is an application of a philo-

sophic system and consequently it is impossible to institute

a new regime without having previously established the new

philosophic system to which it must correspond." (Industrie,

III, 23.) He has the same end in view always. But there

is more, and the unity of his thinking is even deeper. "The

philosopher places himself at the apex of thought; from

there he envisages what the world was and what it ought

to be. He is not merely a spectator. He is an actor of the

first rank in the moral world, for it is his opinions on what

the world should be that rule human society." (Science de

I'homme, XI, 254.) From the above one can easily see

that it is under the influence of the same practical preoccu-

pations that he successively worked at both philosophy and

sociology; but it is still not apparent why he went from

one to the other. Why was not philosophy suflBcient for the

social task he contemplated? How is it he was unable to

immediately deduce from it the practical conclusions he was

moving toward and which he believed necessary to elabo-

rate in the different writings which filled the second part of

his career, and to lay the foundations of a special science

of society? In other words, if the unity of the goal he pur-

sued springs from what we just said, it is not the same

with the unity of means he used. He seems to have suc-

cessively employed two kinds, without one's immediately see-

ing why. Although the paths he followed converge at the

same point, he seems to have followed two different ones

and to have tried one only after having abandoned the

other. But we will see that this duality is only apparent. It

is philosophy itself which led him to sociology as its natural

complement. The path we see him take in the second case

is merely the result and extension of the first.

In fact, for this systematization which constitutes philos-

ophy to be logically possible, it is necessary that it com-

prise only elements of the same nature. One cannot inte-

grate in a coherent manner theological concepts, devoid of

any positive basis, having no authority but that of a claimed

revelation, and scientific knowledge, established by observa-
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tion and in the light of free examination. One could not

form a unity, single and organic, of ideas as heterogeneous

and from sources as disparate as the conjectures of priests,

on the one hand, and propositions demonstrated by scholars,

on the other. But all the subordinate sciences which deal

with inorganic bodies—astronomy, physics, chemistry—have

definitely taken on a positive character. There is nothing

further to alter. Consequently, the philosophic encyclopedia

is possible without discrepancy only if other knowledge

—

and especially the science of man—assume this same char-

acter, and only if they themselves become as positive. But

they have not yet reached this stage,^ at least it is only

partially or fragmentarily that certain scholars have treated

them according to the same principles and procedures as

other sciences. As a result, if philosophy includes only pres-

ent acquired results it can be only an ambiguous system,

without unity. Undoubtedly since the Renaissance one is

content with this equivocation, one lives in this antinomy.

But as we see it, it is precisely this contradiction that causes

the critical situation of modem societies, which, by prevent-

ing them from being in harmony with themselves, from

being freed of the contradictions which beset them, places

an obstacle before all harmonious organization. It is essen-

tial to get out of this impasse. There is no choice except

between the two following courses. Either be resigned to

a philosophy which embraces only the sciences of inorganic

bodies, or else, if one wishes to enlarge the basis of com-

parisons and generalizations, it is necessary to first estab-

lish the science that is missing. Either remove its part of

the void, or else supply it. No other expedient is possible.

But the first of the solutions is not a solution. For so cur-

tailed an encyclopedia would not play the social role which

is its only raison d'etre. It would be of no use. In fact,

it is not by gathering the knowledge that we have about

things that we can ever succeed in discovering the means

of keeping men united in societies. It is not by systema-

tizing the most general conclusions of physics, chemistry,

2 "Physiology does not yet warrant being classed among the posi-

tive sciences." {Science de I'homme, XI, 27.)
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or astronomy that one can establish for a people a system

of ideas which may serve as a foundation for its moral,

religious, and political beliefs. It is not that these sciences

are not elements of this system; but by themselves they are

insufficient to build it. In fact, they have long occupied a

leading position and exercise a kind of preponderance, pre-

cisely because they are the most advanced. But their moral

impotence becomes only too manifest by the state of crisis

that European societies are going through. Chemists, astron-

omers, physicists, exclaims Saint-Simon, "what right have

you to occupy at this moment the place of avant-garde!

Humankind finds itself engaged in one of the greatest crises

experienced since the beginning of its existence, but what

effort are you making to end this crisis? . . . All Europe

is slaying itself (1813) and what are you doing to stop this

butchery? Nothing, say I! It is you who are perfecting the

means of destruction; it is you who are directing their use.

In all armies, one sees you at the head of the artillery; it

is you who are conducting the execution of the attack! What
are you doing, I say again, to re-establish peace? Nothing.

What can you do? Nothing. Knowledge of man is the single

thing that can lead to the discovery of the means of recon-

ciling peoples' interests, and you study this science not at

all. . . . Stop directing the scientific laboratory. Allow us

to rekindle the heart of him who was immobilized under

your supervision and to recall his whole attention to deeds

which can bring back general peace by reorganizing society."

(Science de I'homme, XI, 40.) So one must go forward

and apply himself to the task, if one wishes to render

humanity the service it so badly needs. What has not been

done must be done. It is necessary to extend the positive

spirit, which inspires astronomy and the physico-chemical

sciences, to man and societies, to establish anew and on

new foundations the system of human learning relating to

this double objective; to place them in harmony with what

we previously knew concerning inorganic things, and to

make possible the unification of the world. This is why, in

order to attain the goal philosophy pursues, it is not enough

to build the system from such sciences as exist. You must
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begin to complete it by founding a new science—the science

of man and societies. Saint-Simon does not use the word

sociology—which Comte will coin later; he uses "social phys-

iology," which is its equivalent.

We can now account for the unity of the doctrine. We
now perceive the different parts it consists of and what

binds one to the other. In order to liberate the body of

ideas on which the social structure should rest, it is essen-

tial to systematize the sciences—in other words, make a phil-

osophic encyclopedia of them. But this encyclopedia can

fulfill the social role that has fallen to it only if a new

science is added to the series of established sciences. This

is social physiology. And that is how, in order to approach

the single and unique aim he had in mind, Saint-Simon was

led to depart from purely philosophic considerations and

address peculiarly sociological matters. It is because the

study of the second is indispensable to the advancement of

the first. It is the necessary condition of its ability to pro-

duce results. However, he did not pass from one to the

other without the notion of returning. Quite the contrary

—

once the science of societies will have been created, he will

have to resume the encyclopedic task, suspended only for

the moment. For then it can synthesize all human knowl-

edge and embrace the whole universe, while remaining ho-

mogeneous. In fact, no longer consisting of any but positive

sciences, it will itself be positive, in its ensemble as in its

parts. "It can be seen," says Saint-Simon, "that the parti-

cular sciences are elements of general science; that the gen-

eral science, that is to say, philosophy, had to be conjec-

tural as long as the individual sciences were . . . and that

it will be completely positive when all the particular sci-

ences are. This will occur when physiology and psychology

(which comprise social physiology) are based on observed

and examined facts, for no phenomenon exists which is

not astronomical, chemical, physiological or psychological."

(Science de I'homme, XI, 18-19.) And with this positive

philosophy one will finally be able to establish the system

of ideas which Saint-Simon aspires to above all else, which

he never loses sight of—without the system whose highest
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form is religion. So these turns and detours are merely

apparent; they never separate him from his original goal.

On the contrary, in the end they lead him back to his point

of departure. This explains how Saint-Simon, after begin-

ning with phDosophic writings, went on to political stu-

dies, and finally crowned his intellectual career with his book

Nouveau Christianisme.

Having indicated the place of social studies in the work
of Saint-Simon, let us look more closely at how he con-

ceived of them.

What preceded has already permitted us to determine one

of their essential characteristics. In fact it follows from v/hat

we just said that these studies will have to be made in the

same spirit and according to the same principles that served

to make the sciences of inorganic bodies. Human sciences

have to be constructed in imitation of the other natural

sciences, for man is only one part of nature. There are

not two worlds in the world, one which depends on scien-

tific observation, and the other which escapes it. The uni-

verse is one, and the same method must serve to explore

it in all of its parts. Man and the universe, says Saint-

Simon, are like a mechanism on two scales—the first is a

reduction of the second but does not differ from it in na-

ture. Man is related to the universe like "a watch enclosed

within a great clock from which it receives movement."

{Introduction aux travaux scientifiques due XIXe siecle.

Oeuvres choisies, 1, III.) Since it is demonstrated that the

positive method alone allows us to know the inorganic

world, it foUows that it alone is suited to the human world,

also. The tendency of the human spirit since the fifteenth

century "is to base all its reasoning on observed and ex-

amined facts. Already it has reorganized astronomy, physics

and chemistry on this positive basis. . . . One concludes

necessarily that physiology, of which the science of man is

part, will be treated by the method adopted for the other

physical sciences." (Science de I'homme, XI, 17.) And since

it is the necessary condition, if thought is to have practical
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results, there is nothing more urgent than to give this sci-

ence that same character. "At the present time, the best use

we can make of the power of our intelligence is to impress

a positive character on the science of man." (Science de

I'homme, XI, 187.) It is to be so completely integrated in

the cycle of natural sciences that Saint-Simon considers it

only as a branch of physiology. "The domain of physiology

viewed as a whole is generally composed of all facts relat-

ing to organic beings." {Physiologic sociale, X, 178.) It is

true that conceived in this way it appears to have no other

object than the individual. But this is not so. Physiology

consists of two parts: one which deals with individual or-

gans, the other with social organs. "Physiology is not only

the science which, addressing itself to our organs one by

one, experiments on each of them ... to better determine

the spheres of activity. ... It does not consist only in this

comparative knowledge which draws from the study of

plants and animals valuable ideas on the functions of the

parts we possess in common with these different classes of

organic beings." In addition to this special physiology there

is another, a general physiology which, "rich in all the facts

discovered through valuable pieces of work undertaken in

these different directions, addresses itself to considerations

of a higher order. It towers above individuals, looking upon

them merely as organs of the social body, whose organic

functions it must examine, just as specialized physiology

studies those of individuals." {Physiologic sociale, X, 176,

177.) This general physiology has a special object, as dis-

tinct from the physiology of human individuals as is the

latter from the physiology of animals and plants. The social

being is not a simple aggregate of individuals, a simple sum,

but a reality sui generis which has a distinct existence and

a nature which is peculiar to it. "Society is not at all a

simple conglomeration of living beings whose actions have

no other cause but the arbitrariness of individual wills, nor

other result than ephemeral or unimportant accidents. On
the contrary, society is above all a veritable organized ma-
chine, all of whose parts contribute in a different way to

the movement of the whole. The gathering of men consti-
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tutes a veritable being whose existence is more or less cer-

tain or precarious according to whether its organs acquit

themselves more or less regulariy of the functions entrusted

to them." {Physiologic sociale, X, 177.) This is the social

organism. This general and social physiology naturally em-

braces morality and politics which consequently must them-

selves become positive sciences. Once physiology is advanced,

says Saint-Simon, "politics will become a science of obser-

vation, and political questions handled by those who would

have studied the positive science of man by the same

method and in the same way that today one treats those

relating to other phenomena." {Science de I'homme, XI,

187. Cf. Oeuvres, III, 189-190. Science de I'homme, 17-19,

and 29 and fol.) And it is only when politics are dealt with

in this manner, and when, as a result, it can be taught in

schools like other sciences, that the European crisis can be

resolved.

But this sui generis thing—the object of this new science

—what is the proper perspective for it to be viewed in

order to study it? Today it is generally acknowledged that

to have as complete as possible knowledge of it, it must

be considered successively from two different aspects. One
can consider human societies at a determinate and fixed mo-
ment in their evolution and then examine how, in this

phase, their different parts act and react on each other

—

in a word, how they contribute to the collective life. Or
else, instead of fixing and immobilizing them artificially in

one moment of time, one can follow them through the

successive stages they have travelled in the course of history,

and then propose to find how each stage has contributed

to determine the one that followed. In the first case one

attempts to determine the law of social organization at such

and such a phase of historic development, while in the other,

one inquires about the law according to which these different

phases have succeeded each other, what is the order of suc-

cession and what accounts for this order—in other words,

what is the law of progress. In the eyes of Saint-Simon

the second point of view is the more important. Therefore

it is the only one at which he places himself. Indeed, if at
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each moment of its existence the social organization gives

.

an account of things then observed, it still does not explain

itself. To understand it, one must go back further; one

must connect it with previous conditions of civilization

which have given rise to it and which alone can account

for it. Then, in order to explain these, one must go back

still further. Consequently the real explanation consists in

relating to each other—by always moving further into the

past—the succeeding forms of civilization and in showing

how they were brought about. The dominating fact in social

physiology is the fact of progress. In this Saint-Simon ties

himself to Condorcet, whom he addresses as his master and

precursor, although he might have had a very different con-

ception of himian progress.

In fact, according to him, the law of progress dominates

us with an absolute necessity. We submit to it—we do not

make it. We are its instruments—not its authors. "The su-

preme law of progress of the human spirit carries along and

dominates everything; men are but its instruments. Although

this force derives from us, it is no more in our power to

withhold ourselves from its influence, or master its action,

than to change at will the primary impulse which makes our

planet revolve around the sun. All we can do is to obey

this law by accounting for the course it directs, instead of

being blindly pushed by it; and, incidentally, it is precisely

in this that the great philosophic development reserved for

the present era will consist." (Organisat.^ TV, 119.) From
a superficial and yet very general view of historic matters,

it appears that there are great men who have been the au-

thors and guides of progress, that they have directed it ac-

cording to a preconceived plan toward the goal they assigned

to it. But in reality they are themselves the products of this

movement; they merely summarize everything the sponta-

neous advance of the human spirit had prepared before

them and without them. The business of progress is essen-

tially impersonal and anonymous, because it is necessary.

(IV, 178.) But precisely because at each epoch of humanity

progress was unable to be anything but what it was, it is

always—at least on the whole—all that it should or can
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be. "Nature has suggested to men, in each period, the most

suitable form of government. . . . The natural course of

things has created the institutions necessary for each age of

the body social." (Physiologie sociale, X, 190.) Its deter-

minism thus induces an optimism which, in addition, is the

very base of the historic method. For the historian is ob-

liged to postulate that human institutions have been—at least

in general—in harmony with the state of the peoples who
have established them. It is this principle that Saint-Simon

especially reproaches Condorcet for not having understood.

Without considering the extreme variety of reUgious systems,

Condorcet had presented religion as an obstacle to the hap-

piness of mankind—"an essentially false idea," says Saint-

Simon. Religion had its role—and an essential one—in the

development of the human spirit. {Corresp. avec Redern. I,

115.) 3 Similarly, Condorcet, and with him a multitude of

historians, had seen in the Middle Ages only a period of

chaos and confusion, a regrettable consequence of a kind

of aberration of the human mind. For the same reason

Saint-Simon objects to such a conception. It is the Middle

Ages out of which modern times sprang; they were thus a

necessary antecedent and consequently constitute an essential

stage, indispensable to our social evolution.

So we see both how the problem of social physiology is

posed and by what method it must be resolved. Since the

progress of human societies is subjected to a necessary law,

the primary aim of science is to find this law. And once

discovered, it will itself indicate the direction progress must

follow. To discover the order in which humanity developed

in the past, in order to determine what this development

should become—that is the urgent question, par excellence,

which imposes itself on a thinker. In this way politics can

be treated scientifically. "The future consists of the last items

of a series of which the first composed the past. When one

has properly examined the first terms of a series, it is easy

to postulate those following. Thus, from the past, deeply

observed, one can with ease deduce the future." {Memoire

1 3 Durkheim adds in the margin, "Reread the entire discussion of

Condorcet."—(M.M.)
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introductif, I, 122, and Mem. sur la science de I'h., XI,

288.) The fault of statesmen, usually, is to have their eyes

fixed on the present. And thus they expose themselves to

inevitable errors. For how, if one limits oneself to the con-

sideration of so brief a period, distinguish "the remains of

a past which was disappearing and the seeds of a future

which is arising?" (Syst industr., V, 69.) It is only by ob-

serving series of broadly extended facts, as a result of search-

ing deeply into the past, that one can disentangle among
the various elements of the present those large with future

from those which are no more than monuments of a past

that has outlived itself. Since it will be easy to establish

that the former belong to an ascending series and the latter

to a regressive one, it wiU be relatively simple to make a

selection and to orient progress.

The nature of the problem determines the method. To
find the law of progress it will be necessary to organize

factual series as broad as possible. [Science de I'h., XI,

22.) That, says Saint-Simon, is the only solid part of our

knowledge, and to establish these series we must address

ourselves to history. The method of social physiology will

therefore be historic. But for history to serve this purpose,

it is essential that it be entirely transformed. Up until now
it has merely been a branch of literature. For too long it

has been seen as "just a biography of power in which na-

tions figure only as instruments and victims." And although

"enlightened men today feel that history does not consist

of a stupid tableau of dramatic elements of guile and force,

there are few of them—even few historians—who have

understood the actual object of great historic works." The
proof is that "the ancient division by dynasties and reigns

has been maintained as if it were always merely a question

of the biography of sovereign families." (Organisat., IV, 71-

72.) So conceived, history is nothing but a succession of

narrations and anecdotes, without practical applications.

"History, it is said, is the breviary of kings; but from the

way kings govern, one can well see that their prayer books

have no value; in fact, history, from a scientific aspect, has

not yet abandoned the language of infancy. This important
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branch of our learning still has no other existence than as

a collection of more or less well established facts. These

facts are not united by any theory; they are not all linked

in the order of consequences. So history is still an inade-

quate guide for kings as well as their subjects and furnishes

neither one or the other a means of judging what will hap-

pen, from what has happened." {Science de I'h., XI. 246.)

To become the instrument par excellence of social physiol-

ogy, it must make itself scientific. And to do this it must

raise itself above the national viewpoint—which can be

nothing but descriptive—and no longer consider this or that

people, but all humankind, in its progress. From then on

the framework of history necessarily transforms itself. It

can no longer be a question of using only kings and van-

ished dynasties to mark out this history. The division of

epochs is made according to the differences which the move-

ment of humanity presents across the centuries, and corres-

ponds to the great phases of human development. Then,

the knowledge of peoples can truly serve to enlighten the

future, whereas today we wander at random, not even

knowing what is before us and what behind. "Proceeding

almost with eyes shut along a path we do not recognize, we
sometimes believe ourselves close to what is far away and

. . . a great distance from what is close by." (Organisat.,

TV, 74.) So imbued was he with the conviction that if one

wishes to understand the present, one cannot plunge too

deeply into the past, Saint-Simon goes as far as to extend

these series of facts which serve as a basis of his inferences,

beyond human history. In his comparisons he introduces

animal history, which he links to the latter without a break

in continuity. By starting with animals he attempts to find

the law which dominates mental evolution and the advance

of civilization. So for him social physiology—like psychol-

ogy—is only one branch of physiology, strictly speaking.

(See Science de I'h., XI, 188.)

At this point, and although we still have not fully ex-

pounded the doctrine of Saint-Simon, we cannot fail to be

aware of the importance and grandeur of the fundamental

conception on which it rests. The most impressive event in
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the philosophic history of the nineteenth century was the

founding of positive philosophy. In the presence of the in-

creasing specialization of sciences and their increasingly pos-

itive nature, one might wonder whether humanity's early

aspiration for unity of knowledge could henceforth be con-

sidered an illusion, a deceiving perspective, which it was

necessary to renounce. One might fear consequently that

the sciences, and thus their unity, were more and more

fragmented. Positive philosophy was a reaction against this

tendency, a protest against this renunciation. It asserts that

the eternal ambition of the human mind has not lost all

legitimacy, that the advance of the special sciences is not

its negation, but that a new means must be employed to

satisfy it. Philosophy, instead of seeking to go beyond the

sciences, must assume the task of organizing them, and

must organize them in accordance with their own method

—by making itself positive. An entirely new vista was thus

opened up for thought. This is why it can be said that,

aside from Cartesianism, there is nothing more important

in the entire history of French philosophy. And at more
than one point these two philosophies can legitimately be

reconciled with each other, for they were both inspired by
the same rationalist faith. But we have just seen that the

idea, the word, and even the outline of positivist philosophy

are all found in Saint-Simon, He was the first to conceive

that between the formal generalities of metaphysical philos-

ophy and the narrow specialization of the particular sci-

ences, there was a place for a new enterprise, whose pattern

he supplied and himself attempted. Therefore, it is to him
that one must, in full justice, award the honor currently

given Comte.

But this is not all. One of the great innovations positive

philosophy brought along with it is positive sociology. As
has been said, it is the integration of social science into

the circle of the natural sciences. In this regard, one might

say of positivism that it has enriched human intelligence,

that it has created new horizons. To add a science to the

list of sciences is always a very laborious operation, but

more productive than the annexation of a new continent to
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old continents. And it is at once much more fruitful when

the science has man for its object. It almost had to do

violence to the human spirit and to triumph over the keenest

resistance to make it understood that in order to act upon

things it was first necessary to put them on trial. The resis-

tance has been particularly stubborn when the material to

be examined was ourselves, due to our tendency to place

ourselves outside of things, to demand a place apart in the

universe.

Saint-Simon was the first who resolutely freed himself

from these prejudices. Although he may have had precur-

sors, never had it been so clearly asserted that man and

society could not be directed in their conduct unless one

began by making them objects of science and further that

this science could not rest on any other principles than do

the sciences of nature. And this new science—he not only

laid out its design but attempted to realize it in part. We
can see here all that Auguste Comte, and consequently all

that the thinkers of the nineteenth century, owe him. In

him we encounter the seeds already developed of all the

ideas which have fed the thinking of our time. We have

just found in it positivist philosophy, positivist sociology.

We will see that we will also find socialism in it.

In explaining the fundamental concepts of Saint-Simon

we were able to see what Comte owed him, and we will

have occasion to discover this same influence in the details

of the theories. However—with the exception of Littre—the

Comtists have denied this affiliation. They have even gone

so far as saying it was to Comte that Saint-Simon owed
everything that was accurate and original in his doctrine.

But the facts refute such an interpretation. It was only about

1817 that regular relations were established between the two
philosophers and there is no doubt that the essential lines

of Saint-Simonianism had been drawn well before that date.

The Memoire sur la Science de Vhomme and the work on
Gravitation universelle dated from 1813, and all the prin-

ciples of the system are expressly formulated there.
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Actually we primarily used the first of these books to

explain the way Saint-Simon conceived of philosophy and

the science of societies. There one finds the entire program

of positive philosophy and positive sociology, and the same

ideas had already been more than sketched out in his earlier

writings. So one can but regret that, not only Comte's school,

but Comte himself had so completely failed to recognize his

most inmiediate and important predecessor. In fact, not only

is Saint-Simon not even mentioned in the chapter of the

Cours de philosophic positive in which Comte poses and

examines the tentative facts before him in order to lay the

foundations of social physics, but further, in the Systeme de

politique positive (II, preface, p. xv and xvi.) he shows no

hesitation in speaking with anger of the "morbid liaison of

his early youth with a depraved juggler."

He confesses to having been captivated at the very first

by Saint-Simon, but adds, "Later, I recognized that such a

liaison had allowed no other result than to shackle my
spontaneous reflections, previously guided by Condorcet."

This was to forget that Saint-Simon himself was attached to

Condorcet, had studied and meditated about him and that,

as a result—on this point their research being oriented in

the same direction—could not conflict. Besides, it is only

too easy to oppose Comte to himself. At the very time he

was expressing himself with such severity about his old

friend and referring to the same book where the phrase

we just cited is found, Comte, in letters to his friend Valat,

acknowledged all the benefits he reaped from his dealings

with Saint-Simon. Positive politics, he says there, is purely

the influence of Saint-Simon, and "this influence strongly

served my philosophic education." And he adds, "I certainly

owe a great deal intellectually to Saint-Simon, that is to say,

he contributed powerfully to launching me in the philo-

sophic direction that I clearly created for myself today and

which I will follow without hesitation all my life." (Cited

according to Weil, Hist, du mouy, sac, p. 206-207.)

In 1818 he was writing to this same correspondent, "I

have learned through this relationship of work and friend-

ship with one of the men who sees furthest in philosophical
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politics. I have learned a mass of things I vainly would

have sought in books, and my mind has made more head-

way these six months of our liaison than it would in three

years, had I been alone." And he paints an enthusiastic

portrait of Saint-Simon, his genius and character. Finally,

even Politique positive, which is Comte's first great socio-

logical work and which was later presented by him as an

original work, unconnected with any Saint-Simonian influ-

ence, was to appear originally under the name of its author,

in the Catechisme industriel. In view of this special edition,

Comte had prepared an advertisement, which has been pre-

served, in which he declared himself the grateful pupil of

Saint-Simon. "Having reflected for a long time," he says,

"on the main idea of Saint-Simon, I apphed myself exclu-

sively to develop and perfect that portion of the views of

this philosopher which relates to scientific direction. ... 1

believed I had to make public the preceding statement so

that, if my works appear to deserve some approval, it may
go to the founder of the philosophic school of which I am
honored to be a part." (Oeuvres, IX, 9.) Comte later ex-

plained this statement as "a single act of kindness" designed

to mollify any bad feeling Saint-Simon might have had

about him. But such a consideration does not easily explain

away so formal an acknowledgment. In any case, it cannot

excuse him.

It is indisputable that between these two men there were

essential differences, of which Comte was very soon aware.

In strange unsigned letters which he sent Saint-Simon to-

wards the end of 1818, at the time of the publication of

I'lndustrie, and which have been published by the Revue

Occidentale (VIII, 344) he indicates very plainly where the

real line of demarcation between his master and himself

was located. Comte recognized that the fundamental idea

of I'lndustrie, that is to say positivism, is "the real and

only means of raising the social organization, without dis-

ruption, into the reabn of daylight." But before anything

else he had to apply himself to deducing all the scientific

consequences of this idea. "It was necessary to discuss its

influence on the theory of social science," to erect political
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economy on a positive basis, and morality on an economic

basis. Instead of following this path, Saint-Simon was

wrong to pass suddenly to questions of application. Even

before his idea had undergone all the scientific elaboration

it required, he wanted to draw practical conclusions from

it, an entire plan of social reorganization. Thus he placed

the cart before the horse. He hurried too much; he wanted,

for utilitarian ends, to prematurely use a hastily constructed

science. And in fact what differentiates Comte and Saint-

Simon is that the former separated science from practice

more clearly, but without disinteresting himself in the latter

—at least during the better part of his career. Once given

this idea of a positive science of societies, he undertook to

realize it, not from the aspect of this or that inamediate

end, but in an abstract and disinterested manner. Although

he was always convinced that his theoretical works could

and would finally have an effect on the course of events,

he understood that before all else he had to produce a schol-

arly work, to pose the problems of science in all its gen-

erality. And although he expects, at the end of his studies,

to find solutions applicable to the difficulties of the present

time, he believes they must result from an established science,

although not contesting these so-called ends as essential.

Saint-Simon did not possess the same degree of scientific

patience. A definite social crisis had stirred his thought,

and it was entirely to solve it that all his efforts were bent.

His entire system, consequently, has a practical—not a re-

mote—objective which he hastens to attain, and he has

science do nothing but approach this goal. Therefore, al-

though he was the first to have a really clear conception of

what sociology had to be and its necessity, strictly speaking,

he did not create a sociology. He didn't use the method,

whose principles he had so firmly stated, to discover the

laws of evolution—social and general—but in order to an-

swer a very special question—of entirely immediate interest

—which can be formulated as follows: what is the social

system required by the condition of European societies on
the morrow of the Revolution?



Chapter 7

Historic Origins of the Industrial System

and the Doctrine of Saint-Simon

The answer to the question raised by the title of this chap-

ter constitutes the positive content of the Saint-Simonian

system, and we are now going to take it up.

We find the new science limited to a single and unique

problem, whose interest is more practical than speculative.

But at least Saint-Simon undertakes to treat it according to

the scientific and positive method whose fundamental rules

we saw him formulate earlier. It is not a question of in-

venting a new system, created out of many pieces—as do

Utopians of the eighteenth century and other periods—^but

merely of discovering by observation what is in process of

being worked out. "One does not create a system of social

organization. One perceives the new chain of ideas and in-

terests which has been formed, and points it out—that is

all." (Organisateur, IV, 178-180.) Saint-Simon often returns

to a notion of spontaneous social organization, especially

in relation to the role of banks. (Catechisme industriel,

passim; Systeme industriel, V, 46-47.) All one can do is to

be aware of the direction the development is taking; next,

to distinguish, among the elements of which the present

is made up, those which are developing more and more

—

and developing more completely—and those which more

and more are ceasing to be; finally, to recognize the future

behind the survivals of the past which conceal it. To do

these things, it is necessary to study the growth of our so-

cieties since they were definitively established. According to

our author, it is in the Middle Ages—the eleventh and

twelfth centuries— that they were formed with all their

essential characteristics. That epoch is consequently "the

most suitable point of departure" for "that philosophic ob-

servation of the past" which alone can enlighten the future.
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Let us see what societies were like at that time and how
they evolved since.

1

What gave them an organized character when, toward

the tenth century, they began to free themselves from the

chaos produced by barbarian invasions, was that the social

system revolved completely around two centers of gravity,

distinct but closely associated. On the one hand, there were

the chiefs of the army, who constituted what is since called

feudalism, and to whom all of secular society was closely

subjected. All property, real and personal, was in their hands,

and workers—individually and collectively—were dependent

upon them. On the other hand, there were the clergy, who
controlled the spiritual direction of society, generally and

specifically. Their doctrines and decisions served as guides

to opinion; but what overwhelmingly established their au-

thority was their absolute mastery over general and parti-

cular education. In other words, the entire economic life of

society depended on the lords, and all intellectual life on

the priests. The first ruled supremely over productive opera-

tions, the second over consciences. Thus all collective func-

tions were strictly subjected either to military power or re-

ligious authority, and this double subjugation constituted the

social organization. That is why Saint-Simon calls the sys-

tem military and theological; occasionally he also uses the

expressions feudal and papal. But although he dwells on

the confining submission implied in this organization, he

does not suggest it was imposed or maintained by violence

and repression alone. He keeps repeating, on the contrary,

that this arrangement of European societies establishes itself

spontaneously, because it alone corresponded to the state

of civilization. War was then chronic. It was the one field

open to the activity of peoples, the only way for them

to enrich themselves; consequently it was natural that only

those capable of directing it were invested with the highest

degree of authority and respect. Likewise, as the clergy was
the only group which then possessed learning, it was out

of real necessity that it exercised an absolute power over

minds. Thus this two-pronged supremacy was based on the

nature of things. It corresponded to a social superiority
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of these two classes which was real and which it merely

expressed.

This is the origin. Let us now see what this organization

became in the course of history.

It is a general rule that the apogee of a social system

coincides with the beginning of its decadence. In the elev-

enth century, spiritual and temporal powers were definitively

established; never was the authority of clergy and lords

more undisputed. But coming into existence at that very mo-
ment were two new social forces. Being opposed to the pre-

ceding ones, they entered into struggle with them, gradually

destroyed them, and thus disintegrated the system whose

parts had been bound together only because they were all

subjected to the all-powerful action of the double authority.

These two forces were the free commune and exact science.

What had accounted for the strength of feudal organiza-

tion was the subjugation of the industrial class by what then

took its place, the military class. The former had no influ-

ence of its own, but received all its direction from the latter.

Thus everything tended toward the same end. All economic

life was subordinated to the interests of war and warriors.

But with the twelfth century began the great movement of

the emancipation of the commune. Villages, by payment of

silver, were freeing themselves from seigneurial tutelage. And
they were totally composed of artisans and merchants. A
whole segment of the economic structure thus found itself

detached from the others who until then were forcing their

control on it. Transformed into a special, relatively inde-

pendent, organ, henceforth the villagers were going to live

their own lives, to pursue their particular interests—outside

of any military influence. As a result, the whole collective

life no longer revolved exclusively around the two centers

we just named.

Liberated industry was going to be able freely to realize

its own nature, to propose for itself purely industrial ends,

which not only differed from but contradicted those the sys-

tem had forced upon it.

A new force, sui generiSy had entered the heart of the

social body, and as by nature and origin it was foreign to
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the old organization—and could only disturb it—it was in-

evitable that its very presence would disconcert the latter's

functioning and would develop only by destroying it. At the

same time the exact sciences were imported into Europe by

the Arabs. The schools they founded in their conquered

parts of Europe were quickly imitated elsewhere. Similar

establishments arose in all occidental Europe, "observatories,

dissection rooms, study rooms for natural history were set

up in Italy, France, England, Germany. As early as the

thirteenth century. Bacon was brilliantly cultivating the phys-

ical sciences." {Organisat., IV, 84.) Gradually, in opposition

to the clergy, a new body was forming, which like the pre-

ceding one aimed at directing the intellectual life of society.

These were the scholars who, in their relation to the clerical

class were in exactly the same situation as were the enfran-

chised communes—that is, the corporation of artisans and

merchants

—

vis-a-vis feudalism. Thus two seeds of destruc-

tion were introduced into the theological-feudal system, and

in fact from that moment the two forces which were the

source of its strength began to grow weaker.

But although the conflict never ceased, it was some time

before it produced visible results. The old system was too

solidly entrenched, and too resistant, for obscure causes to

immediately manifest their action through exterior and ap-

parent effects; actually it never enjoyed greater splendor.

But in reality, "all this brilliance rested on hollow ground."

(Organisat., IV, 89.) It is through failing to recognize the

importance of this subterranean process that one so often

sees the Middle Ages as a dark era in which a veritable

intellectual night reigned, and that consequently nothing

about it was related to the period of light which followed.

In reality, it was the Middle Ages which paved the way
for modern times. It contained them in embryo. "If histo-

rians had analyzed and examined the Middle Ages more
deeply they would not have spoken to us only of the visible

part of that period. They would have recorded the gradual

preparation of all the great events which developed later

and would not have presented the explosions of the sixteenth

and following centuries as sudden and unforseen." (Ibid.)
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There are two facts which more than all others contrib-

uted to predetermine what was to follow; first, the invention

of printing, which put an enormously powerful instrument

of action at the disposal of science, and second—and above

all—Copernicus' discovery, later taken up and verified by
" Galileo, whose influence on the system of theology has been

as considerable as it has been little acknowledged, "In fact,"

' says Saint-Simon, "the whole theological system is founded

on the supposition that the earth is made for man and the

entire universe for the earth. Remove this supposition and

all religious doctrines crumble. But Galileo demonstrated that

our planet is one of the smallest, that it differs in no way
from the others, that it revolves in a mass around the sim.

j

The hypothesis that all nature is made for man now so

plainly shocks good sense, is so in contradiction with the

facts, that it cannot avoid seeming absurd and soon being

overthrown—dragging with it all the beliefs of which it was
"the basis." (Organ., IV, 100.) In fact, even if it were not

proven that religion was irretrievably irreconcilable with the
' new concepts, they were indeed sure to overturn the sys-

tem of accepted ideas, to cast out humanity from the central

'position it believed it occupied in the universe to some
point or other at the periphery. There is no doubt that the

abandonment of the anthropocentric point of view—first in

the natural sciences, and then with Auguste Comte in the

sciences of man—has been one of the most important con-

quests of science and one which had the greatest effect in

orienting the mind in a new direction. To think scientifically

—is it not to think objectively, that is, to divest our notions

of what is exclusively human in them in order to make
them a reflection—as accurate as possible—of things as they

are? Is it not, in a word, to make the human intelligence

bow before facts? One cannot exaggerate the significance of

a discovery which logically obliged reason to assume toward

die world the attitude demanded by science.

Nevertheless, however important this preliminary evolution

might have been, it is only in the sixteenth century that the

forces antagonistic to the old system found themselves strong

enough to come into the open, in such a way that the re-
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suits could be perceived by anyone. At first these forces

were directed against theological rule; Luther and his co-

reformers upset pontifical authority as a power in Europe.

At the same time in a general way they undermined theo-

logical authority "by destroying the principle of blind faith,

by replacing it with the right of examination which—re-

strained at first within quite narrow limits—was to inevitably

increase . , . and finally to embrace an indefinite area."

(Organist. TV, 89.) This two-fold change operated not only

among the peoples converted to Protestantism, but even

among those who remained Catholic. For once the principle

was established, it extended well beyond the countries where

it had first been proclaimed. As a result, the bond which

tied individual consciences to ecclesiastical power—although

not shattered—was loosened, and the moral unity of the so-

cial system definitely unsettled.

The entire sixteenth century was seized by this great intel-

lectual revolution. But it was at its close that the struggle

—

begun against spiritual power—proceeded against temporal

power. It took place at almost the same time in France and

in England. In both countries it was led by the common
people, with one of the two branches of temporal power as

leader. With the English, feudalism placed itself at their

head to combat royal authority; in France royalty made
itself their ally against feudal strength. Actually the coalition

—in both peoples—had begun as early as the enfranchise-

ment of the lower class, but it is only in the seventeenth

century that the domestic rearrangements on both sides of

the channel came into the open and battle was joined in

broad daylight. Here Richelieu, then Louis XIV shattered

seigneurial power; there, the Revolution of 1688 broke out,

limiting royal authority as much as was possible without over-

turning the old organization. The final result of these events

was a weakening of the military system in its entirety. It was

weakened, first because it lost unity due to a schism be-

tween the two elements of which it was formed—and a

system cannot be disunited without being enfeebled—and

then because one of these elements departed from battle

crushed. Therefore, although at this time feudalism—at least
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in France—seemed to burn with strong flame, in reality

these magnificent external appearances concealed a state of

internal deterioration which events of the following century

soon made clear.

In fact, until then feudalism had been the object only

of partial assaults, directed against this or that part—first

against the spiritual power then against the temporal. There

had been a series of blows, more and more violent but al-

ways limited. But in the eighteenth century the shock had

gone so deep, the feudal order's resistance became so weak,

that the attack on it became generalized, and directed against

the whole of its organization. One then sees the principle

of the right of examination in religious matters extended to

its extreme limits. Theological beliefs were entirely upset

"with too much imprudence, precipitation and caprice; with-

out doubt, with a too absolute forgetfulness of the past and

with too confused and uncertain views on the future. But

finally this is what they were and they were unable to change

themselves." {Organisfit., IV, 102.) Moreover the discoveries

then being made in all sciences contributed more to this

result than all the writings of Voltaire and his colleagues,

whatever their importance. {Ibid., 105.) At the same time,

criticism spread from spiritual to temporal power all the

more as there was a close bond between royalty and clergy;

the reform of both was based on the same doctrines. So we
see the Regency to Louis XV, Louis XV, to Louis XVI,
going from failure to failure, and approaching ruination.

Thus the history of the old system from the time when,

towards the tenth century, it reaches maturity, up to the

eve of the Revolution, shows us a spectacle of an uninter-

rupted decadence. But at the same time that this regressive

process was developing, another was occuring in reverse

direction with no less significance. Industrial and scientific

forces, once formed, did not manifest themselves exclusively

by destructive effects, that is, by overthrowing the old so-

cial order. They gave rise to another. They did not limit

themselves to detaching consciences and individual wills from

the centers which until then, by providing a similar direc-

tion, had made a single body of them. But to the degree
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they acquired more energy, they themselves became foci of

common action and centers of organization. Around them

gradually formed the social elements which the old forces

—more and more powerless to keep them subordinate

—

were allowing to escape. Under these new influences, a new
social system was slowly arising in the bosom of the old,

which was disintegrating.

As long as arts and crafts had been narrowly subordinated

to theological and military authority, having to serve as in-

struments for ends which were not their own, they had been

impeded in their progress. But as soon as they began to be

free—thanks to the liberation of the common people—they

took flight and developed so quickly that they soon became

a social force to be reckoned with. Little by little all society

fell into dependence upon them, because nothing was any

longer possible without them. Military force itself was sub-

jected to them, once war became a complex and costly

thing, once it demanded not merely native courage and a

certain disposition of character, but money, machines, arms.

More and more, improvements in industry, the inventions

of science, and finally wealth, were proving more vital

to success in arms than innate bravery. But when a class

acquires greater importance and respect, when the func-

tions it fulfills become more essential, it is inevitable for it

to wield greater influence on the direction of society and

increased political authority. This in fact is what occurred.

Little by little one sees representatives of industry admitted

to governmental councils, playing a greater and greater part,

and as a result having a larger share in determining the

general course of society. It is especially in England that

this phenomenon manifests itself. Gradually the common
people—in other words, the classes which fulfill only eco-

nomic functions—obtain first a consultative voice in the

tax vote, then a deliberative voice, then the exclusive right

to vote on budget. They substitute themselves for the old

temporal power in one of its most important functions, and

are able henceforth to act in conformity with their own in-

terest in the direction of society; they modify its orientation,

since they have altogether different ends than the military
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classes. In other words, the social system begins to revolve

about a new center. (Organisat.)

This is not all. One of the essential prerogatives of feudal

power consisted in administering justice. Seigneurial justice

was one of the essential characteristics of feudal organiza-

tion. But once the villages were freed, one of the rights

considered most important to achieve was the administration

of justice. "From then on municipalities were formed and

entrusted with this care. Its members were designated by

the citizens and for a limited term." It is true that the

importance of these municipal tribunals dwindled under the

influence of various circumstances. But commercial and in-

dustrial matters remained assigned to them. "Such was the

origin and nature of the commercial tribunal which at first

were nothing more than municipalities." (Industrie, III, 135

and fol.) But the appearance of these tribunals is an impor-

tant event in the process of organization we are tracing.

From this moment, in fact, the industrial class had a judici-

ary organ which was its own, in harmony with its special

nature, and which contributed to complete the system which

was in process of formation.

But this spontaneous organization was not reduced to the

creation of a few outstanding organs like those mentioned.

It extended to every detail of collective life, to the whole

mass of the population which it affected in an entirely new
way. Before the liberation of the communes, the people

—

in secular matters— had as their only continuing leaders

the chiefs of the army. But with enfranchisement, they grad-

ually became detached, and organized under the leaders of

the arts and crafts. They bargained with the others over

practices of order and subordination, which—without being

rigid—served to assure stability in the transacting of busi-

ness, and harmony in society. It is especially due to the in-

stitution of permanent armies that this new grouping of

social forces could separate itself completely from the old

and become independent. In fact, from this moment on,

the task of soldiering was a special function, separated

from the remainder of the population. As a result, "the

mass of people no longer had any connection with the miU-
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tary heads. It was organized only industrially. He who took

up soldiering no longer considered himself—and was no

longer looked upon—as belonging to the people. He passed

from the ranks of the new system into those of the old,

from the communal he became feudal—that is all. It was

he who dehumanized himself—not the system of which he

formeriy was a part, . . , Let one consider the state of

people today and he will see that they are no longer in

direct and continuing coimection with temporal matters ex-

cept through their industrial chiefs. Imagine any workman
in his daily relations—whether in agriculture, in manufactur-

ing, in commerce—and you will find he is habitually in con-

tact with and in lower rank only to the leaders in agriculture,

manufacturing or commerce." (Organisateur, TV, 149.)

Just as with industry, science, as it grew, developed an

organization appropriate to its own character, and very dif-

ferent, consequently^ from that permitted by theological au-

thority. Scholars became esteemed personages whom royalty

more and more made a habit of consulting. It is as a result

of these repeated consultations that great scientific bodies

were gradually established at the pinnacle of the system.

These are the academies. Thereafter there arose all kinds

"of special schools for science where the influence of the-

ology and metaphysics were, so to speak, nil." "A larger

and larger mass of scientific ideas entered ordinary educa-

tion at the same time that religious doctrines gradually lost

influence." (Organisateur, IV, 137.) Finally, just as with in-

dustry, this early organization did not remain confined to

the higher levels of society, but extended to the mass of

people. With respect to the body of scholars, they were in

a state of subordination analogous to their former position

vis-a-vis the body ecclesiastic. "The people, organized indus-

trially, soon perceived that their usual works of art and

craft were not at all in rapport with their theological ideas

. . , and wherever they could be in contact with savants

they lost the habit of consulting priests, and acquired the

custom of placing themselves in touch with those who pos-

sessed positive knowledge." (Organisateur, IV, 153.) And
since they found themselves benefitted by the counsel given
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them, they ended by according "the unanimous opinion of

the scholars the same degree of confidence that in the Middle

Ages they accorded the decisions of spiritual power. It is

by a kind of faith of a new type that they successively

accepted the movement of the earth, modern astronomical

theory, the circulation of the blood, the identity of lightning

and of electricity, etc., etc," "So it is proven," concludes Saint-

Simon "that people have become spontaneously confident in

and subordinate to their leaders in the fields of science,

just as they are temporally with regard to their industrial

leaders. I have, consequently, the right to conclude that con-

fidence as well as social rankings are developed within the

new system." (Organisateur, IV, 155.)

The results of this double evolution can be summarized

as follows: In the measure that the ancient social system

gave way, another was formed in the very bosom of the

first. The old society contained within itself a new society,

in process of formation and every day acquiring more

strength and consistency. But these two organizations are

necessarily antagonistic to each other. They result from

opposing forces and aim at contradictory ends. One is essen-

tially aggressive, war-like, the other essentially pacifist. The

one sees in other peoples enemies to destroy; the other

tends to view them as collaborators in a common under-

taking. One has conquest for its aim, the other, production.

Similarly, in spiritual affairs the first calls on faith and

imposes beliefs which it puts beyond discussion. The second

calls on reason and even trust—it requires a type of intel-

lectual subordination which is essential to rationality, a com-
mitment to further exploration and testing. Thus these two

societies could not coexist without contradicting each other.

In spite of this antagonism, we saw that industrial society

had succeeded in spontaneously providing itself a certain

organization but one which could hardly be regarded as

adequate.

Shaken as it was, the past was still alive everywhere and

opposed definitive establishment of the present. Feudal and

religious power had been obliged to yield some place to

savants and producers in the political system of society.
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But it was for the old regime and not for the new that

this system had been made. Industry had utilized it as much
as possible, but had not replaced it with one truly created

in its own image and adjusted to its needs. The modifica-

tions it introduced are important to note as they show how
much a rearrangement of landed property was needed

—

but they cannot be regarded as transformations. A social

constitution made for war and destruction cannot easily

adapt itself to essentially peaceful and productive activity.

Therefore satisfying these new needs required the creation

of an adequate political order. Similarly, the old morality

and law were discredited in the new world which was aris-

ing; but a new juridical and moral order, without which

the new system could not be considered organized, did not

come into being automatically. Thus, scientific industrial so-

ciety reached out for an appropriate social organization

which was not yet in existence. To succeed, it had both to

overcome the inertia of the old and to shape the new. As

long as this two-fold result was not achieved, it was inevi-

table that disorganization and conflict would be severe and

would aflfect the whole of society.

Such was the situation on the eve of the Revolution, and

out of it the Revolution was bom. "This tremendous crisis

did not at all have its origin in this or that isolated fact.

... It operated as an overturning of the political system

for the single reason that the state of society to which the

ancient order corresponded had totally changed in nature.

A civil and moral revolution which had gradually developed

for more than six centuries engendered and necessitated a

political revolution. ... If one insists on attributing the

French Revolution to one source, it must be dated from

the day the liberation of the communes and the cultivation

of exact sciences in western Europe began." (Syst. Ind., V.

77.) A two-fold need gave rise to it: the need of being

extricated from the past and the need to organize the pre-

sent; the Revolution met only the first of these needs. It suc-

ceeded in striking the final blows at the old system. It abol-

ished all that remained of feudalism—even royal authority

—and all that survived from the old temporal power. It
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gave to freedom of conscience the juridical consequences it

implied, whereas before it had only the weight of moral

sanction. This was solemnly inscribed in the foundation of

our law.

But on the land thus cleared, the Revolution built nothing

new. It asserted that one was no longer obliged to accept

the old beliefs but did not attempt to elaborate a new body

of rational beliefs that all minds could accept. It destroyed

the foundations on which political authority rested but failed

to establish others of any stability. It proclaimed that politi-

cal power was not to belong to those who had monopolized

it until then, but did not assign it to any definite organ.

In other words, it neglected to state what it was for

—

which was to make of it a res nullius, an instrument suited

to all possible ends, but not a definite factor with a defined

objective. An action so exclusively destructive, far from at-

tenuating the crisis which had given rise to it, could only

make the evil more acute and intolerable. For the absence

of organization from which industrial society suffered be-

came far more perceptible once all that remained of the

old had disappeared. The weak cohesion of this dawning

society became a much graver social peril once the old

social bonds were completely destroyed. The social body,

uprooting these ties, even the most ... in order to attain

its end, did it [so well] (?) that it no longer had any at

all.^ It is certainly from this that there stemmed a kind of

uncertainty, an exasperated anguish, which is characteristic

of the revolutionary epoch. "For long," says Saint-Simon,

"the impotency of the old, general ideas was felt; for long

their domination had become inconvenient. One did not for-

give oneself for failing to throw off this moral despotism,

already labelled prejudice, but to which one still submitted

for lack of anything better." "Philosophers more fearless

than wise, struck at antiquated views with premature blows

—blows however weak and superficial—which made the

system of general ideas crumble and society fall apart. No
longer having anything left that was agreed upon, people

separated and became enemies. It was a struggle of all

iJhe original manuscript is incomplete here.—(M.M.)
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whims, a battle of all imaginations." (Industrie, II, 206.)

This was one indication of the partial miscarriage of the

Revolution. As a society so disoriented cannot live, one soon

sees reborn from their ashes certain of the destroyed insti-

tutions. Royal authority was re-established. But these revivals

of the past did not constitute a solution. So the problem is

posed on the morrow of the Revolution, at the start of the

nineteenth centtiry, in the same terms as on the eve of 1789,

only it has become more pressing. The denoument is more

urgent if one does not wish to see each crisis produce an-

other,, exasperation the chronic state of society, and finally,

disintegration more or less the result. One must take a

stand. Either completely restore the old system or organize

the new. It is precisely this that is the social question.

As we view it, it cannot be posed with greater profoundity.

The originality of this historic analysis is that Saint-Simon

very correctly felt that the changes spontaneously produced

in European societies since the Middle Ages had not simply

acted upon this or that particular characteristic, or on such

and such a detail of the governmental mechanism, but that

the social organism had been affected to its very founda-

tions. He understood that the liberal movement—of which

the Revolution was only the culmination, but which had been

incubating for centuries before it—had not merely the effect

of unchaining citizens from burdensome shackles as an end

in itself. He saw the dissolution of the old order of things

that had resulted, that this dissolution had not solved the

central problem but was making such a solution more im-

mediately necessary. He understood that to reorganize soci-

ety it was not enough to destroy the old system of forces

which unified it, and that once this destruction is accom-

plished social equilibrium itself—as essential as it might

otherwise be—^in its turn becomes precarious, is maintained

only by a miracle, and can fall with the slightest wind. Con-
sequently, it is necessary to rebuild on new foundations and

according to a plan which is not simply a reproduction of

the old. Thus the great contemporary questions are found to

be related to the whole course of our historic development.
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As we observed, Saint-Simon judges the work of the Rev-

olution with independence—sometimes even with severity. If

he considers for example, that in certain aspects it was

imprudent and precipitous and in any case does not consti-

tute a solution of the crisis, it would be a mistake to see

a condemnation in his criticisms. First, he postulates the

principle that it was necessary and inevitable; our history

—the whole of it, since its beginnings— is but its long

preparation. Further, he reproaches the men of the Revolution

for having overthrown the ancient institutions without deter-

mining what to put in their place. He considers this destruc-

tion as indispensable to the building of a new regime, and the

night of August 4th was one of the great dates of history for

him. The French nation, says he, "proclaimed its maturity the

night of August 4th by abolishing all institutions derived

from the state of slavery." (Catech., X, 12.) Besides, it is to

the beneficent influence of the Revolution that he attributes the

relatively favorable situation in which we find ourselves with

regard to social questions. "The Revolution" he says, "Whose

great moral effects are beginning to develop, has made the

French people enter into lively contact with politics; one should

not be surprised that today they are showing themselves supe-

rior in organic concepts to the English." (Organisation sociale,

X, 148.) In short, he objects not to its having been, but to its

not having been all that it might, and especially all that it had

to be.

But why had it stopped midway? What prevented it from

ending in positive results? The explanation Saint-Simon gives

deserves consideration.

It is in the nature of man, he says, to be unable to pass

without intermediary from one doctrine to another, from one

social system to a differing system. That is why the authority

of science and industry would never have been able to replace

that of clergy and feudalism unless—when the first began to

arise and the second weaken—there had not constituted itself

between the two "a temporal and spiritual power of an inter-

mediary kind, illegitimate, transitory, whose unique role was

to direct the transition from one social system to another."

{Syst. Ind., V, 80.) Thus between the feudal body and the
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industrial body appeared the class of lawyers. Lawyers, just

as workers, had been at first merely agents of the lords. But

gradually they formed a distinct class, whose autonomy kept

growing, whose action, consequently, opposed feudal action

and modified it "by the establishment of jurisprudence, which

had merely been an organized system of barriers opposed to

the exercise of force." (Ibid., 81.) An equity was then estab-

lished which was not purely feudal, and military power found

itself subject to limitations and rules drawn in the interest of

commercial men—for these latter necessarily profited from

any restriction brought against the antagonistic power they

fought. In the spiritual realm similarly, metaphysicians—ris-

ing from the very heart of theology—wedged themselves be-

tween positive science and clergy, inspired at once with the

spirit of both. And without ceasing to base their reasoning on

religious foundations, they nevertheless modified theological

influence by establishing the right of examination in matters

of law and morality.

These are the two intermediate and fused forces which

occupied the political stage almost exclusively until the Revo-

lution, because by their composite and ambiguous nature they

corresponded better than aU others to the equally ambiguous

state of civilization. Without doubt they thus rendered the

greatest services and contributed in large measure to the final

liberation of science and industry. Thanks to one, the working

world escaped feudal tribunals. Thanks to the other, the idea

took hold more and more that society could maintain itself

without individual consciences being subordinated to theolog-

ical doctrines. Their authority was so great when the Revolu-

tion broke out that quite naturally people took direction from

them. Manufacturers and scholars believed they could do no

better than blindly entrust their cause to them. Thus the men
of law and the metaphysically-trained almost exclusively com-

posed the revolutionary assemblies and inspired their actions.

But in this novel situation they could exercise no action other

than conforming to their nature and their past. Since they had

had no other function until then except to limit governmental

powers, they continued unremittingly to apply new limitations,

until, by being restrained, these social forces found themselves
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reduced to naught. But if these lawyers and metaphysicians

were admirably prepared and organized to lead this revolu-

tionary work to its final goal, they possessed nothing of what

was required to erect a new system. For, although they did

not understand this, it was from the past, from the old order

of things, that they inherited the whole groundwork of their

doctrines. How could jurists bring themselves to a conception

of a social order different from the one they had just de-

stroyed, since "their political opinions are inevitably deduced,

for the most part, from Roman law, from the ordinances of

our kings, from feudal customs—in a word, from all the

legislation which preceded the Revolution," (Sur la querelle

des Abeilles et des Frelons, III, 219.) How could metaphysi-

cians—the entire philosophic school of the eighteenth century

—establish a system of ideas and beliefs in harmony with a

particular social condition when, under the influence of the

theologic spirit which continued to animate them, they were

aspiring in all practical questions to absolute solutions, inde-

pendent of any consideration of time and place, any historic

condition? The effective role of both was therefore reduced

to merely destroying. "When they wished to go further, they

were thrust into the absolute question of the best government

imaginable, and—always controlled by the same habits

—

treated it as a question of jurisprudence and metaphysics. For

the theory of the rights of man—which has always been the

foundation of their work in general politics—is nothing other

than an application of high metaphysics to high jurispru-

dence." {Syst. Ind., V, 83.)

We can see that this fashion of conceiving and evaluating

the historic role of lawyers should not be attributed simply to

the personal prejudices of Saint-Simon—to the antipathy, for

example, of an intuitive and creative genius for the somewhat

dry dialectic of jurists. Law is the form social relations have

taken through the effect of custom and tradition and becomes

fixed habit. It is the past, therefore, that it expresses. By the

very way it is formed, it corresponds much more to the state

of things that has disappeared than that which is striving to

establish itself. For this very reason it embarrasses—usefully

in many cases—projects of social reform, and in consequence
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those who have had custody of the law appear to the inno-

vators as enemies rather than collaborators.

But in addition to this very general reason, there is a par-

ticular one which specially animated Saint-Simon's feelings.

Industrial society, as he conceives it, demands, because of its

extreme complexity, an organization which is equally com-

plex. As it must be able to adjust with facility to circumstances

of time and place, and though it rests ever5^where on the same

very general foundations, it cannot be identical everywhere,

today and tomorrow. It cannot be fixed within rigid and

defined formulae; it cannot subject itself to an absolutely uni-

form and fixed rule once and for all. Only its principles can

be defined with exactness. Consequently, the juridical form

required by this society cannot be completely detached from

the social matter to which it is applied, so as to be considered

distinct, in the abstract, and to become the object of special

study and elaboration. Separated from the concrete social,

particular, variable facts in which it exists, it can consist only

of blind formulae, foreign to the reality they ignore. But this

abstraction is implied in the point of view of jurists. They have

no raison d'etre except in the measure that law can be isolated

from the social functions it regulates. For only under this con-

dition can there be a question of establishing a body of special

functionaries—namely jurists—charged with understanding

and interpreting it. Therefore, since such dissociation is im-

possible in an industrial society, the so-called jurists could

have no place in it. In such a system, it would be to men of

commerce—and to them alone—that would belong the appli-

cation of general principles of law to the diversity of individu-

al cases. For they alone are close enough to the details of

social life to be able to take into account all possible combina-

tions of circumstances and not clumsily impose uniform pre-

cepts on differing situations. One can thus better understand

the great importance Saint-Simon attributes to the accession

of commercial tribunals. He sees in them the model of a new
judicial organization in which men of industry have as their

judges only peers and colleagues, while the role of legal spe-

cialists is reduced to a minimum. For this basic reason, the

legal specialists could not effectively fulfill the office of direc-
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tors of social evolution since they lacked what was necessary

to lead it to its natural end—namely, close contact with col-

lective reality. The reason Saint-Simon holds lawyers in sus-

picion is that, according to him, an incompatibility exists

between the rigidity of juridical discipline and the infinite

flexibility of industrial organization. Law must become built

into society through industry in order to be able to express

all shades and variations, and must cease being the material

of a special function.

It seems clear that the highly developed economic life of

modern societies cannot be organized except with the aid of

a system of law far more supple and malleable than that of

the codes, and is consequently inseparable from the social

relations to which it is applied. On the other hand, it appears

necessary in the practical management of our societies that

men of law do not play a preponderant part, a preponderance

which, as Saint-Simon sees it, traces its origin to the earliest

struggles against feudalism. ^

Even as they stand, Saint-Simon's observations are note-

worthy. But they represent still another significant point in the

history of ideas. If, in fact, one relates them to what was pre-

viously said, one arrives at the conclusion that according to

Saint-Simon, European societies have passed successively

through three social systems; the theological or feudal, the

metaphysical or juridical, and the positive. We recognize in

this formula the famous law of three stages which Comte was

to make the foundation of his doctrine. However, it is of

Saint-Simonian origin.

It is a very profound observation to have noted in this

political revolution not only a fortunate abatement of feudal

despotism but the coming of a new form of collective life

—

the first attempts at a social organization resting on an eco-

nomic base. His views on the establishment of standing armies

and their consequence are no less noteworthy.

It would take too long to point out all the fertile ideas con-

tained in this broad tableau of our historic development. It is

Saint-Simon who was the first, before Guizot, to understand

2 And which has no reason for being once the latter has disap-

peared.
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the full social significance of the communal movement and

the ties which bound it to the Revolution and to current prob-

lems. He was also the first to judge the work of the Revolu-

tion with the impartiality of history, without condemning it

in general—as did the defenders of the old regime—and with-

out systematically extolling it—as did the liberals of his time

—and on this point again Comte was his heir. On the whole,

one must admire his complete absence of all prejudice, and

the feeling for historic continuity he discovered in the role of

every period—even the most discredited, like the Middle Ages

—in the uninterrupted course of transformations which bind

the society of the tenth century to contemporary times.



Chapter 8

The Organization of the Industrial

System

Let us now return to the practical question noted in this

historical analysis. Granted that our present societies con-

tain in them two different, and even contradictory, social

systems—one which is becoming weaker and weaker, the

other emerging more and more—how can the crisis re-

sulting from their antagonism be solved?

Will one try to compromise the contradictions and give

each side a share of this system? But a nation does not

constitute a true political association unless it has a com-

mon goal for activity. It cannot—without being divided

against itself—pursue two contradictory ends. This is the

case with England, whose constitution rests at once on in-

dustrial and military principles. The result is that each

institution has, so to say, its opposing contra-institution.

Thus, impressment of sailors coexists there along with the

liberal law of habeus corpus; the industrial city of Manches-

ter has no representative in Parliament, while tiny villages

do; the English government attempts to subject all nations

to its maritime hegemony and yet asserts the equality of

all peoples by demanding suppression of the slave trade,

etc., etc. An organization so chaotic destroys itself; and

the people it embraces cannot advance in one direction or

another since they cannot take a step in one without then

taking another in the opposite direction. Such a condition

is a state of crisis and disorder which cannot endure. (Ca-

tech., X, 82.) It is necessary to choose resolutely between

the two ends that can be proposed for social activity. But

could not one preserve the military system by introducing

improvements which would place it in harmony with the

new exigencies of industrial life? This, replies Saint-Simon,

/ 167
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is to attribute to social institutions a plasticity they do not

possess. "Institutions, like the men who create them, are.,,

modifiable—but they cannot be denatured. Their primary

character cannot be entirely effaced." {Catech., VIII, 34.)

They can therefore "be improved only up to a certain

point, beyond which the principles which served as their

foundation can no longer bend sufficiently to admit the

modifications one would want them to undergo." (X, 162.)

Consequently, it is not by retouching details that one can

eliminate from modem societies the contradictions which

plague them. Such measures are merely provisional and

temporary solutions, useful in their hour—and Saint-Simon

even believes this hour has passed—but which in any event

could not be definitive. They could not stop the crisis

since they permit its causes to survive. In order to radically

end it, one cannot hesitate between the two following

courses; either wholly restore the ancient system or else

produce another which integrates—as did the preceding

one when it was intact—the whole of social life.

At the time, the first course was recommended by repre-

sentatives of the reactionary school—by Maistre, Bonald,

Lamennais. Saint-Simon does not lack respect for their

doctrine, which at least seemed to be logical and consistent.

But, he says, societies do not flower twice in the course of

history. "A system which the centuries have built and

destroyed cannot be re-established. The destruction of old

doctrines is complete, radical and irrevocable. They will

always be remembered with gratitude and veneration by all

true thinkers and all people of probity, for the innumerable

and eminent services they rendered civilization during the

long era of their maturity. But henceforth their place is

only in the memory of true friends of humanity and they

can make no claim to vigor." {Syst. Ind., VI, 50 and 51.)

Even if the movement which leads humanity in its pres-

ent direction only had its birth in Christian societies, and

while a duration of several centuries may make it impossi-

ble to view it as a simple accident, still one could justi-

fiably believe that some day it will come to an end—just

as there was a day when it began. But in reality its origins
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are much more remote. It was only to avoid needlessly ex-

tending the field of historic research that Saint-Simon took

this date as a point of departure for his observations. If

you go back still further—if you start, for example, with the

societies which preceded the Middle Ages—^you will see

that even then social evolution was taking the same direction.

In the Greco-Latin world the industrial class was merged

with the class of slaves. It was the slaves who were the

producers, and the slave was the direct property of the

master—he was his thing. The substitution of serfdom for

slavery—such as occurred in Christian societies—was a first

liberation for industry. For the serf depended on military

power in only an intermediate and indirect way, through

the mediation of land to which he was attached. He was

bound to the earth, not to the lord, and the latter could

not do with him as he wished. The liberty of his move-

ments therefore became greater. (Industrie, III, 142.)

On the other hand, in Rome and Greece spiritual and

military powers were fused. It was the same class that held

both. This diffuse state resulted in a strict subordination

of intellectual life to military power, which ceased the day

that the two domains were definitely separated by Chris-

tianity. This separation has been a primary liberation for

the human mind—a profound view which can today be

treated as an acquisition of history. The great service Chris-

tianity performed for thought was to make it a social force,

distinct from governmental powers and equal—even su-

perior in certain respects—to them. Henceforth, the mind

has a field which belonged to it in its own right and where

it could develop its nature.^ Thus the growth of the com-

munes and the importation of positive sciences into Europe

are not the first beginnings; since the existence of humanity

it has moved toward the same goal. It is its nature to go

in this direction and to seek to drive it back is vain.

1 "This division, which did not exist among the Romans, is prob-

ably the outstanding improvement in social organization made by

modems. It is the one that earliest created the possibility of

making a science out of politics, by permitting it to distinguish

theory from practice." {Organis., IV, 85.)
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Since this progressive disappearance of the old system

"is a necessary result of the course pursued by civilization"

(Organis., IV, 63), one has only to inquire if it is useful.

And since it is necessary, whatever one may think of it, one

can only concur. But actually it is easy to see that this

development conforms to the true interests of humanity.

From military—^which it was formerly—the human spirit

became pacific. Industry was offering nations a means—as

fruitful as war—of becoming rich and powerful. As a result,

military strength lost its old significance. Besides, the con-

jectural propositions priests were teaching became useless,

since science showed the superiority of demonstrated propo-

sitions. The representatives of the old order of things no

longer render effective service, and maintain themselves

only through force of habit. This is what Saint-Simon tried

to make clear in a famous pamphlet. "Imagine," he wrote,

"that the nation loses Monsieur, princes, cardinals, bishops,

judges, and in addition, ten thousand of the richest property

owners among those who live off their incomes without

producing. What would the result be? This accident would

certainly afflict all the French because they are good . . .

but no political harm to the state would result. There are

a great number of Frenchmen who are able to exercise

the functions of the king's brother as well as does Monsieur.

. . . The anterooms of the chateaux are full of courtiers

ready to occupy the places of the great officers of the

crown. . . . How many assistants are our ministers of state

worth? ... As for the ten thousand owners—their heirs

will require no apprenticeship to do the honors of their

salons as well." (Organisateur, TV, 22-23.) But the same
ready substitution could not be made if France were to

lose, not thirty thousand personages of this kind, but only

three thousand producers—whether of the intellectual or

the economic order. Then, it "would become a body with-

out a soul" and would need "at least an entire generation

to repau- the damage." (Ibid., 20.)

So it is neither possible nor useful to restore the old sys-

tem in its entirety. But on the other hand we know that

every eclectic combination is contradictory and incoherent,
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that a social organization cannot be regarded as stable ex-

cept as it is entirely homogeneous. In other words, society

must be based on only one of the two conflicting principles,

and the other be excluded. It follows that modern socie-

ties will be definitely in equilibrium only when organized

on a purely industrial basis. Let us pause for a moment
at this conclusion and the argument it is deduced from,

for in it we find one of the important characteristics of

socialism—I mean its radical and revolutionary spirit. I

am not implying that socialism is constrained to employ

violence to attain its goal. In any event such a proposition

could not be applied to Saint-Simon since to him violence

never accomplishes anything and is only a weapon of

destruction. (Catech., VIII, 9.) I refer only to the very

general tendency of socialist doctrines to make a tabula

rasa of the past in order to construct the future. Whether,

in order to proceed to the work of overthrowing, they

merely recommend recourse to legal measures or condone

insurrection, whether they believe it necessary to control

changes or not, does not matter. Almost all say there is

complete incompatibility between what ought to be and

what is, and that the existing order must disappear to give

place to a new. In this sense they are revolutionary—what-

ever precautions they may take to mitigate the effects of

this revolution. We have just seen—through the example of

Saint-Simon—where this subversive spirit comes from. It

is due to the integral character their demands assume. Feel-

ing very keenly the new needs which trouble society, they

no longer share the sentiments of others. Fascinated by

the goal they pursue, they believe they must realize it in

all its purity, without any alloy to corrupt it. Therefore

it is necessary that societies be organized completely

—

from top to bottom—so as to assure this integral realiza-

tion. But now today's societies are constituted to realize

quite other ends. Consequently their present organization,

being an obstacle to what must be established—must dis-

appear. Social elements must be freed so that they may
be organized according to a new design. The social body
must die in order to be reborn. Saint-Simon does not see
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this argument as a contradiction of his premises. If—as

he keeps repeating—each period of history originates in the

one preceding, the old is found again in the new, and so

persists throughout changing forms. What will be comes

from what has been; what was could not cease to be, for

the cause survives in its effect, the principle in its conse-

quences. Nothing is destroyed. Since the future has issued

from the past, it cannot free itself from it. One must take

a choice. Either future institutions are merely old institutions

transformed—and in this case the latter are found within

the former—or else the first are not born from the second.

But then, from where do they come? Historic continuity

is broken and one wonders how such a hiatus can exist

without the course of social life itself being suspended at

the same time.

At any rate, on this point—granted that the new system

must differ completely from the old—how can one pro-

ceed to sketch its design? Obviously, to the degree that it

does not exist, it must be invented. "It is clear that the

industrial regime, unable to be introduced either by chance

or routine, had to be conceived a priori." (Catech., VIII,

61.) On the other hand, it is neither necessary nor even

possible to invent it out of whole cloth, for we know that

it already exists in part. Under feudalism an industrial

organization existed which has gone on developing since

the Middle Ages. But what is to be established cannot be

anything other than what preceded, strengthened and en-

larged. As it stands it is inadequate, but only because it

does not as yet embrace the whole of social life, confined

as it has been until now by vestiges of the old regime. It

remains only to acquire awareness of the features it pre-

sents, and to see what they should become. If this system

—instead of being subordinated to another—remains it-

self and is extended to all collective functions without excep-

tion; if the principle on which it rests becomes the very

basis of social organization in its totality—then, in short,

everything is reduced to observing the essential properties

of the industrial order as it was spontaneously established,

and to generalizing them.
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The most vital trait of this spontaneous organization is

that its goal, and its exclusive goal, is to increase the con-

trol of man over things. "To concern itself only in acting

on nature, in order to modify it as advantageously as pos-

sible for humankind," has been the unique task of the com-

munes since their enfranchisement—that is, of the new
society in process of formation. Instead of seeking to extend

the national domain, instead of diverting the attention of

men from worldly wealth, it addressed itself, on the con-

trary, to peacefully increasing their well-being through the

development of arts, science and industry. It has had as its

unique function the production of useful things for our

worldly existence. Consequently, since all reform consists

of extending to all of society what until now has been so

only for a portion of it, the crisis will only be resolved

when all social life converges toward this same goal, to the

exclusion of every other. The only normal form that col-

lective activity can take henceforth, is the industrial form.

Society will be fully in harmony with itself only when it is

totally industrialized. "The production of useful things is

the only reasonable and positive end that political societies

can set themselves." {Industrie, II, 186.) Military virtues,

like the asceticism religion preaches, henceforth have no

reason for existing. Things of war—like those of theology

—no longer interest any but a small minority and, no

longer serving as an objective for the ordinary concerns

of men, cannot supply the material of social life. The only

interests now capable of playing this role are economic in-

terests. "It is a class of interests felt by all men and which

belong to the maintenance of life and well-being. This

group of interests is the only one in which all men under-

stand each other and have to agree on, the only one on

which they have to deliberate, to act in common—the only

one, therefore, around which politics can be exercised and

which should be accepted as the single criterion of all

institutions and social matters." {Industrie, II, 188.) Socie-

ty must become a vast production company. "All society

rests on industry. Industry is the only guaranty of its exist-
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ence . . . The most favorable state of affairs for industry is,

for this reason, the most favorable to society." (II, 13.)

From this principle flows a significant conclusion. It is

that "the producers of useful things—being the only useful

people in society—are the only ones who should cooperate

to regulate its course." (Industrie, II, 186.) It is therefore

to them and them alone that law-making belongs. It is in

their hands that all political power should be deposited.

Since, hypothetically, the whole fabric of social life would

be made up of industrial relationships, is it not obvious

that only men of industry are in a position to direct it?

The vital rationale consists of two stages: 1. Since in this

system there is nothing more socially central than economic

activity, the regulating organ of social functions should

preside over the economic activity of society. There is no

longer place for a central organ with a differing objective

since there is no longer other material in the common life;

2. This organ must necessarily be of the same nature as

those which it is charged with regulating—that is to say,

it must be composed exclusively of representatives of in-

dustrial life.

But what is understood by "industrial life?" According to

a concept found at the basis of a great number of political

constitutions, the most qualified representatives of economic

interests would be the property owners. For Saint-Simon, on

the contrary, the owner who is merely an owner, and who
does not himself exploit his capital, is hardly qualified to

fill such an office. He is not even a part of industrial so-

ciety, for it embraces only producers—and he does not pro-

duce. He is a drone, whereas it numbers only bees. He is

therefore as completely a stranger to it as are the nobles

and functionaries of the old system. There are, says Saint-

Simon, two major groups: one consists of the immense
majority of the nation—that is to say, all workers—and
which Saint-Simon calls national and industrial; and the

other, which he labels anti-national, because it is like a

parasitic body whose presence only interrupts the play of

social functions. In the latter are included noblemen . . .

and "owners living like nobles, that is to say, doing noth-
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ing." (Parti national. III, 204.) This opposition between

owner and industrial appears constantly in his writings and

under all forms. In one of his last works (Catech. Indus-

triel) the owner is even designated by the most modern

word, "bourgeois." "It is not the industrials who caused the

revolution, it is the bourgeois." But it is important to note

that it is not all capitalists who are placed beyond the pale

of regular society, but only those who live on unearned

income. As for those who themselves make their wealth

productive, who enrich it with their toil—they are indus-

trials. Consequently, industrial society comprises all those

who actively participate in the economic life, whether they

are owners or not. The fact of possessing does not provide

access to it but does not preclude them from it.

But how are idlers to be eliminated? The logical result of

what preceded would be denial of possession without work-

ing, and consequently the prohibition of accumulating wealth

to a degree which would permit idleness. Saint-Simon does

not go as far as this. He is satisfied to place the useless in

a state of legal tutelage. They will not participate in po-

litical power. They will be tolerated in society but will have

the status of aliens. For, lacking representation in the coun-

cils which direct collective activity, they will not affect its

course. To arrive at this result without delay—since under

the Restoration one was a voter only on condition of pay-

ing a certain amount of direct taxes—it would suffice to

legislate that only the industrials would be allowed to pay

this tax. In this way, industry would quickly and easily be

mistress of the chambers. This is the import of a measure

Saint-Simon recommends, and which at first seems quite

strange. He demands that henceforth the land tax directly

affect, not the owner of land, but the farmer, the tenant.

This is not in order to burden these producers—on the

contrary we wUl see that he is concerned with bettering

their situation—but so that they alone may have the right

of electing representatives. It is a way of eliminating the

idle owner from political life. If Saint-Simon does not de-

mand the same reform for owners of personal capital, it

is because they were not covered by a direct tax high
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enough to provide electoral qualification. (Industrie, II,

84-96).

But if owners are not to be considered producers, it is

not the same with scholars, who are the indispensable auxil-

iaries of industry. "The social body," says Saint-Simon,

"consists of two great families: that of intellectuals, or in-

dustrials of theory, and that of immediate producers, or

scholars of application." (Industrie, III, 60.) Consequently

they too have the right to be represented in the managing

organs of society, and this representation is actually in-

dispensable since industry cannot do without the knowledge

of science. It is necessary therefore that the supreme coun-

cil of industry be assisted by a supreme council of the

learned. However, the two organs—though united—must be

distinct, for the two functions—theory on one side and

practice on the other—are too different to be fused. "The

division of society and all that concerns it—temporally and

spiritually—must obtain in the new system as in the old."

(Organisateur, IV, 85, n.l.) This is a victory of Christian-

ity which it is important not to lose. Thinkers must be able

to speculate with complete independence and without ser-

vilely capitulating to the needs of practice; but it is essential

that the practical men decide finally on all that concerns

execution. Moreover the two organs should not be placed

on the same footing; there must exist between them a

certain hierarchy. It is to the industrials that the principal

role should belong, for it is on them that the existence

of the thinkers depends. "Scholars render very important

services to the industrial class, but receive services from it

that are much more important. They receive existence. . . .

The industrial class is the fundamental class, the providing

class of society." (Catechisme, X, 25.) The learned form
but "a secondary class." (Ibid.) Between the two, finally,

are the artists, whose position in the system is less clearly

fixed. Occasionally Saint-Simon seems to treat them as a

class apart, represented by a special organ in the managing
centers of society; at other times they disappear into the

industrial class.
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In summary, granted that social functions can be only

secular or spiritual—that is, turned towards thought or

towards action—that in the present state of civilization the

only rational form of the temporal is industry and of the

spiritual, science, Saint-Simon concludes: 1. That normal

society should consist only of producers and scholars; 2.

That as a consequence it should be subordinated to direct-

ing organs composed of similar elements, with a certain

preeminence of the first over the second. This is the funda-

mental principle of the new system. But before going into

the details of the means of application, we should under-

stand their significance.

Occasionally their significance has been misunderstood.

In making himself the "apostle of industrialism" it is said

that Saint-Simon has only "completed Adam Smith and
Jean-Baptiste Say" (Weil, 168) and it is only in the light

of the details, not in the fundamental principle of the

system, that an early form of socialism is found. But in

reality socialism is already quite complete in the doctrine

we just presented. What in fact was its final goal, if not

to bind economic life to a central organ that regulates it

—

which is the very definition of socialism? The nature of this

organ matters little, and likewise its relationship with the

governmental organ—which we will take up later. From
all that preceded, it would seem that the central organ has

nothing—and could have nothing—more important as its

function, since henceforth economic life constitutes the

whole of social life. It is, from this time on, centralized. If

this consequence of the principle was not perceived, it is

because reform was thought of—incorrectly—as limited to

the manner in which this council or sovereign assembly
would be composed. From this point of view, Saint-Simon

seems satisfied to call for sounder recruitment of political

assemblies, and to limit himself to demanding that a greater

representation be given to industry. But it is not noticed

that another change was to occur at the same time. Not
only is political power no longer in the same hands, but

it affects an altogether different class of interests than be-

fore—namely, that of economic life. The latter becomes
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not only an object, but the only object, of collective ac-

tion. Industry is now to be regarded as a social function,

or rather as the social function par excellence; in replacing

military functions, it took on all their social characteristics.

Although in Saint-Simon's thinking economic life should

continue to be conducted by individuals, and although he

does not conceive of it except as an ensemble of individual

undertakings—that is to say, in the form it now presents

—

still he regards this aggregate as a system which has unity,

all of whose parts should function harmoniously and con-

sequently must be subordinated to a directing social agency.

There are many passages in which this attitude is ex-

pressed. In some very remarkable sentences in the Systeme

Industriel he shows that as a result of the division of social

labor, individuals would today be more jointly responsible

and more dependent on the mass. "In the measure that

civilization makes progress, the division of labor—con-

sidered from the spiritual as from the secular side, grows in

the same proportion. Thus men depend less on others as

individuals, but more on the mass—and precisely in the

same relationship." (V, 16.) And this action of the mass

is natural and useful, because "the organization of a well-

ordered system requires that the parts be strongly tied to the

whole and subordinated." (Ibid.) It is in order to assure

this dependence, this superiority of the whole over the parts,

that a directing agency is necessary. Its role is to combine
efiforts with a view to a common goal. "Until now, men
have exerted energies upon nature which were purely in-

dividual and isolated. . . . With this in mind, one can
imagine what point humanity could reach if men ... or-

ganized themselves to apply combined efiforts to nature,

and if nations, among themselves, followed this same prac-

tice." (Organis., IV, 194.) It is precisely to assure this

combination that the entire system should strive. This is

possible only when through the effects of the division of

labor, unity of the industrial body already exists in fact.

It is necessary, beforehand, "that in the large majority of
the nation, individuals be joined in industrial associations,

more or less numerous and connected ... to permit their
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formation into a generalized system by being directed

toward a great common industrial goal." (Syst., Ind., VI,

185.) This is where Saint-Simon distinguishes himself from

the system of the classic economists. For them economic

life is completely outside politics; it refers wholly to the

individual. For Saint-Simon it is the whole substance of

politics; not only is there a politics of economic interests,

but there is no other. "Politics is the science of production."

(Industrie, II, 188.)

The entire doctrine of Saint-Simon hinges upon the fol-

lowing problem: "What is the social system required by the

present situation of the European peoples?" To answer this

question, Saint-Simon examines history. It reveals that

modern societies carry within themselves two social sys-

tems—not only different but contradictory—which have

been developing in opposite directions since the early Mid-

dle Ages. One has as its key military force and the un-

reasoned prestige of faith; the other, industrial capacity

and the freely accepted authority of the learned. Tem-

porally, one is completely organized for war, for deprava-

tion—the other for peaceful production. Spiritually, the

former systematically turns men's minds away from all

that is earthly, whereas the latter centers them on things

of this world. Such an antagonism precludes mixed and

eclectic solutions. At least, these cannot be useful except

temporarily and only to the extent they lead to a radical

and definitive solution. Such makeshifts cannot avoid the

final solution, except for what can be indefinitely put off.

A society cannot be consistent and stable as long as it

rests concurrently on two principles so manifestly contra-

dictory. It cannot be in equilibrium unless it is organized

completely in a homogenous fashion—that is unless all

collective forces move in the same direction and around a

single and identical center of gravity. It is therefore neces-

sary to choose firmly between the two systems. Either

wholly restore one, or else extend the other to the entirety

of social life. But the first is impossible; for even though
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it might be useful, in no event could one revise the course

of history. So we are left with the second. The only way

to solve the crisis is to eliminate from society all that re-

mains from the past, all survivals—now without reason

—

of the feudal and theological regime, and to no longer

tolerate as regular members any but producers of useful

things—the industrials, as Saint-Simon again says. Society

must rid itself of parasitic agencies—which persist from

habit and which absorb part of the collective vitality—in

order to become a system of economic functions, a vast

association of production, and which, as a result, is organ-

ized.

Formulated in this way, Saint-Simon's thesis could be

accepted by even the most classic economists. In fact they

too maintain that present societies should be essentially

industrial, that economic relationships are the substance,

par excellence, of collective existence. But here is where

the divergence between them and Saint-Simon reveals it-

self. In the eyes of the economists, economic actions—though

most vital in contemporaneous societies, though keeping

the others in dependence—are nonetheless exclusively pri-

vate matters. For Saint-Simon, however, the industry of a

nation is a system which has unity, and by virtue of this

must be subject to a directing influence, to an action exer-

cised by the whole over the parts. And since from his point

of view the industrial system is at one with the entire social

system, it is from society that this influence must emanate;

it is the collectivity which should control this activity. In

other words, for both, social life should be at one with

industrial life. But by seeing the latter as only combina-

tions of individual interests, the disciples of Smith and of

Say at one stroke rob it of all social character, and arrive

at the strange conclusion that there is nothing in society

clearly social. For they have withdrawn from it all the old

content—namely, the passion of national glory, the respect

for common beliefs, etc.—and have put in its place only

things and feelings of a private order. More in keeping

with his principle, Saint-Simon, having established that

henceforth the only normal manifestation of social activity
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is economic activity, concludes that the latter is a social

thing, or rather that it is the social thing—since nothing

else is possible—and that it must be regarded as such. It

must indeed have a collective character unless there is

something else that has—in other words, unless there is

something more common among men. Society cannot be-

come industrial unless industry is socialized. This is how
industrialism logically ends in socialism.

However, this socialization of economic forces is not

conceived by Saint-Simon under a rigorously unitary form.

He does not even have the notion that commerce and in-

dustry can be conducted through any other means than

that of individual enterprise. He only asks that the system

formed by means of private exploitation be subject to the

control of regulating agencies, of controlling councils which

maintain unity by assuring harmony. We can now examine

the way these councils are to be composed and their mode
of functioning.

First, as concerns their recruitment and organization,

there are in Saint-Simon's works several plans which do not

entirely agree among themselves. The most complete is that

of the Organisfiteur; in it are three Chambers. The first, or

chamber of invention, will consist of three hundred mem-
bers chosen from among engineers and artists. It will draw
up projects "of public works to be undertaken to increase

France's wealth and to improve the condition of its in-

habitants." (IV, 51.) It will also have charge of formulat-

ing plans for public celebrations. The second, or chamber
of study, will consist of an equal number of members, but

is composed entirely of scholars—a hundred mathema-
ticians, a hundred physicists and one hundred physiologists.

It will study the projects of the first chamber, and in addi-

tion, direct public education. This will be its principal func-

tion. Finally, a third, the chamber of execution, will be
the Old Chamber of Communes or Deputies. It will be
recruited only from among the heads of all branches of
commercial farming and manufacturing industries. Only
through it—and it alone—can projects conceived by the

first chamber and examined by the second be achieved.
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This is why the instrument of collective action, namely,

the budget, depends on it and it alone. These three cham-

bers will form the Parliament.

In the Systeme Industriel we find another less Utopian

program. Saint-Simon is content to ask that the establish-

ment of the budget and the use of funds be assigned to the

representatives of industry, and that the Institute be utilized

in such a way as to substitute for the clergy in the exercise

of spiritual power. To attain the first objective, it will suf-

fice to reorganize three ministries: finance, interior, and

marine. The Minister of Finance could only be an indus-

trialist who had practised his profession for ten consecutive

years; further, he would be assisted by a council of twenty-

six members—likewise chosen from industry—called the

chamber of industry, which would determine the budget.

The Minister of the Interior would have to have spent

at least six consecutive years in industry. Attached to him
and charged with determining the use of the funds granted

the Minister by the chamber of industry, would be a coun-

cil composed of scholars and engineers. Finally the Minister

of Marine affairs must have been a captain for ten years,

and the council associated with him would consist of thir-

teen members named by the captains of our great ports.

(V, 106 et seq.)

As for spiritual authority, it will be even easier to or-

ganize. Granted that "the strongest bond uniting members
of society consists of a similarity of principles and knowl-

edge, and that this similitude can only result from the

uniformity of instruction given to all citizens" (VI, 238)

»

it will suffice to call upon the Institute to formulate "a na-

tional catechism which will include the elementary teach-

ing of principles which serve as the basis of social organiza-

tion, as well as summary instruction in the principal laws

governing the material world." (VI, 237.) In addition that

same body will supervise public instruction so "nothing
can be taught in the schools contrary to the national cate-

chism." (VI, 239.) One can see that as he advances, Saint-

Simon sought to reduce and simplify the reforms he
demands in order to show that they are easily and im-
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mediately applicable. However, in the Catechisme Industriel,

going back to the question of the reorganization of spiritual

power, he proposes a modification in the constitution of

the Institute to enable it to best fulfill its new functions.

There would be two Academies in it: one, corresponding

to the Academy of Sciences, and composed of "scholars in

political economy," which would have as its function set-

ting up the code of interests, in other words, formulating the

rules to which industry should conform in order to be as

productive as possible. The other Academy, which was found

in principle in the group of moral and political sciences in-

stituted by the Revolution—but was later abolished—would

be charged with establishing the code of feelings—in other

words, a system of moral rules in harmony with the condi-

tions of existence of an industrial society. It would consist

not only of moralists, but of lawyers, theologians, poets,

painters, sculptors, musicians. Finally above these two Acad-

emies, a supreme scientific College named by them would

coordinate their work, set up in a body of doctrines the prin-

ciples and regulations established by them, and serve as inter-

mediary between them and the council entrusted with the ex-

ercise of temporal authority. (X, 25 et seq.)

It is unnecessary to expound in detail these schemes of re-

form which are patently not relevant to the system. Whenever
a reformer is not content to postulate general principles, but

undertakes to show in a detailed plan how practical they are,

it is difficult for him to avoid falling into a Utopia—sometimes

even into childishness—or difiicult at the least to avoid giving

the impression of it. In this respect there are merely differ-

ences of degree in the programs of Thomas More and Cam-
panella and Saint-Simon, and this common appearance has

certainly contributed to the historic error which makes of

socialism a simple derivative, a new variation, of ancient

communism. What gives all these doctrines this same look,

when they attack problems of application, is the separation

which exists—and is felt to exist—between the obviously ab-

stract and vague character of social forms which are com-
pletely imagined, and the eminently concrete nature of those

before our eyes. Whatever may be the ingenuity of their in-
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ventors, the reality they construct through the sole effort of

thought is indeed poor and pale beside that of actual experi-

ence and present contact. Their contours, in spite of every-

thing, are very uncertain, the lines irresolute. We are aware

that social life is too rich, too complex, to be neatly arranged

in advance. All these schemes appear artificial and unreal

—

a feeling which stems from the very efforts made to prevent it

—by wanting to foresee all, in other words, by multiplying

the details of the execution. A program of reform cannot but

be schematic, and the less it wants to be, the more it arouses

our suspicion. It is appropriate therefore not to linger over the

details of the measures proposed by Saint-Simon—especially

since the system is not to be judged by them. Let us see them

only as an illustration of principles, which alone warrant be-

ing retained and which, themselves, have not changed. They

are found again, completely the same, at the base of the dif-

ferent plans we just explained, and can be summarized as

follows: 1. Granted that social life should be completely

industrial, the regulating agency of social life should be so

constituted as to be able to direct it competently—that is to

say, it should be composed of industrials; 2. Granted that

industry can do nothing without science, itds necessary for

the supreme council of industry to be assisted by a council of

scholars; 3. Granted that science and art, theory and practice,

the spiritual and the temporal, constitute two functions—at

once distinct and jointly responsible—it is necessary to give

each a distinct organization, while establishing a system of

constant communication between them.

Two important propositions thus were established. The

first is that collective affairs require special abilities—^just as

do private matters. As a result the system formed by the

group of industrial professions cannot be advantageously ad-

ministered except with the aid of professional representation.

At a stroke the revolutionary principle which attributed uni-

form competence to everyone in social matters was rejected.

There is nothing Saint-Simon fought with greater vigor. The

second is that practice presupposes science but is not to be

confused with it. Human conduct is intelligent and enlight-

ened only to the degree it is directed by theory—though the-
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ory cannot be productive except on condition of its not being

limited to pursuit of practical ends. In this light, science

ceased to be a simple private occupation, a simple matter of

individual curiosity. It became a social function sui generis,

since one could expect from it common principles according

to which both interests and feelings were to be regulated. It

was therefore called upbn to play in society—with respect to

industry—the role which intelligence, and especially reflective

intelligence, plays in an individual with regard to activity. By

assigning it this task, Saint-Simon did not assign it a new

: mission, but only made it conscious of the functions it actual-

I

ly fulfilled. What is it, in fact? Is it anything but the pre-

1 eminent form of collective intelligence?

Now that we know how these councils were to be com-

I posed, let us examine the way they are to function.

j

The first problem is that of knowing what relations they

I

will maintain with what one commonly calls the State or the

government—in other words, with the constituted bodies

which control the material force of society—army, police, etc.

• Since, until the present and among all known peoples, govern-

I ment has exercised preeminence over all social functions, one

might suppose that the industrial organization will equally

be subordinated to it in the future, that industry will submit

to its action and be only what it permits it to be. In fact is it

not through government that all corporations within society

have their existence, and is it not a rule that they are sub-

jected to its control? But such a hypothesis is excluded by the

I principle which requires special ability of all who participate

I
in the administration of industrial life. Precisely because the

(functions government fulfills are not of an economic order, it

is not to intervene in the play of economic functions. "Gov-

ernment always injures industry when it mixes in its affairs.

It harms it even in instances where it makes an effort to en-

courage it." (Industrie, U, 186.) Moreover, history shows

ithat the industrial world established itself spontaneously out-

iside of all governmental action. It was born under the influ-

lence of internal causes, progressed silently, without—for a

long time—the State's being conscious of the great trans-

formations in process. Even industry developed only because
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certain parts of the social body, subjected until then to gov-

ernmental authority—that is, to feudal power—gradually

freed themselves from it, and thanks to this liberation were

able to give themselves a special organization. What then, in

the new society, is the task of government? Since it cannot

and should not influence the actual foundation of communal

life, it can fulfill only a subordinate and negative role. It will

defend producers against the idle who wish to consume with-

out producing. It would be completely useless if there were

only workers in society. "But circulating in its midst is a mass

of parasitic men who produce nothing but want to consume

—^just as if they were producing. Through their power these

people live on the toil of others—whether one gives it to

them or whether they take it. In a word, they are idlers, that

is to say, thieves. Workers therefore run the risk of seeing

themselves deprived of the pleasure which is the goal of their

work." As a result, there is a place for a special undertaking

which seeks "to prevent the violence with which idleness

menaces industry." (Industrie, II, 129-210.) It follows that it

has merely secondary functions since it does not contribute

directly and in a positive way to the raison d'etre of society,

namely, the production of useful things. It is dependent upon

the industrials, who remunerate it for the very special service

it renders them. "As long as governments protect the learned,

in theory and practice, one remains in the old regime. But

from the moment the learned protect governments one really

begins the new regime." {Industrie, III, 29.) Thus it is the

supreme councils, composed as we have stated, which alone

have the capacity to authoritatively determine the progress of

society.

Out of this proposition grows another, of no less signifi-

cance. Since government is foreign to industrial organization,

the latter is indifferent to all possible forms of government.

It lends itself as well to one as to another. In fact Saint-

Simon shows through examples that peoples, although sub-

ject to a similar governmental regime, present the most
striking contrast in their economic situation. He states fur-

ther that it is not without reason that industrials are disin-

terested in these questions since "they are without the vote
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or a political party of their own." {Catech., VIII, 11.) They

have a deep conviction that all these controversies do not

concern them, that economic life is independent of all con-

stitutional particularities. But if this is so, in an entirely

and exclusively industrial society—such as Saint-Simon an-

nounced—it is clear that all these questions can be of only

secondary interest, since the orientation of society does not

depend on them. It is therefore necessary not to invest

them with an importance they do not have; one would neg-

lect the real difficulties of the present time. This is the

error that the revolutionary assemblies and all that followed

them committed. It was thought the most urgent thing was

to apply one's self to the study of the best possible govern-

ment, without seeing that all these combinations of political

metaphysics were not getting to the bottom of things. While

a wealth of ingenuity was being expended on these superfi-

cial arrangements, industrial society remained in the state

of disorganization or imperfect organization, from which the

crisis resulted, and which made it continue. This method

must be rejected and all these problems of pure politics put

in their true place which is a secondary one. There is even

no occasion to deal with them ex professo and in general,

and the best thing is to resolve them according to circum-

stances—in other words, to conserve the form of govern-

ment which exists, whatever it may be, aristocratic, monar-

chic, republic, etc.—provided that it presents no obstacle to

the definitive establishment of the new regime.

Let us stop for a moment at this concept, which accounts

for an important fact. A very particular characteristic of

the social theories of the nineteenth century—which is not

found at all in those of the eighteenth—is that now two

types of questions are distinguished and separately treated

even though they are considered connected. On the one hand
are the "political" and on the other, "social" problems. Fur-

ther, it is clear that the more one advances in time, the

more public attention turns from the former and looks to

the latter. What went before permits us to understand how
this distinction occurred, what it signifies and from whence
comes this progressive effacement of political questions- It
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is because these last directly or indirectly refer to the form

of government. Social questions, on the contrary, are those

to which the economic state of modern societies give rise;

what accounts for them is that industrial functions have

assumed an importance and development which do not per-

mit their being left in their unorganized state. And these

questions are called social precisely because, as Saint-Simon

demonstrated, economic relations have become either the

unique, or in any case, the principal substance of social life.

Thus there are two very different orders of problems: the

one deals at length with the highest spheres of society,

which are—or rather which have been until the present

—

the most conspicuous; the other is concerned with organiza-

tion of the lower portions. It is evident that it is not by

resolving the first that one can ever find the solution of the

second, that it is not by combining in this or that fashion

the various elements of government, that one can give the

industrial world the organization it demands. Under these

circumstances, one immediately sees that political questions

have lost their interest, since they concern merely a small

portion of society, since they relate only to a special func-

tion, whereas with the others, it is the whole positive con-

tent of collective life which is involved. That is what ac-

counts for the opinion—rather general today—that events

occurring in the upper regions where governmental acts are

elaborated, do not cause very profound repercussions. It is

because we are aware that it is not there that the vital

mainspring of society is located, that it is beneath this su-

perficial surface that great social interests live and move.

If, formerly, political questions had an altogether different

significance, it is because the role of government was then

altogether different. As long as the foundation of social life

was made up of common beliefs and traditions, it was the

government which, by embodying these traditions, unified

societies. Through it these latter acquired awareness of them-

selves, so that all manifestations of collective activity were

jointly responsible for the form of government. Suppress the

Roman patriciate and there is no longer the city of antiquity.

Without feudal loyalism, without monarchial loyalism, the
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societies of the Middle Ages, and later those from the six-

teenth to the eighteenth century, could not maintain them-

selves.

But where economic relations form the basis of communal

life, social unity is above all the result of a solidarity of

interests; it is therefore due to internal causes, to the bonds

of interdependence which unite the various parts of society,

and not to this or that characteristic of the governmental

agency. Each people today forms a homogeneous whole,

not because it acquired the habit of identifying itself with

such and such a function or class, but because it is a

system of functions, inseparable from one another and mu-

tually complementing each other. Government is only one

of these functions, it no longer has the grand role which it

formerly fulfilled. Therefore one can believe that what best

characterizes our present democracies, what makes them su-

perior to other kinds of government, is precisely that gov-

ernmental forms are reduced to a minimum. As a result,

they in no way disturb the underlying organization which

is striving to emerge. Perhaps also it is there that one should

seek the difference which separates them from primitive de-

mocracies, with which they have so often and so carelessly

been confused.

But let us resume the course of our exposition. We have

just seen that the directing councils of industrial life are

independent of the governmental agency and are even su-

perior to it. But if they are destined to be placed above

government, would it not be on the condition of their be-

coming the government? If they make it step down from

the preeminent position it had occupied until now, would

it not be quite simply because they themselves have the

councils and powers? But is it necessary to represent them

as administering the industrial life of society according to

processes which governments have always employed in the

direction of conmiunal affairs? Would they not be merely

a state of a new type, faithful to all the traditions of the

state and functioning in the same way? "This," says Saint-

Simon, "would be to completely misunderstand the nature

of the regime which alone can suit industrial societies."
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These latter do not merely require that the councils which

direct them be organized differently from the old govern-

mental councils. It is necessary in addition that the directing

activity they exercise make itself in an entirely new way,

according to an altogether different method, so that it may

be in harmony with the special conditions in which these

societies are found. They must have a specific mode of func-

tioning, which it is important to determine.

What characterizes governmental activity among all known

peoples is that it is exercised by men on men. Governments

have always been made up of individuals who dictated to

other individuals; wills were subjected to other wills. And
it could not be otherwise since force was the only principle

of the social organization of military societies. By definition,

military society implies that certain people hold power and

that others are excluded from it; the first are the masters

of the second, but the latter obviously do not accept their

state of submission since it is imposed on them. The whole

order rests on a dictatorial foundation. While it is impera-

tive, and because it is imperative, governmental action is

necessarily arbitrary, for the men who command govern as

they desire. The sovereign will, to which the others are

subjected, twists and turns in any direction it pleases; the

very essence of despotism is will. One often complains of

the arbitrariness, of which history furnishes so many ex-

amples, and reproaches the governments themselves. This is

wrong, for it is not simply an accidental result of individ-

ual faults, but inevitably a consequence of the old social

order. And it cannot fail to be such as long as society

is coherent only because some wUls are subjected to other

wills. One must particularly guard against believing that such

a state of affairs is due to this or that form of government,

that for example—according to a common opinion so often

repeated—it has as its unique cause monarchical despotism.

(Org., rv, 191 in note.) It is not less so under parliamen-

tarianism. The arbitrariness of majorities is no better than

that of monarchies. In one case as in the other, it is men
who give orders to men and who make them obey. It mat-
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ters little that the master will is that of an individual, of

a caste, or of a group designated by choice.

The behavior of the regulating agencies of industrial so-

cieties must be altogether different. In fact here it is not

the strongest who control but those most capable in science

or industry. They are not summoned to office because they

have the power to exercise their will but because they know

more than others, and consequently their functions do not

consist in saying what they want, but what they know. They

do not dictate orders, they only declare what conforms to

the nature of things. The scholars show what the laws of

social hygiene are; then, from among the measures they pro-

pose as a result of these laws, the industrials choose those

which experience has proved most practicable. The first will

say what is healthful and what is not, what is normal and

abnormal; the second will execute. The one will teach what

is true; the others will draw from these teachings the prac-

tical consequences they imply. Things will occur as they

are now occurring in industry, where, for example, chemists

can tell us of the laws of combination of bodies, physicists

of their resistance, and engineers deduce their applications,

without any place provided in all this for the play of capri-

cious and impersonal [sicP wishes. It is no longer men
controlling men. It is truth alone which speaks; it is imper-

sonal, and nothing is less capricious. In short it is things

themselves—through the mediation of those who understand

them—that indicate the manner in which they should be

handled. "In the old system," says Saint-Simon, "society is

governed essentially by men; in the new it is governed only

by principles." {Org., IV, 197.) But principles, to be obeyed,

have no need to speak with the tone of command. Nor do

they need to force their wishes. One submits to them vol-

untarily because they are what they are, because they are

the truth. One cannot want to act otherwise than in con-

formity with the nature of things. So, with caprice, govern-

mental repression disappears.

2 Considering the next two sentences, it would seem that Durk-
heim meant to say "personal" wishes here, rather than "imper-

sonal."—A.W.G.

)
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One can say that in such a society there are no longer

inequalities, for there no longer are privileges. Those who

direct are not above those who are directed; they are not

their superiors. They fulfill a different function—that is all.

They say what is and what is not, what is good and what

bad; the others act, and that is all. And as each has the role

which fits his capacity, all are equally treated. "True equal-

ity," says Saint-Simon, "consists in each drawing benefits

from society in exact proportion to his social outlay, that is

to his real capacity, to the beneficent use he makes of his

abilities. And this equality is the natural foundation of in-

dustrial society." (Syst. Indus., VI, 17.) "The industrial sys-

tem," he says elsewhere, "is founded on the principle of

perfect equality. It is opposed to the establishment of all

rights of birth and even all types of privilege." {Catech.,

VIII, 61.) Under these circumstances the social order does

not need to be imposed. It is naturally and voluntarily de-

sired by all since each finds in it the necessary arena for

the free development of his nature, and bows only to the

necessary principles derived from the nature of things. It

is under these conditions, and only these, that society can

truly exercise sovereignty
—

"sovereignty which does not at

all consist of arbitrary opinion built into law by the mass,

but of principle derived from the very nature of things,

whose justice men only need to recognize and proclaim the

necessity for." {Organ., IV, 198.)

To distinguish this way of conducting social affairs from

what until then had been employed by governments, Saint-

Simon proposes to call it by a special name—he calls it

"administrative," in contrast to the other, which he terms

"governmental." "Humankind," says he, "has been destined

by nature to live in society. It was summoned, first, to live

under governmental rule. It is destined to pass from gov-

ernmental or military rule to administrative or industrial

rule." And he uses this expression because this is the rule

now utilized in the management of large industrial com-
panies. They are administered and not governed. The ad-

minstrative bodies which direct them do not impose arbitrary

wishes upon them. They speak only in accordance with what
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the scholars teach them, according to what statisticians in-

form them as to what is proper to do or not do. They

are not invested with a quasi-religious authority which makes

one obey them. They are simply better informed than those

who execute what they have decided. Their whole function

consists in setting up the best possible budget in the com-

mon interest. It is this type of conduct that must be intro-

duced into the governing of social interests. "The establish-

ment of the Bank, insurance companies, savings banks, com-

panies for the construction of canals and the formation of

a multitude of other associations which have for their object

the administration of very important matters—all these have

accustomed the French to the administrative mode of con-

ducting great affairs. And as a result this method can be

applied to the management of general interests without inno-

vation in the top direction of public affairs causing either

surprise or shock." (Org, soc, X, 148.) In a word, indus-

trial society should be conducted industrially.

Let us correctly understand Saint-Simon's thinking. We
have just seen, in succession, first that government, strictly

speaking, was to be reduced to the subordinate role of police,

then, that the regulating agencies of the new society had to

perform their activities in an altogether different manner
than governments had previously employed. The result is

that in industrial society governmental activity, if it is not

completely nil, is reduced to a minimum. But Saint-Simon

foresees a time when it will become almost needless.

When organization is finally established, the number of idle,

of parasites—and consequently thieves—will be reduced to

naught; for being unable to maintain themselves, and being

sure of finding in the social organism a place suited to their

abilities, those who resort to violence in order to subsist will

be rare indeed. Thus government will be more or less com-
pletely without reason for existence. Whatever it may be in

the future, imperious authority should now no longer have a

place in the conduct of common affairs. In industrial society,

there will not be government in the sense we use the word.

For to say "govern" is to say "power to compel," and here,

everything is voluntary. The society of Saint-Simon is not an
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army which has no unity except through submission to its

leaders and which docilely performs according to their orders.

To be precise, it has no leaders. Each has the position which

is natural for him to occupy, and executes no measures except

those ordered by the nature of things. Everything is done of

itself. If therefore, following usage, every social theory in

which governmental form is more or less completely sup-

pressed is called "anarchistic," one must also give this name
to the doctrine of Saint-Simon.^

Here we see confirmed a proposition we enunciated in our

first lesson. It is that socialism, far from being authoritarian

—as is so often said—far from demanding a stronger organ-

ization of governmental powers, was, on the contrary, in one

sense, essentially anarchistic. We find the same attitude, even

more pronounced, in Fourier as in Saint-Simon, in Proudhon

as in Fourier, in Marx as in Proudhon. But what is no less

important to note is that on this point again the two opposite

doctrines, socialism and communism, present the most striking

similarity. It is also known that at every period orthodox

economists have maintained that the social order was volun-

tary and that, as a result, governmental action was normally

unnecessary. They too want to reduce government to the role

of police, hoping that the role itself will become more and

more unnecessary. And this coincidence between the two

systems is not the result of a fortuitous accident; it comes

from the fact that both rest on the same principle, namely,

industrialism. If the substance of social life is made up ex-

clusively of economic interests, then there is no need for com-

pulsion to urge people and communities to pursue their in-

terests and government authority has no reason for existing.

There is nothing to do but allow men to act according to the

nature of things and of their needs. It is not necessary to

force people to run after their happiness—it is only a matter

of telling them where it is. In both systems people have no

other aim but their temporal well-being. Society has no other

goal than itself and it would seem clear it has no need to be

3 He who seeks his well-being in a doctrine which he knows to

be harmful to society is always punished by the inevitable effect

of the laws of organization. (XI, 165.)
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led or dragged toward it by a coercive power. So the more

we go on, the more we see communism paralleling socialism,

and if we stress this relationship, it is because it will help us

understand better the meaning of these doctrines, and the way
"social" questions are posed in our time.

After having pointed out that industrialism was the founda-

tion of the new society whose coming Saint-Simon forecast

—

or rather, discovered—we began an exposition of the conse-

quences implied in this principle. The three following proposi-

tions have been successively established: 1. Since industry is

destined to become the unique substance of social life, the

councils charged with managing society should be so com-

posed as to be able to administer national industry compe-

tently—in other words, it should comprise only producers; 2.

Government, in the ordinary sense of the word, i.e., executive

power, should be reduced to a subordinate police role, from

which it follows that industrial organization is indifferent to

all forms of government. It is to the supreme council of in-

dustry that the conduct of society belongs and it can equally

acquit itself of this office under all constitutions; 3. In exer-

cising its functions it will proceed according to an entirely

different method than that which governments of all times

have employed. As its authority stems not from the fact that

it is strongest but because it knows what others are ignorant

of, its actions will have nothing arbitrary or coercive about it.

It will not do merely what it wishes, but what fits the nature

of things, and as no one wishes to act other than in conform-

ity with the nature of things, one will do as it says without its

having to compel it. One will voluntarily follow its directions,

just as the sick man follows his physician's, the engineer that

of the chemist and mathematician, the worker that of the

engineer. Thus there will be no need to arm it with the im-

perative authority which until now has been characteristic of

governments. It wUl not be above those it directs, but will

simply have another role. In other words, it will not be a

government, but the administrative council of the great in-

dustrial company formed by the whole of society. It follows
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then that with all strictly governmental activity being abol-

ished in industrial society, the latter is anarchistic. Order will

be maintained by the simple working of individual volition,

without requiring coercive discipline.

At first such a conclusion may be surprising, for it seems

to contradict the authoritarian character which the Saint-

Simonian system presents in certain passages. For have we not

seen Saint-Simon demand that a national catechism be estab-

lished and that all contrary instruction be prohibited? But

what makes this contradiction disappear—at least what less-

ens it—is that, if Saint-Simon does recognize an authority, it

is exclusively that of science, and this authority, having no

need of force to be accepted, impresses him as differing radi-

cally from what until now has been the attribute of govern-

ments. And if he does assign science such efficacy, it is be-

cause—seeing in society only a system of economic interests

—it appears to him that from the moment one knows where

his interest lies one cannot fail to proceed to it voluntarily.

Force is unnecessary where attraction suffices, and conse-

quently the role of the managers of society is needed only to

apprise men where their advantage lies, that is to say, what

modes of conduct are implied in the nature of things. The

only important difference between this anarchistic concept

and the economist's is that for the latter society is already

capable of voluntary harmony without the need to base it on

new foundations, whereas for Saint-Simon it is only in a re-

formed and reorganized society that this automatic accord

of all social functions is possible. For the one, this suppression

of all enforced activity is now realizable and desirable; for our

philosopher it must necessarily result from the complete trans-

formation of the social order which it requires—but it cannot

come until then. But—and this is the essential point—both

agree that governmental force or, more generally, social force,

is destined to disappear.

Now that we know what the regulating organ of industrial

society consists of and the nature of its activity, let us see in

what direction this action should be exerted—in other words,

what goals it should propose for itself.
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Then, as today, according to the school that for this very

reason has assumed the name "liberal," the only goal the

directors of society—whatever their name—can set for them-

selves is the maintenance of freedom. "But," answers Saint-

Simon, "what do we understand by that word? Does one refer

to political liberty, that is to the right accorded every citizen

—whoever he may be—to interest himself in public affairs

without any proof of ability?" But far from being able to

serve as an objective for public activity, such a right is, in

itself, monstrous. It would never even have been imagined but

for the looseness and uncertainty in which ideas referring to

social matters are still draped. In fact, no one dreams of pro-

claiming that "Frenchmen who pay a thousand francs of

direct tax (referring to the electoral qualification) are likely

to make discoveries in chemistry." How then can one lay

down "an absolutely like principle for politics, which is still

much more difficult and important than chemistry?" It is be-

cause "chemistry is today a positive science, whereas politics

is still only a conjectural doctrine which does not deserve the

name of science. It is in the nature of metaphysics—precisely

because it teaches nothing of reality—to assume that it is

appropriate to everything without having to study anything

in a specialized way. . . . But when politics ascends to the

rank of the exact sciences . . . stipulations of ability will be-

come clear and fixed and the cultivation of politics will be

entrusted exclusively to a special class of scholars who will

impose silence on prattle." (Sysi. Ind., V. 16-17, note.) This

meaning discarded, does one understand liberty to mean the

right of individuals to move with independence in the midst

of society? Liberty, so conceived, is assuredly an object of

primary concern, but it could not be the aim of human asso-

ciation, for the latter is only possible through a mutual inter-

dependence, which lessens this very liberty. "By no means
does one associate in order to be free. Savages combine to

hunt, to wage war, but surely not to gain liberty; for in this

respect they would do better to remain isolated." So, in gen-

eral, liberty could not constitute a goal of action, for it im-

plies it. It is but a means, a means which is legitimate only

when employed with a view to a legitimate end. "Real liberty
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does not consist of standing with arms crossed if one wishes,

in an association—such an inclination should be severely sup-

pressed everywhere it exists. It consists, on the contrary, in

developing, without hindrance and with every possible ex-

tension, a temporal or spiritual capacity advantageous to

society." (Ibid., 15.)

But then, what is the task of what we just now called the

administrative council of industrial society? On what will it

exercise its activity? It should set itself a double objective, the

one more especially economic, the other moral.

Since a nation is—or ought to be—only a vast society of

production, its first objective should be to organize production

in such a way as to be as fruitful as possible. But to do so, it

is essential that the instruments which serve to produce be in

hands most capable of making the best use of them. But it is

not always the most capable who are the owners. The law of

property, therefore, will have to be reformed. "Property wiU

have to be reconstituted and founded on bases which can

render it most favorable to production." (Org., TV, 59.) This

is the first and most fundamental rule of industrial politics;

this is the first thing the new Parliament must do. Saint-Simon

returns at every instance to the primary importance of this

reform. As early as 1814 he was writing: "There is no change

whatsoever in the social order without a change in property."

(I, 242.) Thus he views the law defining property rights as

the cardinal law of every state. "The law which establishes

the powers and the form of government is not as important

and does not have as much influence on the welfare of nations

as that which establishes ownership and regulates its exercise."

(Industrie, HI, 82.)

This unfortunately is what the Revolution did not under-

stand. It believed it could solve the crisis by constitutional

contrivances, which prevented it "from discussing in a general

way the law of property, and searching for a means by which

property could be established for the greatest advantage of the

nation." (Indust., II, 82, note.) And yet, even the ideal of

individual liberty, which some wanted to make the only aim

of the social contract, could not be achieved except by means

of a more rational reconstitution of the system of ownership.
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And it is because the peoples of Europe did not take, to arrive

at this goal, the only path which could lead them there, that

in the end they miscarried. "The English people for more

than a hundred and fifty years have been striving to achieve

liberty and establish it firmly. The remainder of the nations

of old Europeans . . . are concerned for the past thirty years

with this same problem, and the natural means—that of re-

constituting ownership—has not occurred to any of them."

(Ind., Ill, 126.) In fact, if the system of ownership does not

allow the most capable to take advantage of their capacity,

if they are not able to freely command the things which are

necessary in order to act, in order to fulfill their social role,

their liberty is reduced to nothing.

But such propositions clash with the theory which makes

the right of property something untouchable. Saint-Simon

recognizes that the existence of property rights, defined and

sanctioned by law, is the indispensable condition of every

social organization—whatever it may be. "The establishment

of the right of ownership and arrangements to make it re-

spected is indisputably the only possible basis of political so-

ciety." (Industrie, III, 89.) But if this institution is necessary,

it is not necessary that it have this or that form. "From the

fact that this law is fundamental, it does not follow that it

cannot be modified. What is needed is a law which establishes

the right of property, and not a law which establishes it in

this or that manner." (Ibid.) In fact it is—like all human
works—subject to the historical future. "This law," says Saint-

Simon, "itself depends on a law superior to and more general

than it, on the law of nature, by virtue of which the human
mind makes continual progress, a law by which all political

societies have the right to modify and perfect their institu-

tions, a supreme law which forbids binding the generations

to come by any disposition whatsoever." (Ibid.) And Saint-

Simon concludes in these significant words. "Therefore, these

questions: What are the things capable of becoming property?

By what means can individuals acquire these properties? In

what way do they have the right to use them when acquired?

These are the questions legislators of all lands and all times

have the obligation to deal with every time they consider it
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appropriate, for the individual right of ownership can be

founded only on the common and general need ... a need

which can vary according to the times." (Ibid., 90.) But to

return to our point of departure—what the general need re-

quires is that property should by no means be separated from

capacity. "It is true that it is property which makes for the

stability of government, but it is only when property is not

detached from intelligence that governments can rest on it.

It is therefore fitting . . . that talent and possession should not

be separated." (Reorganisation de la Societe europeenne, I,

200.)

Here is enunciated in the most categorical manner the

principle we will find later on under different forms, in all

socialist theories. But after postulating it, Saint-Simon applied

it formally in only one case, namely, to landed property, and

applied it only very moderately. The reform he proposes has

for its point of departure this observation: that the farmer

finds himself face to face with the landed property owner in

a far more subordinate position than that of the merchant or

manufacturer dealing with money lenders. In commercial or

manufacturing industry, the producer (the dealer or manu-
facturer) has the right to use, in the manner he judges to be

best for the good of his undertaking, the capital he is charged

with turning to account. He invests it as he sees fit, lends it

if he wishes, or else makes use of the real estate or machines

in which he has invested to guarantee new loans that he con-

tracts. In agricultural industry, on the contrary, the industrial,

that is to say, the farmer who does not own the funds he uses,

is only a tenant who in no way can dispose of the capital con-

fided to his care. He can do nothing without the consent and

agreement of the owner. If he needs money, he cannot make
use of the land to obtain a loan. He cannot transform it as

he wants, and in any event, if he increases its value, does not

benefit from this added worth. The result is that in no way
are the rights of property and industrial capacity more com-

pletely separated, since the former belong completely to him
who does not cultivate. Nowhere does the producer have the

instruments of production less freely at his command. Such

a system is therefore eminently unfavorable to the progress
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of agricultural industry and consequently—in view of the

principle enunciated earlier—it is important to put an end

to it.

To achieve this result, Saint-Simon proposes the three fol-

lowing measures: 1. Land will be appraised when the culti-

vator takes possession of it, and then at the time the lease

comes to its end; the farmer will share benefits with the owner

if an increment in the capital is found—just as he will bear

half the losses if there has been a deterioration. This clause

will be obligatory. The parties will not be free to insert it or

not in their lease; the latter will have no legal weight and will

not be obligatory upon the contractors except when contain-

ing it. 2. The farmer will be able to require the owner to lend

amounts needed to make those improvements the property is

capable of by mortgaging it, and to the former will belong

the administration of the funds resulting from these loans.

In case the owner refuses, arbitrators would be charged with

ruling on the difference, and if they justify the farmer, the

loan will be contracted officially. 3. To facilitate these loans,

real property would be converted into personal—in other

words, it would be represented by titles, analogous to the

actions and obligations of industrial companies and endowed

with the same mobility. In this way one would be free of all

the formalities that stand in the way of transactions in

which landed property is the object, and land banks—whose

usefulness is generally accepted in Europe—would become a

simple and infallibly successful institution. {Industrie, III,

102-114.)

The reform is modest In appearance. In reality, however,

as M. Janet says (Saint-Simon, p. 39) it touches "the founda-

tions of our social organization." For it has the effect of

withdrawing certain rights from the land owner in order to

transfer them to the producer. The latter would become, in

effect, by the mere fact of his work, co-owner of the land he

cultivates, since he would share the increased values it might

offer—whatever their origin—and since in addition, even

without the consent of the owner, he could employ the real

estate capital entrusted to him to secure a loan. Such a right,

in effect, permits the farmer the right of definitively com-
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promising the property which serves as security, since the

loan—if it happens that it cannot be repaid—leads to ex-

propriation. But the reformist boldness of Saint-Simon goes

no further. He does not go so far as to claim—as will his

disciples—that there is no legitimate property except what is

entirely due to the labor and the ability of the one who pos-

sesses it. He admits that it might have another origin—for

example, inheritance—but it is enough for him, at least for

the time being, that the incapable and idle cannot have, over

the things they possess, excessive rights which hinder produc-

tion. He does not suggest organizing property according to

the principles of a perfectly equitable distributive justice, but

simply in a way most profitable for economic activity. He
does not demand modification of the system of personal

wealth, because by its nature personal property is much more

dependent on the person utilizing it industrially than on its

owner. The former can make of it what he wishes, while the

latter cannot extract profit from it without the first. Under

these circumstances, rights of ownership are not a noticeable

inconvenience for the industrial and this reform was perhaps

only a first beginning and an opening move.

We must not forget that in industrial society the right of

owners who are only owners is singularly threatened, since

their interests would not be represented at all in a parliament

that would include only producers. That perhaps is what ex-

plains a passage of VOrganisateur, where after having said

that the most urgent task was to re-establish the system of

property on new foundations, Saint-Simon adds that a loan

of two billion would be necessary "to indemnify persons for

the harm caused financial interests by the establishment of the

new political system." (IV, 60.)* We do not see how this new
regulation of the farm contract—whose principles we ex-

* In the Systeme Industriel, equally, he seems to allude to a

much greater modification of the right of property. "The ancient

civil code," he says, "aims to fix poperty as far as possible in

the hands of families who possessed it, and the new one ought

to propose an absolutely opposite end; that of facilitating for all

whose labors are useful to society, the means of becoming own-
ers." (V, 178.) Is it not inheritance he envisaged in so expressing

himself? One can only offer hypotheses on this point
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plained—could give rise to such an expense. For nowhere is

it a question, in Saint-Simon's works, of any reform but the

preceding. Perhaps this silence is explained by the fact that

Saint-Simon proposes above all to pose principles, to indicate

how the councils charged with applying them should be com-

posed, but does not himself seek to deduce the whole suc-

cession of possible applications. He endeavors above all to

indicate the goal to be attained but as for the means, in large

measure, he places the burden of finding them on the com-

petent bodies he calls for. Besides, by nature he was unfitted

for this latter task. An intuitive and generalizing genius, he

foresees—often with a rare clairvoyance—what orientation,

in a general fashion, society tends to follow, but he has too

little taste for precision to anticipate the progress in its detail.

It is only rarely that he sketches plans of reform as complete

as those we spoke of above. This must be kept in mind if we
want to understand him properly. And this is why his works

contain so many seeds which are not developed, so many
principles whose consequences remain implicit and have been

deduced only by his successors.

For a long period Saint-Simon appears to have assigned no

goal to practical activity other than increasing production. In

I'Industrie, in I'Organisateur it is the entire thing. This is

how at the end of this last work he defines the aim of social

organization as he conceives it: "Thus we believe it possible

to grant in principle that in the new political order social

organization should have as its only objective to apply as

far as possible, and to the satisfaction of man's needs, the

knowledge acquired in sciences, in fine arts, and in profes-

sions and crafts." {Org., IV, 193.) But gradually he ap-

proached the idea of a more clearly moral end which he

superimposes on the preceding one.

It is not that moral preoccupations had been absent from
his early writings. He understood clearly that the social or-

ganization could not be changed without a moral transforma-

tion. In the first volume of I'Industrie, he points to the

absence of a system of morality adequate to the new situa-

tion, as one of the causes of the crises which French society

suffers. "The French," he says, "have abandoned their ancient
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system of morality because they have found it was not

sufficiently sound. And instead of zealously working to re-

place it with a better one, for over twenty-five years they

have permitted their entire attention to be absorbed by

discussions of petty politics." [Industrie, II, 221.) He could

no less disinterest himself from moral questions, since for

him morality is not at all distinct from politics. "Politics is

a consequence of morality. The latter consists of the knowl-

edge of rules which should preside over the relationships

between the individual and society so that both may be as

happy as possible. But politics is nothing but the science of

these relations and the rules which are important enough to

organize them. . . . Thus politics derives from morality, and

the institutions of a people are only the results of its ideas."

(Oeuvres, III, 30.) At the same time he sketches with deci-

sive strokes the plan of this reorganization. What character-

izes industrial societies is that, freed of every theological

idea, they rest on purely secular foundations. A morality,

which alone can suit these types of societies, should have

the same character. It too ought to be exclusively temporal,

both in the principles it rests on and in the ends it assigns

human conduct. It should assume authority for one reason;

it should interest man only in things of this world. "In a

word, it is necessary to pass from celestial morality to ter-

restrial morality. Without discussing here the objections to

be found in basing morality on theology, it is enough to

observe that in fact supernatural ideas are almost everywhere

destroyed; they will continue daily to lose control and the

hope of paradise and the fear of hell can no longer serve

as a basis for the behavior of men. . . . The era of positive

ideas is beginning; no longer can one assign to morality

motives other than palpable interests, certain and present.

. . . This is the great step civilization is about to take; it

will consist of the establishment of an earthly and practical

morality." (Industries, III, 38.)

But for some time he was satisfied to pose the problem
without seeking to resolve it. This is because at the time

moral ends—as he conceived them—were not very clearly

distinguished from purely economic ends. It seemed to him
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that in a well organized society, individual interest had to

voluntarily agree with the general interests; consequently

egoism had to serve the moral, along with the economic

order. All that was necessary was for each to acquit himself

actively of his ofl&ce, that is, work, and morality appears

to him to exist entirely in the maxim which commands work.

This is the idea which is developed in l'Introduction aux

travaux scientifiques. In these circumstances, what was most

pressing, was not to combat or constrain egoism, but to

find the social organization which permits it to be utilized.

"Opinion," he says in the Lettres d'un habitant de Geneve,

"is still divided on the question of selfishness. . . . The solu-

tion of the problem consists in opening a path common to

individual and general interest." (I, 44, note.) To find this

path is his aim, and from this point of view it was natural

that he should feel less need to subordinate economic pre-

cepts to clearly moral precepts. But in the Systeme Industriel

(1821) a completely new note is sounded. A change took

place in Saint-Simon's thinking. He understands that even

in a perfectly organized society selfishness is not satisfactory.

The spectacle of events unrolling before his eyes seemed to

make him understand that, however prescient the social

mechanism may be, individual interests divide men more
than they unite them, "Society," he exclaims, "is today in

extreme moral disorder, egoism is making frightening prog-

ress, all is tending to isolation. If these disruptions of social

relations are not greater nor more numerous, it is due wholly

to the highly developed state of civilization and knowledge

which produces in most individuals profound habits of so-

ciability and the sentiment of a certain community of the

most common interests. But if the cause of the evil were

prolonged further, these customs and this feeling would be

insuflBcient to serve as a brake on general and individual

immorality." (Syst. Indus., VI, 51-52.) And he attributes the

cause of the evil to the fact that ancient religious beliefs,

which restrained egoism, gave way without anything's replac-

ing them. The habits they created continue for some time,

but as they weaken, the future becomes threatening. It is

important therefore to "fight egoism," for this passion

"would of necessity finally result in the dissolution of socie-
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ty." (Syst. Ind., VI, 104.) This is the first time he uses such

language.

But what can be opposed to this egoism and dissolution?

It could not be a matter of neutralizing them by subjecting

them to supernatural ends. Saint-Simon remains faithful to

the principle he had acclaimed earlier; the morality of an

industrial society can have only earthly ends. Therefore it

is among the things of this world that one must seek a goal

capable of moderating and constraining egotistical motives.

To repeat the expression used by Saint-Simon, the morality

of a society organized wholly by the producer can have no

other motives than "palpable interests, certain and present."

But outside an individual's interest there exist only those

of other men which could be taken as the goal of activity.

Thus, the only possible checks on personal feelings in a

rational and humane morality are sentiments which have

other people as their objective. What must be opposed to

egoism in order to limit it is philanthropy, and the funda-

mental rule of morality is the Christian aphorism, "Love

one another," which Saint-Simon inscribes as a motto on

the first page of his Systeme Industriel. "The fundamental

principle established by the divine author of Christianity

commands all men to regard themselves as brothers and to

co-operate as completely as possible for their well-being.

This principle is the most general of all social principles."

{Syst. Ind., VI, 229.) Still, it is not enough to repeat it purely

and simply as the early Christians formulated it—it must
be given an extension which until now it has not received

and which it was formerly unable to.

The founders of Christianity undoubtedly made it the

basis of an entire doctrine, but this doctrine was only a
moral principle for them—it did not become one of the

controlling principles of society. It did not give rise to prac-

tical institutions which would have made it a reality. It

remained an exhortation addressed to the great of the earth.

It could, indeed, to the degree it was followed, partially

temper the rigors of the social organization but was by no
means its soul. "It was (moreover)," says Saint-Simon, "all

that was possible at the time, and this triumph—although
incomplete—has been an immense boon to the human spe-
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cies." {Syst. Indust., VI, 230.) But the time has come when

this maxim must cease being purely platonic. The great moral

reform needed today consists precisely "in organizing tem-

poral power in conformity with this divine axiom," so that

it is no longer—as it has been until now—a simple recom-

mendation, abandoned to private interpretation, but the very

pole towards which political evolution should orient itself.

As befits a morality essentially earthly, it must be given all

the earthly consequences it implies. So conceived, it is capa-

ble of assuming another form which is not merely a transla-

tion and application of the preceding one but which is more
definite. Philanthropy must naturally affect those men who
have the greatest need of it, that is, the most unfortunate,

those who live only by their hands, the property-less workers,

the proletarians (this expression is used by Saint-Simon

himself). And from this flows the rule: "to improve as much
as possible the fate of the class which has no other means

of existence but the labor of its hands." (VI, 81.) And it

has a right to it, not only because it suffers the most, but

also because it is the most numerous. "This class forms the

majority in a more or less high proportion of all nations on
earth. Therefore it is the one which governments should

principally concern themselves with while actually it is the

one whose interests they look after the least." (Syst. Ind.,

VI, 81.) And the same idea recurs constantly in the Systeme

Industriel and in the Cathechisme Industriel in almost iden-

tical terms.

Moreover, in making charity an obligatory rule, Saint-

Simon does not believe he contradicts the principle—enu-

merated earlier by him—that individual and general interests

are naturally harmonious in industrial societies. (Cf. Syst.

Indus., V, 177.) In fact he considers it in the interest of the

rich to concern themselves with the poor, for everyone would
profit from a broadly practiced charity. "By improving the

fate of the mass," says he, "one assures the well-being of

men of all classes." In fact, there are but two ways of

keeping the mass of individuals, who are not owners, bound
to society: Either keep them in a state of subjection which
(materially) prevents them from rebelling, or else arrange

it so they do not have the desire. Either impose the social
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order on them through restraint, or else make them love it.

For long the first means alone has been possible, although it

has been used with increasing moderation. In fact, the in-

dividuals who made up the majority were in a state of ignor-

ance and improvidence which did not permit them to imagine

they could derive the benefit they were actually securing from

the social order. They were not even capable of freely man-

aging their own affairs. It was therefore necessary for them

to be held in tutelage, and social forces were employed

mainly to restrain and guard them. But today their situation

is no longer the same. Since the Revolution, this most nu-

merous class has demonstrated that it has become mature.

From its ranks have come those in agricultural industry who
have succeeded the dispossessed nobles, and those who in

manufacturing have replaced thousands of enterprises ruined

by revolutionary events, by the "law of the maximum" and

the wars of the Empire. Due to them, the most essential

social functions were not suspended by these crises. Thus

the social role they played is the first of the advances made
by their knowledge. Therefore there is no longer any reason

to treat them as domestic enemies. They can be directly

interested in public tranquility by being called upon to par-

ticipate further in the services of the association. One can

admit them into the rank of partners, properly so-called,

that is, make of them adherents of society, not because

they cannot do otherwise but because they are voluntarily

attached to it. And if it can be done, it should be, for it

is in the common interest to renounce a system of repression

which is so costly and unproductive—costly because it

exacts a large removal of funds, unproductive because it

does not produce by itself and in addition does not permit

deriving from the social energies it suppresses all they can

yield. The energies saved by abandoning these ancient prac-

tices could be employed more usefully, and the work of

individuals is more fruitful when voluntary. It is precisely

towards this transformation that the moral rule, just posed,

tends. It is essential to improve the fortune of the laboring

classes so that by profiting from the social organization they

respect it without its having to be imposed on them. "The
minority, no longer requiring forceful means of keeping the
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proletarian class in subordination, should commit itself to

those arrangements to which proletarians wUl be most

strongly attached by their interest in the public peace," (X,

127.) And so each has an interest in not confining himself

to pure selfishness. This is the price of a truly fruitful social

peace.

Here then is a new form assigned to collective activity.

The action of the directing councils of society will be obliged

not only to aim at regulating property so that industry can

be as productive as possible. It would be necessary further

to use the products so obtained to improve the situation of

the workers. But here, as in preceding cases, although Saint-

Simon strongly poses the principle of the reform he demands,

he does not draw the practical conclusions which must re-

alize it, except in a hesitating and vague manner. If he indi-

cates the goal with insistence, he is much more sober and

less specific as to the means. "The most direct means," he

says, "to accomplish the moral and physical amelioration

of the majority of the population consists in considering,

as primary expenses of the state, those required to procure

work for all able-bodied men in order to assure their physi-

cal existence; and those which seek to spread acquired

knowledge as fast as possible to the proletarian class; and,

finally, those which can guarantee individuals composing
this class pleasures and gratifications appropriate to the

development of their spirit." (X, 128.) Thus large public

works, free and advanced education, intellectual recreation

placed at the disposal of the workers, are the three means
recommended by Saint-Simon. But as to what these great

undertakings will be, if they are to be private or consist of a

kind of national workshop, whether a minimum wage is to be
fixed to assure the physical existence of the employed, etc.

—nowhere does Saint-Simon express himself explicitly.

Whatever may be the details of the measures which will

permit the realization of this principle, its meaning is not

doubtful. He gives an important place in his system to the

question of the rich and poor. The feeling which inspires this

entire portion of the doctrine is compassion for the un-
fortunate, along with a fear of their dangers to the social

order. It is a deep sympathy for those who suffer most from
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social inequalities, along with a dread of the hatreds and

danger that can rise in their hearts and make them enemies

of society. Thus we are finding here sentiments which are

the basis of communism. As we previously said, socialism

—

while distinguished from ancient communism—inherits the

motives which gave rise to it. It absorbs it—without being

at one with it. In fact it is clear that this latter concern is

indeed far from being the only one to shape Saint-Simon's

thinking, since for a long time it had been completely absent.

Undoubtedly it is completely at home here. From the mo-
ment one postulates society has only economic interests, then

the single means of binding the mass of workers to social

life is to have them share, to the greatest degree possible,

in the products of this economic activity and to seek to

better their lot. But this is only part of the system and

besides was superimposed later on. Everything we said about

industrialism, of the social organization destined to grant

industry superiority, was raised at the start of this order of

considerations. And in Saint-Simon's thinking it is particu-

larly because of maximum production that it is important to

practise the Christian maxim. This maxim, modernized, has

in view a completely economic and temporal benefit.

The best proof, moreover, that communism is not the

same as socialism, is that, if it is found there, it is under

entirely new forms. According to communism, the only way
to prevent social evil was to make those in all situations

poor. To prevent hostility between rich and poor it was
necessary to suppress the rich; it was essential to teach men
to scorn material well-being, to be content with strict

necessities. But it is in an altogether different direction that

Saint-Simon, and later socialism, seeks to construct a new
society. It is by doing away with the poor that he intends to

reconcile the two classes. Far from seeing something de-

sirable in temporal well-being, he makes it the only desirable

goal. Consequently, the only way to establish social harmony
is to produce the greatest riches possible, in order to satisfy

the greatest possible needs as completely as possible.

We have finished explaining the organization of industrial

society. In resum6, it is composed uniquely of workers; it

would have at its head a council formed solely of the elite of
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producers. This body would have dependent on it what

today constitutes the government, but would take its place

without making use of its ancient dogmas, its traditional

methods. It would not have to impose the ideas or even the

mere whims of a dominant party, but merely declare what
is in the nature of things—and it would be voluntarily

obeyed. Its role would not be to discipline subjects, but to

enlighten minds. As for the direction in which it should

exercise this action, it is imposed by the double (?) end just

explained.



Chapter 9

Internationalism and Religion

We UNDERSTAhfD WHAT an industrially organized society

would be, the elements it should be composed of, what

would direct it, their mode of functioning, and the directions

their action would take. But it is in the very nature of this

organization to be unable to confine itself within the limits

of a given society. A narrow particularism is incompatible

with its constitutive characteristics and, of itself, it tends to

take international form.

At first it is practically impossible for this great work of

reorganization to take place in any one of the European

peoples without simultaneously being produced in others.

"The great moral movement which should make society pass

from the modified despotic regime to one most advantageous

to the majority of society, cannot be effected except by being

common to the most enlightened peoples." (Syst. Ind., VI,

80.) "The French nation cannot be treated and cured in

isolation; the remedies which can cure it must be applied to

all Europe." {Ibid., 100, cf. Ibid., 23, in note.) In fact, a

people cannot in the first place adopt an organization so

essentially pacific unless others are ready to follow its

example. It can disarm only if its neighbors, likewise, re-

nounce militarism. But there is a deeper reason for the need

of internationalism. It is that, as of now, there is such

solidarity among the various European nations that they

cannot proceed except at the same pace along the path of

civilization. They do not in effect constitute heterogeneous

personalities, foreign to each other and each living a distinct

life. Invisible bonds exist among them which render their

destinies mutually interdependent. "France does not by any

means have a moral life all its own. It is merely one member
of European society and a forced commimity exists between

its political principles and those of its neighbors." (VI, 112-

212 /
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113.) "It finds itself," he says elsewhere, "in a position which

makes it, up to a certain point, dependent on its neighbors,

and establishes a kind of political solidarity between it and

other peoples of the continent." (p. 100.)

The reason for this solidarity is that European societies,

since the time they were established, belong to a similar

social type. They all began by being subjected to the feudal

regime, at the same time that they were practising a similar

religion and obeying a similar clergy, which itself was

subordinated to a single head independent of all individual

governments. But when neighboring societies are similar to

this degree, all important changes produced in one have

repercussions among the others. When fundamental social

innovations appear in one of these peoples, this kind of

common atmosphere—in the midst of which they all were

immersed and lived until then—for that very reason finds

itself modified. It is therefore impossible for them to permit

one of their group to become reorganized after its own
fashion, as if this reorganization concerned it alone and was

not to have an impact beyond its own frontiers. They
mutually check each other and consequently cannot be

transformed except by a movement of the entire group. In

fact, all great changes that have taken place in Europe since

the Middle Ages have been common to all European
societies. And just as their organization was the same at the

beginning, disorganization proceeded among all pari passu.

Almost at the same moment the feudal regime began to be

destroyed everywhere and the Christian religion lost its early

unity. The formation of the Holy Alliance is the most recent

manifestation of this inevitable solidarity. (VI, 99 and 100.)

It is likely that this last fact particularly struck Saint-Simon.

Never, in fact, had the impossibility of various countries of

Europe isolating themselves from one another, nor the need

for them to coordinate their efforts if they wished to join

together, been asserted with greater force.

But then, it seems we may be enclosed in a vicious circle.

On the one hand, the Saint-Simonian ideal cannot be realized

—and consequently the military rule cannot disappear

—

except by virtue of a kind of international accord; and on
the other, military rule, as long as it exists, through the
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rivalries and hatreds it induces, is an obstacle to such an

accord. The situation in fact would be without solution if

under the feudal system there did not gradually develop the

industrial spirit, which acts in an opposing way; it binds

peoples instead of dividing them, and in itself develops the

very organization it requires. In effect, "industry is one" and

everywhere has the same interests. All those who share in

it—whatever society they may belong to
—

"are united by the

general interests of production, by the need they all have

for security in work and liberty in exchange. The producers

of all lands are therefore essentially friends. Nothing stands

in the way of their uniting, and the coalition of their efforts

is the indispensible condition if industry is to attain the

ascendancy it can and should enjoy." (Ind., Ill, 47.) In fact,

international coalitions among workers of the same kind

came into being spontaneously. "At the same time that

scientific activity was established and extended further and

further into each European nation, the organization of

scientific forces in the different countries was also increasingly

effected. Nationalistic sentiments have (in this regard)

thinned out, and scholars in all parts of Europe formed an

indissoluble bond; they have always tended to regard as

'European' the scientific progress made at any particular

point. This blessed alliance, against which the old system has

no means of resistance, is better equipped to direct the

organization of the new system than is the coalition of all

European bayonets to stop or merely impede it." (Org., IV,

141.) It is true that such integration of the industrial capaci-

ties of the various European nations took place to only a

lesser degree. This is because "the feeling of national rivalry,

the passions of ferocious and absurd patriotism, created and

carefully preserved by the old system, have still conserved

a very considerable influence over temporal affairs." (Ibid.)

But this is but a survival of the old regime which cannot

be long in disappearing. Little by little the cosmopolitanism
of the learned will carry along that of the industrials. (IV,

142.) Then we will see a vast party established which will

include all workers of European society and "from the

organization of European industrials into a political party
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the establishment of the industrial system in Europe will

result." (Catech., VIII, 52.)

The point which Saint-Simon emphasized deserves to be

appreciated, for it is highly characteristic of our time. Un-

doubtedly, in some shape or form internationalism is observed

at all moments in history, for there has never been a people

who lived in a state of hermetic isolation. Every society has

always had something in common with the neighboring

societies it most resembled. It thus was led to form associa-

tions with them that were more or less stable, more or less

definite, more or less broad, but which—whatever their

nature—opposed a counter-weight to strictly national egoism.

Thus in Greece, above the city was Pan-Hellenic society;

similiarly, above the Kabyle^ tribes was a confederation of

related tribes, etc. But until our day, international bonds so

formed had this particularity—they bound all the members
of each society to all the members of others—indiscrimi-

nately. They were not a result of the fact that certain parts

of different social groups were more especially attracted to

each other; the affinities that produced them were general.

The Hellenic confederation, for example, was formed not

because the patricians of various cities—feeling themselves

particularly close to one another—specially joined together,

or that plebians, on their side, followed the same example,

but because a general movement led the totality of each

city toward the whole of the others. The fusion did not

occur exclusively or deliberately at certain limited points; it

took place equally over the entire breadth of the social

masses. Therefore, in general, what gave rise to all these

international combinations is that—in spite of the distin-

guishing differences which continued in each nationality

—

nonetheless there was a sufficient number of sentiments,

interests, recollections, equally common to all classes and
all professions of these societies which united them, so they

could support each other. But in our day an internationalism

of an entirely new type has appeared—professional inter-

nationalism. The rapprochement did not operate exclusively

from people to people, but from professional group to pro-

1 The Kabyle are a Berber-Arab people of North Africa.

—

(A.W.G.)
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fessional group of the same order. One saw similar workers

of different countries join directly, in associations more or

less durable, more or less organized—in spite of national

hostilities—and the drawing together of peoples resulted

from this instead of being its initial cause. In succession

there were established international societies of scholars,

artists, industrials, workers, financiers, etc., which went on

specializing further as they multiplied, and which, because

of the increasing regularity of their functioning, soon became

an important factor in European civilization. Whereas for-

merly it was peoples in their entirety who converged toward

each other, now it is agencies similar to each other that

tend to join directly and beyond frontiers. But this new

internationalism does not have as its only characteristic the

particular form of the groupings to which it gives rise. It is

also distinguished by a force of resistance and expansion

unknown until then. In fact, whatever resemblances neighbor-

ing peoples may have, they are on the whole small—at

least in general—compared with the differences of tongue,

customs, interests, which continue to separate them. As long

as internationalism has no other basis, each nation runs little

risk of losing its individuality in the midst of the vaster

associations it enters, and hardly more than loose confedera-

tions can be formed, unless a war waged in common rein-

forces the unity. Now, however, professional sentiments and

interests are endowed with a far greater universality. They

are much less variable from country to country among like

category of workers, whereas they are very different from

one profession to another, within the same country. The

result is that the corporative spirit sometimes tends to bind

similar corporations of different European societies more

tightly than different corporations in the same society. Thus

national spirit encounters a formidable antagonist which it

did not recognize until then, and as a result conditions are

exceptionally favorable for the development of international-

ism. These are precisely the two characteristics of the con-

temporary international movement which Saint-Simon places

in relief, in the passages we just cited, at the same time that

he endeavors to explain them. And as they were much less

noticed then than they are today—they were scarcely born

—
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one can say that he anticipated and forecast them almost

as much as he observed them. By the way he expresses him-

self at certain places, one might correctly say he prophesied

the International.

Thus the realization of industrial society presupposed the

establishment of a European concord and this concord was

realized under the influence of the industrial spirit. Under

these conditions, the attitude of the thinker and statesman is

completely marked out. There can be no question of stopping

a movement which is irresistible and which in addition is

necessary so that industrialism can fulfill its destiny. It is

only a matter of becoming aware of the degree of develop-

ment it has spontaneously attained and then seeking the way
to bring it to its final culmination. What is needed is to find

an international European organization which makes possible

the establishment, in each particular society, of the industrial

system. It is evident, in the thinking of Saint-Simon, that

this organization was not to remain enclosed within the

limits of the European continent, but was destined to grad-

ually extend itself so as to embrace all humanity. "The

industrial regime," he says, "will be the ultimate organization

of humankind." (VI, 81.) He glimpses in the future the

formation of a society that would include all men and

would undertake the systematic exploitation of the earth,

which he calls the territorial property of human kind. (N.

Chr., VIII, 145 and 146-147.) This, however, is but a

dream which is dear to him and which, from time to time,

crosses his mind—but which he does not conceive as realiz-

able for the present.

But in the European association which is now realizable,

what will the position of the individual countries be? Saint-

Simon does not go as far as to demand that they disappear;

he conceives of a relative autonomy for them. But it is clear

that in his thinking they should lose the great moral impor-

tance they have had until now. National particularism seems

to him only a form of egoism, and consequently should have

only a secondary role in the morality to come. "Moralists

place themselves in a contradictory position when they defend

egoism and approve of patriotism, for patriotism is nothing

but national egoism; and this egoism causes the same in-
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justices to be committed by nation to nation as personal

egoism does among individuals." {Lettres d'un habitant de

Geneve, I, 43-44.) What caused the moral inferiority of the

Greeks and Romans is precisely that they were not liberated

from purely national sentiments. "The human heart was still

not yet elevated to philanthropic feelings. The sentiment of

patriotism was the commonest one experienced by the most

generous of souls, and this feeling was extremely circum-

scribed, considering the small expanse of territories and the

slight size of the populations in the nations of antiquity."

(N. Chr., VII, 145.) On the contrary, one of the great strides

Christianity made in moral ideas was to subordinate patriotic

affections to the broad love of humanity. "The best code

of sensitive morality we have is Christian morality. In this

code the reciprocal duties of members of the same family are

much more frequently mentioned. It prescribes that all men
regard themselves as brothers, but by no means does it urge

men to patriotism." (Catechisme, VIII, 200.) So too family

feelings, according to him, are more founded in the nature

of things than is attachment for one's native land. In fact, if,

as Saint-Simon acknowledges, there are no social interests

outside industrial interests—since industry is by nature es-

sentially cosmopolitan—national loyalty is henceforth with-

out reason, whereas love of famUy—in spite of its individu-

alistic character—has at least the superiority of corresponding

to a class of sentiments and interests sui generis, which
industrialism does not eliminate. It is known how, starting

from the same principle, economists reached the same
conclusion. The cosmopolitanism of the masters of the

(laissez-faire) School is no less insistent. However, here

—

as in all other cases where we have indicated the origin of the

two systems—their agreement is not altogether complete.

One divergence that we already noted should be described.

According to economists, the internationalist rule does not

require—in order to be established and function—that it be
organized and administered according to a deliberate plan.

There is need only to assert that there are no longer frontiers,

and to permit industrials to come together freely in this

universal market. For Saint-Simon, on the contrary, it is

necessary to submit this regime to a systematic action; a
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definite organization is required, a body of institutions as

common to European society as to each particular nation.

"For every union of nations, as for every union of men,

common institutions and organization is essential. Without

that everything is decided by force." (I, 173.) What then

will this international organization be?

This question absorbs Saint-Simon from his early writings;

cosmopolitanism and industrialism are so closely joined in his

mind that he has never separated the two problems. From
the beginning of his studies he approaches them simul-

taneously. Already, in the Lettres a un habitant de Geneve

(1803) he expounds a plan by which the management of

society would be given over to a supreme council of scholars,

called the "Council of Newton," under whose authority

national and even provincial councils, composed in the same

fashion, would operate. But as Saint-Simon himself explains

this project in the form of a dream, and as he does not

return to it in any express manner in his other works, there

is no need to dwell on it. Nonetheless one finds there on the

whole—albeit in a conceptual, Utopian, and mystical form

—

the fundamental ideas of the Saint-Simonian doctrine. In the

essay on the Reorganisation de la Societe europeene (1814),

a work written in collaboration with Augustin Thierry, he

takes up the question again with more rigor and sobriety. At
that time parliamentarianism impressed him as the solution

to all political problems, and he demands that one start by
establishing national Parliaments. Then, above these, a

general Parliament, which will administer common affairs,

coordinate all undertakings of general interest (and Saint-

Simon gives as an example the construction of grand canals

joining the Danube to the Rhine, the Rhine to the Baltic,

etc.), establish a code of common morality for all peoples,

and which above all will have the direction and surveillance

of public instruction throughout Europe. In this fashion,

gradually a European patriotism will be formed which will

become as strong as national patriotism is today.

Since Saint-Simon quite quickly renounced parliamentarian-

ism, one can be sure that he was not long in considering

inadequate a parliamentarian constitution of European
society. But he never abandoned the notion that it was
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possible to bind together, even in temporal aflfairs, the

different peoples of Europe, for it is again very clearly as-

serted in the Systeme Industriel. (Ill, 53.) It is true that

nowhere has he directly explained how his early plan was

to be modified in order to harmonize with his new theory

(on industrialism). But it is not difficult to recognize what

these modifications were to consist of, and that, at bottom,

they have no essential advantage. The basis on which the

project of 1814 rested was certainly maintained, for it is

profoundly Saint-Simonian. It is reformulated thus: Europe

should be organized on the same foundations as individual

societies. (I, 179-180.) The general and national govern-

ments should be homogenous. Consequently it was only a

question of replacing the European Parliament by a system

of councils recruited according to the rules indicated for

the national councils, that is to say, composed of industrials,

scholars, and artists, and administering the ordinary affairs

of Europe in the same spirit, in order to place the constitu-

tion of the European Confederation in harmony with the

principles of industrialism.

This project has occasionally been likened to that which

the Abbe de Saint-Pierre had earher expounded in his book

Paix perpetuelle, and it has been concluded from the com-

parison that both were equally Utopian. Saint-Simon, how-

ever, had taken care to indicate the difference which separated

these two concepts. (I, 176 and f.) What the Abbe de Saint-

Pierre demanded was simply that the sovereigns of Europe

should agree to submit their differences to a permanent

congress of plenipotentiaries nominated by themselves and

whose decisions would be absolute. But each nation in the

Confederation would retain its present organization. But,

says Saint-Simon, it is naive to believe that national hatreds

and rivalries, which the present political system necessarily

supports, would be appeased, as if by magic, simply because

a council of diplomats will have been established in which

all antagonistic interests will be represented. An assembly

which by definition includes only discordant elements has

no other unity but that of the place where it meets, and
agreement cannot be achieved by the single fact of a local

meeting. Also, each will pull from his own side, will fight
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to have his own interests predominate, and assuming an

equilibrium is finally artificially established, it could only

be temporary. "There can be no agreement whatsoever

without common attitudes, but can negotiating sovereigns

—

or plenipotentiaries named by the contractors and removable

by them—have any but individualistic attitudes?" (I, 177.)

Such is the fate he predicted in advance for the Congress of

Vienna which had just begun and which, in part, was

realizing the dream of the Abbe de Saint-Pierre. (I, 170 f.)

Saint-Simon's thinking is altogether different. He does not

believe that European accord can be realized by the stroke

of a pen, with the help of a mock procedure which would

amount, in short, to collecting a few signatures at the bot-

tom of a piece of parchment. If he considers agreement not

only desirable, but possible, it is because European societies

strike him as now being motivated—although in unequal

degree—by the same spirit, which tends to unite them, in

other words, the industrial spirit. It is because there is now a

community of attitudes and interests which the constitution

he calls for, and whose details we just gave, serves to sanction,

to organize, and to develop. But they could not be created if

it (the community of thought) did not exist. His project

therefore is far from having the same Utopian character as

that of the Abbe de Saint-Pierre. We have Utopia, in the

proper sense of the word, when a desirable ideal—although

complex and of plainly difficult realization—is presented as

executable by a turn of the hand or with the help of processes

of child-like simplicity. Thus, one can label Utopian an

author who, not knowing how closely war is linked to the

essential traits of our social organization, and seeing in it

merely the effects of human folly, imagines he can relieve

humanity with the assistance of a happy invention or well-

built contrivance, or even simply with a few exhortations.

On the contrary, Saint-Simon is entirely aware that war is

grounded in the nature of feudal societies and that war can-

not disappear unless feudalism is removed. So he is far from
deceived about the gravity and difficulties of the undertaking.

But as he believes these profound transformations of the

social order to be imminent—and even partially realized

—

he sees nothing impossible in seeking and attaining a parallel
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transformation in international relations. His cosmopolitanism

cannot be called Utopian except to the degree that one would

apply the same term to his industrialism.

And in addition, what gives his conception its real signifi-

cance is that it was forced on him in large part by an

historical fact, namely, the international character of papal

power. "People made use of the lever without knowing how
to explain what a lever was. ... In politics—as in every

type of learning—one did what was necessary before know-

ing why it was necessary, and after the practice came the

theories, what one thought was often behind what one had

done by chance. That is what occurred in this situation.

The organization of Europe, such as it was in the sixteenth

century, is infinitely superior to the plan of the Abbe de

Saint-Pierre." (I, 179.) "We affect," he says a little farther

on, "a superb scorn for the centuries called the Middle

Ages. . . . We take no notice that they were the only time

when the political system of Europe was founded on a real

base. . . . While it lasted there were few wars in Europe, and

those were of little importance." (I, 174.) He correctly

notes that the Crusades were wars of the entire confederation

and in which a European sentiment was asserted. It is not a

question then of imagining an organization without precedent

in history, but simply of recovering and pursuing an historic

deed, by placing it in harmony with the changes occurring in

the nature of societies. The modifications to be introduced are

of two kinds. First, international interests could not today

be of the same nature as under papal organization, for the

very reason that the principle of the social system is changed.

In addition, they should and can be complete. In the Middle
Ages peoples were bound only to the spiritual—now they

must be bound to both the spiritual and the temporal. "The
tie will be more complete," he says, "in that it will at once
be spiritual and temporal, whereas under the old system

there was no bond among the different peoples of Europe
except with respect to the spiritual." (Syst, Industriel, VI,

53.)

What we have just seen represents the temporal side of

this organization. But as necessary as this complement of

the papal system may be, it is not enough. "It should not be ji
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felt that the temporal bond—although very real and valuable

—vi^hich exists among them [the States of Europe] to a

certain degree, and which tends to tighten more and more,

can dispense with a spiritual bond." (Syst. Ind., I, 53.) Put

another way, it is not enough to organize the economic life

of European society; this organization requires a soul, that is

to say, a body of doctrines, beliefs common to all Euro-

peans, and which give it a moral unity. It is not enough that

they co-operate industrially under the direction of a common
administration; it is further necessary that a spiritual com-

munion exist among them. And today, as in the Middle

Ages, this communion cannot be assured except through a

religion common to all humanity.

We are here entering upon a new part of the system,

which one is at first surprised to meet. When one hears the

adversary of the theological system, the founder of positive

philosophy, call for the establishment of a new religion, one

is tempted to believe that along the way some revolution

has occurred in his thinking, and that he has become un-

faithful to his principles. This supposition derives some
likelihood from the fact that the Nouveau christianisme, the

book in which his religious ideas are expounded (1824),

is the last one he wrote. Death did not permit him to finish

it. Some people have therefore attributed this work to an

intellectual deterioration in Saint-Simon. Nothing, however,

is less accurate than this interpretation. On the contrary,

there is no doubt that religious preoccupations were very

intense in Saint-Simon in all periods of his intellectual

development. We have seen that, from the beginning, he

broke with the irreligiosity of Condorcet and the writers of

the eighteenth century, who saw in religion only a product of

error, maintained by the guile and deceit of priests. At all

times he had a very high regard for the role Christianity had

played in the world. In a fragment preserved for us, and
judged to be about 1818, he relates in beautiful language the

birth of the Christian idea and the first phases of its evolu-

tion. As early as the Science de I'homme (1813) he was
writing: "The religious institution—under whatever spirit

one envisages it—is the principal political institution. . . .

Neighboring peoples who have different beliefs are almost
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inevitably at war." (XI, 158.) Moreover the idea constantly

recurs to him that the present crisis is analogous to that

which the civilized world encountered when it passed from

Greco-Latin polytheism to Christian monotheism. "The epoch

which furnishes the closest analogy to our own is that in

which the civilized portion of humankind passed from

polytheism to monotheism, by the establishment of the Chris-

tian religion." (Syst. Ind., VI, 61; cf. Industriel, III, 22.) Thus

Saint-Simon never conceived positive and scientific philoso-

phy as excluding all religious systems. On the contrary, it

appears to him that one must naturally lead to the other.

But how are these two parts of the system integrated?

To answer this question we have only to compare his

general concept of philosophy with the one he had of religion.

Philosophy as he understands it consists of a synthesis of

sciences which would systematize all our knowledge by

seeking the fundamental and unique idea from which they

are derived. To discover the unity of things by showing how
all the particular laws are only corollaries of a primordial

law which dominates the universe—that is the object of

philosophy. And this law, which is the key to the system

of the world, is, according to Saint-Simon, the law of

gravity. "Universal gravity can be considered as the only

law to which the universe is subject." (I, 94.) "It is possible

to organize a general theory of the sciences, as much physical

as moral, based on the idea of gravity." (XI, 304.) But the

function of religion is of the same nature; it also has as its

main objective to war against intellectual particularism. If it

is necessary, it is because—since Christianity has lost its

influence—men no longer have a common faith from whose
breast they draw the feeling of solidarity. They have immersed
themselves in specialized studies and individualistic research,

and lost sight of the general principles which unify both

things and people—they have even lost their taste for such

unity. "Since the dissolution of spiritual power—the result

of Luther's rebellion—the human mind has detached itself

from the more general views. It has delivered itself to

specialties. It has occupied itself with the analysis of in-

dividual facts, private interests of the different classes of

society. And public opinion asserted that considerations of

J
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general facts, general principles, and the general interests of

humankind, were only vague and metaphysical, unable

to contribute effectively to the progress of intelligence and

the perfecting of civilization." (VII, 183.) It is against this

tendency toward dispersion that religion must react. It should

again show men that the world—in spite of its diversity

—

is a phenomenon leading them back to God. Thus it has a

role no different than that of philosophy. Religion does not

require a celestial image opposed to the earthly ones. Its

true mission is not to turn humankind away from temporal

reality in order to bind it to some supra-experimental object,

but simply to emphasize the unity of reality. And that is

precisely what causes it to be summoned to furnish the

spiritual bond which should unite the members of human
society with one another. It is because it gives us conscious-

ness of our unity. As long as humanity is conceived as

springing from a plurality of beings and from distinct and

heterogeneous principles, there must be many foreign and

even hostile humankinds, among whom, in consequence, no
regular co-operation, no durable association, can be estab-

lished. History proves it. Ancient polytheism fragmented the

human species into a diffuse multitude of small enemy
societies. Each city, each village, considered those living

outside its limits as outside humanity, for the reason that

they were deemed to spring from other divine principles,

derived from different origin. But what was basic in the

Christian revolution is that it brought to the world one idea

—

the idea of monotheism—which could serve as a rallying

point for all peoples. "The Christian religion had civilization

take a long step forward by uniting all men through the

belief in a single God, and through the dogma of universal

brotherhood. By this means it was possible to organize a

vaster society, and unite all peoples into a common family."

(Indus., Ill, 33-34.) That is the work which must be again

taken up and pushed further, by putting it in harmony with

the changes made in civilization since the founding of

Christianity. That is the goal the new Christianity—whose
establishment Saint-Simon believed necessary—must set for

itself. And that is the source of the singular analogy between
the present period and the one which followed the appear-
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ance of Christianity. It is the same problem which is posed

in both cases—but under different conditions. It is a question

of giving men a feeling of the world's unity, by taking

account of the individual sciences whose studies have brought

to light the whole treasure of the diversity of things. We
will soon see what changes must be wrought in Christian

concepts in order to elevate them to the eminence of their

proper function.

If such is the nature of religion, it can be seen that by

passing from philosophic and scientific speculations to reli-

gious, Saint-Simon did not renounce his early thinking. For

religion, so understood, does not disown philosophy. It has

its roots there; it is itself a philosophic thing. It would be

easy, moreover, to demonstrate that philosophy, as he had

always understood it, far from being inspired by an irreli-

gious or even areligious spirit, tended quite naturally to take

a religious form. For the single law which it strives to bring

everything back to—the law of gravity—is from the begin-

ning presented as being the law of God. "The idea of gravity

is not at all in opposition to that of God, since it is nothing

other than the idea of the immutable law by which God
governs the Universe." (XI, 286.) It is possible, he says

elsewhere, "to organize a general theory of the sciences . . .

based on the idea of gravity, considered as the same law to

which God has subjected the Universe and by which He
rules it." (XI, 303.) Thus the idea of God and the idea of

the fundamental law are only two aspects of the same idea

—

the idea of unity. Viewed from one side, this unity would
appear under its more particularly abstract, scientific, meta-

physical form; seen from the other, under its palpable and

religious form. This manner of interpreting Saint-Simonian

thinking has nothing hypothetical about it. It is Saint-Simon

himself who presents his undertaking as plausible from either

of these points of view. Speaking of "this general scientific

theory, based on the idea of gravity" that he was in process

of projecting, he says, "The result of these works will be
the reorganization of European society, by means of a gen-

eral, common institution for all the peoples who comprise
it; an institution which according to the degree of intelligence

of each, will appear scientific or religious, but which, in all
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events, will exercise positive political action—that of placing

a check on the ambition of peoples and kings." (XI, 310.)

But even if no about-face occurred in his thinking, and

although he never went from an irreligious or areligious

rationalism to a mysticism scornful of science, there is never-

theless a difference between the early and later forms of this

system. In the former, the scientific character of his doctrine

is predominant, the religious character quite obliterated,

whereas beginning with the Systeme industriel, and especially

in the Nouveau christianisme, the idea of God—until then

somewhat eclipsed by the idea of law—comes into the fore-

ground. How does this change—which is interesting and

unquestionable—come about? It is a result of what we noted

above, namely that he was led to attribute a more and more
important role to purely moral sentiments. As long as he

believed egoism capable of insuring the progress of societies

—provided that these were well organized—a unitarian but

purely abstract theory of the world could legitimately seem
suflScient to give men an adequate feeling of their unity. In

fact, there was no need to specially urge individuals to play

their social role, since their natural penchant towards egoism

brought this about voluntarily. All that was required was

to free minds of the false notions which prevented egoism

from producing the social and useful consequences it natu-

rally implied. And for that, it was enough to show people

how by isolating themselves from one another, by dealing

with each other as with so many distinct kinds of humanity,

by refusing, consequently, to associate and co-operate, they

were in contradiction with the nature of things, since not

only human kind, but the entire universe, is one and subject

to the action of a single law. Such a cold and purely scien-

tific idea was then a sufficient rational basis for the co-opera-

tion of individuals. But this was no longer enough once
Saint-Simon recognized that without charity, mutual obliga-

tion, and philanthropy, the social order—and still more the

human order—was impossible. To influence individuals to

aid one another, to have as their objective something other

than themselves, it was not enough to give them a purely

speculative picture of the logical unity of things. An abstract

theory of universal gravity would not support the moral
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dogma of human fraternity. Such a notion might be adequate

to stop men from misunderstanding their interests to the

point of not co-operating among themselves; but it was

inadequate to oblige each to forget his own interest and

think of the interest of others. To have an active reason to

fraternize, they had to feel a positive bond among them,

a community of nature, a unique kinship which made them

brothers. They had to feel it is the same life's blood which

circulates in all bodies, the same spirit which animates all

minds. And all this in such a way as to weaken the distinc-

tion between me and you, mine and yours, which is the

stumbling block of philanthropic feelings. So it was indis-

pensable that the unity of the world be shown as real and

manifest; and that is how, through normal progress, the

religious character of the system came to be accentuated.

As can be seen, religion did not occupy in this system the

position of an added fragment, hastily joined, which could

not be compatible with the rest. Quite the contrary—one

can now discern that Saint-Simon's doctrine is profoundly

consistent. One might even say that what characterizes it

best is this sentiment of universal unity, which is its main

point of departure and arrival. For Saint-Simon's thinking

developed in one direction. It stems from the principle that

it is necessary to find—through the synthesis of sciences

—

the unity of the world, in order to make it the foundation of

a body of common beliefs. Then, to complete this synthesis,

to establish the sciences that are missing: psychology, and

especially what will later be called sociology. But after these

special studies, he returns to his initial project, and, with

the results obtained in the course of his research, undertakes

to construct this unitarian synthesis that he never lost sight

of. Thus his system opens and closes on the same question

and remains in its entire compass inspired by the same
thought.

We have seen that the industrial regime—as Saint-Simon

understands it—cannot remain strictly national. It cannot be

established in one European country except if at the same
time this country enters—as an integral part and more or
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less autonomous province—into a vaster society formed of

all European peoples all organized according to the same

principles. In other words, industrialism is possible only by

virtue of an international organization. This will be both

temporal and spiritual. Temporally, it will consist of the

institution of councils, analogous to those appointed for each

particular society, but charged with the administration of

the common affairs of Europe. Spiritually, it will consist of

the establishment of a religion—new in part—common to

all Europeans and open to all. This religion will be the soul

of the whole industrial mechanism of this European society

and will assure its harmonious functioning. Thus religion

constitutes the principal part of the system, for it will render

international association possible, and this is itself the neces-

sary condition of industrialism.

We showed elsewhere that Saint-Simon was able to assign

this essential function to religion without renouncing the

principles of his doctrine, for the religious system, as he

understands it, is only another face of the philosophic system,

both expressing the same idea—the idea of universal unity

—the one through its palpable and practical aspect, the other

in its abstract and theoretical form.

But what will this religion consist of? This is what Saint-

Simon was to explain in his Nouveau chrisjianisme; but the

incomplete state in which he left this book, interrupted by
death, leaves the details of his religious concepts unknown
(assuming that they had been clear in his own mind). But
their principles can be determined with some exactitude.

In the first place, although the new religion was to have its

creed and dogma, morality would be its central core. "The
new Christianity," he says, "will have its morality, its creed

and its dogma; it will have its clergy and its clergy will have

its leaders. But . . . the doctrine of morality will be consid-

ered by the new Christians as the most important; creed and
dogma will be envisaged by them only as accessories whose
principal purpose is to fix the attention of the faithful of all

classes upon morality." (VII, 116.) Under these conditions,

theology, strictly speaking, loses all importance since at this

point its practice become secondary. The best theologian will

simply be the best moralist. "The best theologian is he who
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makes the most general applications of the fundamental

principle of divine morality ... he is the vicar of God on

earth." (VII, 115.) In conformity with this method, Saint-

Simon relies on history to demonstrate that it is clearly in

this direction that religious evolution must move. With his

sense of history, he had very clearly perceived the law—now

axiomatic—that the more closely one approaches the origins

of religious development, the more ritual and material prac-

tices surpass in importance purely moral beliefs and precepts,

whereas the latter become more and more predominant in

the religions of civilized peoples. "The material part of

religion," he writes, "has played an important role to the

extent that the institution was closest to its founding." "Reli-

gious practices—as well as reasoning on the advantages of

these practices—were the portions of religion which most

often occupied priests as well as the masses of the faithful."

On the contrary, "the spiritual portion has always grown in

the degree that the intelligence of man developed." (VII,

166.) What was "truly sublime, divine, in early Christianity,

is the superiority of morality over all the rest of the law,

that is, over creed and dogma." (VII, 103.) For he believes

wholeheartedly in the maxim which "commands all men to

act like brothers to each other." (VII, 120.) Unfortunately,

the Catholic clergy did not remain faithful to the views of

Christ. One has watched religious writings become obstructed

with "mystical conceptions" without relation to "the prin-

ciples of the sublime morality of Christ" (VII, 123), and

vulgar rites of every sort offered to the faithful as the indis-

pensable condition of salvation (VII, 153.) This is why
Christianity cannot serve as the religion of humanity except

on condition of its being changed and regenerated. The pur-

pose of Nouveau christianisme will be to free the Christian

idea, that is, the moral idea, of all alloys which debase it, to

re-establish it in its original purity and make it the single

basis of the religious system. It is indeed, as we have said,

in order to give more effectiveness to moral sentiments, to

charitable motives, that Saint-Simon was led to accentuate

the religious character of his system, since the doctrine of

philanthropy is for him the most essential element in religion.

Elsewhere he himself tells us that his aim in writing the
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Nouveau christianisme was "to refine morality, to perfect it,

to extend its empire over all classes of society by conserving

its religious character." (VII, 103.)

But in current conceptions the idea of religion is not sep-

arated from that of God. In fact, the only means of giving

morality a religious character is evidently to attach it to

some notion of the divinity which may be in harmony with

it. So the Nouveau christianisme begins with these words:

"I believe in God." How then was God to be presented in

the new religion? What makes the answer to this question

perplexing is that Saint-Simon has not explicitly dealt with

it in his book. He speaks to us all the time of God, without

telling us expressly how he conceives of Him. This is why
most of his interpreters believed they should leave his ideas

on this point in the same indeterminate state. It seems to

us, however, that they can be specified—at least in essentials

—particularly if it is admitted that his last writing is related

without contradiction to his early works, and if, consequently,

it is legitimate to make use of these earlier works to clarify

his religious theory.

One principal proposition can be established with com-

plete certainty, namely, that Saint-Simon never represented

God as living and personal. He always formally rejected

anything resembling an anthropomorphic conception. In the

Memoire sur la science de I'homme, addressing himself to

the German philosophic school, he expresses himself in these

terms: "You are indeed right to preach that a general theory

is needed and that it is only in its philosophic bearing that

science is useful to society . , . but you are very wrong when
you want to provide as a foundation for your philosophy the

idea of a living cause." And he adds: "It is no longer the

idea of God which should unite the concepts of scholars

—

it is the idea of gravity considered as the law of God." (XI,

300.) This text explains the few passages of the same book
in which Saint-Simon seems to radically reject the very idea

of God, as when he says, "We will present this idea [that of

gravityl as having to play the role of an absolute, general

idea and to replace that of God." (XI, 276.) It is not every

notion of God that he declares irreconcilable with his philo-

sophical system, for some pages further (XI, 284) he shows
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there is no contradiction between the idea of God and of

universal gravity considered as the law of God. (Cf. p. 300

and 309-310.) What seemed to him faulty in the old theories

was only that God was presented as a personal will. "To

impute life to the cause of all effects produced in the Uni-

verse," he says, "is to act like a child who, when he stumbles

on a stone, gets angry at it." (XI, 163.) But how is universal

gravity conceived as the law of God? Is such a God any-

thing more than deified nature? Is not such a God one to

whom it is logically necessary to attribute impersonality

—

failing which He would be in contradiction with the data of

science?

A second proposition, which is clearly Saint-Simonian and

which goes to confirm the preceding interpretation, could be

formulated so: everything in nature participates in the divine.

Physics and morality have equal dignity. Calling spiritualism

"the tendency of moralists to subordinate moral man," and

materialism the contrary tendency of naturalists, he says

that neither should prevail over the other, that "the capacity

of the human spirit for spiritualism and materialism is

equal; that moralists and naturalists should hold a position

of fundamental equality." The sensory is of no less an ex-

alted nature than the intelligible. "It is no longer on ab-

stract ideas that you should fix the attention of the faithful,"

he says to the priests, "It is by properly employing sensory

ideas . . . that you will succeed in establishing Christianity

as a general, universal, unique reUgion." (VII, 148.) Besides,

there is nothing more in conformity with the fundamental

principle of Saint-Simon, namely, that there are not two

worlds in the world, but that the Universe is one. Therefore

you must make a choice. If divinity is immanent, everything

in the world is divine—the physical and moral, matter and

spirit. But to be so it is obviously necessary that the prin-

ciple of self be in things, that God be immanent in the

world. For if He were outside it, there would necessarily

exist in reality some beings who would be closer to Him,
issued more directly from Him, who would share more of

His nature, while others, on the contrary, would be more
remote from Him and only receive weakened reflections. It
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is precisely because Christianity placed God outside of things

that it could distinguish two types: those who are turned

toward God, who express Him and who alone are truly real,

and others, who are opposed to Him and consequently only

represent more or less disguised forms of nothingness—on

one side, the spiritual, the moral, the ideal, and on the other,

matter, temporal interests, the passions they excite. The spirit

reaches the first with the help of processes sui generis of a

mystical nature; it is only religion that is qualified to under-

stand and speak of this. The second type, on the contrary,

are devoted to reason and the science of men: Deus tradidit

mundum disputationi hominum. These two elements are so

contradictory that their association is conceived by the Chris-

tian in the form of a struggle, a conflict of each moment,

which—for this very reason—can only last for a limited time.

The divine, bound and as if imprisoned in matter, tends to free

itself in order to return to God, from Whom it came. When
one separates God from the world, this duality is again

found in the world itself, which is divided into two parts,

according to whether it clings more or less closely to God.

But such duality is as contrary as possible to the spirit of

Saint-Simonianism, which is above all enamored of unity.

For Saint-Simon, morality is an essentially earthly thing;

these are its own utterances. It aims at no end beyond

temporal interests. It is merely the law of their organization.

Since all that is essential in religion is contained in morality,

it too can have only an earthly objective. On this point

Saint-Simon's thinking never varied. It is by seeking "to

procure for humankind the greatest degree of happiness it

can achieve during its worldly life that you will succeed in

establishing Christianity." (VII, 154.) The true means of

assuring its salvation is not to discipline it, to subdue its

flesh, but to undertake great enterprises for the common
good. The first Christian doctrine, thanks to the false axiom,

render unto Caesar the things that are Caesar's, took no in-

terest in anything temporal, precisely because such activity

was not considered of divine order. The new Christian organ-

ization will draw from the principle that men should act

toward one another like brothers, all the positive and tem-
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poral consequences it implies. "It will direct all institutions

—whatever their nature—toward the improvement of the

well-being of the poorest class." (VII, 113.) Thus the new

religion has no proper goal outside this earth. It is itself an

earthly thing. Its domain is of this world. It declares that

God is not exterior to things, but is part of them, blends

with them. Thus everything leads us to the conclusion that

Saint-Simonian religion can be nothing other than a panthe-

ism asserting the fundamental identity of all beings and

deifying temporal reality as well as thought. For on the one

hand, the God of such a religion, comprising all reality, is

manifestly impersonal and so satisfies the first condition. On
the other hand, since nothing is outside Him, everything has

value and reality. The practical ceases to be excluded from

the circle of things that serve as ends for the conduct of

man. At the same time it is understandable how the Saint-

Simonian doctrine presents—as we have noted—a kind of

ambiguity. It can be—with no contradiction—scientific on
the one side, religious on the other. This is so because in a

general way, pantheism—or at least a certain kind of panthe-

ism—also has two sides. For as the God, Whose existence

is recognized, is at one with nature, it can be regarded

sometimes as the nature studied by science, sometimes as

the divinity adored by religion. On the other hand, it is not

necessary to show how this manner of representing God can

serve to rationally justify a morality of solidarity. For it is

clear that if God is reality itself, if He is all things, we all

communicate through Him and the principle of fraternity is

founded in the nature of things.



Chapter 10

Saint-Simon—Critical Conclusions

A DOCTRINE OF PHILANTHROPY having a pantheistic concep-

tion of the universe as its basis—this is what the new Chris-

tianity must consist of. We have finally come to the highest

point of the Saint-Simonian system. From there we can per-

ceive all of its richness and unity. On one side, there is

the greatest complexity, for in it are found the germs of all

the great intellectual currents produced during the nineteenth

century; the germs of the method with which Augustin

Thierry, pupil of Saint-Simon, and all the great historians

who followed were to revive the science of history; of the

positivist philosophy to which Comte, another pupil of Saint-

Simon, was to attach his name, and which is the greatest

philosophical novelty of our time; of socialism, which is

already found there in its most characteristic forms; finally,

the germs of those aspirations for a religious revival which,

in spite of periods of apathy, never remained completely

foreign to the spirit of the century. When we follow the

development of all these tendencies in the history of our

era, and when we study them isolated from each other,

they appear to be very different and to proceed in opposite

directions. However, what proves that, in spite of their ap-

parent diversity, they are not without unity and merely ex-

press the same social state in varied ways, is the fact that

we find them all in Saint-Simon, founded on the same uni-

fied system. In fact they flow from the very principle that

we must now specify in order to understand and examine

it properly.

This is the principle Saint-Simon called industrialism. He
expresses it so: Individuals and peoples should no longer

pursue any but economic interests; or, in another form, the

only useful functions are industrial functions. All others

—

military or theological—are of a parasitic nature; they are

/ 235
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the vestiges of a past which should have already disappeared.

Accept this idea and you must accept the system, for it is

wholly implied in it.

If societies have only economic interests, then economic

life is necessarily a social thing, totally or in part—unless

it may be said there is no clearly social existence. For this

reason, economic life should be subjected to collective and

organized control. That is the economic principle of social-

ism. This organization will naturally assign the direction of

society to representatives of industrial interests, since they

alone have the competence necessary to administer common
affairs. But just because they will have this character, their

administration will not have to proceed according to ordinary

methods of goverrmient, which imply that there are masters

and subjects, inferior and superior beings, and that the first

are obliged to obey the second. For, since social relation-

ships will be essentially relationships of interest, the directors

of society will have no function but to teach people, by

virtue of their special ability, what is true or false, what is

advantageous or not. Since it is unnecessary to repress hu-

manity to make it pursue its interests, these directors will

have no need for an authority which raises them above

those they will direct. Governmental restraint will have no

basis. That is the principle of socialist politics, that is the

anarchistic creed. For the same reason, since nothing exists

in the world except industrial interests, the only goal this

collective administration can pursue will be to make the pro-

duction of wealth as fruitful as possible, so that everyone

can receive the most—particularly those whom fate has dis-

inherited the most. That is socialist morality. Finally, as in-

dustrial interests are the same among all peoples, and as

they tend naturally to coalesce in spite of frontiers, indus-

trialism ends in internationalism as its logical conclusion.

Even the pantheistic character of Saint-Simonian religion

derives from this same source. If earthly interests are the

only possible ends of human activity, they must have value

and dignity, and this is not possible when the divine is con-

ceived as outside the things of this world.

This explanation serves to clarify the profound difference

which separates socialism from communism, since all the
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distinctive characteristics of socialism derive from a prin-

ciple exactly contrary to that which serves as the basis of

communism. In fact, the fundamental axiom of socialism is

that there are no social interests outside economic interests,

whereas the axiom of communism is that economic interests

are anti-social, and that industrial life should be reduced

to strict necessities to leave room for other forms of social

activity—war, religion, morality, fine arts, etc. Thus these

two theories are contradictory, not only at their origin, but

also in every conceptual detail. Under socialism, the repre-

sentatives of industry are the designated directors of society;

under communism, these cannot acquit themselves of their

functions unless freed from economic preoccupations, and

often it is the rule that they must be chosen from outside

industry. Thus Plato chose them from among warriors, and

Campanella from metaphysicians. Whereas socialism has a

tendency to anarchy, governmental restraint is necessary in

communism; it is the only means of maintaining subordina-

tion of economic life which in itself is impatient of any

limitation. Whereas the morality of one commands the in-

crease and widest possible extension of the good things in

life, the other, highly ascetic, tends to restrain this as far

as possible—for such abundance is seen as a danger to

morality. Finally, socialism, precisely because it seeks above

all to intensify economic activity, urges men to form vaster

and vaster groupings so that co-operation may be more fruit-

ful by reason of greater numbers. Even the great European

nations are too small, according to socialist thought—which

is why it demands they leave their isolation and mix with

•ne another so that their unified efforts may be more pro-

ductive. We have even seen that it goes so far as to dream
of a future when all humanity would constitute one work-

shop. Communism, on the contrary, tends to cut up society

into the smallest groups possible, for fear that too broad

a horizon may awaken desires, that a too active life may
stimulate needs. Besides, the inevitable diversity implied in

every great society, for the very reason that it embraces a

great number of elements spread over a vast territory and

placed in very different conditions of existence, is evidently

incompatible with the absolute homogeneity, similitude of
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ideas and feelings, and the leveling that communism presup-

poses.

Moreover, if instead of studying these doctrines in them-

selves and their constitutive characteristics, one looks at their

historic origins and interrelationships, it is impossible to be-

lieve that Saint-Simon ever fell under the influence of com-

munist theories. Nowhere does he speak of them; neither

Plato, Morus, Mably, not even Rousseau, engaged him. One

might even wonder if he read them. On the contrary, it is

certain that he studied the economists; he speaks often and

with praise of Smith and J. B. Say; he acknowledges his de-

pendence on them. Historically, socialism does not spring

from economics, but is derived from a similar source. Born

at almost the same time, the two systems should obviously

correspond to the same social state they express differently.

And as we have established, not only do they coincide in

certain secondary characteristics, not only did we find in

both the same tendency to cosmopolitanism, the same sen-

suous and utilitarian tendency, but further, the fundamental

principle on which they rest is identical. Both are industri-

alist; both proclaim that economic interests are social inter-

ests. The difference is that Saint-Simon, and all subsequent

socialists, conclude that since economic factors are the sub-

stance of common life, they must be organized socially,

whereas the economists refuse to subject them to any col-

lective control and believe they can be arranged and har-

monized without prior reorganization.

Of these two ways of interpreting this principle, the second

is inadmissible for it is self-contradictory. If everything so-

cial is economic, the economic domain must include the

social, and on the other hand, what is social could not,

without contradiction, be regarded and treated as a private

thing. Economists cannot escape this objection by maintain-

ing there is nothing basic which is truly collective, that so-

ciety is only a sum of individuals juxtaposed, and that social

interests are the sum of individual interests. But this concept

no longer has many defenders, so irreconcilable is it with

the facts. If therefore one regards as established the funda-

mental proposition on which the two doctrines rest, the

socialist and Saint-Simonian theses are logically derived. If
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economic interests do have the supremacy attributed to

them, if as a result, it is to these interests that human ends

are reduced, the only goal society can set itself is to organ-

ize industry in such a way as to secure the maximum pro-

duction possible, and finally, the only means to attain this

goal and to cause individuals to apply themselves, is to ap-

portion the products thus obtained so that everyone, from

top to bottom of the ladder, has enough—or better still, as

much as possible.

But what is the scientific value of this principle? Saint-

Simon established it by demonstrating that the powers which

had dominated industry until the present, were going into

decline and that this decline was inevitable. From this

he concluded that it (industry) did and should tend toward

complete enfranchisement, toward absolute liberation, that

it was no longer to be subordinated to anything which would

surpass it, that henceforth it was to be its own end and

draw from itself its own rule. But this conclusion was pre-

mature. To assume that the particular state of subjection in

which industry had formerly been held could not be in

agreement with the new conditions of collective life, does

not imply that every other type of dependence would be de-

void of reason. It can well be that the transformation now
necessary does not consist in suppressing all subordination,

but in changing its form—not in making industrial interests

a kind of unlimited absolute beyond which there is nothing,

but rather in limiting them in a different manner and spirit

than formerly. Not only does this hypothesis deserve exami-

nation, but in fact it is easy to understand that in any social

organization, however skillfully ordered, economic functions

cannot co-operate harmoniously nor be maintained in a state

of equilibrium unless subjected to moral forces which sur-

pass, contain, and regulate them.

And in fact it is a general law of all living things that

needs and appetites are normal only on condition of being

controlled. Unlimited need contradicts itself. For need is de-

fined by the goal it aims at, and if unlimited has no goal

—

since there is no limit. It is no true aim to seek constantly

more than one has—to work in order to overtake the point

one has reached, with a view only to exceeding the point
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at which one will have arrived. From another point of

view, one might say that the persistence of a need or appe-

tite in a living being can be explained only if it secures

some satisfaction for the being who experiences it. But an

appetite that nothing can appease can never be satisfied. In-

satiable thirst can only be a source of suffering. Whatever

one does, it is never slaked. Every being likes to act, to

move, and movement is Ufe. But he must feel his action

serves some purpose—^that by walking, he goes forward. But

one does not advance when he proceeds without a goal

—

or what comes to the same thing—toward a goal situated

in infinity. The distance is always the same, whatever the

road, and no matter what the pace, one seems to be simply

marking time. It is well known that insatiability is a sign

of morbidity. Normal man ceases to be hungry when he

has taken a certain amount of nourishment; it is the glutton

who cannot be satisfied. Healthy people enjoy motion, but

at the end of a period of exercise they like to rest. The

deambulatory maniac experiences the need of perpetually

moving about without stop or rest; nothing satisfies him.

In its normal state sexual desire is aroused for a time, then

is appeased. With the erotomaniac there are no limits.

Among animals this limitation comes of itself because the

animal's life is essentially instinctive. Every instinct, in fact,

is part of a chain of connected movements which unfolds

its links under the impulse of a determinate stimulant, but

which stops when it comes to its end. All instinct is bounded

because it responds to purely organic needs and because

these organic needs are rigorously defined. It is always a

matter either of eliminating a definite quantity of useless

or harmful substances which encimiber the organism, or of

introducing a definite quantity of substances which repair

what the functioning of the organs has destroyed. The power

of assimilation of a living body is limited and this limits

the corresponding needs. This limitation is therefore built

into the organism and controls its behavior. Moreover, the

animal has no way of evading this pattern. The power of

reflection is not yet developed enough to symbolize what is

or what was and to set new goals for activity beyond those

spontaneously achieved. This is why excesses are rare. When
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beasts have eaten enough to satisfy their hunger they seek

no more. When sexual desire is met, they are in repose.

But it is not the same with man, precisely because instincts

play a lesser role in him. Strictly speaking, the quantity of

material nourishment absolutely necessary for the physical

sustenance of human life could be considered definite and

determinable, although its determination is less precise than

in the preceding cases and there is more room for a free

combination of desires. For beyond this indispensable mini-

mum—which satisfies the need on the instinctive level—re-

flection, more alert, glimpses better conditions which appear

as desirable ends and which invite activity. Yet it is clear

that appetites of this kind sooner or later meet a boundary

they cannot overstep. But how fix the quantity of well-being,

comfort, luxury, that a human being ought not pass? Noth-

ing is found either in the organic or psychological constitu-

tion of man which sets a limit to such needs. The function-

ing of an individual life requires only that he halt here

rather than there, that he satisfy himself at little cost or

otherwise. The proof is that such needs have continued to

develop in the course of history, and have found increasingly

complete satisfaction, and nevertheless the average state of

health has improved and average happiness has not dimin-

ished. But as there is nothing within an individual which

constrains these appetites, they must surely be contained by

some force exterior to him, or else they would become insa-

tiable—that is, morbid. Either, knowing no limits, they be-

come a source of torment for man, exciting him to activity

that nothing can satisfy, irritating and plaguing him in a

pursuit without possible end, or there must be, outside the

individual, some power capable of stopping them, disciplin-

ing them, fixing a limit that nature does not.

This is what seems to have escaped Saint-Simon. To him
it appears that the way to realize social peace is to free

economic appetites of all restraint on the one hand, and

on the other to satisfy them by fulfilling them. But such an

undertaking is contradictory. For such appetites cannot be
appeased unless they are limited and they cannot be limited

except by something other than themselves. They cannot be

regarded as the only purpose of society since they must be
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subordinated to some end which surpasses them, and it is

only on this condition that they are capable of being really

satisfied. Picture the most productive economic organization

possible and a distribution of wealth which assures abun-

dance to even the humblest—perhaps such a transformation,

at the very moment it was constituted, would produce an

instant of gratification. But this gratification could only be

temporary. For desires, though calmed for an instant, will

quickly acquire new exigencies. Unless it is admitted that

each individual is equally compensated—and such leveling,

if it conforms to the communist ideal, is as opposed as

possible to the Saint-Simonian doctrine, as to every socialist

theory—there will always be some workers who will receive

more and others less. So it is inevitable that at the end of

a short time the latter find their share meager compared

with what goes to the others, and as a result new demands
arise, for all levels of the social scale. And besides, even

apart from any feeling of envy, excited desires will tend

naturally to keep outrunning their goals, for the very rea-

son that there will be nothing before them which stops

them. And they will call all the more imperiously for a

new satisfaction, since those already secured will have given

them more strength and vitality. This is why those at the

very top of the hierarchy, who consequently would have

nothing above them to stimulate their ambition, could never-

theless not be held at the point they had reached, but would
continue to be plagued by the same restlessness that tor-

ments them today. What is needed if social order is to reign

is that the mass of men be content with their lot. But what
is needed for them to be content, is not that they have more
or less but that they be convinced they have no right to

more. And for this, it is absolutely essential that there be

an authority whose superiority they acknowledge and which
tells them what is right. For an individual committed only

to the pressure of his needs will never admit he has reached

the extreme limits of his rightful portion. If he is not con-

scious of a force above him which he respects, which stops

him and tells him with authority that the compensation due
him is fulfilled, then inevitably he will expect as due him
all that his needs demand. And since in our hypothesis these
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needs are limitless, their exigency is necessarily without limit.

For it to be otherwise, a moral power is required whose

superiority he recognizes, and which cries out, "You must

go no further."

This is precisely the role played in ancient society by the

powers whose progressive dethronement Saint-Simon notes.

Religion instructed the humble to be content with their situ-

ation, at the same time it taught them that the social order

is providential, that it is God himself who has determined

each one's share, and giving them glimpses beyond this earth

of another world where everything will be balanced, whose

prospect made inequalities less noticeable, it stopped them

from feeling aggrieved. Secular power, too, precisely because

it held economic functions under its domination, contained

and limited them. But even a priori, it is impossible to sup-

pose that for centuries it was in the nature of economic

interests to be subordinated but that in the future the roles

will become so completely reversed. This would be to admit

that the nature of things could be completely transformed in

the course of evolution. Undoubtedly one can be certain

that this regulating function can no longer be fulfilled by

the old forces, since nothing appears likely to arrest their

decadence. Undoubtedly, too, this same function could not

be exercised today in the same manner or spirit as formerly.

The industrial organ, more developed, more essential than

before to the social organism, can no longer be contained

within the same narrow bounds, subjected to a system as

heavily repressive, relegated to a position so subordinate.

But it does not follow that it should be freed of all regula-

tion, liberated from all checks.

The problem is to know, under the present conditions of

social life, what moderating functions are necessary and what

forces are capable of executing them. The past only helps

us to pose the problem—it also indicates the direction in

which the solution should be sought. What, in fact, were the

temporal and spiritual powers that for so long moderated

industrial activity? Collective forces. In addition they had the

characteristic that individuals acknowledged their superior-

ity, bowed voluntarily before them, did not deny them the

right to command. Normally, they were imposed not through
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material violence, but through their moral ascendency. This

is what accounted for the efficacy of their action. So, today,

as formerly, there are social forces, moral authorities, which

must exercise this regulating influence, and without which

appetites become deranged and economic order disorgan-

ized. And, in fact, from the moment that this indispensable

curb does not come from the inherent nature of individuals,

it can come only from society. Society alone has the capacity

to constrain and only it can do so without perpetually mak-

ing use of physical restraint—because of the moral character

in which it is clothed. In short, society, through the moral

regulation it institutes and applies, plays, as far as supra-

organic life is concerned, the same role that instinct fills with

respect to physical existence. It determines, and it rules what

is left undetermined. The system of instincts is the discipline

of the organism, just as moral discipline is the instinctive

system of social life.

Now it can be seen what, according to us, is Saint-Simon's

mistake. He described perfectly the present situation and

made a careful history of it. He showed: 1. That industry

had been, up to the present, placed under subordination to

powers which rose above it; 2. That these powers retro-

gressed irretrievably; 3. That this situation was unhealthy and

is the cause of the crisis from which we suffer. It is no small

accomplishment to have posed the question in these terms

which, at least, make their unity clear. This time we are no

longer in the presence of a simply critical study, such as we
met in Sismondi and will find in Fourier, which consists of

enumerating the merits and faults of the modern order and

concluding the necessity for change—as if these defects were

not compensated for by advantages, and as if a balance could

be objectively established. We are in the presence of an his-

toric law which dominates the whole development of our

societies and—without comparing the advantages and draw-

backs of the regime, which conclusion must necessarily de-

pend on our personal feelings—it can of itself, if properly

interpreted, tell us the secret of the future. The only question

is: did Saint-Simon properly interpret it? Noting the pro-

gressive weakening of the old powers, he concluded that
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our modem uneasiness is due to the fact that, not yet having

disappeared, they still disturb industrial activity. It followed

that their downfall had only to be hastened in order to

assure industry the supremacy it had a right to, and that

industry should be organized without subordinating it to

anything—as if such an organization were possible. In short,

it seems to us that he was mistaken about what, in the pres-

ent situation, is the cause of the uneasiness, and in having

proposed, as a remedy, an aggravation of the evil.

In the end, Saint-Simon seems to have had some aware-

ness of the inadequacy of the industrialist solution. For al-

though the religion whose establishment he called for does

not contradict his philosophical system, the former itself

did not appeal to logic, but to religious faith. He assumes it

rather artificially, because he felt the need of elevating some-

thing above the purely economic order, to limit it. Although

in principle his philanthropic morality was purely industrial,

he understood that to assure order morality had to be placed

in a position of dominating industrial interests—and for that

reason he gave it a religious character. In this there is some-

thing which is not completely harmonious with the indus-

trialist principle and may even be its best refutation. Besides,

this religion does not altogether correspond to the necessities

we noted, for if it curbs the wealthy by assigning as their

goal the well-being of the poor, it does not restrain the latter

—and the desires of these should be no less regulated than

the needs of the others. Moreover, even for the wealthy, the

efficacy of the process is more than doubtful. The sentiment

of cosmic unity, even expressed in a practical form, is in-

sufficient to dominate egoism and to actively unify men.

But then one will ask where, today, are the moral forces

capable of establishing, making acceptable, and maintaining

the necessary discipline? This is not the place to treat the

question. However, it can be said that among the institutions

of the old regime there is one that Saint-Simon does not

speak of but which perhaps, if transformed, could suit our

present state. These are the professional groupings, or cor-

porations. In all times they played the role of moderator, and

moreover if one takes into account the fact that they were
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suddenly and violently destroyed, one has the right to ask

whether this radical destruction was not one of the causes

of the evil. In any event, the professional grouping could

well fit all the conditions we have set. On the one hand, be-

cause it is industrial, it will not weight down industry with too

burdensome a yoke; it is close enough to the interests it will

have to regulate not to heavily repress them. In addition,

like every group formed of individuals united by ties of

interests, ideas, and feelings, it is capable of being a moral

force over the members who compose it. Let it be made a

definite agency of society, whereas it is now merely a private

association. Transfer certain rights and duties to it which the

State is less and less capable of exercising and assuring. Let

it be the administrator of affairs, industries, arts, that the

State cannot manage through its remoteness from material

things. Grant it the power necessary to resolve certain con-

flicts, to apply the general laws of society according to the

variety of labor, and gradually, through the influence it will

exercise, through the rapprochement that it will produce in

the work of all, it will acquire the moral authority which will

permit it to play this role of restraint—without which there

could be no economic stability.

But this is not the place to develop these theories. It is

enough to have shown that, put this way, the social question

would present itself in an entirely different manner. It no

longer opposes the source of technic to that of power, as two

antagonists who exclude each other in such a manner that

the process of successive reorganization presupposes prior

destruction. But one is only the continuation of the other.

It does not awaken for everything that is or was a feeling of

subversive hatred. It incites only to seek the new forms

which the past should take today. It is not a matter of put-

ting a completely new society in the place of the existing

one, but of adapting the latter to the new social conditions.

At least, it no longer stirs questions of classes; it no longer

opposes rich to poor, employers to workers—as if the only

possible solution consisted of diminishing the portion of one

in order to augment that of the other. But it declares, in the

interest of both, the necessity of a curb from above which
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checks appetites and so sets a limit on the state of disar-

rangement, excitiment, frenzied agitation, which do not

spring from social activity and which even make it suffer.

Put differently, the social question, posed this way, is not a

question of money or force; it is a question of moral agents.

What dominates it is not the state of our economy but,

much more, the state of our morality.



Chapter 1 1

The Saint-Simonian School

Saint-Simon, with an extremely vital intellect and eager for

knowledge, curious about everything new, gifted with a kind

of intuitive empathy that made him sensitive to all the

aspirations of his contemporaries, succeeded in making his

work a kind of synthesis of all the tendencies of his time.

On the other hand, he was always dominated by the same

fixed idea, and across all the experiences and accidents of his

career he had but one goal—to reconstitute on rational and

temporal bases—that is, with the aid of science and industry

—the social system which the old regime's ruin had disor-

ganized. Thus the very different elements that successively

entered into his doctrine grouped and crystallized themselves

quite naturally around this main unifying thought. His sys-

tem epitomizes the spirit of his time. And as it was the very

spirit of the nineteenth century that was in the process of

being elaborated, it is not surprising that we found the

germs of all the great intellectual movements which simul-

taneously or successively occupied the thought of our epoch:

the historic method, positivism in philosophy, socialist the-

ories, and finally the aspirations for a religious regeneration.

But despite their close relationship, these diverse currents

could not co-exist in the same mind and work except by
remaining unfinished. Certainly no marked differences among
them strike the observer when he views them at a certain dis-

tance from their common source; deriving from the same
collective state, they can only be different aspects of a simi-

lar social conscience. But as each was very complex in itself,

they could develop only by dividing. The material was too

rich. This is why none of his successors continued his think-

ing in full but divided it among themselves. Even in Saint-

Simon's lifetime, Augustin Thierry first, and then Auguste
Comte, had separated from their teacher and had undertaken,
one his historical work and the other his philosophic labor,

248 /
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apart from the master and his influence. As for the social

and religious theories, after Saint-Simon's death they became

the appendage of the school, which, because it consisted

mainly of the friends of his last hours, assumed and retained

in history the name of the "Saint-Simonian School." We will

examine it because, following Saint-Simon, it has played a

part that has much interest for our study. But it is important

to indicate that it was formed by a kind of dismemberment

of the system—and consequently is its successor only in part.

Strictly speaking, Saint-Simon did not leave a school when

he died. But he had succeeded in uniting around him a num-

ber of faithful friends, of whom the principal ones were

Olinde Rodrigues, the jurist Duveyrier, the poet Halevy and

the physician Bailly. Rodrigues especially was very active

and devoted and set to work immediately and enthusiastically

to reahze one of the dearest of Saint-Simon's projects: to

found a journal of Saint-Simonian propaganda. He applied

himself first to recruiting new adherents to the doctrine. In

particular, he searched for a group of writers whose talents

could serve the cause—and we can note that he was suc-

cessful. In fact it was he who discovered Bazard, Enfantin,

and Buchez. The first two were shortly to become the heads

of the school. They founded the Producteur, a weekly jour-

nal. The tone was Saint-Simonian but it also printed articles

of varied inspiration—on technology and industrial statistics.

Among the collaborators we find Auguste Comte, who had

not yet broken completely with Saint-Simonianism; Armand
Carrel, Adolphe Blanqui, Adolphe Garnier, etc. Though
such collaboration seemed to promise success, the existence

of the Producteur was of short duration. Only four volumes

and one book of the fifth appeared. Lacking 8,000 francs

which it could not secure, the publication was suspended.

One might imagine that this would be a mortal blow to

Saint-Simonianism, and in fact the philosophic press of the

time declared confidently that the new doctrine was finished.

But just the opposite occurred. The Producteur had had time

to stimulate lively curiosity—and indeed burning sympathies

—among its limited but elite circle. The proof is that, al-

though its disappearance dissolved all contact between rep-
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resentatives of the new ideas and readers whose interest had

been awakened, the latter—distressed and anxious to be in-

formed more thoroughly about this new doctrine—them-

selves initiated personal relationships with the former editors.

"Truly apostolic correspondence opened up with the initi-

ates." The reason was that at the time a very special state of

mind existed among cultivated circles which facilitated the

task of the new apostles. They were tired of the present, dis-

gusted with the past, weary of old theories, curious and

disturbed about the future. There was a general feeling of

confusion along with an intense hope to get out of it, "We
were," one of the contemporaries, Hippolyte Camot, says,

"on watch for any philosophic manifestations which seemed

to have a religious tendency." The book by Ballanche, a

neo-religious writer, was highly esteemed. Moreover, it was

the moment (1824) that Jouflfroy was writing his famous

article. Comment les dogmes finissent, "How Dogmas End,"

in which he shows how religions die in order to come to

life again under new forms. This thirst for the new and the

unknown on the part of many young men destined to play

an important role in the history of the century, such as

Hippolyte Carnot, DeLas Cases, the RouUeaux brothers,

Dugage, Louis de Montebello, Michel Chevallier, Mantalivet

—to cite only the principal ones—led them to enroll in the

Order of the Templars, in the vague hope—soon disap-

pointed—of finding in it the doctrine they so strongly felt the

need for. In 1821 a group called Societe de Morale chre-

tienne was founded, which specifically had as its objective

the extrication of Christian morality from its ultramundane

and clerical spirit. It had among its members the Duke de

Broglie, Casimir and Augustin Thierry, Perrier, Laffitte,

Benjamin Constant, Guizot, Lamartine, de Remusat, Mon-
talivet. A state of general hope existed which naturally

availed itself of the first system to be established which had
some coherency.

This is why the material defeat of the Producteur had the

effect of heightening curiosity and sympathy—rather than

weakening it. When through failure of publication the gospel

was prevented from reaching the public, it was the public
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itself who requested it from those who had been in charge.

Direct and personal action replaced the abstract influence

of the journal. They wrote, they visited, and "gradually

gatherings formed . . . centers of diffusion were established

at various points." They met at Enfantin's, Comte's, at Car-

not's. (It was at that time that Carnot became affiliated with

the school, like Michel Chevalier, Fournel, Barault, the two

Pereires, Charloes Dunoyer.) Soon—in 1829—they had to

look for larger quarters, and regular verbal instruction began

in a hall on Rue Taranne. Bazard undertook a complete

exposition of Saint-Simonian theory in a long series of lec-

tures which was very successful and attracted numerous ad-

herents, notably among former and present students of the

£cole Polytechnique.

This instruction at the Rue Taranne was an important

event in the history of Saint-Simonianism. For the doctrine

we have been speaking of was presented there for the first

time in a systematic and integrated form. Instead of the

multitude of diffuse writings over which Saint-Simon had
spread his thinking, there was finally a synoptic representa-

tion of the principal theories in cogent form. But Bazard's

role was not reduced to the work of coordination. At the

same time that he arranged them in logical order, he changed

them at more than one point and so gave the system a new
aspect. He made no additions to the principles postulated by
the master, but developed them, elucidated them, carried

them to their logical conclusions, and at the same time

distinguished more radically the purely rationalist and scien-

tific elements, which later served to supply Comte's theories.

Since it is in the form that he gave them that Saint-Simon-

ian ideas became general, extended their influence and final-

ly became one of the factors in our intellectual evolution, the

lectures at Rue Taranne deserve noting. Besides, that was
the moment when the system reached its maturity. In Saint-

Simon it had been somewhat in a state of confusion and in-

complete organization. Later, when the Enfantin's influence

predominated, it became disorganized and entered into

decadence. But with Bazard it attained its maximum logical

consistency and flowering. Besides, in itself his discussion is
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most remarkable. In addition to its very fine form—although

a little too continuously oratorical—Saint-Simonian thinking

is expressed and developed with a fullness which makes its

consequences and significance better understood. We will

give a brief account of it, emphasizing particularly the in-

novations it contains, according to the version published in

volumes XLI and XLII of the general edition of the work

of Saint-Simon and Enfantin.

The method Bazard used should in itself serve notice of

a change in the orientation of the system, for the tone be-

came more idealistic and less scientific. Saint-Simon started

from the past with the observation of feudal societies, and

had demonstrated the need for industrialism, how industrial-

ism, in its turn—and as a condition of existence—required

cosmopolitanism, and how, finally, the latter found its suc-

cess and guaranty in the dogma of universal unity. Thus he

went progressively from the past to the future. But it was a

reverse process—or nearly so—that Bazard followed. He
takes as his point of departure what was for his master the

point of arrival, and the whole series of ideas unfolds in

inverse order to the one in which they had been logically

linked in the mind of their founder. He begins by postulating

the fundamental unity of everything, deduces international-

ism, and from that, industrial organization. That is to say

he has his eyes fixed on the future much more than on the

past; he is less concerned with the laws of history than with

determining the conditions under which a previously chosen

ideal should be realized.

The world is one. Order and harmony are the normal state

of all things; discordance and conflict are contrary to nature.

This is the axiom from which he starts. By reading him
(Bazard) one understands better what Saint-Simon meant in

asserting that all the laws of the universe were only particular

forms of the laws of gravity. In fact the molecular attraction

that gives birth to inorganic bodies, the cellular attraction

from which organisms result, the social attraction by which
societies are bom, are phenomena no different in nature than

the attraction of astronomical bodies which the law of gravity

expresses. (XLI, 91.) It is also probable that in addition to
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the logical unity resulting from the reduction of all laws to

a single one, Bazard saw in this universal conspiracy of

things which tended more and more to approach and meet,

a manifestation of the need for unity and equilibrium which

he made the fundamental quality of all reality. It is a re-

markable fact that this purely cosmic law has so frequently

been invoked by theoreticians of socialism as the scientiSc

principle of their doctrine. Fourier had it play a no less im-

portant role in his system than did Saint-Simon, but without

there being any suspicion that he had borrowed the idea

from Saint-Simon. The reason for this peculiarity is that

this law is in fact the physical and material reflection of

solidarity. It has the additional advantage of connecting this

last fact—which in appearance is entirely human—with the

rest of nature, and emphasizing its irresistibility, since in-

stead of presenting it as a privilege of our species, it demon-
strates its necessity in the biological realm and even, still

lower, in the world of minerals. By placing the center of the

universe beyond the planet, and consequently beyond man,

it inclines us to admit more readily that the center of the

social system is found outside the individual.

If this is so, the natural state of humanity is unity, that is,

the grouping of all men in the same universal association,

the combination of all human forces in only one and the

same direction, which as a result could only be peaceful.

And in fact if humankind has not yet reached this idea,

history shows that this is the goal it tends toward, and

approaches more and more. There is a contrary condition

that retards unity but which it always dominates more com-
pletely and always moves further away from. This is the

state of antagonism that separates men instead of uniting

them, which arms them against one another instead of mak-
ing them collaborators in the same work. At the beginning,

antagonism is preponderant while association is only rudi-

mentary. "The more one goes back into the past," Bazard

says, "the narrower one finds the sphere of association, and

therefore the more incomplete the association." (p. 183.)

Humanity was then fragmented into many hostile groups

among whom war was the chronic state. Then, little by
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little families united into cities, cities into nations, nations

into confederations. The last result of this progressive series

is the formation of "the great Catholic alliance" which, at

the height of its power, held a notable portion of humanity

under the authority of a similar faith. At the same time as

the circle of association enlarged, the principle of order,

union, harmony, struck deeper roots in the midst of each

group. Not only does the field of peaceful relations gain in

extent, but the peaceful character of these relations continue

to be accentuated. "Conflicting elements within each associ-

ation are weakened to the degree that several associations

unite into one." (190.) When society does not extend be-

yond the family, struggle is constant between sexes, age

groups, between brothers and sisters, seniors and juniors.

When the city appears, marriage serves to pacify sexual re-

lations, but then the antagonisms of masters and slaves, ple-

beians and patricians arise; then both these grow weaker.

The patrician and plebeian disappear completely, while the

slave system is replaced by the milder antagonism of serf

and seigneur, which itself is more and more attenuated.

What determines this progressive pacification is the diminish-

ing role of force in social relationships. In the beginning,

force is the basis of all social organization; the society in-

volves the subjugation and exploitation of the weaker by the

stronger. But more and more this arrangement loses ground,

to the degree man perceives that the exploitation of things

is more profitable to him than the exploitation of those like

himself—that is, to the degree industry appears more pro-

ductive than war.

"The exploitation of man by man—that is the state of

human relations in the past. The exploitation of nature by

man associated with man—this is the picture the future

offers." (206.)

The end that humanity should and does pursue is there-

fore not in doubt. It must strive towards a state in which

all its members, co-operating harmoniously, unite in order

to exploit the globe together. It is all too plain that we are

far from this goal. Struggles between peoples are far from
extinguished and, within each, what conflicts of every type!
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In spite of the progress already realized, there is much
more to do before human society can be considered estab-

lished. Still, as indisputable as this declaration may be, it is

of itself insufficient to demonstrate the necessity for an im-

mediate change in civilized societies. In fact it could well

be that though still far from the goal, nevertheless they had

neither the means nor the desire to approach it more closely.

For there are moments in the history of every people when

it arrives at the maximum harmony of order and peace it

is then capable of. This is what Bazard calls the organic

epochs or periods. This is due to the fact that there is a

body of doctrines, of common beliefs, sufficiently broad and

generally respected to neutralize the effect of the antago-

nisms and hostilities that persist, to check the dispersive ten-

dencies which result—that is to say, to dominate selfishness

and make all individualistic activities converge toward a

common end. What characterizes these periods outwardly is

the establishment of a dogma recognized by everyone, and

under which—in whatever way—are spontaneously grouped

the particular theories that are only divisions of it and which

assure a unity of minds, and consequently of wills. As an

example of an organic epoch, one can cite, in the history

of Christian societies, the period extending from the eleventh

to about the sixteenth century—that is, almost to the Re-

formation. In the history of ancient cities, we find the period

during which Greco-Latin polity was at its height and which

ended at Rome with Augustus, and in Greece with Pericles.

From the time that a society has reached the phase of

maturity which Bazard calls organic, it is neither desirable

nor possible to seek to change it. It is not possible, as it

would be necessary to destroy the system of beliefs on which

the social order rests, and these beliefs are too alive, too

strongly-rooted then to be annihilated in an instant. Nor is

it desirable, for one should not overthrow what he cannot

replace, and centuries are required to elaborate a new dogma
and have it penetrate the mind.

Therefore, if our epoch were organic, one might well strive

to evoke new progress but not to demand radical change.

But in reality, far from having attained its maximum of

stability, it is in ruin. Far from being everything it can be,
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today it does not even have the beneficent effects it for-

merly had. The advance of societies toward universal con-

federacy is not, in fact, an absolute continuity. There are

moments when a kind of recoil is produced, when there is

less order and harmony than before. These are the critical

periods that stand in the way of organic periods. What
characterizes them is that the body of ideas that until then

rallied minds is, beneath the blow of new forces, disputed

and shaken. To the degree this process of destruction ad-

vances, antagonisms, being less contained, develop more and

more, and anarchy appears. Individual activities, ceasing to

be organized in groups, go in divergent or contrary direc-

tions, and as a result comes to blows. Selfishness is un-

leashed for the very reason that the force that held it in

check is weakened. "The mark of critical eras, like that of

great debacles, is egoism." (113.) And egoism brings war

in its train. Another exterior sign by which these periods

are recognized is that individual philosophies, personal opin-

ions, hold the position occupied until then by established

religions. Without doubt they are far from useless and, if

in one sense they constitute a backward movement, in reality

they are the indispensable condition of all progress. For,

once arrived at the organic period, societies would be immo-
bilized there forever if criticism did not do its work, if it

did not examine and reveal the inadequacy of those ideas

which, untU then, are secure from criticism. It is essential

that critics vex the state of equilibrium so that it does not

fix itself once for all in the form it happens to have taken

at a given moment. But on the other hand, these critical

phases—even less than the organic phases—cannot be con-

sidered the last stage in evolution. For destruction is death,

and death is not a goal for life. One should destroy only to

build. Critical periods are therefore useful only insofar as

they render new organic periods possible. And, in fact, in

the history of antiquity the critical period is the one which

began with Socrates, with the great development of Greek
philosophy, and ended with the establishment of Christi-

anity. In the history of Christian societies it begins with

the Reformation, with the shaking of Christian dogma, and
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it is not over. On the contrary, everything indicates it has

reached its maximum of activity. For never has anarchistic

individualism attained such a degree of development. In the

intellectual order, everyone has his own system and all these

contrary systems struggle unfruitfuUy with one another. The
so-called scholars are sunk, as if in quicksand, in their spe-

cial studies—^which are unrelated—and have lost all feeling

of their unity. "They pile up experiences, they dissect the

whole of nature . . . they add more or less curious facts to

facts previously observed. . . . But who are the scholars who
classify and coordinate these treasures heaped in disorder?

Where are those who put the ears of corn from this abun-

dant harvest in place? A few sheaves are seen here and

there. But they are sparse in the vast field of science, and

for more than a century no great theoretical vision has been

produced." (91.) In industry the conflict of individualistic

interests has become the fundamental rule—in the name of

the famous principle of unlimited competition. And finally,

the arts no longer express any but anti-social sentiments.

"The poet is no longer the divine singer placed at the head

of society to serve as interpreter to men, to give him laws,

to repress his backward tendencies, to reveal to him the

joys of the future. . . . No, the poet no longer finds any
but somber chants. Now he arms himself with the whip of

satire, his fire is exhaled in bitter words, he unleashes him-

self against the whole of humanity. . . . Now, with enfeebled

voice he sings to it in elegiac verse the charms of sohtude;

he abandons himself to the emptiness of reveries; he paints

the happiness of seclusion. And yet if man, seduced by
these sad accents, fled his fellow-creatures, apart from them
he would find only despair." (113, 114.) "Let us say it

—

fine arts no longer have voice when society no longer has

love. So that the true artist may be revealed, a chorus is

needed to repeat his songs and receive his soul when it

pours itself out." (115.) Thus, reorganization of society is

not only possible, it is vital. For the work of criticism has

reached its last stop—everything is destroyed and must be

reconstructed, and since destruction has been caused by the

advent of new needs, reconstruction cannot consist of a
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simple restoration of the ancient edifice. It must be built

on new foundations.

This distinction between critical and organic periods was

already indicated in Saint-Simon, but it is Bazard who devel-

oped it into a distinct theory. And it constitutes an impor-

tant advance in the philosophy of history. To the philoso-

phers of the eighteenth century, ancient peoples, because

they were infinitely distant from what seemed the true goal

of human societies, constituted so many monsters, anoma-

lous creatures, whose persistence and generality were con-

sequently explicable only with difficulty. Thus it was said

of the institutions of those peoples who most offended the

modern ideal, that they had been able to maintain them-

selves only by artificial means—cunning and violence. On the

contrary, Bazard, by perceiving (apart from the ultimate

perfection that he allows as the final aim of humanity)

relative states of health, with the conditions of equilibrium

varying at different moments in history, was not obliged to

represent humanity as if it had perpetually lived outside of

nature. He could recognize that in the history of each so-

ciety there were times when it had been all it could be.

Moreover, the law so formulated is incontestable—at least

on the whole. Everywhere one sees successive systems of

beliefs elaborated, reaching a maximum of consistency and

authority, only to succumb progressively under criticism.

What escaped Bazard is that the further one advances in

history, the more one sees the traits of the critical period

prolonged into the midst of the organic period. In fact, the

more cultivated a people the less does the dogma which

unifies it bar free examination. Reflection, criticism, exist

next to faith, pierce that very faith without destroying it,

and occupy an always larger place in it. So Christianity, even

in its organic period, admitted reason more than did Greco-

Latin polytheism at its corresponding period, and the Chris-

tianity of tomorrow should be still more rationalist than that

of today. Saint-Simon, much more than his disciples, con-

sidered this rationalism to be increasing under the influence

of collective beliefs.

Whatever the process, since we are at the extreme limit
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of a critical phase, we must get out of it. And for that we
need: 1. To so change secular institutions as to harmonize

them with the new needs that developed and destroyed the

old system; and 2. To establish a system of conmion ideas

to serve as a moral basis for these institutions. But, what

is new about the present needs of humanity is the growth

in feelings of sympathy, brotherhood, and solidarity. This

makes extremely intolerable to us the last survivals of the

old regime—which strength and power preserve—and all

remnants of old institutions that allow man to exploit man.

We have reached the point when it can no longer satisfy

us to seek simple palliatives for the old system, such as

those which until now have been the only improvements

sought by societies. For now we know the final ideal hu-

manity is aiming at, and as soon as it revealed itself we
clung to it and were unable to tear ourselves away. This

is why the temporary aims men were once content with are

without appeal now and cannot satisfy us. Christianity was

the last effort in this progressive revelation of the human
ideal. It had taught us to know and love one single hu-

manity, completely unified spiritually, but now we are ele-

vated to the loftier idea of a human solidarity, both spiri-

tual and temporal, both in action and in thought, and as

a result we can no longer set ourselves other ends. Un-
doubtedly such a goal cannot be achieved with one stroke.

On the contrary, it is too exalted ever to be entirely attained

so there is no need to fear that progress ever arrives at

its limit or that human activity lacks material. But what

one must do is to have it before his eyes—it, and nothing

else that conceals it—to act in terms of it, to strive to

represent it in all its wholeness, by rejecting all temporary

forces whose hour has passed, and to labor to fit the social

organization to it.

To reach this result many reforms would now be required

and possible. But there is one which seemed to impress

Saint-Simonians more urgently than others. It is the change

in the rights of ownership.

In fact the characteristic of property as now constituted

is that it is transmissible outside of any social competency,
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by virtue of the right of inheritance. The result is that some

men are bom with the privilege of doing nothing, that is,

they live at the expense of others. Thus, the exploitation of

man remains, in this form, the basis of our social system,

for the latter rests entirely on the organization of property.

Therefore if this exploitation must disappear, it is also nec-

essary that the institution perpetuating it disappear in its

turn. "It is alleged," says Bazard, "that the property owner

does not live at the cost of others, for what the worker

returns only represents productive services of the instru-

ments lent him." "But," he answers, "it is not a question

of knowing whether these services should be recompensed,

but to whom this remuneration should revert, and whether

by assigning it to the property owner—who has no other

claim to it except through the accident of birth—one is

not consecrating a privilege of material force. But for the

single reason that by birth he is a property owner, a man
can exercise over the ordinary workers he has transactions

with, a superiority that allows him to impose his wishes and

does not differ in nature from that which places the van-

quished in the hands of the victor. For the worker

—

forced to depend for daily food on his labor of the day

before—is obliged to accept, at the risk of life, the condi-

tions imposed on him. Moreover, inheritance of wealth im-

plies as its counterpart the inheritance of misery. Thus in

society there are men who, by the single fact of their birth,

are prevented from developing their faculties—which offends

all our sensibilities." (227.)

In conformity with Saint-Simon's method Bazard attempts

to demonstrate that this in fact is the path historic evolution

spontaneously travels, that of themselves societies have no-

ticeably approached the goal he proposes. In fact, in a gen-

eral way, "the moral dogma that no man should be stamped

with incompetence through birth has for long penetrated

the thinking, and political constitutions of our day have

expressly sanctioned it." (p. 225.) Well, there is no reason

not to extend it to the economic world. The owner has a

social function, which is to distribute the instruments workers

require to produce. (247.) Why should this function be
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inherited rather than others? More than that, not only is

the right of the capitalist in contradiction with the core of

our social system, but it is already losing importance—so

strong is the feeling that it should disappear. What made

for its importance "is the privilege of levying a premium

on the labor of others. But this bonus—represented today

by interest and rent—is constantly decreasing. The condi-

tions under which relations between owner or capitalist and

workers are regulated are more and more advantageous to

the latter—in other words the privilege of living in idleness

has become more difficult to acquire and conserve." (p. 235,

236.) So, far from maintaining—with so many theoreticians

of socialism—that property rights have steadily become more

excessive, thus justifying the claims of the working classes,

Bazard, on the contrary, recognizes that the supremacy of

capital is constantly diminishing. And in view of this pro-

gressive diminution, he concludes that to demand its radical

suppression is to propose nothing unsuited to the natural

and spontaneous course of societies. For he sees proof in

the course of events that this measure is more and more re-

quired by the feeling of humanity.

To achieve this result one final change is sufficient. It

is necessary "that the State—and no longer the family

—

inherit accumulated wealth since it constitutes what econo-

mists called the basis of production." (p. 236.) There must

be a social institution, single and perpetual, which is the

repository of all instruments of production and which pre-

sides over all material exploitation, (p. 252.) Under these

conditions there will actually no longer exist in society any

superiorities that do not correspond to greater intellectual

and moral capacity. The material strength with which capi-

tal arms the owner will be definitely abolished. Moreover

economic interest itself, as well as moral feeling, demands

this transformation. In order that industrial labor may reach

its highest possible degree of perfection, the following are

necessary: 1. That instruments of production be allotted pro-

portionately to each branch of industry and each locality;

2. That they be placed in the most capable hands in order

to produce all the benefits possible; 3. That production be
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so organized as to accurately meet the needs of consump-

tion—in other words, in such a way as to minimize the

risks of scarcity and glutting. But in the present state of
'

things, who originates this distribution of the instruments of

work? It is the capitalists and owners, for such a way as

to minimize the risks of scarcity and glutting. But isolated

individuals are not in a position adequately to understand

men, nor the requirements of industry, nor their means of

satisfaction, and hence to properly discharge their functions.

Inevitably each sees only a small portion of the social world

and does not know what happens beyond. Thus, at the

time he is establishing his enterprise, he does not know
whether others are not already engaged in answering the

need he proposes to fill, and if, as a result, all his trouble

and expense run the risk of failure. It is even more difficult

for him correctly to assess the extent of these needs; how
can he know the importance of the demand in the whole

country, or the portion which will come to him? From this

come the trials and the blunders that manifest themselves

in periodic crises. Finally, what has prepared capitalists for

their sensitive function of choosing those most adept in using

the instruments of production in the common interest? How
could their birth, of itself, place them in the position of

correctly judging the value of industrial capacities? And still,

since they lend their capital only to those they wish, it is they

(finally) who authoritatively designate who should be the

functionaries of industry.

Let us transport ourselves now to a world where this

triple mission no longer belongs to separate individuals, but

to a social institution. The latter, being in contact through

its ramifications with all localities and all types of industry,

sees all parts of the industrial scene. Thus it can take into

account general and particular requirements, can carry hands

and equipment where they are needed, and at the same time

it is better situated to understand true capabilities and judge

them in their relationship to the public interest.

What should this institution consist of?

Bazard, and Saint-Simon before him, were struck by the

considerable role played by banking in modern societies.
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They saw in it a beginning of the voluntary organization of

industrial life. Actually the function of bankers is to serve

as intermediary between workers, who need instruments of

production, and the owners of these instruments, who do

not wish to use them themselves. Thus banks are substituted

for capitalists and owners in the job of distributing means

of production to producers, and can acquit themselves with

much greater competence than separate individuals. Placed

at a much more central viewpoint, in contact with various

sections of the land and different branches of industry, they

can better appreciate the relative extent of the various in-

dustrial requirements. They are already public institutions in

the sense that they embrace far vaster portions of the eco-

nomic domain than a simple capitalist could do. At the

same time, since it is the very profession of a banker to

discover the skills that the funds of production can advan-

tageously be entrusted to, the capital that passes through his

hands has much more chance of being placed with those

most likely to extract profit from it. One can see that a

simple development of the system of banks might furnish

the sought-for institution.

The present organization would not do, first, because its

centralization is very imperfect. If bankers are in a better

position than owners to judge the needs of industry, never-

theless there is no bank which is the center where all in-

dustrial operations end up and unite, and which consequently

can take hold of the whole and with full awareness regu-

late the reapportionment of capital. Further, each banker

remains a private entrepreneur who has his personal point

of view and is concerned with levying the highest possible

tithe on the products of labor—just as the owner who turns

over his funds to him seeks to obtain the greatest advan-

tage he can. The privilege of inherited capital is therefore

not suppressed. To free this institution from its disadvan-

tages and place it definitively on a par with its functions,

three measures are necessary and suflBcient: 1. Subject all

banks to the authority of a centralized managing bank which

controls them; 2 Give this bank administration of all pro-

duction funds; 3. Differentiate the subordinate banks. This
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is how the system would function; inheritance being abol-

ished, all real and personal wealth would go to the central

establishment, which in this way would have at its com-

mand all instruments of production. Under the jurisdiction

of this bank, there would be banks of a secondary order

assigned to special branches of industry. They would spread

into each locality through other institutions of the same

—

but more limited—kind, and so be in direct contact with

the workers. Through these channels the former would be

aware of the requirements and productive power of industry

in its entirety. It would decide, as a result, how capital

should be apportioned among the various categories of un-

dertakings; that is, it would open up for each a fixed amount

of credit, proportionate to its needs and to society's means.

Every special bank then would have the function of dis-

tributing among the workers of each category—through the

intermediary of the local agencies—the share of credit granted

the branch of industry it is charged with managing. Each

producer is no more than the manager of the shop or of

the instruments he uses. For this he receives a fixed salary,

but the revenue of his business does not belong to him. It

reverts to the local bank, and through it to the central

bank. He has free use of his pay, has full ownership of it,

but is accountable for the rest. On his death the capital he

has administered is transmitted to the person who seems

most worthy, by way of administrative advancement. Thus
establishment of a unified system of banks which centralize

and distribute the means of production, allocation of the

latter to managers who receive compensation in line with

their services—such are the foundations of the system con-

ceived by Bazard. Thanks to this well-informed hierarchy,

the condition of each individual in society is determined by
his capacity, in harmony with the Saint-Simonian axiom:

"To each according to his ability, to each ability according

to its work."

Undoubtedly, Saint-Simon would have been astonished at

the extreme conclusions drawn from his principles; in truth

the path taken in only a few years (1825-1828) by the ideas

which he first formulated, is surprising. But this exposition
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of Bazard is interesting in another way. We see a complete

plan of economic reorganization whose socialist character

is unmistakable. We have just met formulae that foretell

those of Marx. We have just been told of the possibility

that economic life can be completely centralized.

But it happens that neither in his criticism of the present

order, nor in his program of reorganization, does Bazard

refer to large-scale industry. He does not rely on its pattern

or invoke the special behavior attributed to it, either to jus-

tify the changes demanded nor to confirm the practical char-

acter of his proposed reforms. These two facts are remark-

able, as the organization of large industry—especially its

centralized character—was, it would seem, a very natural

argument to demonstrate that industrial functions can and

should be centralized. And yet he did not make the point.

Evidently, then, he did not have this in mind when he

raised his voice against the present system, or even when
he constructed his own. But this same remark could be made
about Saint-Simon. In fact we saw that the only serious

economic reform he demanded concerned landed pro-

perty. He saw no objection to leaving the capital employed

in industry, manufacturing, or conmierce under the existing

order of things. And we may likewise see in Fourier that

the concept of large industry is not at all clear. In other

words it did not play the part often attributed to it in the

genesis of socialism. At the same time, it is certainly a

secondary and concurrent factor. These two phenomena
developed side by side, rather than having a cause and effect

connection. Perhaps it could even be said that both social-

ism and large industry are the product of the same social

state. In any case, we see that if socialism was not estab-

lished alone, at least it was established first.

We have seen how, according to Bazard, when modem
societies reached the extreme limit of their critical period,

a profound change in secular institutions was required in

order to satisfy new needs that arose. Above all the property

system had to be reformed for it, more than any other
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thing, contributes to antagonism and war by allowing the

owner through birth to exploit those of his fellow men who
possess nothing. Thus it becomes necessary, through sup-

pression of the right of inheritance, to remove from these

privileged persons the material force with which the mere

fact of birth arms them, and which assures them unfau:

superiority. At the same time the function of distributing

the instruments of production among producers will no

longer be surrendered to private individuals, incompetent

and selfish, but be vested in a social institution. But this

reform is not the only one sought by Hazard. He proposes

others touching education, legislation, courts. But as all these

are placed under the jurisdiction of the first, it is not nec-

essary to explain them in detail.

Moreover—whatever the importance of all these measures

—they do not have the central position in the work of reor-

ganization. For these civil institutions have authority—with-

out which they could not function normally—only by virtue

of the support of the system of common beliefs rooted in

the individual conscience. In short, a system of institutions

must express a system of ideas. So it is of great importance

to strive to establish these ideas, and as long as they are

missing, the most skillfully administered civil organization

can have only an artificial existence. It is the letter of which

the other is the spirit. It is vital that the ideas give birth

finally to an institution sui generis in which they will be

concretely embodied and dominate all else. Thus, without

beliefs which inspire it, not only is the body of social insti-

tutions without a soul, but it is not even complete. The
head is lacking. Therefore the problem that remains to be

dealt with is by far the major one. The second volume of

the Exposition is devoted to its solution.

It can be formulated in this way: Given the new needs

and feelings appearing in the human heart, what should be

the beliefs which can henceforth serve as a bond among
men?

In the first place, they should have a religious character.

In fact, what distinguishes organic from critical periods is

the religiosity of the former and the irreligiosity of the lat-
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ter. Humanity has never succeeded in passing from the an-

archistic and riotous egoism of the one to the ordered equili-

brium of the other except through the establishment of a

new doctrine. It is only when a new religion has replaced

one which criticism had definitively and properly destroyed

that confusion has come to an end and that social forces

were again grouped and planned harmoniously. So there is

no basis for believing that there is another way for us to

escape the present crisis, that some different path exists that

men have ignored until now.

Besides, how could this be possible? A people cannot be

organized except by synthesizing its concepts. For it is these

that determine action and as long as they are uncoordi-

nated there can be no order in movement. A society whose

ideas are not systematized in such a way as to make an or-

ganic and unified whole is necessarily a prey to anarchy.

But in order for the ideas we have of the world to receive

this unification, the world must be one—or at least we must

believe it is. However, we can conceive of it in this way
only if we view it as derived from one and the same prin-

ciple—which is God. The idea of God is the foundation of

all social order, because it is the only logical guarantee of

universal order. If irreligion, if atheism, are the character-

istic traits of periods of crisis, it is because the disorganized

state of ideas in these moments in history has caused all

feeling of unity to vanish. When everything seems discord-

ant one has no reason to relate everything to one being.

"The idea of God," says Bazard, "is for man merely a way
of conceiving unity, order, harmony, of being conscious of

a destination and of accounting for it." But "in periods of

crises man no longer has either unity, harmony, order, or

destination." (XLII, 123.) Inversely then, you cannot pass

into an organic phase except by restoring the fundamental

idea, which is the condition of all systematization. In other

words, religion is nothing other than the expression of the

collective thinking peculiar to a people or to humanity.

On the other hand, all collective thought necessarily has a

religious character.

This thesis clashed with both the rationalist critiques of
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the eighteenth century, which still had adherents, and with

the famous law of three stages, which Comte had just form-

ulated in his "positive politics." As for the rationaUsts, who

tended to see every idea of God as irreconcilable with sci-

ence, Hazard is easily right. He establishes without difficulty

that science—in order to proceed with explanation—is ob-

liged to postulate order in things, since its only objective

is to seek it, and order without God is unintelligible. The

other objection was more embarrassing, all the more as it

appeared to enjoy the very authority of Saint-Simon. Had
not the master proclaimed that humanity had passed suc-

cessively from the theological to the metaphysical age, and

finally from the latter to the rule of science, the positive

age? And from then on did it not seem that the era of

religions was ended, unless cilivization turned back?

Hazard extricates himself by an ingenious distinction which,

however, is not without some truth. One speaks of these

three stages, he says, as if they corresponded to three ages

of humanity taken as a whole, and one concludes that men,

having reached the second, can no longer return to the

first, nor to the second once they have attained the third,

the same as an individual—once adult—cannot proceed to-

wards infancy, nor from maturity to youth. But actually this

law expresses only the series of transitions through which a

specific people passes from the organic to the critical phase.

The theological age is the period of equilibrium; the positive

age, the age of disintegration; the metaphysical age is inter-

mediate, when dogma begins to waver. But one knows that

the cycle formed by these periods recommences all the time,

that new organic states succeed critical states. So it is false

to say that religious beliefs are no more than remnants of

a past destined to disappear. The truth is that they alter-

nately die and are reborn, without anyone having the right

to fix an end to these series that so succeed each other.

Auguste Comte's law correctly describes the way modem
societies have developed from the tenth to the nineteenth

century—but it does not at all apply to the entire course

of human evolution. That is why it could not be used to

foretell the future. But just as the theological age—repre-
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sented by the societies of the Middle Ages—followed the

epoch of atheism—to which the fall of the ancient cities

corresponds—so it may be assumed that the irreligiosity of

the present does not constitute the last term in history.

These alternations are in truth incontestable and are there-

fore a very strong objection to Comte's theory. But it did

not satisfy Bazard—and it could not—to have demonstrated

that religion is subject to rebirth. He still had to show that

on each return, far from losing ground, it gains it; other-

wise his fundamental thesis could not be regarded as estab-

lished. Since, according to him, humanity tends toward a

more perfect state of harmony and peace, and since on the

other hand social harmony develops like religion—which is

its basis—collective organization as it becomes more har-

monious also becomes more impregnated with religiosity, and

as a result societies become more and more religious. Does

history confirm this hypothesis? Bazard attempts to prove

it but his argument on this point is very weak. He is con-

tent to distinguish three phases in religious evolution: fe-

tishism, polytheism, monotheism, and to show that in each,

religion is practiced by the broadest societies. Under fetish-

ism the cult is confined to the family, with polytheism it

becomes an institution of the city, while in Christian mono-

theism it extends to the whole of humanity. From this he

concludes—not without sophistry—that the social character

of religion always becomes more evident. But how did he

not see that the social importance of religion is not in the

number of individuals adhering to it but in the number of

institutions of which it is the foundation and which it marks

with its imprint? So a miniscule society can be more thor-

oughly religious than an immense association, since it can

very well be that every detail of social relationships in the

small society is regulated by religion while in the great

nation, on the contrary, there is very little of it. It matters

little that all humanity has the same faith. This faith will

have merely a secondary social role if it does not extend

beyond one small segment of collective life, if the latter is

in major part secular. But in fact, as one advances in his-

tory, from inferior societies to the city, from the city to
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Christian peoples, one observes consistently that religion

withdraws more and more from public life. If, then, it is

true that until now it was regenerated after every period of

decline, it must be added that at each rebirth it has always

lost importance as a social institution. So history is far

from favorable to Bazard's proposition, far from showing a

constant parallel between the advance of religiosity and the

progress of collective harmony. As a result it does not au-

thorize us to expect in the future a social system more essen-

tially religious than those of the past.

But let us assume this proposition to be demonstrated. The

conclusion is that the peaceful society towards which we
should and do strive will only be possible if a new religion

is founded. On the other hand, as each stage of progress is

and can be merely the perfecting of the preceding one, this

new religion itself could not be other than a perfected Christ-

ianity. What then are the changes Christian religion must

undergo to be equal to the mission that must fall to it in

the future?

The great error of Christianity is to have hurled anathema

on matter and everything material. Not only did the Church

place the physical outside of religion, not only did it refuse

it any sacred nature, but it went so far as make it the very

principle of evil. Certainly it asumes that through original

sin man had fallen both in body and soul, but in the elabo-

ration of its dogma it left the downfall of the spirit in shad-

ow in order to highlight—almost exclusively—that of the

flesh, which ended by being considered the unique source of

sin. Thus, most of its moral tenets have as their objective

the repression of materials needs and everything related to

them. It sanctifies marriage, but regards it as an inferior

state and prescribes abstinence and mortification. But what

best indicates this aversion for anything physical is that the

Christian God is conceived as pure spirit. The result was

that all modes of secular activity developed outside the

Church and its influence. Industry has always remained for-

eign to it—it even removed all reason for its existence by
placing poverty and physical privation foremost among vir-

tues. And if it likened work to prayer it is simply because
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it regarded work as penitence, as expiation. Also, although

science had its birth in monasteries, it remained stationary

while there and only started to develop when it freed itself

from this milieu—which was not its own—and became sec-

ularized. And finally, art—as far as it expresses life—has

always been treated as suspect and even as an enemy by
representatives of Christian thought. These social forces, or-

ganized outside of the Church and its law, turned quite

naturally against it once they became mature. And pre-

cisely because they had developed in spite of dogma, as they

acquired importance they revolted against this dogma which

had renounced them, and in turn renounced it. Because by
scorning the world the Church had abandoned it, the world

gradually escaped the Church and ended up rebelling against

it. But in a struggle such as this the Church could not but

be defeated since all the human civilization it had cast from

its bosom was against it. In this way the antagonism between

the secular and religious order brought on the ruin of the

latter.

For the new religion to be exempt from this constitutional

vice and be sure of the future, it is indispensable that in

principle it renounce this duality and this exclusiveness, that

it extend itself to all reality, that it consecrate equally the

material and the spiritual, the physical and the intellectual.

In a word, it must make this world its domain. "The most

striking, the most novel . . . aspect of the general progress

humanity is called upon to make today consists of the re-

habilitation of matter." (282.) Instead of proscribing the

research of scholars, the enterprises of industry, the work
of artists, instead of according them at most a disdainful

tolerance, it must declare they are holy things, pious works,

and make them the very substance of cult and faith. Only

on this condition can it escape the duel in which—as Chris-

tianity—it will sooner or later succumb. Moreover, by pro-

claiming this homogeneity of all things, it will merely be

conforming to the fundamental principle of unity and uni-

versal harmony, and because Christian antinomy was a vio-

lation of it, it is only by changing that Christianity can

maintain itself.
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There is only one way of rehabilitating matter—have it

re-enter God Himself, (p. 301.) So that all things may have

the same value, either everything or nothing must be divine.

The second hypothesis discarded—since it is the negation of

all religion—the first remains. But for all beings to equally

share in the divine, God must be in everything. This in effect

is the conception Bazard arrives at and which gives us the

following definition of God: "God is one. God is all that

is; everything is in Him. God, the infinite universal Being,

expressed in His living and active unity, is infinite love,

which manifests itself to us in two main aspects, as spirit

and as matter, or—what is merely another expression of

this double view—as intelligence and force, as wisdom and

beauty." (293-294.) So the seeds of pantheism we found

before in Saint-Simon have now arrived at their full develop-

ment. It is true that Bazard did not accept the label of

pantheist without reticence, but that was for reasons of tact.

It was to avoid confusing the new concept with old doctrines

discredited elsewhere. But he recognized that "if the word

had no meaning other than that of its etymology" there

would be "no reason to reject it." And he added, "To con-

sider only abstractly the religious progress of man toward

unity, and allowing for the new progress we are indicating,

one might properly say that the general terms it compromises

are polytheism, monotheism, and pantheism." (306.)

Serious practical consequences grow out of these abstract

and philosophical speculations. If religion extends to every-

thing, then everything in society must rise from religion. It

is not for society to determine. "Every political order is,

before all else, a religious order." (299.) This proposition

does not indicate that society should be subordinated to reli-

gion, that it should pursue transcendental ends, foreign to its

secular aims. Such subordination is impossible since, in the

doctrine, religion has no sway outside the spiritual order.

Bazard merely understands it to mean that everything social

is religious for that reason, and inversely, that theological

and political matters are identical "and present, strictly

speaking, only two different facades on which facts of the

same nature can be envisaged" (298), just as God and the
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world are only two aspects of a single and identical reality.

Since science is the study of the universe, it is the under-

standing of God, and can perhaps be called theology. Since

industry's purpose is to act upon the world, through it man
enters into an exterior and material relationship with God.

It becomes religion. It also follows that, just as God is the

highest expression of the world, the representative of God
—the priest—should be the highest agent of the social order.

This, according to Hazard, is substantially how the preceding

principles should be translated into the political system.

As no function in society is more vital than insuring

unity, and since the idea of God alone must serve as the

nub of the social system, the priest will be in the best posi-

tion to so direct the common life as to hold the deepest

feeling of God. "It follows that the heads of society can be

none other than the repositories of religion, and can only

be priests." (335.) To them will belong the task of making
all individual activities converge toward one end; it is the

sacerdotal group which will serve as a link between men
and social functions. Every detail of its duties will flow

from this. Since there are two major social functions, science

and industry, theory and practice, the priest will have to

—

above everything—link industry and science in general and
watch over their harmonious development so that theory

concerns itself with practical requirements and practice under-

stands its need of theory. This will be the role of the most
eminent priest in the hierarchy.

In their turn, science on the one hand and industry on
the other embrace an infinity of separate branches. Science

resolves itself into a multitude of special studies, industry

into a plurality of different enterprises. To make these par-

ticular pieces of work, whether of a scientific or intellectual

order, proceed in agreement, other intermediaries will be
required. This task will go to other priests, lower and subor-

dinated to the first. Some will have the various sciences

cooperate so as to make use of one another, exchanging
services, constantly feeling their relationship, in order that

the unity of intellectual work may be maintained. Others
will do the same for the various kinds of industry so that
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each may have its proper degree of development and all will

aim at the same goal. In short, all religion will lend itself

to perpetually recalling workers to a feeling of their unity.

To fulfill this task priests will be chosen from among the

most compassionate of men, for sympathy is the unifying

faculty par excellence. It is the most capable of joining one

to another, the most able to unite the largest possible number

in a like feeling of love, since its spirit embraces a greater part

of the universe and is therefore closest to God.

Thus it was quite correct to say that this social system

cannot be understood without the religious system, which

gives it unity since it is the sacerdotal function that dominates

and unifies all others. It is through the priest that industry

and science are united and co-operate; it is the priest who
shows the place suitable for each, that is to say, who distrib-

utes tasks according to capacity and compensates capacities

according to accomplishment. Only in taking a theocratic

form does industrial society find equilibriimi.

At first such a concept seems very remote from those we
found in Saint-Simon. Thus it has been said that the Saint-

Simonian school had more affinity with the theories of

Joseph de Maistre than with those of the liberal school.

(Janet, III.) But this is to misunderstand the original char-

acter of this theocracy that has as its main purpose the

development of science and industrial affairs. It is to forget

that its raison d'etre is not to confine temporal interests, but

to sanction them. While religious, its aims are exclusively

earthly—like those of the old literal rationalism. Actually,

Bazard's doctrine contains no other ideas than his master's.

Only, these ideas are magnified, which permits them to be

better understood and, even more, it makes their fundamental

defect more noticeable. This theocratic organization, which

in one sense seems artificially superimposed on the industrial

socialism of Saint-Simon, shows, on the contrary and with

greater evidence, its exact character at the same time that it

conspicuously exposes its inadequacy.

As a matter of fact we know that Saint-Simon's error

consisted in wishing to construct a stable society on a purely

economic foundation. As he began by postulating in principle

that there are only industrial interests, he was obliged to
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grant that they could be balanced through skillful manage-

ment, but without the intervention of any factor of a dif-

ferent nature. It was sufficient to organize industry in such

a way that, by producing as much as possible, it could satisfy

the various requirements as completely as possible. But we

have seen that such an undertaking is unrealizable. For it

assumes that men's desires can be satisfied by a certain

quantity of comfort, that in themselves they have a limit

and are appeased once it is reached. But in reality all needs

exceeding simple physical necessities are unlimited, for

there is nothing within the organism that imposes a bound-

ary. Therefore in order for them not to be without end

—

that is, so that they are not forever unsatisfied—there must

be forces outside of the individual, in society, which hold

them in check, and—with authority acknowledged by all

—

indicate what is the proper standard. And in order to thus

contain and regulate economic forces, forces of another

nature are required. It is indispensable that there exist in

society powers other than those deriving from industrial

capacity. These are moral forces. We saw elsewhere that

Saint-Simon, toward the end of his life, had become aware

of the inadequacy of his system on this point and had ac-

centuated its religious character. The considerable develop-

ment of religion in Bazard's system demonstrates that the

School understood more and more the need to complete

purely industrial organization by another which would rise

above it. Actually, one of the functions of religion has always

been to place a rein on economic appetities. We just noted

that with Bazard, the priest, elevated far above the profes-

sional councils which Saint-Simon made the supreme power

of society, has become the sovereign regulator of all eco-

nomic life. So it might appear that the indicated lack is

now supplied. But in reality, precisely because this very

religion has a strictly economic base, we will see that it is

purely nominal and in no position to fulfill the role it was

to be assigned, that this system is theocratic only in appear-

ance and that, if Bazard succeeded in giving the industrial

doctrine a mystical varnish, he did not add the ingredient

that is wanting. Industrialism cannot go beyond itself

—

however it may need to.
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What, in fact, is this religion? It has science for theology

and industry for creed, according to Hazard's statements.

And since science has no reason to exist except if useful to

industry, it is the latter, finally, which constitutes the highest

aim of society. Thus, ultimately, men have no other end

but to prosper industrially, and the priest's role is reduced

to having the various scientific and industrial function coop-

erate so as to assure this prosperity. In all this, where is the

bridle that curbs passions? Everywhere one merely sees

direct or indirect economic interests without seeing how
from any one of them a force would evolve which dominates

them. Will it be said that an idea of God exists, and that the

priest is invested with an authority sui generis which puts

him above producers of all kinds, because he is nearer than

they to divinity, because he embodies it to a higher degree?

But this is to forget that God in this system is the world,

that it is a simple name given to the totality of reality.

Consequently, to conceive God more nobly than does the

mass is simply to understand the world, to grasp better its

unity in the diversity and relationships of things, thanks to

a more developed awareness. So the priest is not stamped

with any unusual character that places him above others; he

is nothing more than a cultivated person, a finer intelligence

endowed with a broader sympathy. The supreme high priest

of such a religion is the worker in the best position

—

through his understanding of men and things—to advance

public interest and the studies needed for it. This is why
one could very justly call him the pope of industry. If

Christianity has been able to fulfill its social role, it is be-

cause—quite the reverse of Saint-Simonian theology—it set

God beyond things. Ever since then, there has been a moral

force—illusory or not is of no moment—outside of and
above men, their desires, their interests—a force, conse-

quently, capable of controlling them, at least through the

mediation of those regarded as accredited representatives

—

that is, priests. But if God is one with the world, and as we
dominate the world as much as it dominates us, and since

of itself it is not a moral force, we are thus on a par with

divinity—so the indispensable dicipline cannot come from
there. If, as Christian dogma asserts, material concerns are
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inferior to spiritual and should be subordinated to them,

then the former find a very natural check in the latter. But

if they are on the same level, if they have the same value and

there are no others, how could any control be established

that could be imposed either on one or the other? Any
regulating authority is rendered impossible by such leveling.

Undoubtedly Hazard did not sense this difficulty because

for him the origin of social conflicts is principally in the

unfair distribution of functions and products, so that the

position of individuals has no relation to their capacity.

Consequently harmony would be assured as soon as a regime

were established which would classify workers exactly ac-

cording to their value and compensate them according to their

services. But he is of the opinion that the priest-group—re-

cruited according to the rules he has set—would be in a posi-

tion to proceed to this classification and apportionment as well

as could be done. Obviously, however, we must acknowledge

that objections are easy. One must be able to dry up the

source of struggle and discontent. For the very principle

invoked to demand this reform will just as quickly and

properly be invoked on behalf of others that are actually

implied. You start in fact with the idea that it is neither

good nor just that individuals have superiority by birth. Yet

intelligence, taste, scientific, artistic, literary, industrial worth

—are they not also aptitudes which each of us receive

through birth and which in great measure we are not the

cause of, just as the property owner is not the creator of the

capital he received at birth? Thus the proposition that in-

herited prerogatives should be suppressed has a corollary,

which is that everyone should be rewarded in the same
manner, that sharing should be equal and independent of

worth. He does not assume, for his argument, that this

would affect actively or passively the inherent dispositions of

individuals, whether good or bad. The tendency exists right

now. It inclines us more and more to lighten the hardship

we inflict on criminals. This conscious indulgence is but an

application of the principle in whose name Bazard demands
the suppression of inheritance. So if social war is really

caused by the existence of congenital inequalities, peace
cannot be re-established except by virtue of a strictly equali-
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tarian and communist organization. Will one go as far as

this extreme conclusion? You strike real difficulties; social

life could not exist if there were no premium on capability.

Would you limit the application of this moral principle in

the name of its collective advantage? Or refuse to extend it

to the innate aptitudes of individuals so as not to injure

social interests too seriously? But then is it so certain that

inheritance itself also cannot be defended for the same

reason? Is it certain that hereditary transmission of wealth

is without economic advantages; if it were, would it be

maintained so generally? If the family inherits, then in-

struments of work surely do not go to the most capable;

but if it is the State, what waste! From a purely economic

point of view it is difficult to strike a balance.

Besides, when, contrary to moral principle, an institution

defends itself only for utilitarian reasons, it is condemned

and cannot long endure. It is not by considerations of this

kind that one will ever be able to halt and limit the aspira-

tions of the public conscience—for these calculations have

no influence on it. Thus, if it is admitted that the most es-

sential thing is to refuse all social sanction to hereditary

inequalities, that this should be the basis of social reorganiza-

tion, then needs are unleashed which cannot be satisfied

and new dissatisfactions created at the very moment when
everything was believed pacified. We do not intend, how-

ever, to draw the conclusion that there is no need to mitigate

the effects of these inequalities. On the contrary, it is clear

that feelings of human sympathy—which are always be-

coming deeper—^push us toward alleviating the results of this

unequal apportioning of gifts and things in their most

grievous and shocking aspects. We even consider it certain

that this aspiration for a more just and generous morality

will progessively affect the right of inheritance. But I say

that such a principle cannot serve as the basis for a social

system and can have only a secondary influence on the

organization of society. It cannot be its foundation because

in itself it is not a principle of order and peace. It does not

carry with it the moderate contentment with fortune which

is the condition of social stability. Assuredly it has its

significance, which keeps on growing, but if it can and if it
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should minutely correct and mitigate the force of social

institutions, then it could not be the basis on which they

rest. This basis should be sought elsewhere, in the estabhsh-

ment of moral powers capable of disciplining individuals.

Hazard's system thus confirms the criticism we directed at

Saint-Simon's and better demonstrates its generality. It is a

very forceful attempt on the part of industrialism to succeed

in rising above itself—but it will be aborted. For when one

starts with the maxim that there are none but economic

interests, one is their prisoner and cannot rise above them.

Hazard tried in vain to subject them to a dogma which

dominates them. But this dogma merely expresses them in

another tongue. It is only another aspect of its subject. For

the one religion possible in such a doctrine is a materialist

pantheism, since the physical and the spiritual must be placed

on the same plane. The God of this pantheism was only

another name for the universe and could not constitute a

moral power whose purpose man may recognize. Even in

developing the religious character of industrialism, Bazard

only makes its shortcomings and dangers more conspicuous.

For in Saint-Simon's system, a rationalist appeal gave it an

air of correctness that concealed the consequences it im-

plied. But when passions are overtly sanctioned, how can

there be a question of limiting them? If they are hallowed

they should be permitted to exist. So the only incentive

Bazard appeals to is love, which according to him, is in-

creasingly acquiring a leading position. It is the spontaneity

of love that ought to take the place of authority. Likewise,

when matter and material needs are defied, what right is

there to impose a curb or law upon them? In impregnating

industrial life with religiosity, Bazard put nothing above

it—on the contrary, he has placed it above everything. He
has strengthened industrialism instead of subordinating it.

Such a doctrine could only end in a mystical sensualism, in

an apotheosis of comfort, in the sanction of excess. In fact

this is what happened and what destroyed it. Its history,

starting with this period, is an experimental verification of

the preceding discussion.

However, these results did not manifest themselves im-

mediately. Bazard's rigid logic was enough, for some time.
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to prevent these germs of disorder and decomposition from

developing. The period immediately following the instruction

at the Rue Taranne marks the apogee of success of the

school. Two journals were founded in succession to spread

Saint-Simonian ideas; the Globe and the Producteur (1831).

A lively burst of proselytism ensued. This period marks the

initiation of Clapeyron, of Bureau, Minister of Finance under

Napoleon III, of Adolphe JuUien, since Director of the

P,-L.-M., of Avril, Director of the ficole des Pons et

Chaussees, of Lambert, later called Lambert-bey. Whole

families were drawn in, such as the Rodrigues, Pereires,

Gueroults, the Chevalliers, Fournel, Director of Creusot and

his wife, Charles Lemonnier and his wife, Jules Renouvier,

the brother of Charton, the historian, the d'Eichthal family,

LaMoriciere who brought along several of his army col-

leagues, etc. But the movement was not confined to cultivated

groups. "The abundance of converts," H. Carnot says, "men
and women of every class and profession—was so consider-

able that in France they could be numbered in the thousands.

It was no longer a school—it was a population, devoted

to its government." Indeed the school had given itself an

oflBcial organization. It had assumed the name of "sacred

college" and recognized as heads—that is, as supreme high-

priests—Bazard and Enfantin. When the initiated became

too numerous, preparatory schools of second and third

grade, on the order of seminaries, were established, forming

a kind of nursery from which the sacred college was

recruited. Its seat was set up in a house on Rue de Mon-
signy. Bazard and Enfantin lived there. Saint-Simonians from

abroad very often took their meals there. Soirees were held

and the salons much sought after, especially by scholars and

artists, such as Liszt, Adolphe Nourrit, Dr. Guepin, E.

Souvestre, Felicien David, Raymond Bonheur. Later, prop-

aganda and instruction centers multiplied in Paris and all of

France.

But in spite of this brilliant exterior the school was ap-

proaching its decline. If Bazard—a cool and moderate intel-

lect—resisted the germs of sensualist mysticism that we ob-

served in the system, on the contrary Enfantin, a tumultuous

and impassioned genius, relying more on heart than mind

—
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had little inclination to share this leaning. Differences en-

sued which ended by breaking out into the open. The schism

came over the question of women and marriage. Bazard,

along with the rest of the school, demanded that women be

treated as the equal of man in marriage. But Enfantin went

much further and his theory was hardly more than a sanc-

tion of free love—almost of sacred prostitution. He granted

that marriage is the state best suited to men and women of

constant and faithful temperament but held that other dis-

positions, because of their instability, are resistant to it.

Therefore it is important to accommodate conjugal society

—

or as Enfantin puts it, the religion of love—to the needs of

that group by giving it the necessary flexibility and mobility.

Since God endowed certain beings with inconstancy a'S a

boon, why not make use of it? It will be profitably em-

ployed by authorizing these volatile hearts to change their

conjugal situation at will. So the absence of regulation in

the foundation of the doctrine produced the expected re-

sults. When Enfantin dared express these ideas for the first

time, there was a great stir in the sacred college. Discussions

—so emotional they were beyond belief—were pursued for

days on end. Minds were so over-stimulated that frenzied

spells occurred among those present. At the end of these

intellectual battles, Bazard's mind was injured. In one con-

troversy he was struck with a cerebral congestion. When he

recovered he separated from Enfantin and the break in

ranks began.

Enfantin remained at the head of the institution on Rue
Monsigny, and under his influence the Saint-Simonian creed

fell into increasing disorder. "The body was solemnly re-

instated; work was hallowed, food was hallowed, voluptuous

appetites were hallowed. . . . The winter of 1832 was one

long celebration on Rue Monsigny. Religion was crowned

with roses; it appeared in the aroma of punch and in noisy

harmonies of the orchestra ... At these gatherings a number
of young, elegant women appeared . . . who danced for the

sake of dancing . . . without perceiving the religious side of

these dances and pleasures." (Reybaud, Et s.l. Reformateurs,

107.) Expenditures like these brought financial trouble. At
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the same time the police forbade the continuation of Saint-

Simonian instruction on Rue Taitbout. Differences arose be-

tween Enfantin and Olinde Rodrigues who accused him of

religious promiscuity and parted company with him. Through

lack of funds the Globe stopped appearing and finally Enfan-

tin was obliged to abandon the house on Rue Monsigny. He
set himself up at Menilmontant in an estate he owned. That

was the end. It is needless to relate the final convulsions of

the school, which have a bearing on anecdotal history, but

not on the history of thought. A lawsuit instituted against

Enfantin in 1832 ended in his being sentenced to prison.

That was the signal for the final dispersion. But Saint-Simon-

ian ideas did not die so quickly. They had made a deep im-

pression on these generations and for a long time continued

to challenge minds. Discriminating, distinguished men who
had been adherents of Saint-Simonianism brought the ideas

to the various professions they represented and only very

slowly did they come to mistrust them. And their influence

would probably have been still more lasting if not for the

ridicule that Enfantin's sect brought upon itself and which

discredited the whole movement.



Chapter 12

Conclusions

We have lingered for a long time over the study of Saint-

Simonianism The reason is that aside from the fact that there

are few doctrines richer in fertile observations, the school in

certain respects has a very immediate interest. Its study is

valuable for a better comprehension of the circumstances we
find ourselves in today. In fact there are striking analogies

between the period we have just been studying and the one

in which we now live. From an intellectual point of view

what characterizes the former is that the three following

ideas were simultaneously produced: 1. The idea of extending

to social sciences the method of the positive sciences (out of

which sociology has come) and the historical method (an

indispensable auxiliary of sociology); 2. The idea of a reli-

gious regeneration; and, 3. The socialist idea. There is no

question that in about ten years [written in 1896], we have

seen these three currents reform themselves simultaneously

and assume more and more intensity. The sociological idea,

which had been neglected to the point that the world itself

was unrecognized, once more spread with extreme rapidity;

a neo-religious school was founded and, however vague its

concepts, one cannot deny that it is gaining more ground than

it is losing; and the progress made in these last years by

socialist thought is well-known. When these three currents

are viewed from the outside they seem to repel one another,

and those most actively involved only see antagonism among
them. The religious movement is presented as a protest

against the ambitions of practical science; the socialist move-
ment—because it carries with it more or less definite solution

of the social problems that concern us—cannot accept

sociology unless it becomes subordinate and renounces itself,

that is, as an independent science. It would therefore seem
that there is only contradiction and opposition in these dif-

ferent tendencies of contemporary thought. Here the retro-

spective study we just made becomes instructive.

/ 283
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The fact that twice in the course of the century these

tendencies were spontaneously produced and developed can-

not be due to a simple accident—especially since all of them

uniformly disappeared from about 1848 to 1870. So there

must be connections between them that are not readily per-

ceived. This hypothesis is further confirmed by the connected

state in which we saw them at the core of Saint-Simon's

system. We begin to wonder whether these theses appear

and are regarded as contradictory simply because each

expresses only one aspect of social reality, and, unaware

of its fragmentary nature, believes itself the only one—and

is consequently irreconcible with any other. Actually what

does the development of sociology signify? How does it

happen that we experience the need to reflect on social

matters, if not because our social state is abnormal, because

the unsettled collective organization no longer functions with

the authority of instinct—for that is always what determines

the rousing of scientific thought and its extension to a new
order of things. And on the other hand, what do the neo-

religious and socialist movements indicate? It is that if science

is a means, it is not an end, and as the goal to be achieved

is distant, science cannot reach it except slowly and labori-

ously, whereas emotional and zealous beings attempt to lay

hold of it instantly. Without waiting for scholars to suffi-

ciently advance their research, they undertake to discover

the remedy by instinct, and nothing would be more natural

than to convert this method into a unique procedure and

exaggerate its importance by denying science. Besides, the

latter has much to learn from this two-sided movement which
expresses two different aspects of our present state, one

considering things from a moral view, the other, in their

economic aspect. What gives strength to the first movement
is the feeling that we must believe in an authority which
controls passions, makes egoism bend to its domination, and

which wUl require a religion—without its being seen just

how it can be constituted. And what gives power to the

second is that the condition of moral disorder has economic
results which it places in relief. For if the objective causes

of suffering are not more severe than formerly, the moral
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state makes individuals more aware and consequently more

impatient with them. No longer curbed, needs are more ur-

gent and increasing exigencies do not permit man to be

satisfied with his former lot. There is no longer any reason

to accept it, submit to it, or resign himself to it. Our conclu-

sion therefore is that if you wish to have all these practical

theories (which have not advanced much since the beginning

of the century) go forward a step, you must force yourself

habitually to take account of their different tendencies and

discover their unity. That is what Saint-Simon attempted.

His undertaking must be renewed and in the same direction.

His history can serve to show us the way. What caused

the failure of Saint-Simonianism is that Saint-Simon and his

disciples wanted to get the most from the least, the superior

from the inferior, moral rule from economic matter. This is

impossible. The problem must be put this way: to discover

through science the moral restraint which can regulate eco-

nomic life, and by this regulation control selfishness and

thus gratify needs.

In summing up we can say that the [opposition of all

these schools] . . . stems from this two-fold cause: the effort

of some to regulate, and of others to free, economic life.

These diverse currents are united in their search for the

element that is the cause of disturbance. For economists and

Saint-Simonians, the trouble comes from the fact that the

[pure in spirit?] are not [understood by all?] and the remedy

can consist only in organizing economic life in and by itself

—some believing this organization can be spontaneously

established, others that it should more and more be con-

sciously directed. With regard to this solution, there is

another which consists of finding, through rational processes,

moral forces which can be [superimposed?] on those that

are not. In addition to the various paths on which we
[expend] our energies, there is another that can be tried.

It is sufficient to have indicated it.^

1 The entire end of the course is scarcely legible. We have not
attempted to reconstruct it completely; we indicate by dots what
we could not decipher and what is doubtful by brackets. It is

clear that Durkheim was alluding to his theory of the profes-

sional group, conjointly inspired by social science and socialism,

and laying the foundation for a system of morality.—M.M.)
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"Tliis volume is indispensable for a full

understanding of Durkheim's thought."

-American Sociological Review

This famous study of the development of socialism, by the

greatest of French sociologists, continues to be a rich source of

insight into both socialist thought and Durkheim's theories. This

important and influential work treats socialism in its most dynamic

sense: as a social and moral philosophy, a way of life and thought.

It provides a useful perspective on the nature of socialist thought

before Lenin, carefully defining the differences between com-

munism and socialism.

This first English translation of Le Socialisme reveals Saint-

Simon's profound influence upon the author's thinking. Durkheim

devotes a major part of the book to an examination of the doc-

trines of this early -nineteenth-century socialist, the common an-

cestor of such notable theorists as Comte, Marx, and the author

himself.
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